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Varied and extensive although the critical response to

the Finale of Beethoven's Choral Symphony has been, surpris-

ingly little attention has been accorded the words the com-

poser derived from Schiller's poem An die Freude. While

many reasons may be adduced to account for this critical

orientation, the most telling would seem to be musicology's

traditional absorption with music as an autonomous event,

one where meaning is derived only from music.

Yet this preoccupation has obscured a number of compo-

sitional and interpretative issues: namely Beethoven's in-

terest of more than 30 years in Schiller's poem and his re-

peatedly-voiced concern with music's "inner meaning."

Blurred, too, have been the facts that Schiller's poem was

set some 40 times before Beethoven and that the poem was

part of a long-standing philosophical and literary-musical

tradition. Thus it seems appropriate to ask not only what

Schiller's poem may have meant to Beethoven, but also what

Freude--Joy--meant during their day.



What emerges is that Freude was a cardinal tenet of En-

lightenment, the enduring goal of those who aspired to the

era's faith in Reason, a view Kant confirmed in 1787 when in

the second edition of his Kritik der reinen Vernunft he

noted that the "entire pursuit of reason" has but "one ulti-

mate end--that of happiness." The comment closely parallels

one made by Johann Adolf Scheibe years before when he said

that just as happiness is philosophy's ultimate aim, so too

is it music's. Tracing this idea to a class of music

Scheibe encouraged--the emerging strophic Lied--it will be

seen that virtually all the settings of Schiller's An die

Freude were strophically set. Invoking critical theories

involving genre, namely genre's "horizon of expectation,"

leads to an enriched perspective that points toward a number

of compelling aspects of the Choral Finale overlooked by

previous commentators.
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PREFACE

Given the large number of foreign language quotations

in this work from primary and secondary sources, a general

note on procedure may be helpful. Translations of texts in

German and French are my own unless otherwise listed. In

extended passages of poetry the original is given first,

with a translation following within brackets; in shorter ex-

tracts the translation is given in the main text within

parentheses. In all cases, the poetry translations aspire

to convey the original as closely as possible rather than to

present a poetical rendering. References from treatises and

other primary sources (letters, periodicals, etc.) are gen-

erally cited in translation within the main body of the

text, with the original provided in the footnotes. Whatever

the language, I have made no attempt to regularize eigh-

teenth-century spelling. (Thus Frcdlichen instead of the

modern Fr6hlichen, Bewundrung instead of Bewunderung, and

iauchz' instead of jauchz', etc.) In a number of instances

I have felt free to adapt, and in turn credit, an existing

translation. In the case of Beethoven's letters, in but one

case I have quoted directly from Emily Anderson's typically

authoritative translation; likewise, I have used Maynard

Solomon's translation of Beethoven's Tagebuch.

V



In the final chapter the argument closely hinges on

correlating certain aspects of the Choral Finale of Beetho-

ven's Ninth Symphony with the poetry the composer derived

from Schiller's poem An die Freude. Although I have tried

to include a generous number of musical examples, even so,

the reader should, if possible, have a score at hand while

reading section 5 of Chapter VI.

vi
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All, all... will pass away; nothing will remain; not only
music, the other arts as well...--but one thing will endure
for ever, the Ninth Symphony.

Richard Wagner



CHAPTER I

PRAELUDIUM: "IDEA AND FORM"

Derided as "utter trash" and praised as "the human

evangel" beyond which "no forward step is possible," Beetho-

ven's Ninth Symphony is the one piece of music about which

very nearly everyone has an opinion.' Indeed its privileged

status is reflected not only in the prominence accorded it

in the concert hall and the unceasing flood of recordings in

which it is released in presumably increasingly "authentic"

renditions, but even more in the spiritual associations it

engenders, a reality nowhere more trenchantly borne out than

in Thomas Mann's emotionally-wringing pronouncement, voiced

by his fictional character Adrian Leverki-hn, the composer-

protagonist of his 1947 novel Doktor Faustus: "The good and

noble . . . what human beings have fought for and stormed

citadels, what the ecstatics exultantly announced--that is

not to be. It will be taken back. I will take . . back

'The first quote is Ned Rorem's, delivered at a recent
student colloquium at Columbia University; quoted in Richard
Taruskin, "Resisting the Ninth," 19th-Century Music, 12
(1989): 247. The second is Richard Wagner's, set forth in
his 1849 essay "Das Kunstwerk der Zukunft, " in Richard Wag-
ner's Prose Works, trans. William Ashton Ellis (London:
Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co., 1892), 1:126.

1
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. . the Ninth Symphony. "2 Even if we disagree as to its

ultimate meaning or admit to finding it flawed, its talis-

manic role--in accordance with William Blake's maxim about

"choosing forms of worship from poetic tales"--would seem

undeniable; as Joseph Kerman has put it, "we live in the

valley of the Ninth Symphony."3

And yet curiously enough, the work has generated rela-

tively little informed criticism of the kind that seeks to

address in a meaningful way the fact that the Finale con-

tains both words and music. And why? For Friedrich

Nietzsche, writing in 1871, Beethoven's "Symphonie mit

Schluss-Chor iber Schiller's Ode: An die Freude," although

"without equal," was also a work whose "magic defies analy-

sis."4 Some three decades before him, Hector Berlioz had

arrived at more or less the same conclusion. "Among the

many opinions that have been brought forth on this work," he

wrote in 1838,

2 Thomas Mann, Doctor Faustus. The Life of the German
Composer Adrian Leverhiihn as Told by a Friend, trans. H. T.
Lowe-Porter (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1948; first pub-
lished Stockholm, 1947), 478,

' 3The Beethoven Quartets (New York: W. W. Norton,
1964), 194.

0"Ober Musik und Wort," in Sprache, Dichtung, Musik,
ed. Jakob Knaus (Thbingen: Niemeyer, 1973), 23; trans. Wal-
ter Kaufmann as "On Words and Music," in Carl Dahlhaus, Be-tween Romanticism and Modernism, Four Studies in the Music
of the Later Nineteenth Century (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1980), [Appendix] 112.
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there are perhaps not even two that are identical.

Some regard it as a monstrous folly; others only see in

it the parting gleams of an expiring genius; others,

more prudent, admit to understanding nothing in it now,

but do not lose hope of appreciating it, at least ap-

proximately, later on.5

Still another writer, August Schmidt, editor of the Allge-

meine Wiener Musik-Zeitung, after hearing a performance of

the Symphony in 1843, offered an additional reason for why

it tended to humble would-be critics. "Who would dare to

call to account in narrow-mindedness the multiplicity" of

Beethoven's "sensitivities," Schmidt mused, "the wonderful

manifestations of his inexhaustible, ever lively fantasy?

Therefore away with the critical measuring stick, it is too

small for the immense forms of this powerful gigantic spir-

it." We must do this, Schmidt contends, for

SA travers chants: 6tudes musicales, adorations, bou-
tades et critiques (Paris: Michel L4vy Frbres, 1862; repr.
Westmead, England: Gregg International Press, 1970), 50:
"Parmi les jugements divers qu'on a ports sur elle, il n'y
en a peut-ftre pas deux dont l'6nonc6 soit identique. Cer-
tains critiques la regardent comme une monstrueuse folie;
d'autres n'y voient que les dernidres lueurs d'un g6nie ex-
pirant; quelques-uns, plus prudents, d~clarent n'y rien com-
prendre quant A present, mais ne d6sesp&rent pas de l'appre-
cier, au moins approximativement, plus tard." Berlioz's as-
sessment originally had appeared in the Revue et Gazette mu-
sicale, 9 (March 1838): 97-100, as the final installment of
a series of articles entitled "Symphonies de Beethoven."
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there is, perhaps, no art work that has ever been cre-

ated that has towered so high above its time in idea

and form. . . . Beethoven has demolished the old form

with titan's power and erected a new one large enough

to contain the sublimity of his ideas; his daring

spirit transcends the limitations of the ordinary.6

Yet a more direct way of explaining this critical reti-

cence might be to say that it reflects on the one hand the

long-standing uncertainty as to how a symphony with words

relates to the hallowed notion of "absolute music," and on

the other the exclusive and enduring sovereignty of analyti-

cal standards derived from instrumental music. Thus for

Nietzsche, "precisely the same characterization that Richard

Wagner gave of the great Missa Solemnis applies" to the Fi-

nale of the Ninth: "a purely symphonic work of the most au-

thentic spirit of Beethoven. . . . The singing voices are

treated here as human instruments."7 (Note well the appeal

to "the most authentic spirit of Beethoven.") The same sen-

timent would appear to be shared by Charles Rosen and Leo

Treitler, two always provocative and penetrating contempo-

rary critics, given that each describes the Finale as a

6GA1gemeine Wiener fusik-Zeitung, 3 Jahrgang (1843),
Nos. 35, 36, and 37 (March 23, 25, and 28), 142-43 and 149-
50. Trans. in David Benjamin Levy, "Early Performances of
Beethoven's Ninth Symphony." Unpublished Ph.D. diss., East-
man School of Music, University of Rochester, 1979), 133.

7 "On Words and Music," 113.
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movement in sonata style with hallmarks of variation tech-

nique and concerto elements over which Beethoven superim-

poses a four-movement framework. In fact, Treitler baldly

states that while the movement "is the bearer of words,

it is composed as an instrumental piece."8

This last partial caveat notwithstanding, one is forced

to say--judging from the majority of analytical attempts

that have been cited thus far--that the words Beethoven set

in the Finale of his last symphony count for nothing. Such

in fact was signalled long before Rosen and Treitler. In

the event, the slogan adopted by Heinrich Schenker in his

1912 monograph on Beethoven's Ninth Symphony--"Am Anfang war

der Inhalt!"--in the beginning was the Content and not "the

word," has had the lasting effect of fostering the belief

that the content of music is never to be found to derive

8  Rosen, The Classical Style: Haydn, Mozart,
Beethoven (New York: W. W. Norton, 1971), 439-40; Treitler,
"History, Criticism, and Beethoven's Ninth Symphony," in
19th-Century Music, 3 (1980): 193-210; repr. in Treiter, Mu-
sic and the Historical Imagination, (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1989), 25. Rosen and Treitler neverthe-
less differ in the way in which they divide the Finale into
"first" and "second" movements, etc. Otto Baensch, in his
Aufbau. und Sinn des Chorfinalis in Beethovens neunter Sym-
phonie (Berlin and Leipzig: Walter de Gruyter, 1930) con-
siders the movements (A la Alfred Lorenz) from the stand-
point of Bar form. Ernest Sanders, "Form and Content in the
Finale of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony," The Musical Quarter-
ly, 50 (1964): 59-76, suggests a sonata-allegro plan with
two expositions; the first, which he call "incomplete,"
stretches from mm. 1-207, the second from mm. 208-431; the
development he places from mm. 431-542; the recapitulation
from mm. 543-762; and a coda from mm. 763-940.
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from verbal or literary forces.9 Instead, "content" has

come to be located in the reductive singularity of the Ur-

satz, wherein unity and the paradigm of organicism are seen

as the single most important factors.

A similar condescension toward the thoughts expressed

in words lies at the heart of Nietzsche's previously-men-

tioned essay, "On Words and Music." "When the composer

writes music for a lyrical poem," he asserts, "as a musician

he is not excited either by the images or by the feelings

speaking through this text." Rather,

a musical excitement that comes from altogether differ-

ent regions chooses the text of this song as a meta-

phorical expression for itself. A necessary relation

between poem and music thus makes no sense, for the two

worlds of tone and image are too remote from each other

to enter more than an external relationship. The poem

is only a symbol and related to the music like the

Egyptian hieroglyph of courage to a courageous soldier.

Confronted with the supreme revelations of music, we

even feel, willy-nilly, the crudeness of all imagery

and of every emotion that might be adduced by way of an

analogy. Thus Beethoven's last quartets put to shame

qHeinrich Schenker, Beethoven, Neunte Sinfonie: EineDarstellung des musikalischen Inhaltes unter fortlaufender
Bercksichtigung auch des Vortrags und der Literatur
(Vienna: Universal Edition, 1969; first published 1912),
vii.
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everything visual and the whole realm of empirical re-

ality. In the face of the supreme deity revealing him-

self, the symbol no longer has any significance; in-

deed, it comes to be seen as an insulting externality."

And for Nietzsche this was unsurpassedly apparent in the Fi-

nale of the Choral Symphony, for in the end "Schiller's poem

'To Joy' is totally incongruous with this dithyrambic world

redemption jubilation" [i.e., the music]. This is so be-

cause the poem is inundated by the "sea of flames" that is

Beethoven's music, "as if it were pale moonlight." Continu-

ing, he asks:

who would be able to dispute my claim that the only

reason why this feeling does not find overwhelming ex-

pression when we listen to this music is because the

music blinds us totally to images and words and we sim-

ply do not hear anything of Schiller's poem? All of

the noble verve, even the sublimity of Schiller's

verses seems disturbing, distressing, and even crude

and insulting beside the truly naive and innocent folk

melody of joy. Only the fact that one does not hear it

as the choir and the masses of the orchestra unfold

even more fully, keeps us from experiencing this incon-

gruity.10

1 0 "On Words and Music," 112-13. Elsewhere, in The
Birth of Tragedy, trans. Walter Kaufmann, in Basic Writings
of Nietzsche (New York: Random House, 1968), 55, he re-
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As it happens, we encounter the same line of reasoning,

together with an unmistakable partiality for the "authentic

spirit of Beethoven," that is, with Beethoven the composer

of instrumental music, as early as 1826, when Adolf Bernhard

Marx, in anticipation of the Berlin premiere of the Ninth

Symphony, expressed the conviction that the Finale "is some-

thing other than a vocal composition." It is, in fact,

Beethoven's

...............~. . ..-....... .....

flected: "Our whole discussion insists that lyric poetry is
dependent upon the spirit of music just as music itself in
its absolute sovereignty does not need the image and the
concept, but merely endures them as accompaniments." In an
even more notorious formulation, again from The Birth of
Tragedy, 126-27, he went so far as to imagine a Tristan
without words: "In giving this example, I must not appeal
to those who use the images of what happens on stage, the
words and emotions of the acting persons, in order to ap-
proach with their help the musical feeling. . . . I must
appeal only to those who . . . would be able to perceive the
third act of Tristan und Isolde, without any aid of word or
image, purely as a tremendous symphonic movement, without
expiring in a spasmodic unharnessing of all the wings of the
soul." In sum, as Nietzsche would have it, verbal language
handicaps music. With this in mind, it is intriguing to
speculate whether or not Franz Liszt, an admirer of Wag-
ner's, heard the words in the third act of Tristan: "Music
embodies feeling without forcing it--as it is forced in its
other manifestations, in most arts, and especially in the
art of words--to contend and combine with thought. If music
has one advantage over the other means through which man can
reproduce the impressions of his soul, it owes this to its
supreme capacity to make each inner impulse audible without
the assistance of reason." Quoted from Liszt, "Berlioz and
his 'Harold' Symphony, Source Readings in Music History, ed.
and trans. Oliver Strunk (New York: W. W. Norton, 1950),
849.
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consummate immersion Ev011iges Untertauchen] into in-

strumental music. As much beauty as he has given us

even in his opera Fidelio, in his Masses and other vo-

cal works, one has had to admit in general that his

highest and most individual achievements have been in

the realm of instrumental composition. One even could

point out that the most beautiful passages in his vocal

compositions, by their nature, belong to the instrumen-

tal world.

Invoking the organicist metaphor long before Schenker, Marx

argues that Beethoven "became completely absorbed in the ap-

prehension of the Instrumental and explored and revealed its

hitherto unsuspected depths."

Now the shaped matter dissolves itself in its element,

the simple sound; the simplest, lost form rebuilds it-

self in a multifarious assembly to a grand meaningful

entity, as leaf by leaf finally make up a tree. . . .

In the Symphony with Chorus . . . he did not look for a

casual closing chorus for an instrumental work (that

would not require a foreign ending), or a composition

of Schiller's ode, or the musical expression of its

content, or even of its words.

Twenty-three years later, in his Ludwig van Beethoven:

Leben und Schaffen, Marx had changed his mind not one wit.
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The meaning of the piece is in the music alone he argued.

Thus it "precludes any idea that the meaning of the Symphony

might have a connection with the meaning of Schiller's

Ode."'' In sum, taking Nietzsche and Marx at face value,

one can only assume that Beethoven would have done just as

well, if not better, to have set random names from an Aus-

trian telephone book, had such a publication existed in the

Vienna of the 1820s.12

''Berliner allgemeine musikalische Zeitung, 3. Jahr-
gang, No. 47 (November 22, 1826), 375-375; trans. adapted
from Levy, "Early Performances," 406-407. Emphasis mine.
The last passage is quoted from Marx, Ludwig van Beethoven:
Leben und Schaffen (Berlin: Otto Janke, 1859; facsimile ed,
Hildesheim: Georg Olms Verlags, 1979 [two volumes in one]),
11:268: "Vor Allem ist hiermit jeder Gedanke ausgeschlos-
sen, dap der Sinn der Symphonie mit dem Sinn der Schiller-
schen Ode irgend in Beziehung stehe."

12 A similar stance, albeit not as forcefully rendered,
would seem to be implicit in the soon-to-be published and
otherwise useful article by William Kinderman, "Beethoven's
Compositional Models for the Choral Finale of the Ninth Sym-phony," Beethoven's Compositional Process, ed. William Kin-
derman (Lincoln and London: The University of Nebraska
Press [1992]). I say implicit in that Kinderman's study is
premised on relating the Choral Finale to specifically in-
strumental works by Beethoven. While he mentions the rela-
tionship between the Finale and the Choral Fantasy, Op. 80,
he does so only to quickly move on to a consideration of the
connections between the Finale and the Op. 31, No. 2 Piano
Sonata (the Largo recitative in the first movement) and the
Op. 110 Piano Sonata (the recitative in the third movement).
Likewise, he treats the kinship between various sections ofthe Missa Solemnis and the Finale primarily from the stand-
point of purely instrumental works. Aside from some inter-
esting comments about the sublime and the text that begins
"Ihr stuirt nieder, Millionen?," he is reticent to take ac-
count of the Schiller text in any substantive way. Having
made this last point, he goes on to discuss thematic remi-
niscences between the Choral Finale and the slow movement ofthe E-flat Major String Quartet, Op. 127. The starting
point for his essay may be summed up in his own words, 160-
61: "Heinrich Schenker regarded these recitative passages
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Do the words of Schiller's An die Freude count for

nothing in the Finale of the Ninth Symphony? May one prop-

erly speak of "the real content" of music joined with words

without taking into account the nature of those words? Is

it true "the two worlds of tone and image are too remote

from each other to enter more than an external relation-

ship," that "the symbol no longer has any significance,"

that the "musical excitement" spoken of by Nietzsche is at

odds with what one might call the excitement or power of

words? Are we to ignore the fact that Beethoven expressed

interest in setting Schiller's poem probably as early as

1792, and that he held fast to that desire for more than

three decades?"
.... . .......... . . ............. . . ....... .... ......... . . ..............~ . ......... ............... ~. ~

and the quotation of the foregoing movements in the Ninth as
a flawed theatrical device inconsistent with the purely mu-

sical content of the rest of the symphony, but Schenker
failed to acknowledge the deep roots and precedents for

these passages in Beethoven's instrumental music." My em-
phasis. It would be unfair, however, to skim over Kinder-
man's final sentence. The above "connections," he writes,

"remind us both of the central position of the Choral Finale

in Beethoven's art in general and of the presence in his in-
strumental music of layers of symbolic and associative mean-

ing beyond the reach of a merely formalistic aesthetic." I
shall return to this last point in Chapter VI.

I would like to thank the University of Nebraska Press

for making a photocopy of the book available to me prior to

its publication.

13 This interest is documented in Thayer's Life of

Beethoven, revised and ed. by Elliot Forbes (Princeton:

Princeton University Press, 1967), 120-21, in the letter by

Beethoven's friend Ludwig Fischenich, a professor of philos-
ophy and jurisprudence, dated 26 January 1793. In view of
the date of this letter from January we may assume that

Beethoven's interest in Schiller's An die Freude extends

back to at least 1792.
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Encouragingly, there have been signs as of late that

words, whether those set by Beethoven in the context of a

symphony or by Mozart in the course of an opera, ought not

to be discounted so readily. As Edward T. Cone has recently

written, an essential component for coming to terms with any

work of music is that we "grasp not only its formal struc-

ture but also its dramatic rhetoric . . . what Schumann

called its spirit--Geist--that mysterious quality that some-

how reflects the outlook of the individual, the social mi-

lieu, and the age that produced it."'14 And Leo Treitler,

evidently rescinding his previous position, has returned to

the question of the Ninth and remarked:

more than any other work of the Tradition it demands

interpretation. It does so in and of itself because it

blatantly confounds efforts to account for its events

on strictly formalist terms, but also by virtue of the

interpretational, or hermeneutic, field in which it has

been transmitted to us.15

14 "The Authority of Music Criticism," Journal of the
American Musicological Society, 34 (Spring 1981): 7.

15 "'To Worship That Celestial Sound': Motives for
Analysis," Journal of Musicology, 1 (1982): 161; repr. in
Music and the Historical Imagination, 46-66; there, the
quote is to be found on p. 55.
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Brave words, yet how ought one to go about embarking on

such an uncharted and potentially perilous enterprise? One

possible way, as Joseph Kerman has suggested in a parallel

context--and a rather obvious way, one should have thought--

requires that we look at and attempt to come to terms with

the text set in a particular musical work, for after all

"sooner or later we shall have to retrace the course taken

by the composer himself and peek at the words of the

poem."1 6 Indeed, throughout the eighteenth century writers

on music and the other arts, whatever their more specific

aesthetic stance, almost always were agreed that music con-

veyed a meaning far greater than the sum merely of its con-

stituent notes. Johann Gottfried Herder, for example, in

his 1772 Abhandlung cber den Ursprung der Sprache, voiced

the by no means extraordinary conviction that among the ear-

liest people poetry, language, and music had been one and

the same thing. The first language was nothing but a col-

lection of elements of poetry, Herder reflected, a "diction-

ary of the soul" that "was at the same time mythology and a

marvelous epic of the actions and speeches of all beings--

thus a constant fable with passion and interest": song, po-

etry, and music all rolled into one. Language was invented

by man, Herder maintained, "from the tone of living nature

16"How We Got into Analysis, and How to Get Out," Crit-

ical Inquiry, 7 (1980): 326.
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(and made into] signs of his governing reason."1 7 And ear-

lier on in the century Johann Mattheson, in his Der voll-

kommene Capellmeister of 1739, had proclaimed a particular

composition a "Klang-Rede," that is an oration in sounds,

while Johann Joachim Quantz, more than a decade later, would

go so far as to say that even music that does not set a text

is "nothing other than an artificial language by which one

makes one's musical thoughts known to the listener."I The

same belief was shared by Quantz's Berlin colleague Chris-

tian Gottfried Krause. As he argued in his 1752 Von der

musikalischen Poesie,

All the fine arts stand in close accord. They share

not only the same purpose, but also the means by which

to achieve that purpose. Hence music can be combined

with poetry in such a way that they both may express

the same purpose, feelings, and passions.19

17Herders Sixmtliche Werke, ed. Bernhard Suphan, (Ber-
lin: Carl Redlich [1877-99]), 5:56-57: "Ein W6rtenbuch der
Seele, was zugleich Mythologie und eine wunderbare Epopee
von den Handlungen und Reden aller Wesen ist! Also eine
bestaindige Fabeldichtung mit Leidenschaft und Interesse!";
51: ". . . aus Tonen lebender Natur.1--zu Merkmalen seines
herrschenden Verstandes!"

I sMattheson, Der vollkommene Capellmeister (Hamburg:
Herold, 1739; facsimile reprint: Kassel and Basel: Baren-
reiter Verlag, 1954), 180; Quantz, Versuch einer Anweisung

die Flte traversiere zu spielen (Berlin: J. F. VoI, 1752),
102.

1 9 Krause, Von der musikalischen Poesie (Berlin: Johann
Friedrich Von, 1753 [first published 1752]; facsimile ed.;
Leipzig: Nationales Druckhaus, 1973), 2: "Alle schone Wis-
senschaften stehen mit einander in genauer Verbindung. Sie
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Not only was this possible, but as Heinrich Koch flatly

stated in his important music lexicon of 1802, "depicting

the passions and feelings of the heart" is nothing less than

music's "particular and final goal."2 0

Nor does one suppose that the century of Bach and Leib-

niz, and of Mozart and Goethe would have had much use for

the kind of criticism that seeks to ignore the special com-

municative powers of vocal music. As Johann Adam Hiller

noted in 1779:

as valuable as mathematical, arithmetical, and system-

atic knowledges may be in and of themselves, it nev-

ertheless is to be wished that less fuss be made about

such things; and that one should not thrust so much of

them upon music toward its putative illumination. For

to conceive of notes as quantities; to represent their

relations in lines and numbers; to wrap intervals, like

a thread, into a ball--this is a far cry from that

which is required to bring forth a good melody and

... .......... ................... ~.....I1 - .... . .......

haben nicht nur einerley Zweck, sondern es sind ihnen auch
viel Mittel, dazu zu gelangen, gemein. Die Musik kann daher

sich mit der Poesie so gar dergestalt verbinden, dap von
beyden zu gleicher Zeit einerley Gedanken, Empfindungen, und
Leidenschaften ausgedrikt werden."

20 Heinrich Christoph Koch, Musikalisches Lexikon

(Frankfurt am Main: August Hermann, 1802; facsimile ed.,
Hildesheim: Georg Olms Verlags, 1964), from the entry

"Malerey, oder musikalische Gemalde," col. 924: ". . . son-
dern Empfindungen und Gefn-hle des Herzens darzustellen, ist

ihr einziger und letzter Zweck."
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clean harmony. It would be better to cultivate the

rhetorical or aesthetic part of music more. *..21

Writing in 1825, Beethoven himself expressed much the same

sentiment when in a letter to the renowned Berlin music pub-

lisher Adolf Martin Schlesinger he makes the comment that

the struggle to experience the "noble and true in the sphere

of art" involves much more than "the mere counting of sylla-

bles.1"22

To ignore such advice, in the view of many eighteenth-

century writers, is tantamount to coming to terms with only

half of what music is "about." As it happens, for a great

21 Hiller, preface to Georg Friedrich Lingke, Kurze
Musiklehre (Leipzig: J. G. I. Breitkopf, 1779), vii. I owe
the quotation and translation here as well as those cited in
fn. 18 to my reading of Mark Evans Bonds impressive recent
study, Wordless Rhetoric: Musical Form and the Metaphor of
the Oration (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1991),
63, 67, and 70.

2 2 Beethoven made this comment in response to having
been favorably impressed by some of the work of A. B. Marx,
hired by the elder Schlesinger a year and a half before as
editor-in-chief of the Berliner allgemeine musikalische
Zeitung. The letter in question, dated 19 July 1825, is in-
cluded in Emily Anderson, ed. The Letters of Beethoven, 3
vols (New York: St Martin's Press, 1961), 3:1222-23 (1403);
my emphasis. The German text may be found in Ludwig van
Beethoven und seine Verleger: Ihr Verkehr und Brief-wech-
sel, ed. Max Unger (Berlin: R. Lienau, 1921), 89: "Ich
wtnsche, da3 (Marx] stets fortfahre, has Hbhere und Wahre
Gebiethe der Kunst immer mehr u. mehr aufzudecken, diess
dorte das blosse Silbenzahlen wohl nach u. nach in Abnahme
bringen." Beethoven's approval here notwithstanding, one
should not assume he necessarily would have agreed with
Marx's remark made more than a year later when he staunchly
asserted that in the choral Finale Beethoven did not have in
mind "a composition of Schiller's ode, or the musical ex-
pression of its content, or even of its words."
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many it was only through its association with words that mu-

sic had any meaning whatsoever. Such an attitude in fact is

expressed repeatedly throughout Johann Georg Sulzer's ency-

clopedic Allgemeine Theorie der sch6nen Kznste, first pub-

lished 1771-1774. While instrumental music frequently is

pleasing and moving, its "meaning," one reads, remains im-

penetrable, for music without a text cannot spell out the

precise nature of the emotion it expresses or arouses within

the listener. In contrast, vocal music, allied as it is

with words, offers no such difficulties. Music therefore

"achieves its full effect only when united with poetry."2 3

In a similar vein, Gottsched declared in 1754 that "music

alone, without the assistance of words is lifeless and unin-

telligible; words must speak for it if one is to know what

it is that music intends to say."2 4 Almost half a century

2 3 Sulzer, Allgemeine Theorie der Sch6nen Ki-nste, 2.vermehrte Auflage (Leipzig: Weidmannschen Buchhandlung,
1793; facsimile ed., Hildesheim: Georg Olms Verlags, 1967).
See the essays "Musik" and "Instrumentalmusik." According
to J. A. P. Schulz, "Ober die in Sulzers Theorie der schonenKunste unter dem Artikel Verrackung angef&hrten zwey Bei-spiele von Pergolesi und Graun . . . ," Allgemeine musi-kalische Zeitung, 2 (1800), cols. 276-280, Kirnberger wasresponsible for writing the articles on music through "Modu-lation"; at this point Schulz began assisting Kirnberger.
Schulz assumed sole responsibility for the articles onward
from the letter "S."

2 4 Johann Christoph Gottsched, Auszug aus des Herrn
Batteux Schonen KOnsten (Leipzig: Bernhard Christopf
Breitkopf, 1754), 207: "Die Musik allein aber ist unbe-
seelet, und unverstandlich, wenn sie nicht an Worte hilt,die gleichsam fuir reden missen; damit man wisse, was sie
haben will."
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later the belief could still find an advocate in Koch: "It

remains a confirmed fact that song [i.e., vocal music] re-

tains a marked and undeniable advantage over pure instrumen-

tal music."2 5 Although the unwillingness to interpret po-

etry, history, philosophy, and music in the same breath is

one of more recent vintage, its beginnings nevertheless may

be traced to the generation in which Beethoven was born, a

point clearly to be gleaned from the following comment by

Rousseau in which he scorns

those musicians who think of the power of their art

only in terms of air movement and agitation of the spi-

rit. The more they reconcile it to purely physical im-

pressions, the further they stray from its source and

the more they deprive it of its primitive energy. In

abandoning vocal inflection and holding fast solely to

the rules of harmony, music becomes more clamorous to

the ear and less pleasing to the heart. Already it has

ceased to speak; soon it will cease to sing; and then,

for all its chords and all its harmony it no longer

will have any effect upon us.26

2 5 Musikalisches Lexikon, col. 794: "Es bleibt . . .
eine ausgemachte Sache, dap der Gesang vor der blo3en In-
strumentalmusik sehr merkliche und unleugbare Vorz ge be-
hilt."

2 6 Essai sur l'origine des langues, Chapitre XVII,
"Erreur des musiciens nuisible A leur art": "[Voyez com-
ment] . . . les musiciens qui ne consid~rent la puissance
des sons que par l'action de l'air et l'6branlement des
fibres sont loin de connaitre en quoi reside la force de cet
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1

How would Beethoven have sided in all the above? More

than twenty years ago Warren Kirkendale wrote of "the storm

of Romanticism" that threw out many of the notions that for-

merly had shaped a composer's musical development and educa-

................. .... .............. ...... ......... ............. . ... ........... . . ........---... .................. -....................................... ....................... ...... . . . . . .... ...

art. Plus ils le rapprochent des impressions purement

physiques, plus ils l'6loignent de son origine, et plus ils
lui tent aussi de sa primitive 6nergie. En quittant
l'accent oral et s'attachant aux seules institutions har-
moniques, la musique devient plus bruyante & l'oreille et
moins douce au coeur. Elle a d6jA cess6 de parler, bient6t
elle ne chantera plus; et alors avec tous ses accords et
toute son harmonie elle ne fera plus aucun effet sur nous."
Rousseau, Essai sur l'origine des langues, in Oeuvres de J.

J. Rousseau, nouvelle edition, avec des notes historiques et

critiques, ed. M. Mussay Pathay (Paris: Werdet et Lequien
fils, 1826), 13: 211-12. Although musicians will associate
such a remark with Rousseau's long-standing dispute with
Jean-Philipp Rameau on the primacy of melody over harmony,
it nevertheless must be related to his larger goal here of
attempting to account for the origin of language. As he
writes earlier on in the Essai, 195: "Les premieres his-
toires, les premieres harangues, les premieres lois, furent
en vers: la po~sie fut trouv~ee avant la prose; cela devoit
6tre, puisque les passions parlerent avant la raison. Il en

fut de mime de la musique: il n'y eut point d'abord d'autre
musique que la m~lodie, ni d'autre m6lodie quel le son vari6
de la parole. . . . Sur la maniere dont se librent les pre-
mieres societies, 6toit-il 6tonnant qu'on mit en vers les
premieres histoires, et qu'on chantat les premieres lois?
6toit-il 6tonnant que les premiers grammairiens soumissent
leur art & la musique, et fussent A-la-fois professeurs de
l'un et de l'autre." (The first stories, the first
speeches, the first laws, were in verse: poetry was devel-
oped before prose; that was bound to be since feelings speak

before reason. The same is true of music: at first there
was no music but melody and no other melody than the varied

sounds of speech. . . . Given the way in which the earliest
societies were bound together, it surprising that the first
stories were in verse and the first laws were sung? Is it
surprising that the first grammarians subordinated their art
to music and were professors of both?)
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tion, a system based in large part on a set of aesthetic as-

sumptions whereby the musical idea was widely held to be a

"rational exposition of thought" and where "musical formula-

tions" were regarded as "carriers of meaning." As Kirken-

dale sees it, "the storm of Romanticism"

swept away musical rhetoric, just as it broke up the

iconographical traditions of the visual arts and the

topos stock of literature. Language, whether verbal,

pictorial, or musical, owes its effectiveness, indeed

its very function as a vehicle for the expression of

ideas, to the conventional association of certain modes

of expression with certain meanings. But the romantic

'original genius' and those who built his cult despised

what they regarded as the 'dry rationalism' of such

traditions, rejected that which may be learned as

'artificial' and 'unnatural,' and no longer understood

the depth and wit of an art that had matured with the

Enlightenment.

Concluding this particular mode of discussion, Kirkendale

invites one to reflect: "Beethoven--was he storm, or tree

in the storm?"2 7

2 7 "New Roads to Old Ideas in Beethoven's Missa Solem-
nis," in The Creative World of Beethoven, ed. Paul Henry
Lang (New York: W. W. Norton, 1970), 164-65; the article
was published first The Musical Quarterly, 56 (1970): 665-
701.
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In view of the tenor of Marx and Nietzsche's comments

cited above, it would appear that for a great many the ques-

tion simply need not be asked. Nonetheless, there are a

great many others who are of the opinion that to ignore the

question of music as a "vehicle for the expression of ideas"

is to turn one's back on a fairly sizable portion of his-

tory. As M. H. Abrams has persuasively set forth in his

landmark study of early English Romantic literature, the

predominant critical orientation of all the arts was re-

garded as a means towards an end. And invariably that end

was to trigger an emotional response in the beholder or lis-

tener, an aesthetic stance Abrams dubs "pragmatic" given

that art was considered to be "an instrument for getting

something done." Such a view, he writes, stretches back to

classical antiquity and has "characterized by far the great-

est part of criticism from the time of Horace through the

eighteenth century." Whether measured "by its duration or

the number of its adherents," the "pragmatic view, broadly

conceived, has been the principal aesthetic attitude of the

Western world."28 Only with "the storm of Romanticism" did

2 8 Abrams, The Mirror and the Lamp: Romantic Theory and
the Critical Tradition (New York: Oxford University Press,
1953) 15, 20-21. The transformation of aesthetic views in
music is discussed in: Carl Dahlhaus, Die Idee der absolu-
ten Musik (Kassel: Birenreiter, 1978), trans. Roger Lustig
as The Idea of Absolute Music (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1989); Bellamy Hosler, Changing Aesthetic
Views of Instrumental Music in 18th-Century Germany (Ann Ar-
bor: UMI Research Press, 1981); and John Neubauer, The
Emancipation of Music from Language: Departure from Mimesis
in Eighteenth-Century Aesthetics (New Haven: Yale Univer-
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it gradually give way to what Abrams calls the "expressive"

orientation, a critical perspective wherein the artist's

"self-expression" came to dominate. Moreover, the orienta-

tion was one in which the work of art itself was raised to a

previously unknown level of importance, for in the work the

artist could express the stirrings of his soul. And so once

more the question is: "Beethoven--was he storm, or tree in

the storm?" Whatever the ultimate answer, and I am inclined

to think it is to be found somewhere between the two poles,

the question is one that needs to be asked. As Joseph Ker-

man has lately phrased it, analysts of music, ignoring is-

sues of this sort, seem to delight in limiting the ways in

which they will admit to considering music; and without fail

sity Press, 1986). To illustrate the change in aesthetic
stance, compare the passage by Liszt, given above in fn. 11,
with the following from Sulzer's Allgemeine Theorie der
Sch6nen Krlnste, 4:425, where one learns that the "Sonata is
characterized" by nothing but "ein Gerausch von willk 'hrlich
auf einander folgenden T6nen, ohne weitere Absicht, als das
Ohr unempfindsamer Liebhaber zu vergnigen, phantastische
plbtzliche Uebergange vom Fr~lichen zum Klangenden, vom Pa-
thetischen zum Tindelnden, ohne dap man begreift, was der
Tonsetzer damit haben will, charakterisiren die Sonaten" (a
flurry of tones arbitrarily following one another without
further intention than of pleasing the ear of callous dilet-
tantes; characterized by fantastic sudden transitions from
the happy to the complaining, from the pathetic to the friv-
olous, without one being able to know what the composer
means by them). Early on in the eighteenth century Johann
Adolf Scheibe had argued that "das Natfrliche eines musikal-
ischen Satzes besteht in der Beobachtung der Regeln der Ton-
kunst zur Erlangung des bestimmten Endzweckes" (the natural-
ness of a musical work consists in observing the rules of
music to attain the specified end). In Scheibe, Critischer
Musikus, 2nd ed. (Leipzig: Bernhard Christopf Breitkopf,
1745), 772.
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the one thing never to be touched upon is the perceived co-

nundrum of "expression" in music. As Kerman vividly writes,

this kind of critical abdication leads one to hear "the

sound of windows closing."2 9 In the case of the Finale of

Beethoven's Ninth Symphony one might say that the windows

almost have never been opened; as I shall have reason to ar-

gue, windows rarely have been allowed to pierce the rather

formidable and zealously-guarded wall that has been con-

structed around the piece.

Yet if one does attempt to construct windows, what do

we find when we peek in at the words set by Beethoven in the

Finale of his Choral Symphony? No doubt for many readers

Schiller's poem will seem so familiar it no longer has mean-

ing; in Freud's paradoxical use of the word unheimlich, it

has become too familiar. As is the case with many texts, to

appropriate a thought by the literary critic Harold Bloom--

formulated to account for a radically different text, the

Yahwist Hebrew text commonly called the "Book of J" (also

known as the "Little Genesis" in that it covers essentially

the same story as Genesis)--Schiller's poem may be said to

be "so original we cannot read" it.30 Like the stories told

29 "How We Got into Analysis," 323, fn. 6.

3 OHarold Bloom, Ruin the Sacred Truths. Poetry and Be-
lief from the Bible to the Present (Cambridge: Harvard Uni-
versity Press, 1987), 6. As Bloom notes, the title "Little
Book of Genesis" is "an odd naming since it is much longer
than Genesis and covers Exodus as well."
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in the Book of J, the stories related in Schiller's An die

Freude may be said to

remain so original that we cannot read them in quite

another sense, which is that we are still part of a

tradition that has never been able to assimilate their

originality, despite many efforts to do so.3 '

Just as the Book of J makes many of us today uncomfortable

by its tale of an all-too human-like Yahweh, or Jehovah,

sitting on the ground beneath the trees at Marmre, eating

roasted calf, curd, milk, and bread, so too does Schiller's

goddess of Freude make us uneasy. Borrowing and extending

this thought still further, consider, to use Bloom's vernac-

ular, the "weird tales" to be found in Schiller's An die

Freude--weird at least according to present-day sensibili-

ties, spiritually jaded as we unavoidably have become in the

wake of the various social and political upheavals beginning

in the second half of the eighteenth century, the dehumaniz-

ing horrors of the English Industrial Revolution, along with

the ever-speedy means of savage annihilation visited on hu-

mankind in the almost unending string of wars that comprises

the twentieth century. Consider the female but oddly unfem-

inine allegorical personification of Joy born of the "beau-

teous spark of the gods," whose province one enters "drunk

3 l Ruin the Sacred Truths, 6.
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with fire," or a world where "All men become brothers" and

where "All creatures drink joy at the breasts of nature."

Or, surely the weirdest of all, a "loving father" who dwells

"above the starry vault." Limiting ourselves to just these

images--Schiller packs in a great deal more into the poem as

well--to my way of thinking there is an undeniable irony in

the fact that Nietzsche insisted that we "simply do not hear

anything of Schiller's poem," or that Joseph Kerman, in con-

cluding his reflection that "we live in the valley of the

Ninth Symphony," does so with these words:

that we cannot help--but we would probably breathe eas-

ier if the mountain were hidden by a perpetual cloud,

by a critical smog of our own manufacture.32

Nor is the irony diminished if we invoke the sublime, that

is if we relate the poem to what Thomas Weiskel in his The

Romantic Sublime has called "the essential claim . . . that

man can, in feeling and in speech, transcend the human."33

It is not diminished for the reason that even though

Schiller's poem lays great store by a particular vision of

the sublime (and which I shall discuss in Chapter 2), it is

the sort of sublime, as Weiskel has noted, that "culminates

in an intense ambivalence." This is so because "memory and
....... .............. .... .... .. .... -....-. --. ... ... ~

3 2 The Beethoven Quartets, 194-95.

3 3 The Romantic Sublime (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1976), 3.
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desire practice a cheat: they lead us to a bosom all

right," as in Schiller's "breasts of nature" wherein all

"creatures drink Joy," but "the cost of regression and the

solitude or desertion implicit in its object have made that

object a hated thing."3 4 Stated less abstractly, the Ninth,

as Richard Taruskin has observed, "is among connoisseurs

preeminently the Piece You Love to Hate" given that "it is

at once incomprehensible and irresistible," and yet "awesome

and naive."3 5

To come at the matter from a different perspective, one

might say that Nietzsche was strangely right--yet for the

wrong reasons, I would argue--when he spoke of not hearing

Schiller's poem given "that the content of the words drowns

unheard in the general sea of sound" of Beethoven's music.36

And Kerman, in making his observation, stated a truism, only

he did so in reverse. That is to say, we have all breathed

easily for quite some time now for the precise reason that

3 4 The Romantic Sublime, 161. The type of sublime
Weiskel is discussing here is what he calls the "egotisti-
cal." As it happens, his quote is a paraphrase of lines
2.274-80 from Keats Endymion, where, as Weiskel suggests, "a
homeward journey (memory) is equated with the hopeless pur-
suit of the ignis fatuuss (desire): "There, when new won-
ders ceased to float before / And thoughts of self came on,
how crude and sore / The journey homeward to habitual self'!
/ A mad pursuing of the fog-born elf, / Whose flitting
lantern, through rude nettlebriar, / Cheats us into a swamp,
into a fire, / Into the bosom of a hated thing."

35 "Resisting the Ninth," 247.

3 6 "On Words and Music," 114.
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we have hidden the mountain that is the Ninth Symphony be-

hind a perpetual cloud, "by a critical smog of our own manu-

facture."

In a very real sense such a critical sleight of hand

may be said to be implicit in the earliest attempts to come

to terms with the work, a state of affairs apparent above

all in the understandable apprehension felt even among pro-

Beethoven commentators. I use the word "understandable,"

for as Harold Bloom had styled it: "How do you classify

anomalies without violating their status as anomalies?"3 7

Almost to a one, the earliest critics of the work, particu-

larly of the Choral Finale, unquestionably perceived that

its starting point was the transcendence, in an extreme

form, of what might be termed the conventional. Yet in that

very eclipse of convention the foundation of another order

of meaning, a means of assimilating the novelty of the work,

seems by and large not to have been taken place. The piece

contains so much, one reads again and again in the earliest

assessments, there is nothing that can or cannot be "read"

into it. Thus overwhelmed, in the sense Wordsworth termed

an "abyss of idealism," one is left only with the option of

backing away from the work, for to uncover its meaning would

threaten, to adopt an incisive expression by Weiskel, with

3 7 The Breaking of the Vessels (Chicago: The University
of Chicago Press, 1982), 7.
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"a kind of death by plenitude."3 8 The following passages

serve well to suggest what I mean here.

"There is so much of it," a London reviewer commented

in 1825,

so many sudden pauses and odd and almost ludicrous pas-

sages . . .-- and to crown all, the deafening boisterous

jollity of the concluding part [i.e., the Finale],

wherein . . . the . . . allotment of triangles, drums,

[and] trumpets . .,. made even the very ground shake

under us. . . . When the concluding notes had ceased

to vibrate upon my ears, I felt a sort of painful,

melancholy sensation, similar perhaps to those feelings

that an enthusiastic lover of the sublime in nature and

art would experience on viewing some splendid ruin, a

'mournful tale of days long past,' which calls up in

his mind so many associations of former state and mag-

nificence, that the soul in 'much contemplation' is

subdued and disturbed.

From Paris in 1831 Frangois-Joseph F6tis asserted that "in

advancing age," Beethoven "cast off little by little the

conventions of taste and the desire to please, which had

limited the impulse of his imagination in his first works."

38 The Romantic Sublime, 27.
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The solitude in which he lived and . . . the depriva-

tion of his hearing, . . . had in a way separated him

from the world, had augmented the independence of his

ideas and will. Therefore, one sees gradually develop-

ing the individuality of his thought in the works that

he wrote in the final years of his life. But it is

above all in his Symphony with Chorus that he severed

the final links that had attached him to the school of

his predecessors. There, it is no longer solely the

melodic or harmonic nature of his ideas that took a

complete character of bizarre novelty; it is the forms

of the genres themselves, forms in which he took plea-

sure all the more because they were less common. A

prodigious combination of the most sublime beauties and

most offensive shortcomings in taste, of the best sense

and of the most complete aberration, the Symphony with

Chorus is a production that could never be compared

with any other, because even regarding those things

that are least intelligible and most blameworthy, ev-

erything in it reveals a gigantic power.

Five years earlier the anonymous correspondent of the

Leipzig Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung remarked that "the

last movement . . . plays entirely in the hapless realms of

those cast down from heaven."
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It is as though the spirits of the deep were celebrat-

ing an orgy of ridicule [ein Fest des Hohnes] of all

that can be called human joy. With gigantic strength

the dangerous hoard emerges, and tears apart the human

heart terrorizing the divine spark of the gods with

wildly noisy colossal mocking. . . . [Beethoven] re-

mains what he is, an exorcist, whom it has pleased this

time to demand from us something superhuman.3 9

And finally, most radical of all, is the opinion expressed

by the anonymous reviewer for the March and April 1825 is-

sues of The Harmonicon. "Unfortunately," our Shakespeare-

quoting critic writes, Beethoven "has spun" the work

to so unusual a length, that he has 'drawn out the

thread of his verbosity finer than the staple of his

argument,' and what would have been delightful had it

been contained within moderate limits, he has rendered

wearying by expansion, and diluted his subjects till

they became weak and vapid.

391 quote respectively from a review of the first per-
formance of the Ninth in London, in The Quarterly Musical
Magazine and Review, 7 (1825), No. XXV, 80-84; a review by
Fbtis appearing in the Revue et Gazette Musicale, Vme Annbe,
Tome XI, No. 9 (April 2, 1831), 68-70; and a review from the
Leipzig Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung, 28. Jahrgang, No.
52 (December 27, 1826), cols. 853-854. All three are cited
from Levy, "Early Performances," 168-69; 288; and 363-64.
In the case of the Leipzig review I have modified slightly
Levy's translation. On the identity of the Leipzig critic,
Levy (364) suggests it may have been Gottfried Wilhelm Fink,
editor until 1827 of the popular Leipzig music journal.
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Moreover, as the Finale "does not mix up with the three

first movements" and displays "the want of intelligible de-

sign,"

we must express our hope that . . . the chorus [might

be] removed altogether; the symphony will then be heard

with unmixed pleasure, and the reputation of its author

will, if possible, be further augmented.4 0

What is one to make of an artwork that seemingly con-

tradicts the notion, as Wordsworth has it, that the artist,

in creating that work, ought to have spoken as "a man speak-

ing to men"? An artwork that can subdue and disturb the

soul, one that possesses "gigantic power" and which demands

of the listener the "superhuman"? The answer, or so one

might have assumed in view of the growing ascendency of the
4 0 The Harmonicon, Nos. XXVII (March 1825) and XXVII

(April 1825), 48 and 69 respectively. Although our anony-
mous reviewer's comment on the subject of tempo of course
does not derive from Beethoven (or any performance sanc-
tioned by the composer), it is interesting to note, given
all the recent passion Beethoven's metronomic markings have
garnered, that (in the March issue) he goes on to say that
"the time which it is calculated this composition will take
in performing, cannot be much less than an hour and twenty
minutes." The critic for The Quarterly Musical Magazine and
Review, 7 (1825): 80, made almost exactly the same point
when he noted that the length of the work "alone will be a
never-failing cause of complaint to those who reject monopo-
ly in sounds, as it takes up exactly one hour and twenty
minutes." The length of time calibrated by the two London
critics raises an interesting question given the duration of
two recent recordings; the performance presided over by
Roger Norrington (EMI CDC 7 49221 2) lasts 62 minutes and 10
seconds, while that led by Christopher Hogwood (L'Oiseau-
Lyre 425 696-2) lasts 63 minutes and 17 seconds.
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"expressive" aesthetic outlook, is that somewhere along the

line the work would have come to be seen as "an end in it-

self," one where its value was taken to be its "intrinsic

worth alone." In view of the judgements of our four review-

ers, one might have thought it would have become "a world by

itself, independent, complete, autonomous," one moreover

where "to possess it fully you must enter that world, con-

form to its laws, and ignore for the time the beliefs, aims,

and particular conditions which belong to you in the other

world of reality."4 1 On the contrary, aside from fleeting

moments when we have chosen to laud the work for its auton-

omy, in place of anything resembling this it would seem we

have toiled mightily to reduce all that gigantic and hard-

to-control power into something more intellectually manage-

able and comprehensible. Instead of rising to the challenge

of the Ninth, we have worked to bring it within closer range

of our reach. In effect, we have tried, and perhaps suc-

ceeded, in making the work less "colossal," and more human,

4 1A. C. Bradley, Oxford Lectures on Poetry, 2nd ed.
(London: Macmillan, 1926), 4 and 5. In the entry for "Be-
wundrung," in his All.gemeine Theorie der Sch6nen Kz-nste,
1:397, Sulzer writes that that which causes "wonder" pos-
sesses an element of incomprehensibility. Even conspicuous
contradistinction is an appropriate aesthetic stance when it
forms part of the sublime; for the more difficult a thing is
to understand, the more our inner powers exert themselves in
trying to understand it. ". . . die Empfindung, welches
aus Betrachtung einer auperordentlichen und unbegreiflichen
Kraft entsteht, Bewundrung nennen. Man konnte diese einen
Affekt des Geistes nennen: . . . mit einem lebhaften Be-
streben seine Begriffe zu der Gr5je, die man vor sich sieht,
zu erheben verbunden ist."
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a process Nietzsche described in general terms when he in-

sisted in his The Will to Power: "ultimately, man finds in

things nothing but what he himself has imported into

them. 4 2 " Or, to state the matter less passively, as has

Lewis Carroll:

"The question is," said Alice, "whether you can make

words mean so many different things."

"The question is," said Humpty Dumpty, "which is to be

master--that's all."43

In many ways, this is why commentators have focused so

exclusively on the Ninth's structure and insisted upon see-

ing the Finale only as an instrumental composition while

resolutely ignoring the question of meaning: matters of

structure are so much easier to grapple with than those of

meaning. And how easy it is to trick ourselves into

thinking we are "master" by considering only structure and

form. But then again, the attempt to cut the work down to

more manageable size is to be felt as well among those who

purport to tackle the work's meaning, for in at least one

crucial way the search for meaning has been based on a read-

ing of a text not entirely by Schiller. The point is strik-

....... ...I _.. .... ......... . ........4 2 Nietzsche, The Will To Power, trans. Walter Kaufmann
(New York: Vantage Books, 1967), 327.

4 3 Through the Looking-Glass, quoted from The Complete
Works of Lewis Carroll (New York: The Modern Library), 214.
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ingly highlighted by the fact that even Thayer believed

Schiller's poem to be inspired by "an early form . . . when

it was still an 'Ode to Freedom' (not 'to Joy')." More re-

cently, the view has been brought out of an uneasy hiberna-

tion by Ralph Vaughan Williams and, more recently still, for

the 25 December 1989 Berlin performance of the work led by

Leonard Bernstein to mark the reunification of Germany

when the word Freude was replaced with Freiheit (freedom).44

The kernel for this misinterpretation, according to the

Beethoven scholar Karl Nef, was planted in 1838 within the

pages of Wolfgang Robert Griepenkerl's novella Das Musikfest

oder die Beethovener when he made the statement that joy and

freedom were synonymous. 4 5 While Griepenkerl's motivation

4 4 See variously, Thayer's Life of Beethoven, ed.
Forbes, 895, fn. 24. Vaughan Williams, Some Thoughts on
Beethoven's Choral Symphony (London: Oxford University
Press, 1953), 13. "Bernstein in Berlin, Ode to Freedom:
Beethoven Symphony No. 9," Deutsche Grammaphon (1990, com-
pact disc, 429-861-2]. Of course, given the significance of
the Berlin performance all but the most intransigent of cur-
mudgeons would be hard put to condemn the license there.
Leo Schrade, in his Beethoven in France: The Growth of an
Idea (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1942), 132-136,
notes that the belief in an earlier version of the poem ad-
dressed "to liberty" was popular as well in France. Thus
Edgar Quinet, writing in the periodical La nouvelle Revue,
1885, expressed the opinion that the Ninth Symphony was ded-
icated to " liberty as the just, the wise, the hero under-
stands it." Quinet carried this notion so far as to declare
the work "the Marseillaise of humanity."

4 5 See Nef, Die Neun Sinfonien Beethovens (Leipzig:
Breitkopf & Hartel, 1928), 320-21. Griepenkerl's novella
was first published in excerpts in Robert Schumann's Neue
Zeitschrift ffr Musik beginning in vol. VII, no. 2 (7 July
1837), 5-8 and concluding in vol. VII, no. 5 (18'July 1837),
17-19; the work was brought out in book form the following
year (Leipzig, 1838) and in expanded form in 1841 under the
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for this assertion seems to have been harmless enough--noth-

ing more than a moment of overindulgent enthusiasm while

talking up the merits of his chosen hero, namely Beethoven--

the consequence of that excess once again has worked to con-

fuse the matter, to deflect attention from the rich context

of Schiller's poem--and the words it does contain--and

Beethoven's use of that poem in his Ninth Symphony. Seduc-

tive though the idea of a version of the poem entitled "An

die Freiheit" may be, the fact remains that almost 200 years

of Schiller scholarship'has never turned up an earlier ver-

sion. As Professor Werner Volke, Curator of Manuscripts at

the Schiller Nationalmuseum Deutsches Literaturarchiv of the

Deutsche Schillergesellschaft in Marbach am Neckar has gra-

ciously communicated to me, no such earlier version of

Schiller's poem with the title "An die Freiheit," or with

any title other than An die Freude has ever been uncovered;

title Das Musikfest oder die Beetbovener. Zweite, mit einer
Einleitung und einer musikalischen Zugabe von G. Meyerbeer
vermehrte Ausgabe (Braunschweit, 1841). The claim that the
meaning of the Ninth revolves around Freiheit and not Freude
appears only in Chapter II of the book, 206. For more about
Griepenkerl, see further, David Benjamin Levy, "Wolfgang
Robert Griepenkerl and Beethoven's Ninth Symphony," in Es-
says on Music for Charles Warren Fox, ed. Jerald C. Graue.
Rochester: Eastman School of Music, 1979), 103-113. Inter-
estingly enough, Leonard Bernstein, in his short introduc-
tion ("Aesthetic News Bulletin") published in the booklet
accompanying the 1990 recording of the Berlin performance,
remarks that most now agree the putative earlier version
"was probably no more than a hoax perpetrated by a 19th-cen-
tury political figure named Friedrich Ludwig Jahn." I have
been unable to consult the two-volume edition of Jahn's com-
plete works.
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in the words of Professor Volke, such an idea "gehort ins

Reich der Phantasie."4 6

Although one reasonably might argue there is no "right

reading" of any text, that, as Stanley Fish has put it, in-

sistence on a "right reading" and "the real text" are "the

fictions of formalism, and as fictions they have the disad-

vantage of being confining," it will not be my aim, as our

critic Schmidt wrote in 1843, "to call to account in narrow-

mindedness the multiplicity" of Beethoven's "sensitivities."

("My fiction is liberating," Fish goes on to say: "it re-

lieves me of the obligation to be right . . . and demands

only that I be interesting.") As I hope to persuade the
46Private communication, 19 May 1983. The matter of

the nonexistent version of the poem entitled "An die Frei-
heit" should not be confused with the two bona fide versions
of the poem brought out by Schiller, each with the title "An
die Freude." Written in 1785, the poem was first published
in Schiller's own literary journal, Thalia (Leipzig: Georg
Joachim Goschen), Zweytes Heft [no. 2], 1786, 1-5; in 1787
numbers one through four of the journal were reprinted to-
gether: Thalia. / Herausgegeben / von / Schiller. / Erster
Band / welcher das I. bis IV. Heft enthi1t. / Leipzig, / bey
Georg Joachim Goschen, / 1787. In 1803, two years before
his death, Schiller published a revised edition of the poem
in which the sixth and seventh lines of the opening strophe
were changed from "was der Mode Schwerd getheilt; / Bettler
werden Ffirstenbrfider" to "was die Mode streng getheilt; /
Alle Menschen werden Brider." It was from the 1803 version
that Beethoven derived his text. Originally published with
nine strophes in the 1786 version, Schiller deleted the
ninth strophe in the 1803 edition. Quite clearly, changes
of this sort cannot account for the legend of the poem ever
having been called "An die Freiheit." For more on the pub-
lication of Schiller's An die Freude see, Fritz Berresheim,
Schiller als Herausgeber der Rheinischen Thalia, Thalia und
Neuen Thalia und seine itarbeiter (Stuttgart: J. B.
Metzlersche Buchhandlung, 1914), vol. 40, Breslauer Beitrge
zur Literaturgeschichte, Neuere Folge, 26-27.
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reader, there is enough in Schiller's poem and in

Beethoven's music to keep us busy enough without having to

deal with poetic chimeras. In any event, confining or not,

no matter how interesting a critic's "created text" may be,

in the end I must side with M. H. Abrams when he says that

"it will be less interesting" than the text as written by

the author at hand, in this case Schiller and Beethoven.4 7

2

As Rose Rosengard Subotnik recently has declared in the

opening sentence of her contribution to the Festschrift for

Leonard B. Meyer: "Emotion and meaning are coming out of

the musicological closet."4B In embracing such a statement

here, I feel it is only fitting that I explain what I take

it to mean. To begin with, I will take it as a given that
4 7 Fish, "Interpreting 'interpreting the Variorum',"

Critical Inquiry, 3 (1976): 195. The quote by Abrams is
from his essay "How to Do Things with Text," in Abrams, Do-
ing Things with Texts, 2 of that essay, "Reading Between
the Words: Stanley Fish," 287.

In limiting myself to the legend of an earlier version
of Schiller's poem it should be said that there are a number
of other intriguing "misreadings." For a compelling discus-
sion of some of these see, Ruth A. Solie, "Beethoven as Sec-
ular Humanist: Ideology and the Ninth Symphony in Nine-
teenth-Century Criticism," in Explorations in Music, the
Arts, and Ideas: Essays in Honor of Leonard B. Meyer, ed.Eugene Narmour and Ruth A. Solie (Stuyvesant, New York:
Pendragon Press, 1988), 1-42.

4 8Subotnik, "Toward a Deconstruction of Structural Lis-
tening: A Critique of Schoenberg, Adorno, and Stravinsky,"
in Explorations in Music, 88.
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Beethoven made good on his long-standing desire to set

Schiller's An die Freude to music out of some fascination

with the poem's words and imagery, that the poem held mean-

ing for him. So, too, it will be presumed that words--both

individually and collectively--exerted some influence on the

shape he ultimately gave to the Choral Finale; that is, I

also will take it as a given, as Heinrich Christoph Koch

noted in his Versuch einer Anleitung zur Composition (1782-

93), that "if one has a text to set that calls for a unique

form . . . one should not bind oneself timidly to the famil-

iar . . . but rather construct it in the manner the movement

requires."4 9 Stated yet another way, and mindful on the one

hand of the gigantic and superhuman strength that so trou-

bled our reviewers above, and on the other of Beethoven's

need, as he wrote to Christine Gerhardi in 1797, "to strive

toward the inaccessible goal which art and nature have set

us," I shall proceed from the conviction that in setting the

text he did, he aspired to something more than a work that

stimulates "ohrenkitzelndem Klingklang" (ear tickling jin-

gle-jangle) or the "merely agreeable." That in setting a

text that so often casts its lot "above the starry vault,"

49 Koch, Versuch einer Anleitung zur Composition, 3
vols. (Leipzig: A. F. BOhme, 1782-93; repr. Hildesheim:
Olms Verlag, 1969), 2:119: "Hat man . . . einen Text zu
bearbeiten, der eine ganz eigne Form und ungewohnliche Wen-
dung erfordert . . . so binde man sich nicht Angstlich an
die bekannte . . . , sondern man bilde sie so, wie es der
Satz den man bearbeitet, erfordert."
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he aspired to the sublime, the grand, the "highest in

art."5 0 Nevertheless, in opposition to the pedagogical

counsel offered by Giuseppe Carpani, writing in 1812, I will

strive to show that Beethoven went much further than merely

translating "into musical language the discourse of the po-

et," that he strove to be more than just a musical "trans-

lator, an imitator, or a paraphrast."5 '

Such suppositions, of course, will prompt many to won-

der if I am not substituting one form of "misreading" for

another, or to return td the metaphor that helped launch

5OThe letter to Christine Gerhardi may be found in An-
derson, ed. The Letters of Beethoven, I: 29 (no. 23). The
two other quotes are excerpted from Sulzer, Allgemeine Theo-
rie der Schonen Kilnste, from the lengthy entry "GroI;
Gr8"Oe": [2:447] " Die Werke des Geschmaks, die uns blos
zum angenehmen und wollfistigen Genuo reizen, die Phantasie
und dem Herzen sanft schmeicheln, ohne sie jemal zu erschi*t-
tern, ohne sie aufzufodern, die wfirksame Krafte zu brauchen,
sind Lekerbissen, die keine Nahrung geben, und deren Genu3
allmahlig alle Lebhaftigkeit, alle Kraft der Seele aus-
1bscht. Nur das Grope unterhilt und starkt alle Seelen-
krafte" (Works of art that induce a merely agreeable and
sensual enjoyment, that amiably flatter the fantasy and the
heart without even shaking them up, without inciting them to
use active powers, are like candies that given no nourish-
ment and whose enjoyment gradually extinguishes all liveli-
ness and strength in the soul). The second excerpt is from
the equally lengthy entry "Erhaben": [2:98] "Es ist demnach
in der Kunst das Hochste. . . ." (It is therefore the high-
est in art). The phrase "ohrenkitzelndem Klingklang" comes
from a poem by Christian Gottfried Krause, quoted by Johann
Friedrich Reichardt in his Schreiben Ober die berlinische
Musik an den Herrn L. V. Sch. (Hamburg: C. E. Bohn, 1775),
25.

5LCarpani, Le Haydine, ovvero lettere sur la vita e le
opere del celebre maestro Giuseppe Haydn (Milan: C. Buc-
cinelli, 1812), 66; translation adapted from Bonds, Wordless
Rhetoric, 139.
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this chapter, replacing one undersized "critical measuring

stick" with yet another. While this ultimately may be de-

cided to be the case, it nevertheless seems worthwhile at

least to try to catch a glimpse of the "dramatic rhethoric"

of the Finale of the Ninth Symphony, for if it indeed does

possess a "titan's power" and is endowed with a "multipli-

city" of "sensitivities," it seems incumbent that we try to

grapple with these traits in the hope a richer understanding

might ensue.

Although many will be tempted to term the intent of a

study of this sort revisionary, a more accurate description

perhaps would be to call it an exercise in demystification.

Let me assure the reader that I mean nothing overly exotic

by this last word. In fact, save for the use of the poten-

tially loaded words "destructive" and "productive," my aim

will be nothing more radical than the second of the two

stratagems proposed here by Goethe.

The former [i.e., destructive criticism] is very easy,

for one need only set up an imaginary paradigm, some

model or other, however foolish it may be, and then

boldly assert that the work of art under consideration

does not measure up to that standard, and therefore is

of no value. That settles the matter and one can,

without additional bother, declare that the poet has

not come up to one's requirements. In this way the
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critic frees himself of all obligations of gratitude

toward the artist.

Productive criticism is a good deal more diffi-

cult, it asks: what did the author set out to do? Is

this plan reasonable and sensible? And how far did he

succeed in carrying it out? If these questions are an-

swered with discernment and sympathy, we may be of real

assistance.5 2

Thus the question, or so it would seem, is whether we desire

to set up imaginary paradigms--to say that the Ninth is too

long, or that it "precludes any idea that the meaning of the

Symphony might have a connection with the meaning of

Schiller's Ode"--and continue to get off easy and avoid the

possibly distasteful business of expressing "gratitude."

52 From the preface by Goethe written for the Opere po-
etiche di Alessandro Manzoni (1827), sited in Johann Wolf-
gang Goethe. Gedenkausgabe der Werke, Briefe und Gesprache,
ed. Ernst Beutler (Zurich: Artemis-Verlag, 1949), 830:
"Jene ist sehr leicht, denn man darf sich nur irgendeinen
Majstab, irgendein Musterbild, so borniert sie auch seien,
in Gedanken aufstellen, sodann aber kfihnlich versichern:
vorliegendes Kunstwerk passe nicht dazu, tauge deswegen
nichts, die Sache sei abgetan, und man dfirfe, ohne weiteres,
seine Forderung als unbefriedigt erklaren; und so befreit
man sich von aller Dankbarkeit gegen den Kfinstler.

Die produktive Kritik ist um ein gutes Teil schwerer,
sie fragt: Was hat sich der Autor vorgesetzt? ist dieser
Vorsatz verntinftig und verstandig? Und inwiefern ist esgelungen, ihn auszufihren? Werden diese Fragen einsichtig
und liebevoll beantwortet, so helfen wir. . . .f"
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As for the alternative, the asking of questions whose

answers one seeks with "discernment and sympathy," an essen-

tial corollary is the framing of a mode of analysis that, as

Gary Tomlinson has recently reflected, seeks to "describe as

fully or, in the fashionable parlance, as 'thickly' as pos-

sible" the connections existing between an artwork and "the

context from which it arose."5 3  Put yet another way, I

shall seek to develop a type of musical analysis nourished

by what Joseph Kerman has called a "more comprehensive,

'humane' and . . . practical criticism of music."5 4 Or, as

Theodor W. Adorno has phrased it, that kind of analysis that

looks to find "das Mehr (the above-and-beyond) in art," one

"concerned with that abundance which unfolds itself only by

means of analysis." Such analysis is guided, Adorno contin-

ues, by "the truly poetic; and the truly poetic in poetry is

that which defies translation."5s It ought to be said as

well that this sort of inquiry carries with it a special

obligation related at length to the special nature of what

will constitute my primary text, that is the Finale of

Beethoven's Ninth Symphony, a vocal movement that involves

not one text but two: on the one hand a preexistent poetic

5 3 Tomlinson, Monteverdi and the End of the Renaissance
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1987), ix.

54 Kerman, "How We Got into Analysis," 331.

5 5 Adorno, "On the Problem of Musical Analysis," trans.Max Paddison, Musical Analysis, 1 (1982): 176-77.
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text, with its own meanings springing from that poem's rela-

tion to other poems sharing similar topical concerns, and on

the other hand a musical text, constructed to reflect in a

variety of ways the meaning of the poetry. (One could of

course argue that a third text also exists given that

Beethoven selected only portions of Schiller's poem for his

Ninth Symphony. I shall address that question in Chapter

VI.) Thus the Choral Finale may be said to comprise a text

within a text with meaning that cuts across the relationship

between two identifiably distinct languages or modes of com-

munication united as a single text.5 6 And so, I shall seek

to involve not only music but also poetry and the interac-

tion of the two, for to de-emphasize the poetry Beethoven

set in an effort to concentrate on his music would be to im-

poverish from the very start the context of his Choral Fi-

nale. In summary, I shall aspire to a mode of criticism

that strives to discover the "absolute singularity or abso-

lute individualization" of a work while at the same time

trying hard to avoid the commonly-perceived notion of musi-

cal analysis and criticism as that which "easily associates

56Although the prose here in this last sentence is my
own, I should like to acknowledge its catalyst in the work
of Gary Tomlinson; see again Monteverdi and the End of the
Renaissance, specifically xi. In using the word "pre-ex-
istent" to describe Beethoven's use of Schiller's An die
Freude, I am aware that the composer adapted and rearranged
the poem in setting it in the Ninth's Finale. This aside, I
do not see that it restricts what I say here.
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itself in music with the idea of all that is dead, sterile,

and farthest removed from the living work of art."57

In seeking "the above-and-beyond" of the mere "sonic

surface" of the Finale of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony, it

will be necessary to trace first the historical context of

Schiller's An die Freude.5 8 This seems especially essential

in view of the fact that Schiller's poem is part of a poetic

tradition stretching back to Rococo German poetry. What is

more, that tradition was not only literary in scope but also

musical, a point reflected in the more than 40 musical set-

tings of Schiller's An die Freude I have been able to lo-

cate, all of which date from before Beethoven's. With the

exception of a handful of comparatively more ambitious

works, all of these musical settings are Lieder conceived

within the characteristically self-conscious naive style of

the pre-Schubert German Lied. It is perhaps worth comment-

ing, having invoked more than once such words as "history"

or "historical context," that I do so with no hidden agenda

of attempting to construct a perceptual framework for the

Ninth's Finale deriving from some imputed "original." By

the same token, I trust that no claims of truth and ultimate

5 7 "On the Problem of Musical Analysis," 185 and 171.

581 borrow this admirably alliterative phrase from the
essay by Carolyn Abbate and Roger Parker, "Introduction: On
Analyzing Opera," in Analyzing Opera: Verdi and Wagner, ed.
Carolyn Abbate and Roger Parker (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1989), 2.
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authority have colored the context of my study; simply

stated, my aim is to tell one of many possible stories. As

Lee Patterson has written, "as a long tradition of cultural

studies has insisted, the literary text"--which I will ex-

tend to include the musical text--"is an object that can

never be explained as the effect of local historical causes

but only interpreted as a bearer of cultural signifi-

cance."8 9 Likewise, in setting up an admittedly large num-

ber of historical relationships, I have done so from the be-

lief that such is necessary to match the complexity of the

cultural significance of the story I wish to tell. To re-

state a maxim of Leo Treitler's, history, like music,

59 Patterson, "Literary History," in Critical Terms for
Literary Study, ed. Frank Lentricchia and Thomas McLaughlin
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1990), p. 254.
Later in the same article (259) Patterson writes: "The tra-
ditional attitude that would set a historicism that deals
with objective facts over against a literary criticism that
must rely upon the subjective interpretation of texts can no
longer be maintained. Similarly, it is no longer possible
to believe that an objective realm of history can serve to
measure the correctness of the interpretation of literary
texts, since history is itself as much the product of inter-
pretative practices as are the literary interpretations it
is being used to check. Both literary history and history
per se deal with materials whose undeniable differences are
less important than their shared status as verbal artifacts,
a similarity that renders the methodology of the two disci-
plines essentially the same. So that the quest after causal
explanation that had traditionally been taken as the hall-
mark of historicism--and that had distinguished if from, set
it against, and served to devalue literary criticism--is now
replaced by interpretive practices applicable across the
field of historical studies as a whole."
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"engages multiple realms of order, and the meaning of a com-

plex is not exhausted by relating it to just one realm."60

Having assembled the constituent elements of the poetic

and musical tradition behind the Finale of Beethoven's Ninth

Symphony, it should be said that somewhat to my surprise I

have discovered that my study in effect will constitute an

investigation into the history of a hitherto unexplored lit-

erary and musical genre spanning a period from 1744 to 1786;

Beethoven's setting is one of but 40 of such settings,

mostly Lieder, and Schiller's poem in turn is but one of a

number of poems treating the topic of Freude. (The latter

will constitute the focus of Chapter II, the former, Chapter

IV.) The multi-step process of discovering this tradition--

pragmatic in its methods and historical in its approach--

would seem to be in keeping with the definition of genre ar-

ticulated by a number of recent American critics. Thus Ren6

Wellek and Austin Warren propose in their Theory of Litera-

ture: "For the definition of modern genres one probably

does best to start with a specific highly influential book

or author, and look for the reverberations."6 I And E. D.

Hirsch, Jr., in his Validity in Interpretation, has said

that "The best way to define a genre . . . is to describe

6 0Treitler, "History, Criticism, and Beethoven's Ninth
Symphony," in Music and the Historical Imagination, 35.

61Theory of Literature, 3rd. ed. (New York: Harcourt,
Brace, 1964), 235.
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the common elements in a narrow group of texts which have

direct historical relationships."6 2 Secondly, the focus on

specific works has enabled me to avoid the hermeneutic cir-

cle that involves many studies of genre, a problem concisely

stated by Gtnther MUler in his classic essay "Bemerkungen

zu Gattungspoetik": "It is a dilemma of all historiogra-

phies of genres that we seemingly cannot decide what belongs

to a genre without already knowing what constitutes the

genre, and that we cannot know what constitutes a genre

without recognizing this trait or that as belonging to a

given genre."6 3  Because I began by looking for poems that

resembled a specific text by Schiller and for musical set-

tings, like Beethoven's, composed on that text, and not for

poems or Lieder that conformed to a theoretically defined

genre, I have been able to avoid the hermeneutic dilemma.

Still, as Jonathan D. Culler has sagely warned: if the

study of "genres is to be more than a taxonomy it must at-

tempt to explain what features are constitutive of func-

tional categories which have governed the reading and writ-

ing of literature."6 4 As I see it--and this would seem to

have broad application for a listener's hearing of the Fi-

6 2 Hirsch, Validity in Interpretation (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1967), 110.

63 Philosophischer Anzeiger, 3 (1929): 136.

6 4 Culler, Structuralist Poetics: Structuralism, Lin-
guistics and the Study of Literature (Ithaca: Cornell Uni-
versity Press, 1975), 137.
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nale of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony--the advantage of genre

lies in the opportunity it affords one of comprehending a

given thing more from the standpoint of convention instead

of from the position of category: as Alastair Fowler has

written, as a "pigeon" rather than as a "pigeonhole." Not

an end in itself but rather a convention of networks and

connections extending here to both words and music, genre

therefore may establish itself as "the basis of the conven-

tions that make . . . communication possible."65 Thus gen-

res are not to be viewed as "taxonomic classes" but as

"groups of norms and expectations which help the reader [or

listener] to assign functions to various elements in the

work."6 6 As I shall contend during the course of my discus-

sion of the Finale of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony in Chapter

VI, an approach of this sort would seem to offer a number of

advantages. But before attending to that we first must look

back in time to the tradition that gave rise to Schiller's

An die Freude, a tradition, to adopt a resonant phrase by

Erich Auerbach, "fraught with background."

65 Fowler, Kinds of Literature: An Introduction to the
Theory of Genres and Modes (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1982), 37 and 36.

6 6 Culler, The Pursuit of Signs: Semiotics, Literature,
Deconstruction (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1981),
123.



CHAPTER II

THE CULT OF JOY

1. "0 Happiness! Our Being's End and Aim"

For Jean-Jacques Rousseau, writing in what was to be

his last work, the 1778 Les reveries du promeneur solitaire,

"everything on earth is in a continual flux: nothing can

keep a fixed and constant form, and our affections, attached

to external things, necessarily change with them." And yet,

If there is a state where the soul may find a seat

solid enough to there repose and collect its whole be-

ing, without having to have recourse to call on the

past nor to intrude on the future; where time is mean-

ingless, where the present continually lasts, . .. ,

without any other sense of privation or enjoyment, of

pleasure or pain, hope or fear, than solely that of our

existence, and that that sentiment alone is able to

fill it completely; as long as that state lasts, he who

finds himself in it may call himself happy, not from a

poor, imperfect, relative happiness, like that which we

feel in the pleasures of life, but from a full, per-

fect, and sufficient happiness, that does not leave the

49
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least void in the soul that it might feel a need to

fill.1

Some thirty years later still another Frenchman, the states-

man Charles-Maurice de Talleyrand-P6rigord, likely would

have disagreed. Whereas Rousseau found the source of happi-

ness in himself, his younger compatriot sought it in the

world at large. Consummate turncoat that he was (or is the

correct word diplomat?)--absentee bishop of Autun, Deputy to

the National Assembly in. the waning years of the Revolution,

Minister of Foreign Affairs during the Directory, Consulate,

and Empire, a post that, after the downfall of Napoleon and

the restoration of the Bourbons, he instantly regained--late

in life Talleyrand looked back on the vanished world in

which he had grown up and nostalgically concluded: "He who

'Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Oeuvres competes, ed. Bernard
Gagnebin and Marcel Raymond (Paris: Editions Gallimard,
1959), 1:1046: "Tout est dans un flux continuel sur la
terre: rien n'y garde une forme constante et arr~tbe, et
nos affections qui s'attachent aux choses ext6rieures pas-
sent et changent necessairement comme elles. . . . S'il est
un 6tat oi1 l'ame trouve une assiete assez solide pour s'y
reposer tout entire et rassembler l& tout son 6tre, sans
avoir besoin de rappeller le passe ni d'enjamber sur l'ave-
nir; ot le temps ne soit rien pour elle, oiL le present dure
toujours. . . . , sans aucun autre sentiment de privation ni
de jouisance, de plaisir ni de peine, de desir ni de crainte
que celui seul de notre existence, et que ce sentiment seul
puisse la remplir tout entiere; tant que cet 6tat dure celui
qui s'y trouve peut s'appeller heureux, non d'un bonheur im-
parfait, pauvre et r6latif tel que celui qu'on trouve dans
les plaisirs de la vie main d'un bonheur suffisant, parfait
et plein, qui ne laisse dans l'ame aucun vuide qu'elle sente
le besoin de remplir."
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has not lived before 1789 has not known the sweetness of

living. "2

As with a great many sagacious sayings, Rousseau and

Talleyrand's formulations would seem to contain both the

seeds of self-evident realities as well as of half truths;

that is, their validity for the society they were meant to

reflect quite clearly would have depended on the one hand on

whether a person had sufficient inclination to engage in the

strenuous effort to attain mastery of one's self, and on the

other on a person's social and economic position. That

aside, the usefulness of these two maxims in placing in per-

spective one of the cardinal aspirations of the eighteenth

century allows for little improvement. Indeed happiness--

and the concomitant quest thereof--was a characteristically

eighteenth-century preoccupation; so much so in fact, it was

honored by what was arguably the era's greatest distinction:

it became the subject of animated polemic. Yet even in more

down-to-earth matters, if alerted to this, one begins to

look around one will find the hand of happiness extending in

almost every direction. Adaptable to all ends, it could be

the blessing by which a monarch lent his name to the found-

ing of a hospital, in 1755 in Philadephia, (Plate 1), or the

inducement by which the laborer was goaded to work with even

2 1n Frantz Funck-Bretano, L'ancien regime (Paris:
Artheme Fayard, 1926), 180: "Qui n'a pas v6cu avant 1789
n'a pas connu la douceur de vivre."
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IMMEDIATELY BELOW IS THE CCINERST(BNE
53ARIiM THE ABOVE INSCRIl'TUCN

WRITTEN BY
BENjAMIN FRANKLIN

AND LAID WITH MASONIC RITE
MAY 28, 1755

Pl. 1. Transcription of cornerstone, Pennsylvania Hospital,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
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greater industry. "One of the wisest things a Mechanic can

do," an anonymously-authored, latter-day Irish cousin of

Poor.Richard's Almanack counseled:

is to keep his mind so content on his Work, as not to

suffer his thoughts to wander on things remote, and out

of his Sphere. He who makes the Art which he possesses

his delight, will work at it without weariness, attend

it with willingness, and conclude it with cheerfulness,

and he that doth so., is as happy as any other Condition

of Life can make him.3

Even before the advent of the century John Locke confi-

dently declared in the 1690 first edition of his An Essay

Concerning Human Understanding, "All Men desire Happiness,

that's past doubt."4 Moreover: "God Almighty himself is

under the necessity of being happy; and the more any intel-

ligent Being is so, the nearer is its approach to infinite

perfection and happiness."5 A generation later Locke's com-

patriot, the critic and indefatigable essayist Joseph Addi-

son concurred, noting in the pages of The Spectator that

"Chearfulness" keeps up "a kind of Day-light in the Mind,

3 The Way to be Wise and Wealthy, or the Excellency of
Industry and Frugality in Sundry Maxims Suitable to the Pre-sent Times. (Dublin: Isaac Jackson, 1769), 17.

4 An Essay Concerning Human Understanding, ed. Peter H.Nidditch (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1975), XXI.68; 279.

5 Human Understanding, XXI.50; 265.
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and fills it with a steady and perpetual Serenity." Not

only this, "it banishes all anxious Care and Discontent,

soothes and composes the Passions, and keeps the Soul in

perpetual Calm."6 Twelve years later the moralist William

Wollaston, in Section II of his 1724 The Religion of Nature

Delineated, entitled "Of Happiness," asserted that "the way

to happiness and the practice of truth incur the one into

the other," for the ethical system that is natural religion

is "the pursuit of happiness by the practice of reason and

truth." Wollaston concludes:

Since then to live virtuously is to practise reason and

act conformably to truth, he, who lives so, must be ul-

timately happy . . . and therefore not the commands of

reason, but even the desire of happiness (a motive,

that cannot but work strongly upon all who think) will

oblige a man to live so.7

........- . ...... . ...... . ~ . ......... ..

6The Spectator, No. 381, Saturday, May 17 and No. 387,Saturday, May 24, 1712. In The Spectator, ed. Donald F. Bond(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1965), 3:429 and 451. Both is-sues are devoted solely to the topic of "Chearfulness."

7The Religion of Nature Delineated (London: Sam[uel]
Palmer, 1724; facsimile ed., New York: Garland, 1978), 40,
52, and 181. The italics are Wollaston's. My usage of theword "man," whether in quoted material or in my own prose,should be taken to mean "humankind"; use of the words "man"and "mankind," while perhaps objectionable to some readers,nevertheless will be retained here for stylistic variety andshould be taken to mean a "member of the human race," thatis, both male and female.
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For the English man of letters Henry St. John, Viscount of

Bolingbroke, although he had no use for "Wollaston's bal-

ance, wherein he weighs happiness and misery even to grains

and scruples," he nevertheless was willing to admit that

"the general state of mankind in the present scheme of prov-

idence is a state not only tolerable, but happy."8 This

said, he was not prepared to say as many were that the sole

purpose of the universe is the happiness of humankind.

"Will it follow," Bolingbroke muses,

that the system . . . wherein this planet rolls, or

even this planet alone, was made for the sake of man?

Will it follow that infinite wisdom had no other end in

making man, than that of making an happy creature?

Surely not.

If that were so it would have to follow that "God should

have made a creature infinitely happy, as happy as himself,"

surely an absurd proposition in that man is not equal to

God. That aside, and within the limitations that are natu-

ral to him, "man is able by his intellectual superiority

8 Fragments or Minutes of Essays, in The Philosophical
Works of the late Right Honorable Henry St. John, Lord Vis-
count Bolingbroke (London: David Mallet, 1776; facsimile
ed., New York: Garland, 1977), 4:386. Although I cite the
Mallet edition of Bolingbroke's Fragments or Minutes of Es-
says, they were written at a much earlier date; Brean S.
Hammond in Pope and Bolingbroke, A Study of Friendship and
Influence (Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 1984),
73, argues for sometime between 1730 and April 1735.
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[i.e., over animals] to procure to himself the . . . com-

forts, and the pleasures of life."

We ought to think that it is enough: and yet God has

done more for us. He has made us happy, and he has put

it into our power to make ourselves happier by a due

use of our reason.9

Reason mankind plainly possesses agrees Bolingbroke's

compatriot and close friend Alexander Pope in his An Essay

on Man, even though its use is often misdirected. "Know

then Thy-self, presume not God to scan," Pope warns: "The

only Science of Mankind is Man."1 0

Great lord of all things, yet a prey to all;

Sole judge of Truth, in endless Error hurl'd:

The glory, jest, and riddle of the world!

Go, wond'rous creature! mount where Science guides,

Go, measure earth, weigh air, and state the tides:

Instruct the planets in what orbs to run,

Correct old Time, and regulate the Sun.

[II, 16-23]

9 Fragments or Minutes of Essays, 316, 335, and 388.

*'An Essay on Man. In Epistles to a Friend. Epistle
II (London: J. Wilford [1733]), p. B [Library Company of
Philadelphia copy].
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Like Bolingbroke, Pope is not seduced by the belief that the

world was made for mankind alone.

Nothing is foreign; Parts relate to whole;

One all-extended, all-preserving Soul

Connects each being, greatest with the least;

Made Beast in aid of Man, and Man of Beast;

All served, all serving: nothing stands alone;

The chain holds on, and where it ends, unknown.

Has God, thou fool! work'd solely for thy good,

Thy joy, thy pastime, thy attire, thy food?

Is it for thee the lark ascends and sings?

[III, 21-28; 31]

As for Addison's "Chearfulness," Pope has no doubt of its

place within a well-ordered existence:

O Happiness! our Being's End and Aim!

Good, Pleasure, Ease, Content! Whatever

thy name:

That Something still which prompts th'eternal sigh,

For which we bear to live, nor fear to die;

Which still so near us, yet beyond us lies,

O'erlook'd, seen double, by the fool--and wise.
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Plant of Celestial seed! if dropt below,

Say, in what mortal soil thou deign'st to grow?

[IV, 1-8'']

But before answering this last question the poet opts to re-

veal instead where happiness will not flourish. "See the

false scale of Happiness complete!," he intones in line 288

of Epistle IV of his Essay,

Fix'd to no spot is Happiness sincere;

'Tis no where to be found, or ev'ry where;

'Tis never to be bought, but always free.

[IV, 15-17]

Pope elaborated on this last point beginning with the 1745

edition of his An Essay on Man by including an engraved

frontispiece (Plate 2), one William Warburton, the editor,

was quick to establish

was designed and drawn by Mr. Pope himself . . . . It

represents the Vanity of human Glory, in the false pur-

suits after Happiness: Where the ridicule, in the Cur-

tain-cobweb, the Death's-head crown'd with laurel, and

the several Inscriptions on the fastidious ruins of

Rome, have all the force and beauty of one of his

"An Essay on Man. In Epistles to a Friend. Essay IV
(London: J. Wilford, 1734), p. B; Library Company of
Philadelphia copy.
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Pl. 2. Frontispiece, An Essay on Man. Reproduced by per-mission of the Special Collections Department; Van Pelt-Dietrich Library Center; University of Pennsylvania.
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[i.e., Pope's] best wrote Satires: Nor is there less

expression in the bearded-Philosopher sitting by a

fountain running to Waste, and blowing up bubbles with

a straw, from a small portion of water taken out of it,

in a dirty dish; admirably representing the vain busi-

ness of School-Philosophy, that, with a little artifi-

cial logic, sits inventing airy arguments in support of

false science, while the human Understanding at large

is suffered to lie waste and uncultivated.12

I12in An Essay on Man. By Alexander Pope, Esq. En-
larged and Improved by the Author. With Notes by William
Warburton (Philadelphia: W. Dunlap, 1760), iv. University
of Pennsylvania copy. For more on the date of the engraving
and its publication history see Alexander Pope, An Essay onMan, ed. Maynard Mack (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1951), xc. Warburton's use of the phrase "the Vanity of hu-man Glory," Pope's "the false scale of Happiness," as well
as his engraving call to mind Samuel Johnson's 1749 poem,
"The Vanity of Human Wishes." See for example lines 73-76:
"Unnumbered supplicants crowd preferment's gate, / Athirst
for wealth, and burning to be great; / Delusive fortune
hears th' incessant call, / They mount, they shine, evapo-
rate, and fall." In Samuel Johnson, Selected Poetry and
Prose, ed. Frank Brady and W. K. Wimsatt (Berkeley: Univer-
sity of California Press, 1977), 59. As it happens, the ul-timate source for all the above is surely Horace's Epistle
1.18 and Juvenal's Satire X, the Vanity of Human Wishes.
Although I shall return to the question of neoclassicism
below, for the moment the nexus will perhaps be clear fromthe following extracts from Horace's Epistle and Juvenal's
Satire. Horace writes [lines 176-81]: "Such is my prayer--Let me 'possess / My present wealth, or even less, / And ifthe bounteous gods design / A longer life, that life bemine. / Give me of books the mental cheer, / Of wealth, suf-
ficient for a year." Juvenal's Satire concludes (lines 354-9; 363-6]: "If you must have something to pray for, . .then ask / For a sound mind in a sound body, a valiant heart/ Without fear of death, that reckons longevity / The leastamong Nature's gifts. . . . There's one / Path, and oneonly, to a life of peace--through virtue. Fortune has nodivinity, could we but see it: it's we, / We ourselves, whomake her a goddess, and set her in the heavens." In Juve-



If humankind is truly to be happy Pope concludes, virtue is
the means by which it is to be attained, for "Virtue alone

is Happiness below. / The only point where human bliss

stands still" [IV, 309-310; 398].13

Philosophical faultfinding as to the source of happi-

ness notwithstanding, the abiding significance attached to

it went all but unchallenged during the greater part of the

century. In 1725 John Clarke doggedly asserted that "Man-

kind neither are, nor can be concerned for any thing but

Happiness and the Means of attaining it," while in 1739

William Dudgeon wrote of "bringing about the great and good

Design of final universal Happiness."14 Three years later

........ ............ -.. .. ........ ..... .........-..... ..... ...... ........ ..................nal: The Sixteen Satires, trans. Peter Green (London: Pen-guin Books, 1967), 217. Pope's belief that happiness "is nowhere to be found or ev'ry where," stems most likely againfrom Horace, Epistle 1.11 [lines 31-4; 37-40]: "Seize onthe present joy, and thus possess, / Wher'er you live, aninward happiness. / If reason only can our cares allay, /Not the bold site, that wide commands the sea; . . . / Anx-ious through seas and land to search for rest / Is but labo-rious idleness at best. / In desert Ulubrae the bliss you'llfind, / If you preserve a firm and equal mind."

13 George Washington, delivering his Inaugural Addressin 1789, announced that there was "an indissoluble bond be-tween virtue and happiness." As we shall see, the connec-tion was one that resounded throughout the eighteenth cen-tury.

G 4 John Clarke, An Examination of the Notion of MoralGood and Evil, Advance in a late Book, entitled The Religionoff Nature delineated (London: A Bettesworth, 1725; facsim-ile ed.,Delmar, New York: Scholars' Facsimiles & Reprints,1974), 51. William Dudgeon, A View off the Necessitarian orBest Scheme: Freed fromthe ObjectionstoffM . Crousaz, inhis Examination of Mr. Pope's Essay on Man (London: T.Cooper, 1739), 24; the italics are Dudgeon's.

61
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the Scottish philosopher David Hume eloquently proclaimed

that "The great end of all human industry,,"

is the attainment of happiness. For this were arts in-

vented, sciences cultivated, laws ordained, and soci-

eties modelled, by the most profound wisdom of patriots

and legislators. Even the lonely savage, who lies ex-

posed to the inclemency of the elements, and the fury

of wild beasts, forgets not, for a moment, this grand

object of his being,. Ignorant as he is of every art of

life, he still keeps in view the end of all those arts,

and eagerly seeks for felicity amidst that darkness

with which he is environed. But as much as the wildest

savage is inferior to the polished citizen, who, under

the protection of laws, enjoys every convenience which

industry has invented; so much is this citizen himself

inferior to the man of virtue, and the true philoso-

pher, who governs his appetites, subdues his passions,

and has learned, from reason, to set a just value on

every pursuit and enjoyment. For is there an art and

apprenticeship necessary for every other attainment?

And is there no art of life, nor rule, no precepts to

direct us in this principal concern? Can no particular

pleasure be attained without skill; and can the whole

be regulated without reflection or intelligence, by the

blind guidance of appetite and instinct? Surely then
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no mistakes are ever committed in this affair; but ev-

ery man, however dissolute and negligent, proceeds in

the pursuit of happiness, with as unerring a motion, as

that which the celestial bodies observe.15

Fully two generations later, the future author of the

tropical romance Paul et Virginie and close friend and dis-

ciple of Rousseau, Jacques Henrie Bernardin de Saint-Pierre,

could still affirm in his 1784 .tudes de la Nature that the

Creator had aimed "only at the happiness of man,"1 6 just as

twelve years before the framers of the American Declaration

of Independence singled out "the pursuit of Happiness" as

one of the many "self-evident truths" worthy of defending

against the incursions of increasingly despotic British

rule. In 1788 the Scottish philosopher Thomas Reid, adding

his voice to the by then long-standing tradition, was moved

to remark: "Man . . . is led by his rational nature, to

form the conception of what is good for him upon the whole.

* - . Whatever makes a man more happy, or more perfect is

good."17 A year later the philosopher and economist Jeremy

15 "The Stoic," in David Hume, Essays Moral, Political,
and Literary, ed. Eugene F. Miller (Indianapolis: Liberty
Classics, 1985), 148. The essay first appeared in vol. 2 of
Hume's Essays: Moral and Political (Edinburgh: Alexander
Kincaid, 1742).

161n Daniel Mornet, Les sciences de la nature en France
au XVIJY sidcle (New York: Lenox Hill, 1971), 151.

1'7 Essays on the Active Powers of Man (Edinburgh: John
Bell, 1788; facsimile ed., New York: Garland, 1977), 208.
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Bentham expressed the seemingly startling and radical idea

that "the happiness of the individual, of whom a community

is composed,. . . is the end and the sole end which the

legislator ought to have a view," for "the business of gov-

ernment is to promote the happiness of society."'8  And fi-

nally, the social scientist Dugald Stewart professed in

1793:

That the principle of Self-love, (or, in other words,

the desire of happiness) is neither an object of appro-

bation nor of blame, is sufficiently obvious. It is

inseparable from the nature of man, as a rational and

sensitive being.'9

For a great many there was much to be happy about.

With advances in the sciences based upon the powers of human

reason, man believed himself to be on the way towards track-

ing and uncovering the mysteries of earth and universe.

'An Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Leg-
islation, ed. J. H. Burns and H. L. A. Hart (London: Uni-
versity of London, 1970), 34 and 74; Bentham's work was
first published in 1789. The statement's seeming boldness
notwithstanding, Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz had said much the
same thing back in 1705: "Jurisprudence is concerned with
government and with laws, whose goal is the happiness of men
in so far as it can be furthered by what is . . . sensible."
Cited in Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz, New Essays on Human Un-
derstanding, trans. and ed. Peter Remnant and Jonathan
Bennett (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1981), Book
IV, chapter xxi, 5

' 9 Outlines of Moral Philosophy (Edinburgh: William
Creech, 1793; facsimile ed., New York: Garland, 1976), 259.
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Blessed by his powers of reason, man likewise believed him-

self capable of penetrating even the mysteries of creation

and thus God Himself. The horizons of discovery seemed to

spread out toward infinity, illuminated by the bright light

of reason. Thanks, too, to his powers of reason eighteenth-

century man increasingly sought to banish the darkness of

ignorance, sadness, and suffering from the purview of think-

ing, a point tellingly made by Thomas Jefferson, himself a

by-product and practitioner of the Enlightenment, when in

1826 he wrote of the desire felt by many in his age "to

burst the chains" of "monkish ignorance and superstition"

thereby restoring "the free right to the unbounded exercise

of reason and freedom of opinion."

All eyes are opened, or opening, to the rights of man.

The general spread of the light of science has already

laid open to every view the palpable truth, that the

mass of mankind has not been born with saddles on their

backs, nor a favored few booted and spurred, ready to

ride . . . by the grace of God. These are hopes for

others.20

20 Letter of 24 June 1826; in Francis W. Hirst, Life andLetters of Thomas Jefferson (New York: Macmillan, 1926),
571-72. The connection Jefferson draws between "the un-
bounded exercise of reason" and "freedom of opinion" islikewise made by Friedrich Schiller in his Briefe Ober dieisthetische Erziehung des Menschen of 1794-95 in LetterEight: "Is the conflict of blind forces to endure for everin the political world [, . . . . Reason has accom-
plished all that she can accomplish by discovering the lawand establishing it. Its execution demands a resolute will
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The prospect had not, however, always been so forward look-

ing.

Two centuries before, in the same generation that saw

the birth of modern philosophy in the first work of Ren6

Descartes--one of the major figures responsible for the es-

tablishment of a method for scientific and rational in-

quiry2 '--the English historian John Rushworth could write of

the clouds of jealousy and discontent that gathered "thick

in the German sky."2 2 Fanned by religious intolerance and

dynastic ambitions, the reality that lay behind Rushworth's

metaphor burst forth in a deadly rain a later age would come

to know as the Thirty Year's War. From 1618 to 1648, the

struggle (a convenient demarcation, albeit unfortunate com-

mentary, for marking the climax of the Reformation) ex-

tracted not only a human toll but also one on a realm less

easily measured in terms of loss, that on the very reflec-

tion of civilization: the arts, literature, and learning.

A succinct glimpse into the scope of the physical destruc-

and ardor of feeling. If truth is to be victorious in herconflict with forces, she must herself first become a forceand appoint some drive to her champion in the realm of phe-nomena." In Friedrich Schiller,, On The Aesthetic Educationof Man In a Series of Letters, ed. and trans. Elizabeth M.Wilkinson and L. A. Willoughby (Oxford: The ClarendonPress, 1967), Letter 8, 51.

2 1See for example his Regulae ad Directionem Ingenii[Rules for the Direction of the Mind], written in 1628 or1629, never completed and not published until 1701.
2 2 1n James Harvey Robinson, Readings in European His-tory (Boston: Ginn and Company, 1906), 2:202.
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tion is neatly provided by a contemporary observer, record-

ing one of the greatest shambles of the conflict, the Siege

of Magdeburg on 20 May 1631, in which it was believed more

than 20,000 were slain. Of the effacement of the "noble and

famous city, the pride" of Saxon Germany, the chronicler

lamented:

There was naught but beating and burning, plundering,

torture, and murder. . . . The great and splendid city

that had stood likea fair princess in the land was now

. . . given over to flames, and thousands of innocent

men, women, and children, in the midst of a horrible

din of heart-rending shrieks and cries, were tortured

and put to death in so cruel and shameful a manner that

no words would suffice to describe, nor tears to bewail

it.23

Of the privation dealt the arts and learning, the com-

poser Martin Knabe, pupil of Heinrich Schatz, poignantly re-

flected four years later in the preface to his three-voice

concerto on Joshua Stegmann's Lamentation on the Protracted

War: When at Last Will My Grief Be Ended:

It is unnecessary to speak at length concerning this

long-protracted, wearisome war. Suffice it to say that

its destructive fire is still burning at all corners of
2 3 In Robinson, Readings, 2:211-12.
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the [Holy] Roman Empire. It is enough to observe how

daily, yes, hourly, so many countless sighs are emitted

with broken words by many thousands of souls: Oh, if

there were only peace! . . . Not to mention the col-

lapse of studies which bloodthirsty Mars occasions in

all branches of the university and among the other lib-

eral arts, and only to recall with a few words the

state of music, how this noble art, even before the

other arts, has sunk to the lowest level. It would ap-

pear as though Bellona had stormed the whole of Helicon

so that Apollo with his sisters has had to set up his

dwelling in the desolate wilderness.24

The unleashing of Mars and the ensuing destruction of

life and land as well as the assault on the grove of the

Muses euphemistically noted by Knabe was not soon to be for-

gotten. Almost 150 years later Friedrich Schiller, in 1793

Geschichte des dreissigjihrigen Krieges, in addition to men-

tioning the number who perished and the wanton decimation of

property, wrote also of the war's long lasting retarding ef-

fect on culture.

2 4 Wann soll doch mein Leid sich andern?, [Unicum,Stadtbibliothek, Breslau, c1635]. English trans. in HansJoachim Moser, Heinrich Schdtz, His Life and Work, 2nd rev.ed. trans. by Carl. F. Pfatteicher (St. Louis: Concordia,
1959), 162.
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Terrible indeed . . . was the devasting war of thirty

years, which . . . reduced towns and villages to ashes;

a war in which many thousands of combatants met their

death, and for half a century smothered the glistening

sparks of civilization in Germany and turned back the

improving manners of the country into their primeval

barbaric savagery.28

As an individual who had come of age during this age of

"pristine barbarity and wildness," and who subsequently

worked hard to throw it off, Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz main-

tained that far worse than the human and material destruc-

tion was the loss of German national pride; lacking such

pride and the will to recapture it, Leibniz argued that re-

covery was impossible.26 Reassuring his countrymen that

love of one's homeland was a legitimate and in fact fitting

quality, Leibniz maintained that the only stumbling block

2 5 1n Schillers Werke, ed. Ludwig Bellermann, rev. Benno
von Wiese (Leipzig: Bibliographisches Institut [1936-37]),
4:4: "Schrecklich zwar . . . war der dreigigjshrige ver-
heerende Krieg, der . . . von den . . . Stadte und D8rfer indie Asche legte; ein Krieg, in welchem viele tausend Strei-
ter ihren Untergang fanden, der den aufglimmenden Funken der
Kultur in Deutschland auf ein halbes Jahrhundert verloschte
und die kaum auflebenden bessern Sitten der alten bar-
barischen Wildheit zuruckgab."

26 See his Ermahnung an die Teutsche, ihre verstand undsprach besser zu Oben, sammt beygefigten vorschlag einer
Teutsch gesinten Gesellschaft, posthumously published in1846. On the question of the date of this work, see Erich
A. Blackall, The Emergence of German as a Literary Language,
1700-1775, 2nd ed. (Ithaca: Cornell University Press,
1978), 3, fn.
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was a pervading and crippling lack of happiness. One rem-

edy, Leibniz proposed, could be obtained through education;

through learning and the release it in turn would bring from

a hand-to-mouth existence, there would surely arise a

greater number free to take up the quest of a better life.

Nevertheless, and particularly in Germany where the af-

termath of the Thirty Year's War served to accentuate re-

gional and religious differences--leaving the unity upon

which the Holy Roman Empire rested an idea honored in name

only--the road to recovery was seen by many to hinge not

only on the restoration of material and intellectual re-

sources, but also on mending man's relation to God. How was

it possible, it was asked, that an omnipotent, all-loving

God could have allowed such wanton massacre, political cor-

ruption, misery, suffering, and disease? The necessary al-

though as yet imperfect stimulus was soon to be provided by

philosophy, typified most completely--and conveniently--by

the writings of Spinoza and Leibniz.

The Dutch metaphysician Benedict Spinoza appears first

to have attempted to grapple with these questions in his

early discourse on method, the Tractatus de Intellectus

Emendatione, in the observation that there have been count-

less people throughout history who have died because of

wealth, honor, or from an excess of sensual pleasure: in

short because of greed, vanity, and lust. The thing that
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mankind misunderstands, Spinoza points out, is the source of

these wrongdoings. For in truth evil derives from man, in

the fact that all happiness or unhappiness . . . [is]

placed in the quality of the object to which we cling

with love. For strife will never arise on account of

what is not loved, nor will there be sadness if it per-

ishes, nor envy if it is possessed by another, nor

fear, nor hatred--in a word, no disturbances of the

mind. Indeed, all these happen only in the love of

those things.2 7

In returning to the above-mentioned questions in the work

that would consume the greater part of his life, the Ethica

ordine geometrico demonstrata (published posthumously in

1677), Spinoza refined the point by writing that God is not

to be understood in terms of man, "consisting of a body and

a mind, and subject to passions."2 8  There is no good and

evil in the sense that mankind comprehends these concepts

when it comes to God; it is our lot that we accept the

2 7 1n The Collected Works of Spinoza, ed. and trans. Ed-
win Curley (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1985),
vol. 1, Treatise on the Emendation of the Intellect and on
the way by which it is best directed toward the true knowl-
edge of things, 8 and 9.

28 1n Collected Works of Spinoza, vol. I Ethics, IP15S
[421]. Citations from Spinoza Ethics will follow the stan-
dard convention as it applies to Spinoza, set forth by Cur-
ley on p. xix; thus IP15S = Ethics Part I, proposition 15,
scholium. For clarity's sake I enclose page numbers within
brackets.
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things of this world as they are and not judge them merely

because they are, or are not, pleasing to us. If man but

loves himself and strives for self-improvement, pleasure and

contentment cannot help but follow, for "Joy consists in the

fact that man's power . . . is aided or increased."29 Al-

though Spinoza points to the pleasures of the mind as those

that are the most worthy, he nonetheless concedes "that

cheerfulness is a Joy . . . and cannot be excessive. . . .

To use things . . . and take pleasure in them . . . is the

part of the wise man. "3 0

For the German-born polymath and philosopher Leibniz

the moral issues raised by the almost two generations of

discord amounted to a confrontation between faith and rea-

son, one made all the more difficult in that it is not al-

ways given to us to understand the modus operandi of God.

"We must . . . recognize," Leibniz observes in the essay "On

the Radical Origination of Things,"

that the entire universe is involved in a perpetual

. progress, so that it is always advancing toward

greater culture. Thus a great part of our earth has

now received cultivation and will receive it more and

more. And though it is true that some sections occa-

29 EthiCs, I Appendix [446]; and IV Appendix XXX (593];
emphasis added.

"0 Ethics, IVP42 (570]; IVP45S [572].
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sionally revert into wilderness or are destroyed and

sink back again, this must be understood in the . . .

sense . . . that this very destruction and decline lead

to a better result, so that we somehow gain through our

very loss.3 1

Moreover, it is not always possible to know when a thing

that is actually good will appear to us disguised or oth-

erwise concealed; one cannot judge the goodness or perceived

evils in one corner of the world until having seen the

planet as a whole.3 2 In his 1710 Essais de th6odic6e sur la

bont6 de Dieu, la liberty de 1'homme et .'origine du mal

Leibniz sought to heal the rift between faith and reason by

emphasizing the free will of mankind.3 3 Possessing free

will, man is thus capable of sin, and hence evil. Yet evil

31 In Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz: Philosophical Papers
and Letters, trans. and ed. L. Loemker, 2nd ed. (Dordrecht:
D. Reidel, 1969), 491.

3 2 Philosophical Papers and Letters, 488.

33 Leibniz's work inspired many in the decades after him
to take up their pens in a similar vein--among them Albrecht
von Haller, one of the foremost natural scientists of the
eighteenth century and a poet with a decidedly philosophical
bent, author of the 1734 "Ober den Ursprung des Obels" (On
the Origin of Evil); Johann Peter Uz, a poet about whom I
shall have more to say below, his perhaps best-known poem,
"Theodicee," published in the fourth book of his 1749
Lyrische Gedichte; Friedrich Gottlieb Klopstock, "Die Fruih-
lingsfeyer" (1759); as well as Schiller, "Theodizee." A
measure of Leibniz's influence may be gleaned from these
lines from Uz's "Theodicee, " lines 10-11: "Es bffnet Leib-
niz mir Schicksals Heiligtum, / Und Licht bezeichnet seine
Pfade" (Leibniz reveals to me the shrine of destiny, and
light illuminates his paths).
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in itself is no cause for concern, for "imperfection in the

part may be required for a greater perfection of the whole."

Sin, recognized as an evil, is, as a product of free will,

consonant in this scheme with goodness, for even in the

original sin of Adam and Eve there resulted a good--a felix

culpa--the coming of Christ.3 4 In many ways anticipating

Bolingbroke and Pope, Leibniz repeatedly declared that the

world had not been created solely for the pleasure of man.

If that had been so, unhappiness and sin never would have

come into being; what is more, such a concept would neces-

sarily deny mankind the possibility of free will.3 5 That

virtue and goodness are the noblest attributes is beyond

dispute, but they are not the only ones found in nature.

"To multiply one and the same thing only," Leibniz con-

tended,

would be superfluity, and poverty too. To have a thou-

sand well-bound Virgils in one's library, always to

sing the airs from the opera of Cadmus and Hermione, to

34 Leibniz, Theodicy, Essays on the Goodness of Man and
the Origins of Evil, ed. Austin Farrer, trans. E. M. Huggard
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1952), "Summary of the
Controversy Reduced to Formal Arguments," 378.

35 Theodicy, "Essays on the Justice of God and the Free-
dom of Man in the Origin of Evil," II.120.V [190]; the ref-
erence = Part II of the essay followed by its section; the
number within brackets refers to the page number of the
translation.
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break all the china in order only to have cups of gold,

# . . would one call that reason?3 6

If virtue existed without evil, it was thus asserted, there

surely would be less good than there is; goodness and

wickedness must be taken together, for only then will the

greatest possible sum of good result.

In advancing such a moral philosophy Leibniz attempted

to circumvent its apparent circuitousness by overwhelming

his reader with the immensity of God's universe, for in con-
templating the vastness of creation that which is revealed

to man is but a small part of the whole: "It may be that

all evils are almost nothingness in comparison with the good

things that are in the universe."37 Imperfect although it
may be, the world as we know it is the best that is possi-

ble, for most certainly, if a better one were conceivable

God would have made it. It follows then, from the perfec-

tion of God, as Leibniz professed in his Principes de la na-
ture et da la grace fond6s en raison et principes de la
philosophie en Monadologie (published two years before his
death in 1714), that in creating the universe God produced

the best possible plan, "containing the greatest variety to-
gether with the greatest order; the best arranged ground,
......... -_ _..1-......... ........ I......... ....... . . ..... .3 6 Theodicy, 124.IX [198]. The reference to Cadmus andHermione, is of course to the 1673 opera of Jean-BaptisteLully.

3 7 Theodicy, 121,V (195]; and 1.19 (135].



place, time." Made by the simplest means, this system

yields the "most power, knowledge, happiness and goodness,,"

for as all possible things have a claim to existence in
proportionn to their perfections, the result of all these

claims must be the most perfect actual world that is possi-

ble." 8

Necessarily brief although the above survey has been,

what has been sketched amounts to nothing less than a

clearly deliminited view that happiness--what Pope refered

to variously as "Good, Pleasure, Ease, Content! Whate'er thy

name"--was not only the banishment of "anxious Care and Dis-

content," but also the culmination of a well-regulated life

in the practice of reason and truth. As we shall see,

Schiller invokes both concepts in his poem An die Freude:

the first when he proclaims that "All creatures drink Joy,"

the second when he asserts that "From the flaming mirror of
truth Joy smiles at the seeker. To the steep hill of virtue
she leads the patient on the path." Yet the process of sys-
tematization that led to this last view was not arrived at
by one and all simultaneously. Nor was the more generalized

concept of happiness by any means a static one. Regarded in
the latter sense as an all-encompassing buzzword signalling

variously delight in the here and now or simply, as.. ....-. __. ....... . .....3 83"The Principles of Nature and of Grace, Based on Rea-son," in Leibniz Selections, ed. and trans. Philip P. Wiener(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1951), Principle 10,528; emphasis added.
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Talleyrand would have it, "the sweetness of living,1" in the
former sense it came to be interpreted by many--as Pope

noted--as "That something still which prompts th'eternal

sigh / For which we bear to live, nor fear to die." As

taken up in Germany the concept of Joy--Freude--maintains a
similar pliancy. In many ways, however, the eighteenth-cen-

tury view of Freude may be said to constitute a kind of
"misprison" or "misreading" of the seventheenth-century im-
age given that the idea seems to be restricted at first to
nature alone; as we shall see, as the eighteenth century

progresses it becomes increasingly related to the sublime.3

Indeed, the seeds for this transformation may be found in

the writings of Spinoza and Leibniz.

Considered collectively, Spinoza's pantheistic leanings

and Leibniz's deterministic optimism, although perhaps serv-
ing more to obscure the questions to which the latter seven-

teenth century had originally sought answers, nevertheless

went a long way in making possible the philosophical preoc-

cupations of the century to follow. In fact, for the great-
er part of the eighteenth century Spinoza's influence cut

like a double-edged sword, with two opposing, equally inci-
sive thrusts. On the one hand the German poet and early Ro-
mantic theorist Novalis could call Spinoza "der Gottbetrunk-

.h...trs"isrs.... _- . . .n.i...391 borrow the terms "misprison" and "misreading" fromHarold Bloom, A Map off Misreading (New York: Oxford Univer-sity Press, 1975), 3.
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ene Mensch" (the man drunk with God), while on the other

Moses Mendelssohn--dubbed by Gotthold Ephraim Lessing the

"second Spinoza"--was sufficiently alarmed by the charge of

atheism brought in his day against the work of his Jewish

predecessor that he felt compelled to prove the compatibil-

ity of Spinoza's beliefs with reason and religion.40 Judged

from the vantage point of historical hindsight, Spinoza's

philosophical system seemingly incorporates elements of

both: a religious fervor rooted in God as well as the in-

gredients that were to lead to the growing importance of the

place of man within the universe and in turn the equation of

nature and god that runs throughout the Aufklrung like a

thundering leit-motiv. Thus the seventeenth-century "Gott-

betrunkene Mensch" increasingly gave way in the eighteenth,

as in Schiller's An die Freude, to a man "feuertrunken mit

sch-nen G~tterfunken" (drunk with the fire of the beauteous

spark of the gods). The change from Gott to Gdtter is not

fortuitous. From Spinoza, too, the eighteenth century

learned that it was through reason--working in concert with

nature--that man sought perfection; as he had noted in his

1670 Tractatus Theologico-politicus: "a man's true happi-

40 See further Alexander Altmann, Moses Mendelssohn, A
Biographical Study (University, Alabama: University of Al-
abama Press, 1973), 50. A good discussion of Spinoza's
pantheistic equation that "the Universe is God," may be
found in R. J. Dehahunty, Spinoza (London: Routledge &
Kegan Paul, 1985), especially chapter five, "God or Nature,"
125-175.
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ness consists only in wisdom, and the knowledge of truth."4 1

But of course the same lesson was also to be learned from

Leibniz. Residing "in the most perfect actual world possi-

ble" and possessing free will, man accordingly was free to

strive for improvement and to seek happiness, for "it is

reason and will that lead us towards happiness."4 2

Tempered by the increasing secularism of the century,

such sentiments found fruition of expression in the oft-

quoted and justly-famous dictum made by Immanuel Kant in his

short essay of 1784, Beantwortung der Frage: Was ist Auf-

klirung?, (Answer to the Question: What is Enlightenment)

one that may well serve as an epithet for his age:

Enlightenment is man's release from his self-incurred

tutelage. Tutelage is the inability to make use of

one's understanding without direction from another.

Self-incurred is this tutelage when its origin lies not

in lack of courage but in lack of resolution to use it

4 1 In The Chief Works of Benedict de Spinoza, trans. R.
H. M. Elwes (London: George Bell and Sons, 1891), 1:43.

4 2 New Essays on Human Understanding, Book III, chapter
xxi, 41. Elsewhere, in Book IV, chapter iv, 5, he
notes: "Everything is relevant to our happiness, and so
could be included within practical philosophy. The study of
human happiness or of our well- and ill-being, if it deals
adequately with all the ways of reaching the goal which rea-
son sets before itself, will take in everything we know."
In 1680 Leibniz had spoken of his desire "to build systems
of solid knowledge for promoting man's happiness." Cited in
"Precepts for Advancing the Sciences and Arts," Leibniz Se-
lections, 32.
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without direction from another. Sapere aude! Have the

courage to use your own reason!--this thus is the motto

of Enlightenment.43

Goethe, whose dying words are said to have been "more

light!"--a plea for greater reason--distilled the same con-

viction in his 1800 sonnet Natur und Kunst:

Vergebens werden ungebundne Geister

Nach der Vollendung reiner Hohe streben.

Wer Grosses will muss sich zusammenraffen.44
.......-............. .............. . . .. .... . .......43 "Aufklarung ist der Ausgang des Menschen aus seinerselbst verschuldeten Unmindigkeit. Unmfindigkeit ist das Un-vermogen, sich seines Verstandes ohne Leitung eines anderenzu bedienen. Selbstverschuldet ist diese Unmdndigkeit, wenndie Ursache derselben nicht am Mangel des Verstandes, son-dern der EntschliePung und des Muthes liegt, sich seinerohne Leitung eines anderen zu bedienen. Sapere aude! HabeMuth dich deines eigenen Verstandes zu bedienen! ist alsoder Wahlspruch der Aufklarung." In Kants Werke Akademie-Textausgabe, vol. 8, Abhandlungen nach 1781 (Berlin: Walterde Gruyter, 1968), 35. Dated 30 September 1784, the essaywas first published in the December 1784 issue of theBerlinische Monatsschrift, No. 4, 481-94. Kant's use of thephrase "sapere aude" derives from Horace, Epistle 1.2. Weshall encounter Horace again. On the subject of tutelage,it is worth noting that Kant was by no means the first tostress the importance of independence of thought. ThusEustace Budgell, in The Guardian, No. 31, April 16, 1713,wrote that "the Man therefore who would be truly happy,must, besides an habitual Vertue, attain to such a Strengthof Mind, as to confine his Happiness within himself, andkeep it from being dependent upon others." Quoted in TheGuardian. ed. John Calhoun Stephens (Lexington: UniversityPress of Kentucky, 1982), 132.

4 41n Goethe. Gedenkausgabe, vol 2, Smtliche Gedichte,141 (lines 10-12). My source for Goethe's supposed dyingwords is Ronald Grey, in his introduction to The Poems ofGoethe. A Selection with an Introduction and Notes(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1966), xvii. Thatplea for "more light!" has enjoyed a long history in German
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[In vain will unbridled minds aspire to reach the

height of pure perfection. He who desires to achieve

greatness, must command himself.]

So, too, had Schiller two years before in his poem Das

GIck:

Grop zwar nenn ich den Mann, der, sein eigner Bildner

und Schbpfer,

Durch der Tugend Gewalt selber die Parze bezwingt.4 5

[Great indeed is the man who, his own shaper and maker,

compels destiny by the force of his virtues.]

.... .............. .........I............. ................ .... ......... ........................ I... ... ..... -................ . . . . ....literature. Observe, for example, the ending of Mozart's
opera Die Zauberflote; as the forces of superstition and
darkness are defeated once and for all Sarastro announces
his triumph to the words "Die Strahlen der Sonne vertreiben
die Nacht" (The beams of the sun drive out the night). Yet
another example, surely one of the more haunting given its
horrifying irony, is to be found in Richard Strauss's 1910
opera Elektra, when the power-hungry and murderous
Klytemnestra gives voice to the identical words supposedly
uttered by Goethe--"more light." See Richard Strauss, Elek-
tra, A tragic opera in one act by Hugo von Hofmannsthal, Li-
bretto (New York: Boosey and Hawks), 25.

4 5 1n Schiller Sjmtliche Werke in zehn Bnden, Berliner
Ausgabe, ed. Jochen Golz (Berlin: Aufbau-Verlag, 1980),
1:452. Under the spell of Kant, Schiller declared in his
Briefe Ober die isthetische Erziehung des Menschen:
"'Sapere aude.' Dare to be wise! It is energy and courage
that are required to combat the obstacles which both indo-
lence of nature and cowardice of heart have put in the way
of our true enlightenment." In On The Aesthetic Education
of Man, Letter 8, 51.
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Interestingly enough, the motivation for Kant's essay

seems to have come from an almost offhand question appended

in a footnote to an article by Johann Friedrich Z6llner en-

titled "Is it Advisable to Rescind the Religious Endorsement

of Marriage?" The question posed was "What is Enlighten-

ment?," one ZOllner went on to call "almost as important as

what is truth" as well as one that "would seem to require a

response before one engages in enlightening activity."46 As

it happens, Kant was not alone in responding to ZOllner's

question nor was he the first to come out in print with an

answer, for three months before the publication of his essay

the same journal--something Kant was unaware of at the time

as is indicated by the postscript he appended to his arti-

cle--brought out Moses Mendelssohn's Ober die Frage: was

heisst Aufklirung? (On the Question: What does Enlighten-

ment Mean?)4 7

4 6 Berlinsiche Monatsschrift, No. 2 (1783), 516.

4 7 Mendelssohn's essay originally was conceived as his
contribution to a prolonged discussion of the question posed
by Z6llner's article for the Berlin Wednesday Society--Mitt-
wochgesellschaft--one of a number of societies formed for
the purpose of furthering the aspirations of Enlightenment.
For more on this organization see, Die Gesellschaft von
Freunden der Aufklrung. (1783-1798). Nachrichten Ober die
Berliner Mittwochgesellschaft, ed. Walter Gose and Norbert
Hinske (Stuttgart: Friedrich Frommann, 1982), vol 1,
Forschungen und Materialen zur deutschen Aufkl&rung.
Abteilung I: Texte zu Philosophie der deutschen Aufkl&rung.



It is worth pausing to describe more precisely
Mendelssohn's response to the question, particularly so
since he expands upon Kant's notion of using one's under-
standing without direction from another. He begins with a
systematic expatiation of the words Aufklfrung, Kultur
(Civilization), and Bildung (Self-cultivation), all, he ex-
plains, new arrivals to the German language, bookish in ori-
gin and, above all, scarcely known, as he rather bluntly
puts it, by the "common rabble".48 As does Kant,

Mendelssohn places considerable emphasis on Enlightenment as
a system with both objective and subjective elements. Civi-
lization, defined as refinement and beauty in league with
the fine arts and society, comprises the objective; the at-
tempt to gain rational insight into the nature of things un-
der the heading of Enlightenment constitutes the subjective.

.*.......... .............. 
... .... *..........48 "Ober die Frage: was heisst Aufkllrung?" In MosesMendelssohn Gesammelte Schrif ten (Stuttgart: FriedrichFrommann, 1981), 6:115,, "Die Worte Aufkla-rung, Kultur, Bil-dung sind in unsrer Sprache noch neue Ank mmlinge. Siegehoren vor der Hand Blop zur B--chersprache Der gemeineHaufe verstehet sie kaum."

Although the word Bildung perhaps could be translatedmore expeditiously as "Education," I have opted for "Self-cultivation" given the sentiment expressed by Kant and otherwriters from the eighteenth centuryonthe need to make useof one's understanding without direction from another. Thusin Book V, chapter 3 of his Wilhelm Meisters ILehrjahre,Goethe says through the character of Wilhelm: "Dat3 ichdir's mit einem Worte sage, mich selbst, . . . auszubilden,das war . . . von Jugend auf mein Wunsch und mine Absicht."(To tell you in a word, my wish and my aim since childhoodhas been the cultivation of myself.) In Wilhelm MeistersLehrjahre, vol. 7,vGoethe. Gedenkausgabe, 311.
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Joined together, the two promote Self-cultivation.49 And
the ultimate aim of Self-cultivation is happiness, a point
stressed by Wilhelm von Humboldt, a frequent visitor to the

Mendelssohn household in Berlin, in his Briefe an eine
Freundin when he said that in attempting to know and to mas-
ter himself, he always had aimed at two things:

To be ready to welcome any joys that life may offer and
yet . . . to remain independent, not to have need of
anyone, nor of any favors from fate, but to stand on my
own feet, and to build my happiness in and through my-

self .50

Indeed, Kant had expressed himself similarly when in the
1787 second edition of his Kritik der reinen Vernunft he

wrote:

the entire pursuit of reason is to bring about a union
of all the ends, that are aimed at by our inclinations,

into one ultimate end--that of happiness.51
4 9 Mendelssohn "Ober die Frage," 115: "Bildung zer-fa-llt in Kultur und Aufklirung. Jene scheint mehr auf dasPraktische zu gehen: auf Giite Feinheit und Schonheit inHandwerken Ktnstenund Geselligkeitssi t t objectivee); aufFertigkeit, FleiI3 und Geschicklichkeit in jenen, NeigungenTriebe und Gewohnheit in diesen (subjektive),"

50 Wilhelm von Humboldt, Briefe an elne-reundin, ed.Albert Leitzmann (Leipzig: Insel Verlag, 1909), 1:50.
5 1Kritik der reinen Vernunft, 2nd ed., in Kants WerkeAkademie-Textausgabe, 3:520. From Des Kanons der reinenVernunft. Ersten Abschnitt. Von dem letzten Zwecke desreinen Gebrauchs unserer Vernunft: - .tzin der Lehre derKlugheit die Vereinigung aller Zwecke, die uns von unseren
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Whether expressed by Pope in the precept "Know then

Thy-self," by Kant in the expression "have the courage to

use your own reason!," or by Schiller in the dictum that

greatness is attained by being one's "own shaper and maker,"

the common denominator behind all these formulations is the

steadfast conviction that Reason is the wellspring of happi-

ness. The philosophical cornerstone of such disparate works

as Christian Wolff's 1712 VernOnftige Gedanken von den

Krsften des menschlichen Verstandes and Kant's previously-

mentioned Kritik der reinen Vernunft (Critique of Pure Rea-

son) Reason, the all-important word in the passage cited

above from Kant's essay on Enlightenment (and by extension

Mendelssohn's), was elevated in the eighteenth century to a

position of unrivaled preeminence. First in the sciences

and then in philosophy and literature, Reason--in the words

of D'Alembert, another architect of that "century of philos-

ophy"--spread "through nature in all directions like a river

that had burst its dam," sweeping "with a sort of violence

everything that stood in its way." And having burst its

dam, D'Alembert concluded, Reason had made possible

the discovery and utilization of a new method of phi-

losophizing, the kind of enthusiasm that accompanies

discoveries, a certain exaltation of ideas . . . --all

Neigungen aufgegeben sind, in den einigen, die Gli ckselig-
keit . . ., um dazu zu gelangen, das ganze Geschafte der
Vernunft ausmacht."
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these causes have brought about a lively fermentation

of minds.52

2. The Sublime

Such a fermentation also brought about a change in

man's relationship with God. Increasingly "his own shaper

and maker"--and unmindful of Pope's advice that "The only

Science of Mankind is Man--God's wondrouss creature" no

longer regarded himself as an insignificant, powerless pawn

in an incomprehensible and diffident universe, but saw him-

self instead as

5 2 Jean Le Rond D'Alembert, "Elements de philosophie,"
in M6langes de litt6rature d'histoire et de philosophie, new
ed. (Amsterdam: Zacharie Chatelain & fils, 1767), 4:5.
"L'invention & l'usage d'une nouvelle m6thode de philoso-
pher, l'esp~ce d'enthousiasme qui accompagne les decou-
vertes, une certain 616vation d'id6es que produit en nous le
spectacle de l'univers; toutes ces causes ont df exciter
dans les esprits une fermentation vite; cette fermentation
agissant en tout sens par sa nature, s'est port~e avec une
espece de violence sur toute ce qui s'est offert & elle,
comme un fleuve qui a brisk ses digues." More than a gener-
ation later, Schiller, again in his Briefe Ober die ss-
thetische Erziehung des Menschen, would write: "Our Age is
Enlightened. . . . The spirit of free inquiry has dissi-
pated those false conceptions which for so long barred the
approach to truth, and undermined the foundations upon which
fanaticism and deception had raised their throne. Reason
has purged herself of both the illusions of the senses and
the delusions of sophistry, and philosophy itself, which
first seduced us from our allegiance to Nature, is now in
loud and urgent tones calling us back to her bosom." En-
couraging as all of this would seem to be, Schiller never-
theless concludes with the question: "How is it, then, that
we still remain barbarians?" In On The Aesthetic Education
of Man, Letter 8, 50-51.
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der Zeuge deiner Gr6sse, . . . / gemacht / Damit ein

Wesen war, das mit Vernunft gen~sse, / Was deine Huld

hervorgebracht"s

(the witness of Thy (i.e., God's) greatness, . . . cre-

ated in order that there should exist a being capable

of rational enjoyment of what Thy grace has produced.]

Basking in the light of an all-wise, benevolent creator, man

now found the source of Reason within nature, for enlight-

ened by reason the wise man "folget der Natur in deren

sch6nen Werken" (follows nature in its beautiful works) .*4

Nature illuminates Reason and men find truth--the ultimate

goal of Reason--in nature itself .5

53 Johann Peter Uz, from his poem "Gott, der Welt-sch6pfer," first published in 1763; quoted here from hisSamtliche poetische Werke (Reuttling : Johann GeorgFleischhauer, 1777), 303, stanza 18, lines 137, 139-140
5 4 Friedrich von Hagedorn, in Des Herrn Friedrichs vonHagedorn Poetische Werke in drei Theilen (Hamburg: JohannCarl Bohn, 1769), Erster Theil, 34.

55 With this last point in mind, it is interesting tonote that the authors of the Declaration of Independence, inattempting to justify the act of political independence,spoke first not of God but of nature: "When in the Courseof human events it becomes necessary for one people to dis-solve the political bands which have connected them with oneanother, and to assume among the powers of the earth, theseparate and equal station to which the Laws of Nature andof Nature's God entitle them-. . ." Emphasis added. Pope,in his An Essay on Criticism (lines 70-73) wrote: "UnerringNATURE, still divinely bright, / One clear, unchanged, anduniversal light, / Life, force, and beauty, must to all im-part, / At once the source, and end, and test of Art."



And if it were possible for the status of mankind in
the best of all possible worlds to change, it seemed just as
likely that the wonders of nature could be thought of in an
entirely new way as well, one where earth, time, and under-
standing extended beyond the here and now toward infinity.
That is to say, if happiness could be found on earth it
might just as easily be found, or at least imagined, in the
domain to which Schiller was drawn in his An die Freude:

Was den groPen Ring bewohnet,

huldige der Sympathie!

Zu den Sternen leitet sie,

Wo der Unbekannte tronet.

(Chorus III

[That which inhabits the great ring, pays homage to
feelings! It leads to the stars, where the unknown one

is enthroned.]

Yet in contrast to the generally negative view associ-
ated with the sublime throughout the greater part of the
twentieth century--one where contemplation of the universe
brings about a guarantee only of the seeming absurdity and
puniness of humankind--the latter half of the eighteenth
century found in the lofty a source for optimism. Whether
in the discussions of the topic by Hume, Burke, or Kant, the
common stance is that the beautiful is merely pleasing while
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the sublime astounds and impresses by a sense of size,
force, and majesty. Modern writers who speak of "despair,"
"forlornness," and so on, are referring to more or less the
same thing; the difference is they have chosen the pes-
simistic reverse rather than the optimistic obverse of the
coin. Schiller's era could afford that optimism, as he
noted in his Ober naive und sentimentalische Dichtung, for
the simple reason that "if the laws of the human spirit were
not one and the same as the laws of the universe . . . then
no experience would be possible. "56 Or, as Kant had put it
in a justly-famous remark in his Kritik der praktischen Ver-
nunft,

Two things fill the mind with ever new and increasing
admiration and reverence . . . the starry sky above
me and the moral law within me. I do not merely imag-
ine them and seek them as though obscured in darkness
or in the transcendent region beyond my horizon; I see
them before me and associate them directly with the
consciousness of my own existence.57

56 ber naive und sentimentalische Dichtung, SchillersWere, 9:375: rfahdenn wenn die Gesetz wren . . . sowrde auch keine Erfahrung moglich sein." Edmund Burketreats the topic in his An Enquiry into the Origin of ourIdeas of the Sublime (1757; 2nd ed., 1759); David Hume dis-cusses itin his Treatise of Human Nature (1739); and Kanttouches on it in his Kritik der Urteilskraft (1790).
5 7 Kritik der praktischen Vernunft, in Kants WerkeAkademie Textausgabe, 5:161-2: "Zwei Dinge erfiillen dasGemuth mit simmer neuer und zunehmender Bewunderung undEhrfurcht . . . : der bestirnte Himmel ber mir und das
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We are attracted to the infinite, Schiller explains in his

late essay Ober das Erhabene (1801), because "nature . . .

cannot impinge upon the absolute greatness within us"--we

may be at the mercy of nature yet our will is in our "own

hands." Transcending the world of the purely physical,

where only beauty and reason are in unison, the sublime al-

lows us to leave behind "the material domain in which the

beautiful would gladly hold us captive forever" so that we

may gain access to a realm where "art possesses all the ad-

vantages of nature without sharing her shackles."58 In con-
............. . ... ......... ..........- _-......... ...................... -..... .. - -............ ......... ... ......... . . .moralische Gesetz in mir. Beide darf ich nicht als in

Dunkelheiten verhdllt, oder im Oberschwenglichen, au3er
meinem Gesichtskreise suchen und blos vermuthen; ich sehe
sie vor mir und verknu1pfe sie unmittelbar mit dem Bewultsein
meiner Existenz." Beethoven, in an entry made in a conver-
sation book at the beginning of February 1820, similarly
wrote: "'das Moralische Gesez in uns, u. der gestirnte
Himmel aber unl3' Kant!!,!" In Ludwig van Beethovens Konver-
sationshefte, ed. Karl-Heinz KOhler and Grita Herre (Leip-
zig: VED Deutscher Verlag fi-r Musik, 1972), 1:235. Accord-
ing to the editors (473), Beethoven's paraphrase of Kant was
not copied directly from Kant's Kritik, but rather from the
article "Kosmologische Betrachtungen" by the astronomer
Joseph Kittrow, printed in the Wiener Zeitung on 20 January
and 1 February 1820.

5"",. . . das absolut Gro3e in uns selbst kann die Na-
tur . . . nicht reichen. Gern unterwerfen wir der physis-
chen Notwendigkeit unser Wohlsein und unser Dasein; denn das
erinnert uns eben, daj sie Gber unsre Grundsitze nicht zu
gebieten hat. Der Mensch ist in ihrer Hand, aber des Men-
schen Willen ist in der seinigen. . . . Bei dem Sch6nen
stimmen Vernunft und Sinnlichkeit zusammen, und nur um die-
ser Zusammenstimmung willen hat es Reiz filr uns. . . . Das
Erhabene wie das Schone ist durch die ganze Natur verschwen-
derisch ausgegossen und die Empfindungsfahigkeit fir beides
in alle Menschen gelegt. . . . Da aber der ganze Zauber des
Erhabenen und Sch8nen nur in dem Schein und nicht in dem In-halt liegt, so hat die Kunst alle Vorteile der Natur, ohne
ihre Fesseln mit ihr zu teilen." Schiller, Ober das Er-
habene, in Schillers Werke, 9:135, 136, 138, and 149.



trast to Pope, who advised against soaring with "Plato to
th' empyreal sphere,"59 Schiller believed the contemplation

of the sublime was a cause for jubilation. "Ahndest du den
Sch~pfer, Welt?" (Do you sense the creator, world?) he asks
in his poem An die Freude.

Such' ihn iberm Sternenzelt,

Ober Sternen mut er wohnen.

Freude hei3t die starke Feder

in der ewigen Natur.

Freude, Freude treibt die Rider

in der gro3en Weltenuhr.

Blumen lockt sie aus den Keimen,

Sonnen aus dem Firmament,

Spharen rollt sie in den Rsumen,

die des Sehers Rohr nicht kennt!

(Chorus]

Froh, wie seine Sonnen fliegen,

durch des Himmels prachtgen Plan.

Laufet Bruder eure Bahn,

freudig wie ein Held zum siegen.

(Chorus III; Stanza and Chorus IV]

. .A.............. .................. ..
5 9 An Essay on Man. Epistle 11, line 23.
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[Seek him above the starry vault, above the stars he

surely dwells. Joy is the name of the powerful spring

in eternal nature. Joy, joy drives the wheels of the

great world-clock. She coaxes flowers from the bud,

suns from the heavens, she rolls spheres in spaces that

the gazer's glass knows not! Glad, as his suns fly,

through the magnificent plan of heaven, run brothers on

your course, joyfully, like a hero to victory.]

Although most of Schiller's fellow eighteenth-century

poets preferred more down-to-earth fare, his fondness for

the heady language of metaphysics was by no means new; in

fact fully two generations earlier the Hamburg poet Barthold

Heinrich Brockes had treated the same topic in his poem

Gr6sse der Seelen (The Soul's Greatness) when he evoked a

journey through far and wide--through the realm of space and

the light of stars, through more than one can adequately de-

scribe:

0! welche Tieffe! Welche HOh! .

Wohin ich mich auch wende,

Ich doch kein Ende,

Wol aber viele Billionen (eine Billion hilt tausend

mahl tausend Millionen)

Von Billionen Sternen seh!

Indem ich also voll Verwunderung steh',

Und die Unendlichkeit von Raumes HOhe,
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Und die Unendlichkeit der Zahl im Sternen-Heer

Erstaunt und . . . entzficket . . .060

(Oh! what profundity! what loftiness! in which, I too

turn round, with no end in sight, indeed as but one

among many billions (one billion contains a thousand

times a thousand million) of billions of stars to be-

hold! Meanwhile I thus stand full of wonder, and the

infinity of this expanse of loftiness, and the infinity

of the number of the multitude of stars, astonished and

* . . charmed. . . .

According to the Scottish theologian and close friend of

David Hume, Hugh Blair, the sublime "produces a sort of in-

ternal elevation and expansion; it raises the mind much

above its ordinary state; and fills it with a degree of won-

der and astonishment."6' Or as Richard Payne Knight would

observe a few years later: "the effect of the sublime is to

lift up the soul; to exalt it into ecstasy; so that, partic-

ipating . . . (in] the splendors of the divinity, it becomes

filled with joy and exultation."6 2

6 0-Irdisches Vergnfigen in Gott, bestehend in
physikalisch- und moralischen Gedichten (Hamburg: Johann
Christoph Kissners, 1739), 4:382-83.

6 'Lectures on Rhetoric and Belle Lettres, 3rd ed.
(London: A. Strahan and T. Cadell, 1787), 58.

6 2 An Analytical Inquiry into the Principles of Taste
(London: T. Payne and J. White, 1805), 329; italics mine.
Save for the niceties of translation, the passage is taken
directly from Longinus's Peri Hypsous, 7.2: "For, as if in-



And from where does this joy originate? For Joseph

Addison, writing in 1712, the unequivocal answer was from

God:

The Supreme Author of our being has so formed the soul

of man, that nothing but Himself can be its last, ade-

quate, and proper happiness. Because, therefore, a
great part of our happiness must arise from the contem-

plation of His being, that he might give our souls a
just relish for such a contemplation, he has made them
naturally delight in the apprehension of what is great

or unlimited. Our admiration, which is a very pleasing

motion of the mind, immediately rises at the considera-

tion of any object that takes up a great deal of room

in the fancy, and, by consequence, will improve into
the highest pitch of astonishment and devotion when we

contemplate his nature.6 3

Schiller, on the other hand, was not prepared to circum-
scribe this ecstasy and exultation to the merely "adequate"-.-... ... ...... . ...... ........... .. .............. . ................... ......-............. _ .............. .....................stintivelyrour soul is uplifted by the true sublime; ittakes a proud flight, and is filled with you and vaunting,as though it had itself produced what it has heard." Seefurther, W. Rhys Roberts, Longinus on the Sublime, 2nd ed.(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1907).

63From Addison's essay "On the Pleasures of the Imagi-nation," published in eleven issues of the The Spectator--June 21 to July 3 1712 [Nos. 411-421]. The essays may beread in full in The Spectator, ed. , Bond, 3:535-582. Thepassage here is from the third installment, No. 413, Tues-day, 24 June 1712; in Bond's edition it appears on 545.
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happiness that comes from contemplating but a single deity.
"Freude," he tells us, comes from "schoner Gotterfunken"

(the beauteous spark of the gods) and we enter its province

"feuertrunken" (drunk with fire) that we might reunite what

harsh custom has split asunder.64 In this sphere, Schiller

continues, "Freude, . . . Tochter aus Elisium" (Joy, the

daughter of Elysium) whom "der Sterne Wirbel loben" (the

vortex of stars praise),

Aus der Wahrheit Feuerspiegel

lachelt sie den Forscher an.

Zu der Tugend steilem Hiigel

leitet sie des Dulders Bahn.

Aus des Glaubens Sonnenberge

sieht man ihre Fahnen wehn.

[Stanza V]

[From the fiery mirror of Truth (she) smiles at the

seeker. To the steep hill of virtue (she] guides the

searcher on the path. On the sunny mountains of faith

one sees her banners waving.]

Alluring although the "great or unlimited" plainly was,
not everyone agreed it was a fitting topic for poetry. Sum-
moning the classical authority of Longinus, Richard Payne

Knight observed in 1794:

6 4 An die Freude, stanza I.
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'Tis not the giant of unwieldy size,

Piling up hills on hills to scale the skies,

That gives an image of the true sublime,

Or the best subject of the lofty rhyme;

But nature's common works, by genius dress'd,

With art selected, and with taste express'd;

Where sympathy (i.e., feeling] with terror is combined,
To move, to melt, and elevate the mind.65

The same sentiment was echoed four years later by William

Wordsworth:

- - . the tall rock,

The mountain, and the deep and gloomy wood.

Their colours and their form were then to me
An appetite; a feeling and a love,

That had no need of a remoter charm.66

As Brockes himself had discovered almost a century be-
fore, the wonder one feels when taking in the infinite is
equally appropriate for what is found on earth. In the nine
bulging volumes of his aptly-named didactic catalogue Irdis-

68 The Landscape, A Didactic Poem. In Three Books,, 2nded. (London: W. Bulmer, 1795), Bk. 2:38-39, lines 156-163.
6 6 FromnLines Composed a Few Miles above Tintern Abbey,on Revisiting the Banks of the Wye during a Tour. July 13,1798, lines 77-81. In William Wordsworth: The Poems, ed.John 0. Hayden (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1977),1:359-40.
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ches Vergngen in Gott (Earthly Joy in God), brought out be-

tween 1721 and 1748, his propensity for marveling at the

spectacle of nature stretches in itself to infinity; nothing

in God's world is too grand or too trifling for his praise.

He sees each manifestation of God's handiwork as proof of a

"wunderbar Gewebe der Natur!" (wondrous web of nature!)

wherein "Der kann die Allmacht-volle Spur Von einem ew'gen

Wunder-Wesen, Auf deinen Blittern, deutlich lesen" (one can

clearly glean in the smallest blade of grass the sign of an

eternal, wondrous being full of omnipotence"67). Nature

"mit menschlichem Gemi-th" is what Brockes and his fellow po-

ets extol: nature with human feeling. Inspired by this

sensibility, the artist who in turn is "grateful to the na-

ture that produced him," as Goethe phrased it, "gives back

to her a second nature, . . . one that has been felt,

thought out, and humanly perfected."6 8 Christoph Martin

671 quote here from the contemporaneous abridged edi-
tion of Brockes's Irdisches Vergndgen edited by M. A.
Wilkens and the poet Friedrich von Hagedorn, Auszug der
vornemsten Gedichte aus dem irdischen Vergncigen in Gott, mit
Genehmhaltung des Herrn Verfassers gesammelt und mit ver-
schiedenen Kupfern an Licht gestellet (Hamburg: C. Herold,
1738; facsimile ed.: Stuttgart: Metzler, 1965), 103. At
least two erstwhile residents of Hamburg, namely Handel and
Telemann, set portions of Brockes's Irdisches Vergnzlgen to
music. See further Werner Braun, "B. H. Brockes Irdischen
Vergnrgen in Gott in den Vertonungen G. Ph. Telemanns und G.
Fr. Handels," Handel Jahrbuch 1 (1955): 42-71.

6 8 "Diderots Versuch fiber die Malerei," in Goethe.
Gedenkausgabe, vol. 13, Schrif ten zur Kunst, 210: "der
Kfinstler, dankbar gegen die Natur, die auch ihn hervor-
brachte, ihr eine zweite Natur, . . . eine gefiihlte, eine
gedachte, eine menschlich vollendete zurfick." Goethe's es-
say was first published in 1799.
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Wieland also knew the feeling, for as he noted in his novel

Geschichte des Agathon such thankfulness rouses Empfind-

lichkeit with innere Sinne (feeling with inner insight), an

intensification of the emotions that enables those who come

under its spell to partake of Nature with an angenehmes

Staunen (agreeable astonishment); their gepre3tefs] Herz[en]

(burdened hearts) are eased by a flood of tears, an experi-

ence that leads at length to "Wollust (bliss)."69

It is precisely this sensibility that animates the pas-

toral prose idyll of Damon and Daphne by the international-

ly-popular Swiss author Salomon Gessner, a favorite of

Rousseau and Diderot and one of the first writers in German

to demonstrate to the rest of Europe the language's range

and expressive nuance.7 0 Gessner's shepherd and shepherd-

ess, having witnessed a thunder storm from the shelter of a

...... .. -- 1 ... ........ . .................. ...... ......... ................. .. ..* ......... *....... ............. . ... *............I........

69 Geschichte des Agathon (Frankfurt und Leipzig [i.e.,
Zurich: Orell, Gessner and Company], 1766-67), 1:15.

70 Popularly known in his own day as the "German The-
ocritus" or else the "Theocritus of Zurich," Gessner's popu-
larity spread even to England. Thus the reviewer for the
Critical Review, vol. 40 (1775): 294, lauded him "as a
writer of a warm and lively imagination, peculiarly happy in
copying the beautiful scences [sic] of nature, and in unit-
ing ingenious sentiment with the pleasing tenderness of the
pathetic." A good overview of Gessner's career may be had
in John Hibberd, Salomon Gessner, His Creative Achievement
and Influence (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1976), Anglica Germanica: Series 2, 1-3; 160-164. For a
discussion of the low estimation in which the German lan-
guage was held in the generation before Gessner and his con-
temporaries, see Blackall, The Emergence of German, espe-
cially chapter I, "The Vindication of the Language," 1-48.
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cave, emerge at its end and regard the ensuing calm and the

rejuvenating effect of the rain, all of which inspires in

them an ecstatic appreciation of nature and the goodness of

God. It is a passage well qualified to summarize many of

the concerns set forth in this present chapter. Through

Damon, Gessner declares:

0 was fi-r Freude durchstromt mich! wie herrlich ist

alles um uns her! Welche unerschopfliche Quelle von

Entzficken! Von der belebenden Sonne bis zur kleinsten

Pflanze sind alles Wunder! 0 wie rei3t das Entzicken

mich hin! wenn ich vom hohen Hilgel die weitausgebrei-

tete Gegend ibersehe, oder, wenn ich in Gras hinge-

strekt, die manigfaltigen Blumen und Kriuter betrach-

te, . . . --wenn ich die Wunder betrachte, dann

schwellt mir die Brust, Gedanken drengen sich dann auf;

ich kan sie nicht entwikeln, dann wein' ich und sinke

hin und stammle mein Erstaunen dem der die Erde

schuf!71

71 Damon. Daphne. Gessners Werke Auswahl, ed. A. Frey
(Berlin and Stuttgart: W. Spemann [n.d.]), vol. 41, pt. 1,Deutsche National-Litteratur Historisch kritische Ausgabe
(hereafter Dt. Nat. -Lit.], 76. Several generations later,in 1815, yet another devotee of nature, the composer of the1808 Sinfonia Pastorale, Ludwig van Beethoven, inscribed on

a leaf of sketches: "Almighty in the forest! I am happy,blissful in the forest: every tree speaks through you, 0God! What splendor! In such a woodland scene, on the
heights there is calm, calm in which to serve Him." Quotedin Maynard Solomon, "The Quest for Faith," Beethoven Essays(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1988), 219. The samedevotion to nature pervades Goethe's Mailied, a poem Beetho-ven set to music sometime before 1796; in translation the
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[Oh what joy runs through me! how glorious everything

is to us here! What an inexhaustible source of de-

light. From the life-giving sun to the smallest seed-

ling everything is wondrous! Oh how everything en-

raptures me! When from the lofty knoll I glimpse far-

away regions or when in the meadow I kneel down and

contemplate the various flowers and herbs . . .

when I contemplate the wonderment that rises within my

breast (and) crowds upon my thoughts, I cannot explain

why it is that I weep, sink down, and stammer forth my

astonishment on that which the earth has produced!]

........ - - ----- . . ...I ....... .. ..... .... ..... ....... ........................ ..... ............

poem begins: "How splendidly Nature is glowing before me,
how the sun shines, how the meadow smiles! Blossoms are
bursting out of every branch and a thousand voices out of
the bushes, and joy and rapture out of every breast: 0
earth, 0 sun, 0 happiness, 0 pleasure, 0 love! as beautiful
and golden as the morning clouds on those heights!" Trans-
lated in: Ludwig van Beethoven, Songs for Solo Voice and
Piano (New York: Dover Publications, 1986), ix. The song
was published in 1805 as the fourth number of the Op. 52
Acht Gesinge und Lieder.



CHAPTER III

POETS OF FREUDE

1. Hagedorn and Uz

A reverence for the Wollust to be had in nature is evi-

dent as well in the work of the respected Hamburg poet and

friend of Brockes, Friedrich von Hagedorn as well as the

Anspach poet and jurist Johann Peter Uz, each a central fig-

ure in the history of the mid-century German Rococo lyric

and each a poet who would influence Schiller in his An die

Freude. In his poem Der Morgen, Hagedorn draws his reader

into a celebration of nature where

Uns lockt die Morgenrote

In Busch und Wald,

Wo schon der Hirten Flote

Ins Land erschallt.

Die Lerche steigt und schwirret,

Von Lust erregt. . . .

'Der Morgen (lines 1-6), in Hagedorn, Oden und Lieder
in furnf Bechern (Hamburg: Johann Carl Bohn, 1747), Dritter
Teil, 164.
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[The morning dawn entices us in thicket and forest,

where already the shepherd's flute resounds throughout

the countryside. The lark soars and circles above, in-

spired by delight. . . .1

Thus inspired, nature's beauty earns the respect of "die

Herzen muntrer Jugend" (the hearts of cheerful youths),

Hagedorn notes in his poem Die Sch6nheit (Beauty). Such

beauty, endowed with a Witz (wit), is propelled by nature's

beauty one is guided by ."der angenehmsten Tugend" (the most

agreeable virtue) to "der angenehmste Sitz" (the most agree-

able domain).2 Although Hagedorn quite obviously shares

Gessner's enthusiasm for nature, he nevertheless is not so

overwhelmed that he is unable to devote himself to quiet and

detached contemplation of what that astonishment heralds.

We partake of nature's pleasures, Hagedorn insists, in order

that we might discover ourselves:

2 Die Schcnheit (lines 22-24), quoted here from
Simmtliche Poetische Werke (1757), Dritter Teil, Viertes
Buch, 82. Wit, as understood by writers in the eighteenth
century, generally meant, as Christian Wolff defined it in
the first half of the century, a mixture of Einbildungskraft
(imagination) and Scharfsinnigkeit (discernment, or judg-
ment). See further, Blackall, The Emergence of German, 387-
88.
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Erkenne dich im Bilde

Von jener Flur!

Sey stets, wie diess Gefilde,

Schon durch Natur. . . .A

(Discover yourself in the image of yonder field! Re-

main constant, as does this meadow, beautiful through

(i.e., owing to) nature. . .

Deprecating as would Richard Payne Knight "the giant of

unwieldy size, / Piling up hills on hills to scale the

skies," Hagedorn finds pleasure only in "die beglfickende

Natur"4 (blessed nature). And yet within that realm he as-

pires neither to the steep hill of virtue praised by

Schiller ("der Tugend steilem Higel") nor to the lofty knoll

("hohen Hfigel") contemplated by Gessner. Hagedorn wants his

poetry "to possess not so much the sublime as the pleasing

character of the ode, thus rendering it more charming and

more social."5 As he discloses in his poem Horaz, first
3 Der Morgen (lines 41-44), Oden und Lieder Bk. 3, 164.By Wollust, as Hagedorn is quick to point out in the courseof another poem, he does not mean animal lust; as he writes,"Was edle Seelen Wollust nennen, / Vermischt mit schn8denFreuden nicht! / Der echten Freude Wehrt zu kennen / Ist [. . 1 unsers Daseyns Pflicht." (That which Noble souls callbliss, do not mingle with vile joys! To learn the trueworth of joy is [ . . .] our life's duty). From An dieheutigen Enkratiten, Oden und Lieder, Zweytes Theil, 141.
4 An die heutigen Enkratiten, line 6.
5 Oden und Lieder, iii; quoted here from Des HerrnFriedrichs von Hagedorn Sjaimtliche Poetische Werke [hereaf-ter Sammtliche Poetische Werke] (Hamburg: Johann Carl Bohn,
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published in his 1750 Moralische Gedichte: "Glick und GenuI

sind in dem Mittelstande" (Happiness and enjoyment lie in

the middle ground).6 This is one and the same ethos as ex-

pressed by Pope in his An Essay on Man: "The proper study

of Mankind is Man. / Placed on this isthmus of a middle

state."7 (Hagedorn begins his 1750 collection with a para-

phrase of Pope's "Universal Prayer.") But even more impor-

tantly, Hagedorn's locus for happiness reveals his fundamen-

tally neoclassical outlook, one shaped to a considerable de-

gree by his boundless admiration for Horace--"mein Freund,

mein Lehrer, mein Begleiter" (my friend, my teacher, my

guide)8 As it happens, Horace is likewise the source for

the location he prescribes for "Glick und Genup." "There is

1757): "nicht so sehr den erhabenen, als den gefilligen
Character der Ode zu besitzen, durch welchen dieselbe ihre
Vorzfige reizender und gesellschaftlicher machet."

6 Horaz, line 125, quoted here from Smmtliche Poetische
Werke, 72.

7 An Essay on Man. . . . Epistle II; in Epistle IV one
finds the same thought expressed as "Take Nature's path, and
mad Opinion's leave, / All states can reach it, and all
heads conceive; / Obvious her goods, in no extreme they
dwell." On the question of Hagedorn's knowledge of English
literature, it is worth noting that he spent two years be-
ginning in 1729 as private secretary to the Danish ambas-
sador to the Court of St. James during which time he lived
in London; he returned to his native Germany, as he was fond
of saying, "half an Englishman." See further the biographi-
cal sketch of Hagedorn by Franz Muncker in his introduction
to Anakreontiker und preuszisch-patriotisch Lyriker (Stutt-
gart: Union Deutsche Verlagsgesellschft, n.d. (1894]), vol.
45, Dt. Nat.-Lit., 3-38; especially, 6-7.

1Horaz, line 1, Simmtliche Poetische Werke.
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some middle ground," the Roman poet writes in the opening

work of his first Book of Satires. "There is a mean in

things, fixed limits on either side of which right living

cannot get a foothold."9 And it is from Horace, Hagedorn

goes on to explain, that-he has learned the meaning of true

happiness, the wellspring for which is to be found in the

liberation of the spirit that comes from wisdom:

. . . giebt und nihrt nur die Zufriedenheit

Dein sch~nstes Glick, . . .

Der Freyheit Frucht, die nur den Weisen rfihret.

[Horaz lines 235-237]

[ . . . grant and incite (in us) only the contentment

of thine most beautiful happiness, the fruit of (inner)

freedom, set in motion by the wise alone.]

And in a very real sense Hagedorn's Horatian neo-classicism

provided the groundwork for his entire poetic impulse. In

the foreword to his Oden und Lieder (first edition 1742) he

calls on the authority of Horace's Ars poetica: "Die Muse

der lyrischen Dichter hei3et sie nicht nur Gbtter oder

Konige und Helden besingen, sondern auch, nach dem Ausdrucke

9 1n The Complete Works of Horace, ed. Casper J. Kraemer
(New York: The Modern Library, 1936), Satire I.I, "The
Golden Mean." Similarly, in Ode II.10, one reads (lines 3-
4): "Flee extremes, and choose thou the mean all-golden, I
Treasure all priceless"; and in Epistle 1.18 (line 15):
"virtue in a medium lies."
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des Horaz: Juvenum curas et libera vina referre"1 0 (The

muse of the lyrical poet is enjoined not only to sing of

gods, kings and heros, but also, according to the expression

of Horace: of the cup that banishes care). Opening

Hagedorn's collection to the first page of Book I one en-

counters Horace yet again in the half-page medallion. Be-

10Oden und Lieder, ii, quoted here from Smmtliche Po-etische Werke. It is worth noting the subtle distinction
Hagedorn seems to be drawing here by comparing his wording
with that from Horace's Ars poetica: "The Muse has assigned
to the lyre the work of celebrating gods and heroes, the
champion boxer, the victorious steed, the fond desire oflovers, and the cup that banishes care." Trans. in Kraemer,
The Complete Works of Horace, 400. The wording reflects
once more Hagedorn's desire to distance himself from the
seventeenth-century's preoccupation with the praises of gen-erals, politicians, and other "heros." In drawing this dis-tinction it would seem that Hagedorn also was distancing
himself from the archly-conservative, high priest of German
neoclassicism, Johann Christoph Gottsched, professor of po-etry at the University of Leipzig beginning in 1730 and in1734 of logic and metaphysics. The latter, in the notes tohis translation of Horace's Ars poetica, defined four dif-ferent species of classical odes or lieder: the Hymnos
(paean), a sacred song in praise of the gods; the Encomia
(scolion), the secular counterpart of the first, in praiseof kings, heroes, and victors; the Threnos (melos) "mourned
the unhappy fate of poets in love"; and the Bacchica (dithy-ramb), a drinking song. In Gottsched, Versuch einer criti-schen Dichtkunst fir die Deutschen, 4th ed. (Leipzig: Bern-hard Christoph Breitkopf, 1751 [first pub. 1730]), 18-19,fn. 28: "Oden. Diep ist der allgemeine Namen aller Lieder,und begreift vierlerley Gattungen unter sich; Hymnos, Enco-mia, Threnos und Bacchia. Die ersten waren geistlich, undden Gottern zu Ehren gemacht; die andern weltlich, und hiel-ten das Lob der Konige, Helden und Sieger bey den griechis-chen Spielen, in sich; die dritten verliebt, und beklagtendie unglutcklichen Schicksale der Poeten in der Liebe; dievierten lustig, und wurden beym Trunke gebracht. Die Hymnihiepen auch Paeanen, die Encomia wurden auch Scolia gennent:die Trenos nannte man auch Melos, und die Bacchica hielen
auch wohl Dithyrambi, darinnen oft was satirisches vorkam.
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neath that, however, the eye soon takes in the title of the

opening poem, An die Dichtkunst (To Poetry). In short, re-

newal of verse in the name of the ancients--epitomized above

all by Horace--is what Hagedorn's collection proclaims in

image as soon as it is opened. This visual credo is con-

tinued in the poem itself. Just as it was Horace's aim to

"give to the gods delight / And soothe the weary heart,"''

so too is it Hagedorn's:

0 Dichtkunst, die das Leben lindert!

Wie manchen Gram hast du vermindert,

Wie manche Fr6hlichkeit vermehrt!12

"Horace, Ode 1.32.

12Oden und Lieder, Erster Theil, 1. Along with his
poem on "Horaz" published in his and the dedication of the
opening book of his Oden und Lieder to Horace, Hagedorn also
includes in the same book of this last collection two other
poems that are translations from Horace while yet another is
an imitatio Horati. Hagedorn's first published collection
of verse, the 1729 Versuch einiger Gedichte, oder Erlesene
Proben Poetischer Neben-Stunden, likewise begins with a
motto from Horace's "Defense of Satire," Satire 1.4.

In addition to being a favorite of Hagedorn, Horace's
influence was especially strong in eighteenth-century Eng-
land, so great, in fact, one might properly describe it as a
rage. Arthur Sherbo, in his introduction to Christopher
Smart's Verse Translation of Horace's Odes ([n. p.] Univer-
sity of Victoria, 1979), 5, has written that this influence
"was stronger and more pervasive than that of any other
classical poet." Addison, Steel, Prior, Gay Pope, Swift,
and Johnson all knew their Horace and copiously quoted and
alluded to him in their own writings. See further Reuben
Arthur Brower, Alexander Pope, The Poetry of Illusion (Ox-
ford: Clarendon Press, 1959), Chapter VI, "The Image of Ho-
race"; Caroline Goad, Horace in the English Literature of
the Eighteenth Century (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1918), Yale Studies in English, vol. 58; and Chapter 2,
"Horace and the Eighteenth Century," in R. M. Ogilvie, Latin
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[Oh Poetry, you soothe earthly life! How generously

you allay grief, how generously you augment joyful-

ness!]

Much the same aim as well as the neoclassical aesthetic

is shared by Uz. Turning to the introduction of his 1749

Lyrische Gedichte one learns that his literary program is to

be restricted to "sinftere Empfindungen . . . , die Ahn-

lichkeit der Natur . . . , der edlen Einfalt, dem ungek n-

stelten Ausdrucke, oder.der schonen Natur der Alten entfer-

net" (gentle feelings, the likeness of nature, the noble

simplicity of unadorned expressions, or the beautiful

essence of long ago antiquity).13 Uz reaffirms his devotion

and Greek, A History of the Influence of the Classics on En-
glish Life from 1600 to 1918 (London: Routledge & Kegan
Paul, 1964). On the classical influence in eighteenth-cen-
tury Germany, see Henry Hatfield, Aesthetic Paganism in Ger-
man Literature: From Winckelmann to the Death of Goethe
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1964). For an excel-
lent discussion of the topic as it applies to the eighteenth
century in general see Peter Gay, The Enlightenment: An In-
terpretation. The Rise of Modern Paganism (New York: Al-
fred A. Knopf, 1967), particularly Book I, "The Appeal to
Antiquity," 31-203.

13 Johann Peter Uz, Lyrische Gedichte (Berlin: Johann
Jacob Weitbrecht, 1749), 3. The introduction to this col-
lection was written at Uz's request by his friend Johann
Wilhelm Ludwig Gleim. See further Briefwechsel zwischen
Gleim und Uz, ed. Carl Schtddenkopf (Thbingen, 1899), vol.
218, Bibliothek des Litterarischen Vereins in Stuttgart,
179. Uz's language, so reminiscent of the definition of
sculptural beauty formulated by Johann Joachim Winckelmann
in his 1755 pamphlet Gedanken Ober die Nachahmung der
griechischen Werke in Malerei und Bildhauerkunst--"noble
simplicity and quiet grandeur"--thus anticipate the latter's
definition by six years.
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to "der edlen Einfalt, dem ungeknnstelten Ausdrucke" yet

again in his poem Die Dichtkunst when he implores his muse:

"Entzeuch, o Dichtkunst! mir dein gl nzend Angesicht":

. . . erzogen dich die Unschuld und Natur

Auf Triften und Beblnhmter Flur!

Noch nicht um stolzen Schmuck bemn~ht,

Ertonte hier dein sanftes Lied.

Es horten die erstaunten Hirten

Den ungeknnstelten Gesang.14

[Oh poetry withhold from me thy glossy demeanor! .

cultivate (instead) innocence and nature in the pasture

and the blossoming meadow! Strive not for overweening

ornament, (rather) sound here thy gentle song that it

may likewise inspire the enraptured shepherd to take up

unadorned song.]

Uz partakes as well of Hagedorn's commitment to the Horatian

golden mean, the ideal disposition that enables one to at-

tain a harmony of mind and spirit. For Uz that harmony

awakens "ungeknnstelten Gesang, " the voice of true content-

ment:

'4 Lyrische Gedichte, Viertes Buch, lines 1; 9-14.
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Ein Geist, der sich zu keiner Zeit

Und stets die Weisheit hbrt, die, wie das Glack uns fahret,

Den Pfad mit Rosen iberstreut.15

[A timeless spirit (i.e., a motivating force) . . .

that, as happiness, always harkens to wisdom and stews

the path with roses.]

As had Hagedorn, Uz uncovers the path to inner harmony only

within the unspoiled domain of nature:

Ihr Wilder, ihr belaubte Gainge!

Und du, Gefilde! stille Flur!

Zu euch entflieh ich vom Gedrange,

o Schauplatz prachtiger Natur!

Wo ich zu lauter Lust erwache.16

[Ye woods, ye verdant avenues! And ye mead! serene

meadow! In you I seek refuge from the throng, oh realm

of magnificent nature! Where I awaken to pure plea-

sure.]

'5 Die Zufriedenheit (Contentment), lines 1, 3-4, quotedhere from Samtliche Poetische Werke von J. P. Uzed. A.Sauer (Stuttgart: G. J. G-schen'sche Verlagshandlung,1890), vol. 33, Deutsche Litteraturdenkmale des 18. und 19.Jahrhunderts in Neudrucken, 31.

L
6 Der Weise auf dem Lande (The Way of the Land), lines1-5, Samtliche Poetische Werke, 47-48..



One soon discovers that Hagedorn and Uz conceive of po-
etry itself as the voice of joy. In fact, it was precisely
for this reason that the influential Swiss poet-scientist

Albrecht von Haller praised Hagedorn for the "Heiterkeit"
(cheerfulness) of his lyrical verses, touched by "die leich-
ten Schwfinge des lachelnden Anacreons" (the light buoyancy
of smiling Anacreon).17 Refinement, lightness, buoyancy,
these were the qualities the readers of these poets admired:
"unausprechliche Anmut" (ineffable grace), "susser Klang"
(sweet sound), "erhabene T6ne" (exalted tones). Yet one
must be careful to view these characteristics within their
proper perspective, that is "die leichten Schw nge des
lchelnden Anacreons" should not be mistaken for lack of
substance. Nor should one confuse the seeming escapist
predilection for "Ihr Wilder, ihr belaubte Ginge!" for idle
daydreaming. In keeping with the didacticism that supplies
the Enlightenment with its life blood, the evocations of na-
ture are never lamentations for a lost Golden Age but rather
the auspicious starting point for the establishment of a new
Elysium. Schiller himself said exactly this when he praised
that variety of poetry in which "nature is noble, spirited,
at the same time full of scope and depth; the highest mean-
ing of humanity clad in the most graceful form," that "leads

1 7 1n Albrecht von Hallers Gedichte, ed by Ludwig Hirzel(Frauenfeld: J. Huber, 1882), vol. 3, BIbldothe HAltererSchriftwerke der Deutschen Schweiz und itres Grenzgebietr,405; letter of March 1772 to Gemmingen.

ill
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man who cannot now return to Arcadia forward to Elysium."ie

Accepting Hagedorn and Uz's entreaty to enter their ideal-
ized vision of nature, where one is "Von Lust erregt," we
find, as Hagedorn writes, that

Die Htgel und die Weide

Stehn augenhellt,

Und Fruchtbarkeit und Freude

Beblamt das Feld.

Der Schmelz der granen Flachen

Glinzt voller Pracht,

Und von den klaren Bachen

Entweicht die Nacht.19

[The hills and the meadows stand brightened, and abun-

dance and joy cover the field with blooms. The rich-

ness of the green plain shines full of splendor, and
darkness flees from the clear brooks.]

Musing on "Das Antlitz der Natur" (the countenance of
nature), Uz hears "Lieder sissem Klang" (the sweet sound of
songs) and "mit Schonheit, die entzfickt" (with the beauty

1 8 UOber naive und sentimentalische Dichtung, SchillersWere, vol. 9: "[Hier] ist die Natur edel, geistreich, zu-gleich voll Fliche und voll Tiefe; der hochste Gehalt derMenschheit ist in die anmutigste Form eingekleidet" (346).i den Menschen, der nun einmal nicht mehr nach Arka-dien zuruck kann, bis nach Elysium ftihrt" (347).

19 Der Morgen, lines 9-16, Simmtliche Poetische Werke,Finftes Buch, 109.



that enraptures) is led to the "aller Schonheit reiche
Quelle!" (the abundant fountainhead of all beauty).2o At-
tuned to such song, he discovers that nature indeed is em-
powered to instruct one in the ways whereby one attains
self-knowledge. Removed from the exigencies of daily life--
what Uz above termed the "throng"--the poetic persona gradu-
ally becomes aware that within the timeless region of nature
such detached contemplation leads to a higher level of con-
sciousness. As Uz proclaims in his poem Die Freude:

Die Anmuth prdchtiger Natur

Vergni*gt mich auf beblihmter Flur,

Auf Hfigeln und im dunkeln Hayne.

Ich iauchz' an stiller Musen Brust

Vertraut sich mir die reinste LustZI

[The charm of magnificent nature pleases me on a bloom-
ing field, on the knoll and in the shady thicket. I
rejoice on the breast of calm muses . . . who open my
heart to the purest pleasure.]

2 0 Gott im Frzhling (God in Springtime) , lines 38, 13,37, 39, Samtliche Poetische Werke, 203-204.
2 yDie Freude. Citedhere from the 1767 edition of Uz'sLyrische und andere Gedichte (Anspach and Leipzig: JacobChristophe Posch), Drittes Buch, 102, lines 36-42; 29-31.

11 3
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And in remaining true to this innermost self the poet in

turn is permitted to instill in others this same self-knowl-

edge. Accordingly, the art of poetry itself could become

the vehicle through which society at large learns of the

privileged insights to be gained from Reason, Wisdom, and

Nature and the Joy that in turns attends their proper under-

standing.

It is worth digressing momentarily to note that most

critical accounts of eighteenth-century German poetry fail

to recognize the moral undertone present in Hagedorn and

UZ. 2 2 The reasons why are not hard to discover. On the one

hand, as Rococo poets they are almost invariably labelled

exponents of the so-called "Anacreontic" movement, a mode of

literary production subject to long-standing scholarly dis-

taste in view of the penchant attributed to the real-life

Anacreon of Teos for "nur von Wein und Liebe." In the case

of both Hagedorn and Uz their identification with Anacreon-

ticism has been often arbitrary. What is more, to treat ei-

ther poet exclusively in terms of Anacreonticism fails to

take into account the full range of their literary ambitions

2 2 By this I mean that the authors of most general his-
tories of eighteenth-century German literature, in their ea-
gerness to discuss the recognized masters, generally fail to

provide in-depth consideration of the generation of Hagedorn
and Uz. Studies of individual authors, by and large, pro-
vide the exception. See for example Karl Epting, Der Stil
in den lyrischen und didaktischen Gedichten Friedrich von
Hagedorns, Thbigen germanische arbeiten, vol. 9 (Stuttgart:
W. Kohlammer, 1929).
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as well as their frequent habit for saying serious things in

a light manner.23 Yet another reason lies in the fact that

Goethe and Schiller--the acknowledged masters of German

eighteenth-century Classicism--share the same rationalistic

and ethical goals. Given the achievement of the two later

poets, and their chronological proximity to Hagedorn and Uz,

most scholars have not bothered to seek the foundation of

their didacticism in the presumably inferior literary ex-

pression of their Rococo forebearers.

Even Goethe was inclined to undervalue his literary

forebearers. In his autobiographical Dichtung und Wahrheit

(Poetry and Truth), the venerated author of Faust complained

that many a poet in the generation before him took not only
23 The citation "nur von Wein und Liebe" (only of wineand love) comes from the opening poem, Anakreon, of Gleim' sVersuch in scherzhaften Liedern, first published anonymouslyin Berlin in 1744. I use the word "attributed" above inthat, starting with the first modern publication of Anacre-onteia, Henri Estienne's (Henricus Stephanus) in 1554 of 64Greek lyrics (with Latin translations of 31), the great ma-jority of such poems have been shown to be much later imita-tions in the supposed manner of Anacreon. Among early Ro-mantic critics or adherents of nineteenth-century aesthet-ics, Anacreonticism was "innerlich unwahr" (intrinsically

ungenuine), a judgment shared by Albert KOster, Die deutscheLiteratur der Aufklrungszeit (Heidelberg: C. Winter,1925), 26. For a corrective reappraisal see HeinzSchlaffer, Musa iocosa: Gattungspoetik und Gattungs-
geschichte der erotischen Dichtung in Deutschland, vol. 37,Germanistische Abhandlungen (Stuttgart: Metzler, 1971). Itshould be said, however, that Uz, together with Johann Niko-laus G~tz, prepared a German translation of works attributedto Anacreon, which G*tz in turn anonymously published with-out Uz's knowledge: Die Oden Anakreons in reimlosen Versen,nebst einigen Gedichten (Frankfurt and Leipzig, 1746). Re-vised in 1760, the volume was to becomes the standard Germantranslation of the poems of "Anacreon."



to "philosophizing, but also gradually to holding himself up

as a philosopher" regardless of the topic or poetic medium.

Hence "the idyllic tendency spread itself out endlessly,"

Goethe grumbled. "The leading-strings of Anacreon induced

countless mediocre brains everywhere to reel about in long-
windedness." What is more, "the precision of Horace com-
pelled the Germans, though slowly, to conform to him." In
seeking to find his own path within this labyrinth of con-
flicting artistic allegiances, Goethe goes on to say that

the German Parnassus then possessed

if not Homers, yet Virgils and Miltons; if not a Pin-

dar, yet a Horace; of Theocrituses there was no lack.

..Philosophy was thus a more or less sound and prac-
tical common sense, that ventured to enter upon the

universal and to decide upon inner and outer expe-

riences.

Rejecting such poetic unruliness, Goethe concludes his sur-
vey of the literary scene as he found it in his youth by
noting that he was obliged "to seek for everything within

myself."

And so began that tendency from which I could not devi-
ate my whole life long, namely, of transforming into an
image, a poem, everything that pleased or troubled me
or otherwise occupied me, and to come to some under-

116



standing with myself about it in order to rectify my
conceptions of external things as well as to assuage my
inner being about them.24

2 4Goethe. Gedenkausgabe, vol. 10, Mis meinem Leben:Dichtung und Wahrheit, 302:. "Nach einer solchen Vorstel-lung war nun jeder berechtiget, nicht allein zu philoso-phieren, sondern sich auch nach und nach f r einen Philoso-phen zu halten." 300: "Die idyllischr Tendenz verbreitetesich unendlich. . . . Das anakreontlische Gegrngel liet. unzahlige mittelmdoige K~pfe im Breiten herumschwankens. Die Prazision des Horaz n6tigte die Deutschen, doch nurlangsam, sich ihm gleichzustelln." 301: "Wir besag~ennunmehr, wo nicht Homere, doch Vergile und Miltone, wo nichteinen Pindar, doch einen Horaz; an Theokriten war kein Man-gel." 302: "Die Philosophie war also eitmehr older wenigergesunder und gefbter Menschenverstand i der es wage, insAllgemeine zu gehen und fiber innere und iuloere Erfahrungenabzusprechen" 311-12: "Und so begann diejenige Richtung,von der ich mein ganzes Leben Ober nicht abweichen konnte,nimlich dasjenige was mich erkfreute older quailte, oder sonstbeschiftigte, in ein Bild, ein Gedicht zu verwandeln unddarfiber mit mir selbst abzuschliehent um sowohl meine Be-griffe von den iutern Dingen zu berichtigen, als mich im In-nern deshalb zu beruhigen." Like Hagedorn, who felt theneed to pepper his Oden und Lieder with footnotes and thusexplain his many references to those not familiar with theclassical past, a brief description of the authors Goethementions above may be in order here. The Ionian Anacreon(born c. 570 B.C.), althoughahis works have been transmittedincomplete, is widely known as the poet of love and song andthe cultivator of smooth and simple language. The Greekepic poet Homer is of course the author--or at least be-lieved to be--of the Iliad and Odyssey. The Roman poetVirgil (70-19 B.C.) is the author of the Ecologues, theGeorgics, and the Aeneid. The seventeenth-century poet JohnMiltonis best known for his 1674 Paradise Lost. The Greeklyricist Pindar (fl.518-438 B.C.) was widely interpreted inthe eighteenth century as the author of free verses in whichunnatural" outpouring of emotion was the common stock; Goetheand his contemporaries were unaware of the complex, highlyformalized metrical schemes of Pindar's odes. Horace wehave encountered before. The Greek poet Theocritus (fl.310-250 B.C.) is credited as the creator of pastoral poetry;his poems were termed eldyllia, that is idylls.

117
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Is it true that Hagedorn and Uz do not transfigure the

universal--that they do not fuse self, nature, and poem into

one? Perhaps the most equitable assessment is to say that

each took for himself the role of pathfinder and that the

topics they took up in many ways provided a foundation upon

which subsequent writers were able to build. Hagedorn, as

he states in the preface to his Oden und Lieder (p. xxxi),

makes no attempt to conceal his pioneering efforts and the

new element he hopes to add to German poetry, "Diesseitig-

keit," an affinity for the purely worldly--in short,

"nature's common works . . . with art selected, and with

taste express'd." As we have seen, the mission is also

Uz's, valiantly toiling as he does on behalf of noble sim-

plicity and naturalness out of a distaste for the rhetori-

cally overladen poetic language of the Baroque.25 In sum,

while the aggregate of Hagedorn and Uz's work tends towards

the purely descriptive--had not Hagedorn's beloved Horace

written "Ut pictura poesis" (as painting is, so is poetry)?

--their descriptions cannot be said to lack depth. And if

they repeatedly describe "die Morgenr6te" or "die Anmuth

prichtiger Natur," it is not from some desire to perpetuate

"5 The extent to which Uz was committed to simplicity
and naturalness may be gleaned from a letter dated 26 June
1751 where he makes the point that a certain work he had
just read exhibits "allzuwenig Natur und gar zu viel Kunst"
(too little nature and too much art): "Die Kunst erscheinet
Gberall mit frecher Stirne" (art raises its insolent brow
everywhere). In Briefwechsel zwischen Gleim und Uz, 224.
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simple-minded Utopianism or vacuous optimism. Nor is it be-

cause they view the self-knowledge and Joy to be had in Na-

ture as an historical necessity, something that must be ac-

complished. In the end their position is not unlike that

described by Schiller in his Ober das Erhabene. Paraphras-

ing Gotthold Ephraim Lessing's 1779 dramatic poem Nathan der

Weise, Schiller maintains that "'no human being must must'.

. a. .All other things must; man is the being that

wills."26 But of course if Aufklarung, Kultur, and Bildung

were to be described by Moses Mendelssohn in 1784 as words

just then coming into the German language, words furthermore

hardly known to the common man, how were such words, let

alone the concepts behind them, to be understood in Hagedorn

and Uz's day? The answer is that they preached from the

only pulpits they had: poetry.

The voice of Joy they seek in poetry they find in the

harmony stemming from the union of two ostensibly discordant

faculties, thought and feeling--the rational and the sen-

sual. Uz's friend, the poet Johann Peter Cronegk (whose

works Uz would edit when the latter died in 1758 at the age

2 6 Schillers Werke, 9:129: "Kein Mensch mup mu-ssen. . .
. Alle andere Dinge mussen; der Mensch ist das Wesen,
welches will." It should be pointed out, however, that many
twentieth-century historians have voiced a decided distaste
for the cheerfulness that pervades much of the Enlighten-
ment. One of the more subtle detractors is surely Author 0.
Lovejoy, The Great Chain of Being: A Study in the History
of an Idea (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1936),
relegating as he does his best barbs to footnotes.
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of 27), aptly summarized the point when he asserted in his

poem Ermunterung zu weiser Freude (Exhortation to judicious

Joy) that "Weisheit" was the "Schwester der Freude! "2 7

Hagedorn and Uz seek to inculcate the partnership of the ra-

tional and the sensual again and again. "Kein Herz mu3 un-

empfindlich seyn" (No heart should be unfeeling) Hagedorn

declares in his poem Der Tag der Freude (The Day of Joy):

Ergebet euch mit freyem Herzen

Der jugendlichen Frohlichkeit:

Verschiebet nicht das sG-pe Scherzen.

Euch lockt die Regung holder Triebe;

Die3 soll ein Tag der Wollust seyn:

Auf! ladet hier den Gott der Liebe,

Auf! ladet hier die Freuden ein.2 8

[Deliver yourselves up with unfettered hearts] to

youthful joyfulness: Do not disdain sweet merriments.

. . . The stirring of gracious urges attracts you; to-

day ought to be a day of bliss: Arise! summon the god

of love here, Arise! summon joys here to this place.]

2 7 Schriften, 2nd ed., ed. by Johann Peter Uz (Anspach:
Jacob Christoph Posch, 1761), Erster Theil, 206.

2 8 Oden und Lieder, Erster Theil, 17, lines 1-3; 5-8.
The poem is discussed at some length in Klaus Bohnen, "Die
Kultivierung des geselligen Sinnenspiels in Friedrich von
Hagedorns Der Tag der Freude," in Gedichte und Interpreta-
tion, ed. Karl Richter (Stuttgart: Philipp Reclam, 1983),
vol. 2, Aufklrung und Sturm und Drang, 88-100.



More cautiously perhaps, Uz expresses the same conviction in
his poem Die Freude: "Lernt,, wie sich finstrer Unverstand,
/ Verh~llt in trauriges Gewand, / Von wahrer Weisheit unter-
scheide" (Learn how the gloomy lack of reason, disguised in
sad attire, differs from true wisdom). True wisdom, Uz
tells us, "richtet meinen Sinn":

Auf dauerndes Vergnigen hin,

Das aus der Seele entspringet.

Geschmack und Wahrheit! ihr entzuckt,

Auch wann kein Saitenspiel erklinget:

Auch wann mein Mund nicht lacht und singet,

Bin ich in euerm Arm begliickt.

(directs my mind to the constant delights that spring
from the heart. Taste and truth! you charm, even when
no lyre rings out: even when my mouth does not sing
out or laugh, I am made happy in your arm[s] (i.e., the
happiness that results from the union of the rational

and the sensual).]

Yet the feeling that springs from the heart and which no one
should be without is not the "schoner G~tterfunken" (the
beauteous spark of the gods) described by Schiller in his An
die Freude, a feeling that renders one "feuertrunken" (drunk
with fire). On the contrary, as Hagedorn writes in his poem
An die Freude, Freude is the "G-ttinn edler Herzen! "
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(goddess of noble hearts) the "Muntre Schwester sGper Liebe!

Himmelskind! Kraft der Seelen! Halbes Leben!" (cheerful sis-

ter of sweet love! child of heaven! the strength of hearts!

half of life!) Even more importantly, as we shall presently

discover, "Du erheiterst, holde Freude! Die Vernunft"

(Gracious joy you brighten reason!).2 9 Similarly, Uz, in

his poem An die Freude, welcomes Freude as the "Kniginn der

Weisen" and the "Kind der Weisheit" (queen of the wise,

child of wisdom), whom he implores: "Deinen Dichter immer

hold, / DaI er schimmernd Glick verschmihe, / Reich in sich,

auch ohne Gold" (to thy poet be ever gracious, that he may

disdain glittering happiness, rich in himself, even without

gold).30

2. Klopstock

Klopstock, too, knows the feelings that spring from the

heart and is aware as well of the union of the rational and

the sensual, although if either is to gain the upper hand

one imagines it will always be the latter. Unlike Hagedorn

and Uz, Klopstock thinks with his heart. As he reveals in

his Von der heiligen Poesie (On Sacred Poetry), the essay

with which he introduced the 1755 edition of his immensely-

popular epic Der Messias: "To set the heart completely in

2 9 Oden und Lieder, Book II, 41-2, lines 1, 6-8; 21-22.

3 0 Lyrische Gedichte, Ffinftes Buch, 283-86, lines 1, 6,
and 50-52.
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motion, in every variety of eloquence, is the highest goal

the master can set for himself."3' And as Klopstock well

knows the same task is appropriate also to secular poetry.

Schiller, who in his Oiber naive und sentimentalische Dich-

tung lauded Klopstock as the unsurpassed "musikalischen

Dichter" given that he "summons up only the spirit, without

quickening the senses with the quiet presence of an object,"

noted as well that the kind of poetry that moves the heart

does so "by ideas, not by sensuous truth." Such poetry

achieves this not because it represents nature, but rather

because it is "able to inspire enthusiasm in us for nature."

Imagination involuntarily crowds out sense and feeling,

and they [i.e., elegiac sentimental poets, among whom

Schiller names Klopstock] close their eyes and ears and

sink into internal reflection. . . . In this mode we

are never given the subject, only what the reflective

understanding has made of it. . . .32

3 1 Friedrich Gottlieb Klopstock: Ausgewihlte Werke, ed.Karl August Schleiden (Munich: Carl Hanser Verlag, 1962),1009: "Das Herz ganz zu rihren, ist aberhaupt, in jeder Artder Beredsamkeit, das Hochste, was sich der Meister vorsetz-
en, . . . kann".

32 As Schiller goes on to explain, his depiction ofKlopstock as a "musical poet" stems from the latter's skillin representing "a given state of mind, without requiring agiven object for the purpose." Schillers Werke, 9:328:"einen bestimmten Zustand des Gemfits hervorbringt, ohne dazueines bestimmten Gegenstandes notig zu haben." Page 330:Klopstock, . . . immer nur den Geist unter die Waffen ruft,ohne den Sinn mit der ruhigen Gegenwart eines Objekts zuerquicken." Page 324: "Der Charakter ihrer Dichtung (i.e.,Haller, Kleist and Klopstock] ist sentimentalisch; durch
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From Wieland, again from his story of Agathon, we en-

counter additional insights toward a greater understanding

of this variety of literature. What was merely talked about

and longed for in the poetry of Hagedorn and Uz now becomes

objectified reality; indeed, Wieland's work is suffused by

that merging of mind and heart described so often by

Hagedorn and Uz. In his 1770 Die Grazien (The Graces), he

says that such a union yields "die freundliche Weisheit"

(amiable wisdom), by which he means wisdom divested of all

overzealous "harshness"-.-that is, the wisdom of Enlighten-

ment rendered sociable by the refining hand of civiliza-

tion.33 As his protagonist Agathon puts it: "Every new

thought that developed in me grew into a feeling of the

heart, and thus I lived in a peaceful state of the heart,

full of light."34 One is tempted to equate such a province

with "the most agreeable domain" envisioned by Hagedorn.
.. .....-_ ......I.. .... ........-........... ..... ............ . . ........ . -...... __.-.. ............. ...... .... ... .............. .. - -..................... ... ........... ...Ideen ru-hren sie uns, nicht durch sinnliche Wahrheit, nichtsowohl weil sie selbst Natur sind, als weil sie uns fuirNatur zu begeistern wissen. . . . Unwillktirlich dringt sichdie Phantasie der Anschauung, die Denkkraft der Empfindungzuvor, und man verschlieot Auge und Ohr, um betrachtend insich selbst zu versinken. . . . Wir erhalten auf diese Artnie den Gegenstand, nur, was der reflekteirende Verstand desDichters aus dem Gegenstand machte."

33 Die Grazen (Leipzig, 1770), 8: "Allein unter denHAnden der Grazien verliert die Weisheit und die Tugend derSterblichen das Obertriebene und Aufgedunsene, das Herbe"
(163).

3 4 Agathon, 1:276.: "Jeder neue Gedanke, der sich in mirentwikelte, wurde zu einer Empfindung meines Herzens; und solebte ich in einem stillen und lichtvollen Zustand des
Gemu-ths '
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For just as Hagedorn's "G-ttinn edler Herzen" can brighten

stern reason, so too can the feelings of the heart, but only

if one remains faithful to the Horatian golden mean. (In

the event, Wieland's Agathon is prefaced by the following

motto from Horace, Epistle 1.2: "Quid virtus et quid sapi-

entia possit, / Utile proposuit nobis exemplum" (He has fur-

nished us with a useful example of what feeling and wisdom

can achieve). Wieland's prose glows with the radiance that

issues from the mingling of reason and sensibility:

Die allgemeine Stille, der Mondschein, die r hrende

Sch6nheit der schlummernden Natur, . . . tausend an-

genehme Empfindungen, deren liebliche Verwirrung meine

Seele trunken machte.

[The universal tranquility, the moonlight, the touching

beauty of sleeping nature, . . . a thousand agreeable

feelings by which my soul is intoxicated with a lovely

confusion.]

Note well the thousand angenehme Empfindungen! Note also

that just as Uz had discovered the "Lieder si-ssen Klang" in-

spired. by nature, so too is music itself capable of awaken-

ing the feelings yearned for by Agathon. For above all

Er liebte eine Musik, welche die Leidenschaften be-

sanftigte, und die Seele in ein angenehmes Staunen

wiegte, . . . wodurch das Herz in heiliges Entziiken und
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in ein schauervolles Gefi.*hl . . . gesezt wurde; und

wenn sie Zartlichkeit und Freude ausdrkte, so sollte

es die Zartlichkeit der Unschuld und die rf hrende

Freude der einfaltigen Natur seyn.3 5

[He loved a music that soothed the passions and gently

moved the soul toward an agreeable astonishment, ..*.

whereby the heart was transported to solemn rapture and

a full outpouring of feeling . . . ; and if it [i.e.,

music] expressed tenderness and joy it should be the

tenderness of virtue and the touching joy of unadorned

nature.]

This longed for oneness permeates the work I wish to

examine in conclusion, Klopstock's ode Der Zurchersee, a

sustained composition of nineteen strophes published in

1750. Its length notwithstanding, given that it sums up

many of the topical concerns of Hagedorn (Klopstock even

mentions Hagedorn within course of the poem) and Uz, and at

the same time foreshadows much of what is to be found in

Schiller's An die Freude, I quote it here in its entirety.

. ............ :................................3
5Aga thon, 1:57-58; 52.
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Der Zrchersee

Sch3n ist, Mutter Natur, deiner Erfindung Pracht

Auf die Fluren verstreut, schner ein froh Gesicht,

Das den grossen Gedanken

Deiner Schopfung noch einmal denkt.

Von des schimmernden Sees Traubengestaden her,

Oder, flohest du schon wieder zum Himmel auf,

Komm in ratendem Strahle

Auf demi Flugel der Abendluft,

Komm, und lehre mein Lied jugendlich heiter sein,

Si-sse Freude, wie du! gleich dem beseelteren [10]

Schnellen Jauchzen des JUnglings

Sanft, der fihlenden Fanny gleich.

Schon lag hinter uns weit Uto, an dessen Fup

ZUrich in ruhigem Tal freie Bewohner nihrt;

Schon war manches Gebirge

Voll von Reben vorbeigeflohn.

Jetzt entwolkte sich fern silberner Alpen H-h,

Und der Junglinge Herz schlug schon empfindender,

Schon verriet es beredter

Sich der schonen Begleiterin. (20]
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"Hallers Doris," die sang, selber des Liedes wert,

Hirzels Daphne, den Kleist innig wie Gleimen liebt;

Und wir J-nglinge sangen

Und empfanden wie Hagedorn.

Jetzo nahm uns die Au in die beschattenden

K~hlen Arme des Walds, welcher die Insel Kr8nt;

Da, da kamest du, Freude!

Volles Mates auf uns herab!

G5ttin Freude, du selbst! dich, wir empfanden dich!

Ja, du warest es selbst, Schwester der Menschlichkeit, [30]

Deiner Unschuld Gespielin,

Die sich iber uns ganz ergo3!

Siss ist, frohlicher Lenz, deiner Begeistrung Hauch,

Wenn die Flur dich gebiert, wenn sich dein Odem sanft

In der Junglinge Herzen,

Und die Herzen der Madchen gie3t.

Ach du machst das Gefiihl siegend, es steigt durch dich

Jede blhende Brust sch6ner, und bebender,

Lauter redet der Liebe

Nun entzauberter Mund durch dich! (40]
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Lieblich winket der Wein, wenn er Empfindungen,

Be3re sanftere Lust, wenn er Gedanken winkt,

Im sokratischen Becher

Von der tauenden Ros' umkrdnzt;

Wenn er dringt bis ins Herz, und zu Entschlielungen,

Die der Saufer verkennt, jeden Gedanken weckt,

Wenn er lehret verachten,

Was nicht wfirdig des Weisen ist.

Reizvoll klinget des Ruhms lockender Silberton

In das schlagende Herz, und die Unsterblichkeit (50]

Ist ein groper Gedanke,

Ist des Schwei3es der Edlen wert!

Durch der Lieder Gewalt, bei der Urenkelin

Sohn und Tochter noch sein; mit der Entziickung Ton

Oft beim Namen genennet,

Oft gerufen vom Grabe her,

Dann ihr sanfteres Herz bilden, und, Liebe, dich,

Fromme Tugend, dich auch gie3en ins sanfte Herz,

Ist, beim Himmel! nicht wenig!

Ist des Schwei3es der Edlen wert! (60]
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Aber siper ist noch, sch~ner und reizender,

In dem Arme des Freunds wissen ein Freund zu sein!

So das Leben geniefen,

Nicht unwi*rdig der Ewigkeit!

Treuer Zirtlichkeit voll, in den Umschattungen,

In den Laften des Walds, und mit gesenktem Blick

Auf die silberne Welle,

Tat ich schweigend den frommen Wunsch:

Wiret ihr auch bei uns, die ihr mich ferne liebt,

In des Vaterlands Scho3 einsam von mir verstreut, [70]

Die in seligen Stunden

Meine suchende Seele fand;

o so bauten wir hier Hetten der Freundschaft uns.!

Ewig wohnten wir hier, ewig! Der Schattenwald

Wandelt' uns sich in Tempe,

Jenes Tal in Elysium!

[Splendid, mother nature, is your magnificent invention

spread out upon meadows--(yet) more splendid the joyous face

that reflects once more on

the great designs of your creation.
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From the shimmering lake's grape-clustered banks,

or, if you have already soared again to heaven,

come in rosy beams

on the wing of the evening breeze,

Come and teach my song to be youthfully cheerful,

sweet joy, like you! like the more spirited (10]

animated ecstasy of the young,

gently, like sensitive Fanny.

Already Mount Uto lay behind us, at whose base

Zurich nourishes free inhabitants in serene vale;

already many mountains covered with wines

have receded past (our view).

Now the peaks of silver Alps unveiled themselves,

and already the youth's heart beats more tenderly,

already it has eloquently persuaded

his fair companion. [20]

Hirzel's Daphne, sang "Haller's Doris," herself worthy of

[a] song,

whom Kleist loves as dearly as Gleim;

and we youths sang

and felt like Hagedorn.
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Presently we reached the shady

cool arms of the forest that crowns the isle [Ufenau];

there, there you came, Joy!

completely down upon us'

Goddess of Joy, yourself! you, we felt you!

Yes, it was you yourself, sister of humanity, [30]
playmate of your innocence

you inundated us completely!

Sweet, joyous spring, is your touch of rapture,

when the blooming earth gives birth to you,

when you pour your tender breath

into the hearts of youths and maidens.

Ah, you make feeling victorious,

each youthful breast rises more beautifully, and trembling,

the voice of pure love speaks more loudly

through you, now freed from wizardry. [40]

Wine beckons sweetly when it beckons feelings,

finer, more tender pleasure, when enjoyed in moderation

in Socratic cup

adorned with the dewy rose;
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When it penetrates the heart, and awakens

every thought to resolve

unknown to the drunkard;

when it teaches (one) to scorn

what is not worthy of the wise.

Alluringly the enticing silver tone of glory resonates

in the beating heart--and immortality [50]

is a great thought,

it is worth the toil of nobles!

By the power of songs, to still be with the son and daughter

of the great-grandchild; with the ravishing sound

often mentioned by name,

often invoked from the grave,

Then shape their gentle hearts, and thee, oh Love,

innocent virtue, to pour you into the[ir] gentle hearts,

by heavens! it is no trifling thing!

it is worth the toil of nobles! (60]

But it is yet sweeter, lovelier, and more charming

to be in the arms of a friend, and know one is a friend!

Thus to enjoy life,

not unworthy of eternity!
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Full of heartfelt tenderness, in the surrounding shade

in the breezes of the forest--and with eyes cast down

on the silvery wave,

I silently made the innocent wish:

Were you with us, you who love me far away,

whom, in the bosom of the fatherland, [70]

whom in blessed hours,

my seeking soul once found;

Oh then we would build here arbors to friendship!

And forever dwell here--forever! the shady woods for us

would transform itself into Tempe,

yonder vale into Elysium!]

As is the case with Schiller's An die Freude, just what

Der ZOrchersee is about is not.easy to say on first reading;

at this point likely the only thing with which one might

agree is Schiller's pronouncement that Klopstock never re-

veals his subject, "only what the reflective understanding

has made of it." Nevertheless, one thing that is apparent

is the poet's subtle yet insistent blurring of temporal lev-

els. Although the poem is ostensibly set within the pre-

sent, that present is strangely ethereal. But then again,

so too are the references to the future and to the past.

One is not aware of the movement of the boat that conveys
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the present until lines 13-16--by which time the journey is

mentioned in the past tense! By the same token, the antici-

pation of the future once the ever-advancing locus is stated

together with the notion of the future suggested by the im-

agery of "joyous spring" in line 33 seems to conflict with

the objectified future implicit in immortality in lines 50-

56. And what is the meaning of that peculiarly italicized

"noch einmal" (once more) in line 4? All of the above, as

well as the recollected past reflected upon in lines 69-72

and immediately and extraordinarily juxtaposed with the op-

tative subjunctive in the ensuing stanza (lines 73-76), all

are cleverly calculated to blur temporality, to reduce human

time to a continuum without past, present, or future. In

other words, human time is deprived of its normal progres-

siveness and caused to resemble the eternal time of nature,

a domain traditionally thought of as existing outside of

time thereby remaining always constant. Turning once more

to Schiller, one possible explanation for this is to be had

in his conviction that Klopstock's "sphere is always the

realm of ideas, . . . he is able to transport everything he

touches into the infinite."36 As I shall argue, Klopstock

indeed transports his poem to the infinite, but only by de-

grees.

.~....... ..... ........... _........36 "Seine Sphare ist immer das Ideenreich, . . . in Un-endliche weil er alles, was er bearbeitet, hin berzufiihren."
Schillers Werke, 9:329.
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On a second reading one begins to admire the poem as a

work of art. Klopstock commences, as do Hagedorn and Uz,

firmly rooted within the splendors of nature. "Sch6n ist,

Mutter Natur, deiner Erfindung Pracht / Auf die Fluren ver-

streut," he proclaims. Here, "schoner ein froh Gesicht,"

nature's magnificence is reflected once again on the shim-

mering lake's grape-clustered banks. The initial setting,

solidly enough described although it is, now serves to blur

not time but reality. For imagining in the mind's eye the

vision Klopstock conjures up here, the reader is caught be-

tween nature itself and its semblance reflected in the wa-

ter. This provides us with our first clue that the poet's

timeless journey will lead him to the sublime. An even more

meaningful clue is to be found in the poem's language. If

we pay attention to the flow of words rather than to the se-

quence of ideas, we note that the poem begins with an apos-

trophe--the previously-mentioned salutation to the splendors

of nature. In line thirteen the rhetorical mode is abruptly

replaced by largely scenic description (lines 13-26) as the

poet and his boating party proceed onward with their excur-

sion. In fact, lines 13-14 contain the first reference to

any specific location (aside from that stated in the title

of the poem itself). Yet true to his technique of obscuring

both time and reality, Klopstock mentions this--Mount Uto--

only after it has passed from view. With the presumed van-

tage point reached in line 26, the style again changes with-
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out warning: instead of scenic description, beginning in

line 29, we now are treated to a meditative reflection of

the charms of Joy, "Schwester der Menschlichkeit." With

this the poem seems almost to begin again in line 33 with

another apostrophe mirroring the exclamation encountered at

the poem's start: "Stiss ist, fr~hlicher Lenz, deiner Begei-

strung Hauch." At this point something resembling a struc-

ture begins to emerge from the otherwise formless and path-

less progression that has constituted the poem thus far.

Before going on to 'consider the second section of the

poem, it is worth lingering a moment to consider other ways

in which the poet manipulates words and language in the

first section of the poem. One example in particular pro-

vides yet another indication to support the contention that

the poem is leading somewhere other than the destination

professed in line 26. Notice the startlingly halting effect

of the word oder in line 6. It breaks the established

rhythm and, in the parenthetical clause "flohest du schon

wieder zum Himmel auf," informs us where the ode eventually

will aspire. Moreover, observe the ambiguity of the subject

in line 6: the "du" who hovers over the shimmering lake's

banks or else who soars up above is not named until line 10:

"SG~e Freude." Observe, too the exceptional clarity with

which Klopstock informs us that Freude is to be found both

on earth, in nature, and in the sublime. In line 10 we

learn what Freude is capable of achieving in nature. It is
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what the poet desires: "teach my song to be youthfully

cheerful." Worth noting, too, is the use of the word ent-

wdlken in line 17, meaning literally "to uncloud" or "to

clear up" but which in the context here I take to mean "to

unveil." And what is unveiled? Although the poet names the

peaks of the silver Alps we may take the reference in a more

generic sense to mean mountains, a traditional metaphor for

the sublime given the contemporaneous belief "that mountains

have something splendid and magnificent about them, and

arouse within us lofty thoughts and movements of the spir-

it."37. And with this Klopstock's song does indeed become

cheerful and the hearts of all "schlug empfindender." What

is more, the lyric impulse of song itself is evoked and--un-

expectedly--the song is even identified. On the face of it,

the 1730 poem Doris, by the Swiss poet Albrecht von Haller--

best-known for his 1729 poem Die Alpen--might seem an odd

choice to promote the tender beating of hearts, particularly

if declaimed in its entirety; at 132 lines, Doris would have

afforded rapture for a goodly portion of the boating trip.

Yet the choice falls into place when one knows that Doris

sings most passionately of the mingling of reason and sensi-

bility, as she does in lines 65 of Haller's poem when "die

.........-.......... ................. ........

3 Grosses vollstindiges Universal-Lexikon aller Wis-senschaften und KOnste (Halle: J. H. Zedler, 1732-50),
3:1229, from the article "Mountains": " . . . dap die Bergewas herrliches und prachtiges an sich haben, und in uns hoheGedanken und Gemits Bewegungen erwecken."
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Vernunft spricht wie das Herz" (reason speaks like the

heart).38 The point would seem to be echoed in Der

Zrrchersee in the statement that Doris's song caused all to

feel like Hagedorn, a poet, as we have seen, who also cher-

ished the union of reason and feeling.

In the poem's second half we discover nature's likeness

reflected in the sublime. Within the province that will be

transformed by Schiller into "the magnificent plan of heav-

en," wherein "the fiery mirror of truth . . . smiles at the

seeker," Klopstock's goddess of joy aims at the ostensibly

more modest aspiration of touching "the hearts of youths."

In line 37 we reach the midpoint of the poem and at length

discover its key message. In the province of the sublime

feeling is victorious. Just as in lines 9-12 we learned

what joy is capable of in nature, we now learn in the corre-

sponding stanza of the poem's second section, beginning in

line 41, what it can achieve in the sublime. Touched by the

3 81In Haler und Salis-Seewis Auswahl, ed. A. Frey
(Berlin and Stuttgart: W. Spemann, n.d. [1884]), vol. 41,pt. 2, Dt. Nat. -Lit., 62, line 66. Max Friedlaender, Das
deutsche Lied im 18. Jahrhundert: Quellen und Studien, 2
vols. (Stuttgart and Berlin: J. C. Cotta'sche Buchhandlung,
1902),.2:11-12, states that Haller's "Doris" was set to mu-
sic at least seven times, beginning evidently in 1756, by
Marpurg, Kirnberger, C. P. E. Bach, Johann Christophe
Schmuigel, Joseph Anton Steffan, Leopold Hoffmann, and Johann
Heinrich Egli; one more may be added to this list: the set-
ting by Johann Otto Uhde, published in Friedrich Wilhelm
Marpurg's Kritische Briefe Ober die Tonkunst, mit kleinen
Clavierstuicken und Singoden, (Berlin: Friedrich Wilhelm
Birnsteil, 1760), 1 (issue of 7 July 1759), 158; the poem
itself appears on 156-57.
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feelings of the heart, we gain insight into ourselves:

"wine beckons sweetly when it beckons feelings, finer, more

tender pleasure when it beckons thought." Such feeling pen-

etrates the heart (line 45) and awakens resolve. In such a

heightened mode of awareness we learn to be wise. Klopstock

underscores the parallel relationship between nature and the

sublime with the imagery of silver. Compare line 17, "Now

the peaks of silver Alps unveil themselves," with line 49,

"Alluringly the enticing silver tone of glory resonates."

By the same token, just as "the youth's heart beats more

tenderly" in line 18, in line 50, "in the beating heart,"

"immortality is a great thought." Likewise the imagery of

song in line 53 corresponds to that of line 21. At the same

time, the three stanzas beginning in line 49 find Klopstock

propelling his ode with a sudden rhythmic intensity achieved

by the only repetition of the same line of text in the en-

tire poem in lines 52 and 60. Framed within these lines and

the increase in lyrical flow attained within them, Klopstock

gives form to his song and the gentle hearts indeed take

"shape" and are filled with virtue, love, and a joy that

seeks the "sweeter" cheerfulness of being figuratively

shared by all humanity (lines 61-62). The exclamation

point, a favorite device of Klopstock's, emphasizes as well

the affective interjection contained within the lines framed

by the repetition, highlighting with a kind of halo the

poet's wish to hold on to these "blessed hours" (revealed in
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line 71). In lines 63-64 Klopstock discloses his moral:

"to enjoy life, not unworthy of eternity!" Having attained

the vantage point of this moral, the spell of the sublime is

broken (imperceptively at first), and the poetic style again

changes, this time to a meditative reflection of the sub-

lime--a point again stressed in the imagery of silver in

"the silvery wave."

In summary, then, we see that the greater part of the

poem is divided into two balanced sections of 32 lines each

that are then followed by a shorter period of 12 lines, a

sort of coda if you will. The pointed architectonic balance

of the two longer sections become strikingly evident if ex-

pressed diagrammatically (Table):

Table. --Showing the architectonic balance between the two
larger sections of Klopstock's Der ZOrchersee.

Nature The Sublime

1-4 Apostrophe 33-36 Apostrophe

(Similar word order; use of interruption)

5-8 Narrative 37-40 Narrative

(Shared imagery signifying ascent: "flohest du

schon wieder zum Himmel auf"

[line 6]--"es steigt durch dich" [line 38])

9-12 Invocation 41-44 Invocation

(both stanzas invoke feeling)
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13-16 Narrative 45-48 Invocation

(no parallelism here)

17-20 Meditation 49-52 Meditation

(parallelism of imagery: "silberner Alpen Hbh"

[line 171 & "des lockender Silberton" [line 49];

parallelism also involving the heart:

"der JfInglinge Herz" [line 18] &

"das schlagende Herz" [line 50])

21-24 Meditation 53-56 Meditation

(parallelism involving song: "des Liedes wert"

[line 21] & "der Lieder Gewalt" [line 53])

25-28 Arrival 57-60 Arrival

29-32 Exclamation 61-64 Exclamation

Helpful in pointing out certain parallelisms although

the diagram is, it nevertheless does not take account of one

of the most significant structural features of the poem,

namely the fact that the evocations of Joy are made to

straddle the internal division of the two larger sections.

The positioning of this evocation is all important, for

falling at the end of the first section and also at the mo-

ment of arrival--the arrival specified in lines 25-26, "die

Au in die be-schattenden / Kahlen Arme des Walds"--the evo-

cations of "G~ttinn Freude" in lines 27-32 may be said to

form the structural axis around which the first 64 lines re-

volve. Thus if there is a moment of perfect equilibrium it
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occurs here when the forces of nature yield to those of the
sublime. In other words, although the poem's two larger
sections are balanced, the ideal instant of equilibrium

slips past unnoticed, between the lines, as it were: be-
tween a realm where mankind is still subject to the laws of
nature and a future existence longed for by the poet's

"suchende Seele."

And what of the last three stanzas? Perhaps the first
thing to be said is that for the first time in the poem
Klopstock uses the first person "ich." Instead of being
merely felt, perceived subliminally in the background, the
poet now steps momentarily to the forefront in order that
there might be someone to mediate between the splendors of
nature and the feelings that emerge victorious in the sub-
lime--between reality and the ideal. Having moved from the
natural world to the realm of infinity and thence back to
the former, the sublime nevertheless is recalled in line 67.
Once more Klopstock relies on the imagery of silver: "die
silberne Welle." Yet the importance of that imagery derives
from much more than the fact that it serves as a unifying
agent. More to the point, it resolves the poem's thematic
tensions. The moment of insight, when the union of heart
and mind are united, may have been experienced in the sub-
lime, yet it is only completely realized when, having re-
turned from on high, the poet pauses to reflect on what that
heightened consciousness means. For only in the aesthetic
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organization of the entire poem--the two larger sections to-

gether with the comparatively shorter concluding coda--is it

possible to arrive at the spiritual composure envisioned by
the poet in the final stanza: the harmony of Bildung signi-

fied by the "Der Schattenwald" changing into Tempe, and

"Jenes Tal in Elysium!." I shall presently return to this

point.3 9

3. Schiller

Mediating as it does between nature and the sublime,

Klopstock's Der Zfrchersee provides a fitting panorama by

which to bridge the Arcadian realm of Joy acclaimed by

Hagedorn and Uz and the "Heiligthum" lauded by Schiller in

his An die Freude, where "Joy, the beauteous spark of the

gods," leads "to the stars, where the unknown one is en-

throned." For notwithstanding the relative brevity of

Klopstock's sojourn to the sublime, he has lingered long

enough to return to the world refreshed and spiritually for-

tified, ready to live an existence where happiness, as

Rousseau well knew, has no "recourse to call on the past nor

to intrude on the future."

3 9 For a very different interpretation of Klopstock'spoem, see Gerhard Sauder, "Die 'Freude' der 'Freundschaft':Klopstocks Ode Der ZuIrchersee," in Gedichte und Interpreta-tionen, vol. 2, Aufklrung und Sturm und Drang, 228-239.
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We may go further. The discussion devoted to the place

of Joy within eighteenth-century society at the start of

this chapter as well as the ensuing survey of German lit-

erature treating the same topic, although by no means com-

plete, includes in the case of the former a diverse sampling

of views demonstrating the importance of the concept and in

the latter a highly representative selection with which

Schiller was wholly familiar. In fact, his poem may be said

to recapitulate much of that history. Acclaimed by Hagedorn

as the "Muntre Schwester' suier Liebe! Himmelskind!," by Uz

as the "Kind der Weisheit," and by Klopstock as the "Schwes-

ter der Menschlichkeit," for Schiller Joy again is to be

lauded as a symbolic deity, "the heavenly one" whom even

"the vortex of stars praise." Similarly, just as Hagedorn,

Uz, and Klopstock discover Joy spread throughout "Die Hfigel

und die Weide," "Der Schmelz der gri.*nen Flachen" or the

"schimmernden Sees Traubengestaden," (the hill and the

meadow, the richness of the green plain, or the shimmering

lake's grape-clustered banks) Schiller also knows that

"Freude trinken alle Wesen / an den Brfsten der Natur" (All

creatures drink joy at the breasts of nature). Likewise,

just as Hagedorn, Uz, and Klopstock strive to attain "inno-

cent virtue," again so too does Schiller: "Aus der Wahrheit

Feuerspiegel / Lachelt sie [Freude] den Forscher an. / Zu

der Tugend steilem Hfigel / Leitet sie des Dulders Bahn"

(From the fiery mirror of truth she (i.e., joy] smiles at
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the seeker. To the steep hill of virtue she leads the

searcher on the path). And yet as had been noted above,

Schiller transcends the Arcadian realm envisioned by the two

earlier poets to join with Klopstock in passing beyond to

the "Glaubens Sonnenberge" (sunny mountains of faith). On a

variety of levels, then, Schiller toys with the topical

horizons expected in literature dealing with Joy, transcend-

ing its traditions for his own new purposes.

Read in isolation, just what those purposes are seem to

defy interpretation. It is only when we read the poem

against the backdrop of the poetic tradition of which it is

a part that we can acknowledge its boldness and attempt to

unlock its meaning. Perhaps surprisingly, Schiller himself,

writing late in life to his close friend Christian Gottfried

Korner, came to regard the poem as "decidedly faulty" and

"bad. "4 0 Considered once more against the backdrop of the

literary tradition of which the poem is a part, it is possi-

ble to discover a likely reason for his subsequent dissatis-

faction. As has been shown, Schiller was an ardent sub-

scriber to the philosophical construct of Bildung, the ideal

of self-cultivation wherein, as he phrased it in his poem

Das GlOck, "Great indeed is the man who, his own shaper and

40 Letter of 21 October 1800. In Correspondence of
Schiller with K6rner: Comprising Sketches and Anecdotes of
Goethe, the Schlegels, Wieland and other contemporaries,
trans. by Leonard Simpson (London: Richard Bentley, 1849)
11:221.
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maker, compels destiny by the force of his virtues." In his

Brief Ciber die isthetische Erziehung des Menschen (On the

Aesthetic Education of Man) he explains Bildung in much the

same way as expressed by Hagedorn, Uz, and Wieland: as the

union of mind and feeling. Although it is unnecessary to

belabor his often complex and abstract formulations, it is

important to know that he places the success of Bildung on

the resolution of two opposing forces, on the one hand those

that motivate humankind as physical beings and on the other

as moral beings. As he 'explains in Letter 14, the process

of reconcilation hinges on the Spieltrieb (sense of play or
sense-drive) between the two. "To the extent that it de-

prives feelings and passions of their dynamic power," he

writes "it will bring them into harmony with the ideas of

reason; and to the extent that it deprives the laws of rea-

son of their moral compulsion, it will reconcile them with

the interests of the senses."4 1 It is precisely this reso-

lution that Schiller regards in the opening strophe of his

An die Freude as well as the first and sixth choral an-

tistrophes: "Freude, . . . Deine Zauber binden wieder, /
Was der Mode Schwerd getheilt. Seid umschlungen, Millionen!

ausgesohnt die ganze Welt!" (Joy, your charms join again

that which the sword of custom has divided. Be embraced ye
millions! The whole world reconciled!). Addressed as

4 'On The Aesthetic Education of Man, Letter 14, 99.
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"Freude, schoner G'tterfunken" in his poem, it is beauty,
Schiller writes in Letter 18 of his Aesthetic Letters,
through which the play-drive is put into motion. "By means
of beauty sensuous man is led to form and thought; and by
means of beauty spiritual man is brought back to matter and
restored to the world of the senses." An essential precon-

dition for this aesthetic wholeness is the act of reflec-
tion. "As long as man . . . is merely a passive recipient
of the world of sense . . . there exists for him as yet no
world," Schiller writes in Letter 25: "only when . . . he
puts it outside himself, or contemplates it, does his per-
sonality differentiate itself from it, and a world becomes
manifest to him because he has ceased to be One with it."

Schiller considerably refined and amplified this last
point in his essay Ober das Erhabene. There he says that
Bildung is possible only if one goes beyonds the beautiful
to the sublime, as Klopstock does in his Der Zdrchersee and
as he himself does in his An die Freude. The sublime is im-
perative one learns in the latter essay because the domain
of beauty is restricted to the senses alone; it is the sub-
lime that enables us to rise above the world of nature and
understand the higher order of truth and duty. Again
Schiller anticipates this progression in his poem.
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Freude heipt die starke Feder

in der ewigen Natur.

Freude, Freude treibt die Rider

in der grooen Weltenuhr.

Blumen lockt sie aus den Keimen,

Sonnen aus dem Firmament,

Sphiren rollt sie in den Rumen,

die des Sehers Rohr nicht kennt!

[Joy is the name of the powerful spring in eternal na-

ture. Joy, joy drives the wheels of the great world-

clock. She coaxes flowers from the bud, suns from the

heavens, she rolls spheres in spaces that the gazer's

glass knows not!]

And again in his poem the outcome is the same:

Aus der Wahrheit Feuerspiegel

lachelt sie. den Forscher an.

Zu der Tugend steilem Hi-gel

leitet sie des Dulders Bahn.

Auf des Glaubens Sonnenberge

sieht man ihre Fahnen wehn.

[From the fiery mirror of Truth she smiles at the

seeker. To the steep hill of virtue she guides the

searcher on the path. On the sunny mountains of faith

one sees her banners waving.]
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Discounting all that Schiller crowds into his An die

Freude, unlike Klopstock in his Der ZOrchersee, he does not

provide that moment of harmony wherein beauty and the sub-

lime bring one "back to . . . the world of the senses." Nor

is there a moment of reflection as there is in Klopstock's

poem wherein the poetic persona attains complete liberation.

In thus starting and ending his poem in the sublime Schiller

attains only one part of the synthesis that is Bildung. As

he would later write in his Ober das Erhabene:

Despite all sensuous limitations, to be guided by the

statutes of pure spirit, the sublime must complement

the beautiful in order to make aesthetic education into

a complete whole and to enlarge the perceptive capacity

of the human heart to the full extent of our vocation.

. . . Only if the sublime is wedded to the beautiful

and our sensitivity for both has been cultivated in

equal measure are we perfect citizens of nature without

thereby becoming her slaves and without squandering our

citizenship in the intelligible world.4 2

4 2 Schillers Werke, 9:147-48: " . . . auch bei allen
sinnlichen Schranken uns nach dem Gestzbuch reiner Geister
zu richten, so muD das Erhabene zu dem Schonen hinzukommen,
um die asthetische Erziehung zu einem vollstindigen Ganzen
zu machen und die Empfindungsfahigkeit des menschlichen
Herzens nach dem ganzen Umfang unsrer Bestimmung . . . zu
erweitern. . . . Nur wenn das Erhabene mit dem Schbnen sich
gattet und unsre Empfinglichkeit fur beides in gleichem Map
ausgebildet worden ist, sind wir vollendete Burger der Na-
tur, ohne deswegen ihre Sklaven zu sein und ohne unser Br-
gerrecht in der intelligibeln Welt zu verscherzen.
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As I shall have reason to argue in Chapter VI, Beethoven,

however intuitively, appears to have sensed this problem and

undertaken its solution. But in order to fully appreciate

the daring and experimental individuality of that solution

we must digress once again and trace the musical counterpart

of the literary cult of joy within the German Lied.
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Sagt, wo sind die Vortrefflichen hin, wo find ich die

Sa~nger,
die mit dem lebenden Wort horchende Volker entzickt,

die vom Himmel den Gott, zum Himmel den Menschen gesungen,

und getragen den Geist hoch auf den Flingeln des 
Lieds?

(Say, where now are those extraordinary men, 
where will I

find the minstrels who, with living words, enraptured the

hearkening masses, whose song brought God down from 
heaven

and transported humankind to heaven, and bore the spirit

aloft on the wings of song?)

Friedrich Schiller,
Die Singer der Vorwelt



CHAPTER IV

HAPPINESS: "MUSIC, TOO,

MUST JOIN THIS ULTIMATE AIM"

Of all the many stylistic and generic procedures set

forth by Beethoven in the Finale of his Ninth Symphony--the

Schreckensfanfare, or "terror fanfare," with which the move-

ment begins, the recall of themes from previous movements,

instrumental recitative, the astounding exoticism of the

"Turkish music" of the Alla Marcia, not to mention the con-

catenation of variation technique, fugue, sonata form, con-

certo form with double exposition, and a host of other id-

ioms---the one that has generated the most sustained atten-

tion is arguably the most urgently and directly appealing,

the studied simplicity emanating from the diatonic and pre-

vailingly stepwise, four-square. regularity of the so-called

Freude tune. Even Marx, for all his proselytizing about the

work's instrumental superiority, gladly set aside that stand

in the face of what he deferentially termed "this innocent,

simple folksong" which springs forth "softly articulated" by

the "dull deep basses" as if from "some long buried memories

of youth."' "In its simplicity combined with the highest

............... -1............... ... .... ........... .. .... .
...:. 7b e nu.d .ha......,....,... , ...

'Marx, Beethoven: Leben und Schaffen, I1I, 285, "1.1

diese unschuldvoll einfiltige Volksweise," 284, "In den
dumpfen Bassen geht diese Weise so dunkelheimlich und zu-

153
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spiritual content," he proclaimed, "it triumphs over the

protean instrumental. Reining in the magical instrumental

world," Marx goes on to say, Beethoven

harkens to the simple sound from the human lips, and he

raises the true-chaste melody, the language proper to

mankind, the guardian and inspired expression of

blessed sociability . . . in order to open and conquer

new realms of the human spirit. . . . He sought only

melody, the simplest kind of human musical language. "
2

For Wagner, writing in his 1851 essay Oper und Drama,

the Freude tune assumed an importance not only for the Ninth

Symphony, but for the history of all music. Indeed, with

this melody Beethoven laid the "natural foundation" for all

future music, Wagner insisted, breaking the fetters of abso-

lute music because of "the necessity he felt as Musician to

throw himself into the arms of the Poet, in order to compass

the act of begetting the true, the unfailingly real and re-

deeming Melody." And with "the poet's hand within his own

he strides towards the poem itself; and from this poem--

shaping after its spirit and its form--he passes forward to

an ever bolder and more manifold building of tones," tran-

traulich still dahin, wie langverschattete und aberthubte
Jugenderinnerungen."

2 Berliner aligemeine musikalische Zei tung, 3. Jahr-
gang, No. 47 (November 22, 1826), 375-375; trans. adapted
from Levy, "Early Performances," 406-407.
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scending the merely symphonic to embrace the truly poetic.
3

In fact Wagner saw the Freude tune as the starting point of

the entire Symphony; the melody was complete "from the be-

ginning," he contended. In providing the life-giving force

for the rest of the work, Beethoven "shattered" the tune

"into its component parts" at the start, and "only in the

progress of his tone-piece," that is in the Finale, did he

"set his full melody before us as a finished whole." Rhap-

sodically fanciful and intuitive although Wagner's interpre-

tation clearly is, we now know he was right in asserting

that the melody was created by the time work was begun on

the first three movements. For as Robert Winter and Sieg-

hard Brandenburg have determined from their study of the

Artaria 201 sketchbook, Beethoven turned his attention to

the broad outlining of the first three movements only after

having hammered out the basic shape of the Freude tune in

the autumn of 1822.4

3 "Opera and Drama," in Prose Works, trans. Ellis

(1893), 11:107 and 290.

4 See further Winter, "The Sketches for the 'Ode to

Joy'" in Beethoven, Performers, and Critics, ed. by Robert

Winter and Bruce Carr (Detroit: Wayne State University

Press, 1980) , p. 184; Brandenburg, "Die Skizzen zur Neunten

Symphonie," in Zu Beethoven: Aufs ftze und Dokumente, vol.

2, ed. Harry Goldschmidt (Berlin: Verlag neue Musik, 1984),
88-129, especially, 106-109. Readers of Winter's article

should be alerted to two errors, made in the same paragraph,

p. 177. The letter by B. L. Fischenich documenting Beetho-

ven's interest in setting Schiller's An die Freude "strophe

by strophe" was written not in 1792 but in 1793. The poem

itself was not published in 1785, as Winter claims, rather

it was written in that year; it was published for the first

time in 1786 in Schiller's own journal, Thalia, as the first
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item of the second number (Zweytes Heft). See above, Chap-
ter I, fn. 46. On the subject of errors, a number of egre-
gious ones are committed by Max Rudolf in his "Beethoven's
'An die Freude' and Two Mysterious Footnotes," The Beethoven
Newsletter, 5 (1990): 29-30;32-33, an otherwise entertaining
sortie into the realm of anecdotal minutia. On p. 29 Rudolf
imprecisely states that the poem was published in 1786 in
the poet's "newly founded journal Rheinische Thalia." The
title of the journal in which An die Freude was first pub-
lished was called simply Thalia; Rheinsiche Thalia was the
name of only the first couple of numbers. In 1792 Schiller
changed the name again to Die Neue Thalia. See further
Berresheim, Schiller als Herausgeber der Rheinischen Thalia,
Thalia und Neuen Thalia und seine Mitarbeiter, 26-27; see
also Lesley Sharpe, Friedrich Schiller: Drama, Thought and
Politics (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), ix,
54, 81. Again on p. 29, Rudolf baselessly asserts that "no
less than a hundred [musical] settings" of the poem were
composed. On the basis of my own archival sleuthing on both
sides of the Atlantic I have discovered less than half that
number. F. A. Brandstaeter, Ueber Schiller's Lyrik im Ver-
hsltnisse zu ihrer musikalischen Behandlung (allgemeine Be-
trachtung und specielle Aufzshlung) (Berlin: Ferdinand
D mmler's Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1863), 32, lists the names of
41 composers who set the poem. I shall return to the ques-
tion of the number of settings below in Appendix B.
Rudolf's insistence, p. 29, that "the designation 'Ode' did
not originate from Schiller" (he prefers to describe the
poem merely as a Lied) is not only meaningless but serves to
add yet more confusion to a subject that has been the brunt
of enough misunderstanding--early versions with the title
"An die Freiheit," etc. Gottsched, for example, in his Ver-
such einer critischen Dichtkunst, 3rd ed. , 18-19, fn. 28,
defines the "ode" as "the all-inclusive name for all Lied-
er": "Oden. DieI ist der allgemeine Namen aller Lieder.

." See below, fn. 20; the implication here would seem to
be that the terms Lied and Ode were looked upon as largely
synonymous. Christian Gottfried Krause, Von der Musikalis-
chen Poesie (Berlin: Johann Friedrich Voj, 1753 [first pub-
lished.1752]; facsimile edition, Leipzig: Zentralantiquar-
iat der Deutschen Demokratischen Republik, 1973), specifi-
cally states that the ode is the generic name for all
strophic poetry, 112: "Zu allen Strophen einer Ode wird ge-
wohnlicher Weise nicht mehr also eine Melodie gemachet" (No
more than one melody is usually composed for all the stro-
phes of an ode). And where does Rudolf derive the absurd
notion (p. 30) that "in the majority of cases an 'ode' is
not rhymed"? Nowhere does Rudolf document his entirely un-
founded claims.
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Although Wagner's motivation for this and other simi-

larly-phrased pronouncements about the Ninth Symphony would

seem to have stemmed more from his wish to buttress his own

aesthetic aims rather than from any enduring desire to illu-

minate Beethoven's, his vision of the composer extending his

hand has won considerable acceptance. In our own century

Joseph Kerman has found the trope well-suited to convey what

he sees as Beethoven's predilection in the late works toward

heartfelt communication at the most fundamental of levels.

"The great exemplar of this drive is the Ninth Symphony,"

Kerman writes in his "Voice" chapter in The Beethoven Quar-

tets. And "at the heart" of the Ninth's Finale, he poign-

antly concludes,

stands that famous (or perhaps one should say, notori-

ous) . . . tune--half folklike, blinding in its dema-

gogic innocence, torn from the womb of recitative with-

out a shred of accompaniment clothing. [Yet] even be-

fore the Finale, a note of immediate popularity in the

melody of earlier movements . . . can hardly be mis-

taken. It is the very clasp of Beethoven's hand.5

If such forthright expression is the grasp of Beetho-

ven's hand, I should like to suggest it is capable of moving

in more than one direction. On more than one occasion the

5Kerman, The Beethoven Quartets, 194.
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music of the Finale tells us that such is the case. One ex-

ample, a rather ingenious one in that it effects a simulta-

neous tug in both directions, is to be had at the movement's

start in the review and ensuing rejection of themes from the

previous movements. (Although one might think of this re-

view process as a means of bidding farewell to past events

and experiences, it is much more than that; in the sketches

for the movement's vocal recitative, after the reprise of

the Adagio theme, for example, Beethoven writes: "This also

is too tender; one must seek something more animated."6 )

The review compellingly evokes the past--the musical past of

the Symphony itself--while the rejections forcefully lead

the listener to expect that something else will follow.

More ingenious still is what it is that takes their place:

the janus-faced Freude tune, used on the one hand to impel

the movement forward into the future of the movement, and,

on the other, to effect a sense. of historical "past tense"

given that the tune calls upon a past profoundly embedded in

the history of the eighteenth-century German Lied.
7

..See further, Gustav Nottebohm, Zweite Beethoveniana:

nachgelassene Aufsitze (Leipzig: C. F. Peters, 1887; re-

print, New York and London: Johnson Reprint, 1970), 190-91:
Auch dieses es ist zu z&rtl. etwas aufgewecktes muss man
suchen."

7 Maynard Solomon, in his essay "The Ninth Symphony: A

Search for Order," Beethoven Essays, 3-32, has identified
yet other ways in which the Symphony simultaneously looks
backwards and forwards. Of the former, he notes (22): "The

Ninth Symphony may also be taken as an emblem of the ideal-

ism of Beethoven's youth, when he was inflamed by what he
called the 'fever for Revolution'. . . . This by virtue of
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In seeking to understand such reflexive use of history,

let us begin where many in the eighteenth century presumably

did, with the question: what were the conventions of German

song?. For Johann Christian Gottsched, the guiding light of

French neoclassicism in Germany during the first half of the

century, the question had but one answer: the composer must

follow the lead of the poet, and the poet must endeavor to

create a work that expresses "the innermost recesses of the

human heart." And the best way to accomplish that, Gott-

sched asserted, was for 'the poet to aim for an "exact obser-

vation of nature" thereby assuring the "correct representa-

tion of the passions" while avoiding the odious transgres-

sions of bombast, lack of order, and artificiality. Accord-

ingly, the composer should strive for "nothing but an agree-

able and clear reading of a verse, which consequently must

........ I......................... .. ........................... ..... -..... _..1..... ......-....... . ..............................~...... . . . ......... ....... ................ ...... ... . . .... . . ... . . . . .

its Classicism, its renovation of a heroic style steeped in
the celebratory festivals of the French Revolution, and its
doubling back to Schiller's politically radical . . . text
of the mid-1780s. In an era of reaction, the Ninth Symphony
represents homesickness for the Enlightenment. . . . From
this point of view the Ninth Symphony is Beethoven's A la
recherche du temps perdu." Leo Treitler, " History, Criti-
cism, and Beethoven's Ninth Symphony," 20, has written that
the sense of time in the work is "circular" and "layered."
From this Treitler concludes that the piece partakes of "the
idea that music is capable of arousing an awareness of the
eternal." Given all this, it is perhaps worth recalling
Schiller's words of praise, expressed in his essay Ober
naive und sentimentalische Dichtung, for that variety of po-
etry in which "nature is noble, spirited, at the same time
full of scope and depth; the highest meaning of humanity
clad in the most graceful form," that "leads man who cannot
now return to Arcadia forward to Elysium." The description
would seem to well characterize the Freude tune.
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match the nature and content of the words." 8 As we have

seen, Hagedorn and Uz, beginning in the 1740s, go so far as

to suggest the proper characteristics of song from within

their lyric verse. The former aims to advance a type of po-

etry possessing a "gefilligen Character" (pleasing charac-

ter) and which "Fr~hlichkeit vermehrt" (augments joyful-

ness), while the latter seeks "lieder si-ssem Klang" (the

sweet sound of songs) that in turn promote "sanftere Emp-

findungen, die Ahnlichkeit der Natur, der edlen Einfalt, dem

ungekunstelten Ausdrucke, oder der schnen Natur der Alten

entfernet" (gentle feelings, the likeness of nature, the no-

ble simplicity of unadorned expressions of long ago antiq-

uity). And likewise Wieland, in his Geschichte des Agathon,

speaks of a kind of music capable of soothing the passions

and gently moving the soul, "wodurch das Herz in heiliges

Entzuken und in ein schauervolles Gefahl . . . gesezt wurde"

(whereby the heart was transported to solemn rapture and a

full outpouring of feeling); such a rapture, he says, is set

in motion only by "die Zirtlichkeit der Unschuld und die

r h-rende Freude der einfiltigen Natur" (the tenderness of

vir-tue and the touching joy of unadorned nature).

8 Gottsched, Critischen Dichtkunst, 3rd. ed., 144 and
466: "[Das Singen ist] nichts, als ein angenehmes und nach-
drackliches Lesen eines Verses, welches also der Natur und
den Inhalt desselben gemiss seyn muss."
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Yet it is important to remember that the type of unaf-

fected or unadorned song that emerged in the early eigh-

teenth century as an appropriate adjunct for the verse of

such poets as Hagedorn and Uz--and which Beethoven would

subsequently use to invoke the past in the Finale of his

Ninth Symphony--was itself once new. What traits made it

so? Hagedorn himself offers a partial answer to that ques-

tion in the preface to his 1742 Oden und Lieder when he de-

scribes the kind of poetry from which he is seeking to dis-

tance himself, the flamboyant and contrived verse of the

Baroque. Quoting with approval a somewhat lengthy passage

from an issue of the short-lived British literary magazine

The Guardian contributed by Ambrose Philips, Hagedorn

(through Philips) faults those poets who feel duty bound to

pack into a single work enough material for several, and so

in the end "starve every Thought, by endeavouring to nurse

up more than one at a time."

One Point of Wit flashes so fast upon another, that the

Reader's Attention is dazled by the continual sparkling

of their Imagination; you find a new Design started al-

most in every Line, and you come to the end, without

the Satisfaction of seeing any one of them executed.

A far better poem thus would possess
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great Regularity, and the utmost Nicety; an exact Pu-

rity of Stile, with the most easie and flowing Numbers;

an elegant and unaffected Turn of Wit, with one uniform

and simple Design. . . .9 [For] a Song (meaning here a

poem] is, as it were, a little Image in Ennamel, that

requires all the nice Touches of the Pencil, a Gloss

and a Smoothness, with those delicate finishing

Stroaks, which would be superfluous and thrown away

upon larger Figures, where the Strength and Boldness of

a Masterly Hand gives all the Grace.

In brief, follow the example of Sappho, Anacreon, and Horace

"in some of his shorter Lyricks." "You will find them gen-

erally pursuing a single Thought in their Songs, which is

driven to a Point, without . . . Interruptions and Devia-

tions.1"10

Although the call for simplicity, regularity, an "unaf-

fected Turn of Wit," as well as for "one uniform and simple

Design," was answered and put into practice in earnest with-

in a wide number of poetic and musical genres in the early

9 It seems likely the injunction stems from Horace's Ars
poetica. Gottsched, in launching his Critische Dichtkunst
with a German translation of that work, translated the line
"Denique sit quodvis, simplex duntaxat & unum" as "Kurz,
alles, was du schreibst, mu3 schlecht und einfach seyn" (In
short, everything you write must be modest and simple), p.
13.

' 0 Hagedorn, Oden und Lieder, xiv, xii-xiii, quoted here
from Simmtliche Poetische Werke; The Guardian, No. 16, March
30, 1713. Quoted in The Guardian, ed. Stephens, 88-89.
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decades of the century, such characteristics exerted a par-

ticularly strong influence on the aesthetic formulations

governing song." And at least among German writers, par-

''As to how such traits influenced music in general,
one may note that Bach, in his well-known 1730 memorandum
submitted to the Leipzig town council, "Short but Most Nec-
essary Draft for a Well-Appointed Church Music," reflected
"that the state of music is quite different from what it was

* . . and the gusto has changed astonishingly, and accord-
ingly the former style of music no longer seems to please
our ears. . . ." Quoted in The Bach Reader: A Life of Jo-
hann Sebastian Bach in Letters and Documents, ed. Hans T.
David and Arthur Mendel, rev.. ed. (New York: W. W. Norton,
1966), 123. The particulars of this change as they concern
Bach are charted by Robert L. Marshall in a provocative es-
say, "Bach the Progressive: Observations on his Later
Works," The Musical Quarterly, 62 (1976): 313-357; repr.,
together with a "postscript," in Marshall, The Music of Jo-
hann Sebastian Bach: The Sources, the Style, the Signifi-
cance (New York: Schirmer Books, 1989), 23-58. For music
in general, the shift in aesthetic outlook may be expressed
in terms of the rejection of the dense contrapuntal style
perfected, say by Bach, and the adoption of homophonic tex-
tures, slow harmonic rhythms, the division of melody into
short and symmetrical phrases, as well as an emphasis on
"pleasing" melodies. See further, Leonard G. Ratner, "Har-
monic Aspects of Classical Form," Journal of the American
Musicological Society, 2 (1949): 158-168; and Ratner,
"Eighteenth-Century Theories of.Musical Period Structure,"
The Musical Quarterly, 42 (1956): 439-454.

In the medium of song itself, the move toward simplic-
ity was greeted with considerable enthusiasm. Telemann, in
the dedication to his 1741 collection of Lieder, expressed
the hope that such songs would inspire a "renewed age of
golden notes": "0 wiederhergestellete gildne Notenzeit!"
In "Zuschrift," Vier und zwangzig, theils ernsthafte, theils
scherzende, Oden, mit leichten und fast fur alle Hilse be-
quehmen Melodien versehen (Hamburg: Christian Herold,
1741). Note well the declaration that such songs are "suit-

able for almost all voices." The preface as well as Tele-
mann's songs are available in modern edition in: Georg
Philipp Telemann Vierundzwanzig Oden und Johann Valentin
G6rner Sammlung Neuer Oden und Lieder, ed. Wilhelm Krabbe
(Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hartel, 1917), vol 57, Denkmaler
Deutscher Tonkunst, ed. Hermann Kretschmar.
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ticularly those active around the middle of the century, the

central importance accorded such touchstones as "simple" and

"natural" is reflected in the largely tacit assumption that

such characteristics were somehow native to song.'2 Thus

Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach revealed in his short 1773 autobi-

ography that his "chief effort, especially in recent years,

has been directed towards both playing and composing as

songfully as possible for the clavier," thereby rising to

the challenge of what he called the "edle Einfalt der Ge-

sanges" (noble simplicity of song).1 3 In 1789 Daniel Gott-

'2 As early as 1702 Frangois Raguenet, in his Paralldle
des Italiens et des Frangais en ce qui regarde la musique et
les operas (1702), had noted that the French, "in their
airs, aim at the soft, the easy, the flowing and coherent;
the whole air is . . . natural and coherent." Trans. in
Strunk, Source Readings in Music History, 477. Portions of
Raguenet's essay were translated into German in the Septem-
ber 1722 issue of Johann Mattheson's Critica musica (Ham-
burg: Author, 1722; 2nd ed., Thomas von Wierings Erben,
1725); the passage cited here appears in p. 122: "Die Fran-
zosen suchen in den ihrigen altenhalben die Annehmlichkeit I
das leichte / fliessende und an einander hingende Wesen;
alles ist darinn aus einem Ton / oder / wenn derselbe ja
bisweilen verandert wird / geschiehet es mit solchen Vor-
bereitungen und versu-ssungen / das die Melodie dadurch eben
so natirlich und ordentlich bleibet."

13C. P. E. Bach, from the autobiographical sketch first
published in a German translation by J. J. C. Bode of
Charles Burney's The Present State of Music in Germany:
Carl Burneys der Musik Doctors Tagebuch einer musikalischen
Reisen (Hamburg: Bode, 1773). A reprint is available as
Carl Philip Emanuel Bach's Autobiography: Facsimile of the
original edition of 1773 with critical annotations by
William S. Newman (Hilversum, Holland: Frits Knuf, 1967).
In both sources the relevant passages appear on p. 209:
"Mein Hauptstudium ist besonders in den letzten Jahren dahin
gerichtet gewesen, auf dem Clavier, ohngeachtet des Mangels
an Aushaltung, so viel moglich sangbar zu spielen und dafu-r
setzen. Es ist diese Sache nicht so gar leicht, wenn man
das Ohr nicht zu leer lassen, und die edle Einfalt des
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lob Tiirk still found the advice worthwhile; in concluding

Chapter V of his Klavierschule, "Extemporare Embellishments

or Elaborations and Variations by Means of Which a Composi-

tion Can Be Made Beautiful," he deemed it prudent to stress

(and all in italics) that the

instrumentalist plays best who comes closest to the

singing voice or who knows how to bring out a beautiful

singing tone. When it comes to true music, what are

all of these motley passages against a melting,

heartlifting, genuine melody!' 4

.................. ... ................... - . ............ ........... . . . . .......... ............... ................. ..... . . ..............Gesanges durch zu vieles Gerausch nicht verderben will." An
English translation appears in William S. Newman, "Emanuel
Bach's Autobiography," The Musical Quarterly, 51 (1965):
363-372; there the quote in question is to be found on p.
372. In his 1579 Versuch, Bach had advised keyboard players
that the best means of learning the essentials of good per-
formance was to "lose no opportunity to hear artistic sing-
ing. In so doing, the keyboardist will learn to think in
terms of song. Indeed, it is a good practice to sing in-
strumental melodies in order to reach an understanding of
their correct performance. This way of learning is of far
greater value than the reading of voluminous tomes or lis-
tening to learned discourses. In these one meets such terms
as Nature, Taste, Song, and Melody, although their authors
are often incapable of putting together as many as two natu-
ral tasteful, singing, melodic tones, for they dispense
their alms and endowments with a completely unhappy arbi-
trariness." In Essay on the True Art of Playing Keyboard
Instruments, trans. and ed. by William J. Mitchell (New
York: W. W. Norton, 1949), 151-152. Earlier in the cen-
tury, Mattheson, in his Der vollkommene Capellmeister, part
I, chapter 10, S 65, had declared that the "fundamental
principal of music" is that "Alles spielen ist nur Nachah-
mung und Geleite des Singens" (All playing is merely an imi-
tation and accompaniment of singing).

I4Tfirk, Klavierschule (Leipzig and Halle: Schwickert,
1789); trans. in Daniel Gottlob Trk, School of Clavier
Playing, trans. Raymond H. Haggh (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1982), 318.
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And Johann Friedrich Reichardt, in the preface of a 1781

song collection, went so far as to claim that such heart-

lifting and genuine melodies--just "as the sailor relies

upon the north star"--"are truly that upon which the stead-

fast artist relies when he begins to suspect his art is on

the wrong track."'5 Reichardt even had a test for deter-

mining a melody's genuineness : if it "leaves an impression

on one who is not a connoisseur and remains in his memory,

this is an unfailing proof it is natural and unforced."16

15 Quoted in Friedlaender, Das deutsche Lied im 18.
Jahrhundert, vol. 1, part 1, 196: "Sie [i.e., Volksliedern]
sind wahrlich das, worauf der wahre Kinstler, der die Irr-wege seiner Kunst zuahnden anfant, wie der Seeman auf denPolarstern, achtet." In the wake of Johann Gottfried
Herder's Volkslieder (1777-78), the first attempt at a com-prehensive collection of "folk poetry," what had been de-scribed heretofore merely as "simple" and "natural" increas-ingly came to be called as Volkslieder. Although Herder de-fined folk poetry rather broadly--e.g., he includes the Bookof Genesis, Homer, , Shakespeare, German Minnesang, the po-etry of Klopstock--the one thing it was not was the productof "the rabble on the streets which never sings and creates,but roars and mutilates." Cited in Ren6 Wellek, A History
of Modern Criticism: 1750-1950 (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1955), 1: The Later Eighteenth Century, 192. Free-floating although the concept of folk song was, Reichardt
(later on in the above-mentioned passage) nevertheless wasable to arrive at the opinion that "Nur solche sind wahreursprngliche Volksmelodien, und die regen und riahren auchgleich die ganze f-hlende Welt, das sind wahre Orpheusge-
sange" (True original folk melodies, which stir and likewiseinstantly touch the entire sentient world--only these are
the true songs of Orpheus).

16 Reichardt, Briefe eines aufmekrsamen Reisenden
(1774), trans. in Strunk, Source Readings, 701; it should besaid, however, that Reichardt specifically mentions the mu-
sic of Hasse and Graun.
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It would be wrong, however, to suggest that such uni-

formity of opinion was shared by everyone who commented on

the Lied in the eighteenth century. True to the spirit of

the age, such harmony--if ever it was pervasive--came to be

felt only gradually, the outcome of oftentimes vituperative

debate. Here we need concern ourselves with but a single

issue: whether or not the kind of poetry cultivated by

Hagedorn, Uz, and their fellow poets provided a suitable ba-

sis for song. For Johann Mattheson, writing in his 1722

Critica Musica, the answer was an unqualified no; strophic

poetry, that is to say, poetry marked by "one uniform and

simple Design," is "a malady of melody": a "veritable

scourge on the art of composition" and "a cruel iron collar

for musical poets."1 7 Not only is the seemingly unending

repetition of the same tune in strophic song wearisome, such

repetition is "not at all musical." Yet to construct a dif-

ferent melody for each strophe would be equally problematic,

for to do so would force the composer to go against the then

prevailing aesthetic belief that a movement ought to express

only one passion or emotional state.'8 In sum,

I7Mattheson, Critica Musica, 11:311. "Sie (Strophen]
sind eine Maladie der Melodie, eine rechte Pest der Composi-
tions-Kunst, und ein hartes Hals-Eisen musicalischer Po-
eten."

' 8 Mattheson, Critica Musica, 11:309. "Oden sind bey
mir gar nicht musicalisch. . . . Meine Ursachen sind, daj
sich jene, wenn man sie in der Composition Liederma-pig be-
handeln will, wegen der verschiedenen Strophen, nimmermehr
zur Music und guten Melodie schicken, ausser im melismatis-
chen Style, da alles Gber einen Kamm geschoren wird." On
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Odes [i.e., Lieder'9 ] will be considered musical only

by those many persons who are unaware that nothing in

music will be more wretched or insipid than hearing a

single melody over and over to completely different

words. . . . Of course, one can resort to giving each

strophe in such poems its own melody, but a separate

melody also warrants a separate aria [i.e., an indepen-

dent composition]. . . . In and of themselves, odes

are altogether and absolutely unsuitable to the present

manner of music.2 0 -

the subject of one affect prevailing in a movement or aria,
Mattheson noted elsewhere in his journal, 1:100, that "In
der Form / alle Gleichheit beobachtet werden" (all unifor-
mity should be observed in the form).

In avoiding the term Affektenlehre, I do so on the au-
thority of a number of recent writers. For example, George
J. Buelow, in his essay "Johann Mattheson and the Invention
of the Affektenlehre," New Mattheson Studies, ed. George J.
Buelow and Hans Joachim Marx (Cambridge: Cambridge Univer-
sity Press, 1983), 393-407, while he does not question the
notion that music was influenced by expressive concepts de-
riving from classical rhetoric, notes that the term Affek-
tenlehre is an invention of early twentieth-century musicol-
ogy. The objection to the term stems above all from the
idea that expressive theory in the Baroque was governed by a
set of rigidly codified principles. The subject is touched
upon again by Ernest Harriss in his contribution to the
same volume, "Johann Mattheson's Historical Significance:
Conflicting Viewpoints," 461-484, especially 463-466.

'9 Gottsched, in his Versuch einer critischen Dicht-
kunst, 3rd ed., 18-19, fn. 28, defines the "ode" as "the
all-inclusive name for all Lieder": "Oden. Diep ist der
allgemeine Namen aller Lieder.. . . .1

2 OCritica Musica (1722 ed.), 1: 100. "Mancher will die
Oden fir musicalisch halten; der aber wissen sollte / dap in
der Music nichts armseeligers / noch abgeschmackters seyn
kbnne / als einerley Melodie / so offt hinter einander / auf
gar verschiedene Worte / zu horen / die noch dazu bisweilen
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Johann Adolph Scheibe, erstwhile pupil of Gottsched at

the University of Leipzig and whose dogmatic campaign

against poetic tumescence and unintelligibility he attempted

in part to apply to music, emphatically disagreed. So much

so, in fact, he found it necessary to devote an entire issue

of his newly-established music journal Critischer Musikus

(1737-40) in order to mount a proper defense. But unlike

Mattheson, he vented his scorn not on Odes and Lieder but

rather on those musicians who were unable to savor the plea-

sures of more down-to-earth music. "There are some lordly

souls" Scheibe acerbically begins--and it is not difficult

to imagine who he has in mind--"who think the very word Lied

offensive" and

who, if they wish to talk about a musical piece not

written in their bombastic and confused style, dub it,

according to their parlance, a Lied; or who, whether

from overly biased and partisan ideas . . . bemoan sim-

ple Lieder with haughty disdain.2 '
........... _..... . ...... .. ................ - .

. ...... -.... ........ . .. ...... .. -.I..__ .. ........... .... ...... ....- . .... ....... . I ........ ...... ............. ...... ...... .

ganz wiedrige incisiones haben. Zwar kann man endlich einer
jeden Strophe / in solchen Liedern / ihre eigne Melodie
geben; aber eine eigne Melodie verdient auch eine eigne
Arie. . . . An und vor sich selbst [die Oden] / der heuti-
gen Art zu musiciren ganz und gar nicht anstindig sind. "

2 1Scheibe, Critischer Musikus (Hamburg: Thomas von
Wierings Erben, 1738),, 64. Stficke, Tuesday, 17 November,
1739, 295: "Es giebt einige grope Geister, die so gar das
Wort: Lied, fur schimpflich halten; die, wenn sie von einem
musikalischen Sticke reden wollen, das nicht nach ihrer Art
schwulstig und verworren gesetzet ist, solches nach ihrer
Sprache, ein Lied, nennen; oder die auch wohl aus allzuvor-
theilhaf ten und parteyischen Begriffen, . . . mit einer
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Dismissing such arrogance, and after duly referring the

reader to Gottsched's more detailed discussion of the liter-

ary merits of such "natural" poetry (as well as briefly re-

viewing the role of Lieder in the poetry and music of antiq-

uity), Scheibe moves on to a consideration of the ways in

which the modern composer may match best the mood and spirit

of a poem.2 2 He begins by energetically emphasizing the

fact that while the demand for musical settings of Odes and

Lieder is growing almost daily, making good on that demand

is not as easy as some might think; this is readily to be

seen, Scheibe asserts, given the many "wretched" (schlecht)

songs produced by any number of otherwise "important and ex-

alted composers."2 3 Of course this would not happen if

-. -........................... ... ........................... ..... ... ... ..... .. ....-... ....... ................... ... ......... ....-................. .......... . . ..... ..... .

groomfithigen Verachtung ffir einfailtigen Lieder ausschreyen."
Given the availability of the 2nd ed. of Scheibe's journal
(Leipzig, 1745) in a facsimile reprint (Hildesheim: Georg
Olms Verlag, 1970), hereafter I will also give citations for
that edition within brackets (583].

22 Scheibe adopts as his motto for this issue the fol-
lowing from Gottsched: "Vernunft und Klugheit sind die
Quellen schoner Lieder" (Reason and discernment are the
sources of beautiful Lieder), Critischer Musikus, 295 (1st
ed. only; for the 2nd ed. Scheibe uses a motto from
Neukirch).

23 Scheibe, Critischer Musikus, 295 [583]: Da die Oden
oder Lieder anitzo sehr in Aufnahme kommen, die Erfahrung
aber lehret, dao die wahre Character derselben den wenigsten
bekannt ist, so ist es wohl billig, dao ich derselben auch

ein eigenes Blatt wiedme, um etwas umstindlich darzuthun,
worinnen eigentlich das Wesen derselben besteht; zumal da
sie nicht so leicht verfertigen sind, als man wohl glaubet,
und als manche Oden oder Liedercomponisten sich etwa ein-
bilden mogen. Ich weio zwar auch, dao er gewisse grope und
erhabene Componisten giebt, denen die Oden oder Lieder viel
zu schlecht sind, als dao sie glauben sollten, es wren auch
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there were a good set of guidelines to assist the composer.

Taking it upon himself to fill that gap, Scheibe proposes

that the first thing a composer ought to do, before writing

even the first note, is consider the poem's overall form and

content. What is more, in view of the strophic nature of

such poetry, the musician who would "give an ode or a Lied

an expressive, skillful, and affecting tune or melody" must

take care to

look not only at the first verse or strophe. On the

contrary, it is the whole ode or Lied that he must con-

sider carefully. The reasons are as follows: the com-

poser has to gain a definite and comprehensive concep-

tion of the whole character of the ode before he gives

it a melody. The expressive content of the poem there-

fore must be perfectly known to him; the verse form and

the poetic meter used by the poet likewise must be

noted; furthermore, with respect to the strophes, he

must ascertain the ode's organization and whether the

poet has used one or several types [i.e., means of or-

ganization].24

dabey gewise nicht geringe Regeln zu beobachten, und dao
nicht aller Odenmelodien sind, was sie dafiir ansehen."

2 4 Scheibe, Critischer Musikus, 299 [586-87]: "Wer
einer Ode, oder einem Liede eine nachdrickliche, geschickte
und rfihrende Weise, oder Melodie geben will, der muo sich
nicht allein nach dem ersten Verse, oder nach der ersten
Strophe, richten. Die ganze Ode, oder das ganze Lied sind
es vielmehr, was er mit Bedacht anzusehen hat. Die Ursachen
sind folgende: der Componist muo sich einen deutlichen und
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In addition, even though one sees such errors perpetrated

"in the best collections of German Odes," the composer
"above all" must see to it that his music is suitable for

every strophe, and likewise, that he does not create a ca-

dence or repeat a word or extend a syllable in one stanza

where such would be inappropriate in another.25 This done,

the composer's final step is the creation of a "natural"

melody. And by natural Scheibe specifies that variety of
melody that adheres to "a moderate range" and to a "free,

flowing, [and] pure" style, thereby making it possible for

such a tune to "be sung at once and without particular ef-

fort by someone inexperienced in music."2 6
...... 11 ............. .. ......- - ........... ........ . ... . . ........ .. ......... ...... ................... . . ........ *....... *.*........ .. -_ -. _.._............................... ... .. .....vollstindigen Begriff von der ganzen Beschaffenheit der Odemachen, bevor er derselben eine Melodie giebt. Der Inhaltmup ihm also, des Ausdrucks wegen, vollkommen bekannt seyn;die Versart und das Sylbenmaap, deren sich der Dichterbedienet hat, missen gleichfalls bemerket werden; er muIferner untersuchen, welche Einrichtung der Ode in Ansehungder Strophen, vorhanden ist, und ob der Dichter einerleyArten derselben, oder mehrere, angewandt hat."

2 Scheibe, Critischer Musikus, 300-301 (588]: "Vor-nehmlich hat man auf die Abschnitte der Rede zu sehen: Dennwenn man sich etwa allein nach dem Abschnitten richten woll-te, wie sie in der ersten Strophe vorkommen, so konnte esleicht seyn, da5 man auf eine Zeile einen Schluo machte, dersich hingegen in einigen andern Strophen nicht schickten,older da man auch eine kleine Sylbendehnung oder kurze Wie-derholung in einer Zeile anbrichte, die hingegen in allenfolgenden Strophen keinesweges anzuwenden waren. Man siehtdiesen Fehler sehr oft, und so gar unsere beste Sammlungdeutscher Oden ist davon nicht ganzlich befreyet."
2 6 Scheibe, Critischer Musikus, 302 [594]: "Ein natr-lich . . . Odenmelodie mul frey, flie3end, rein und Ober-haupt natuirlich seyn, damit sie so gleich und ohne sonder-liche Mi*he auch von einem, der in der Musik unerfahren ist,kann nachgesungen werden."
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In the end, arguing the merits of Mattheson's view that

Odes and Lieder constitute "a malady of melody," "a cruel

iron collar for musical poets," over Scheibe's that they are

an "affecting" reflection of the natural seems somehow unim-

portant. Yet the debate was worth reviewing, above all for

the way in which it neatly articulates the critical poles

that will follow the German Lied throughout the whole of the

eighteenth century. Indeed, the issues amount to nothing

less than an explication of the bate noir that has always

dogged the union of music and word: what ought to come

first, the text of the poet or the musical response to that

text fashioned by the composer? In Scheibe's case, however,

it is intriguing to speculate as to whether or not his

stance is as straightforward as it might appear. In seeming

to adopt the position advocated by Gottsched--that is, that

the composer should strive for "nothing but an agreeable and

clear reading of a verse"--can one truly say the resulting

product so emphasizes the words that the music disappears?

Might we reverse Nietzsche's contention, made in relation to

Beethoven's Ninth Symphony, and say that the kind of faith-

ful subservience to words enjoined on the composer by

Scheibe drowns out music by the literal shout of words? Do

we really hear nothing of the music but only the poem writ

large? Or is a different interpretation in order? Might it

be that Scheibe's position, when faithfully followed, re-

sults more in a kind of overreaching of the purely poetic in
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favor of music? That is, does the apparent effacement of

music not give it an intensity gained through simplifica-

tion?

Although precise answers to these last questions likely

will always elude us, it is worth stressing in Scheibe's

case (Mattheson's junior by twenty-seven years) that in de-

veloping the broad critical position he did, he was attempt-

ing to bring music in line with the other arts by adopting a

platform premised on "der gute Geschmack" (good taste) and

"die besten critischen Regeln" (the best rules of criti-

cism). Rules are important, Scheibe tells us, if one is to

make music into an enlightened "science of tones" possessing

"a definite decisive goal." And what might that objective

be? The same as it is in all endeavors that aspire toward

Enlightenment, the happiness of humankind:

In as much as all scholarly knowledge and philosophy

are mutually founded on the same universal and funda-

mental purpose--namely the happiness of mankind--so it

follows that music, too, must join this ultimate aim.2 7

27 Scheibe, Critischer Musikus, 2nd ed. (Leipzig: Bern-
hard Christoph Breitkopf, 1745), 722-723: "Die Musik ist
ein Wissenschaft der Tone . . . d. i. ihrer Verhaltnisse,
. . man dieselben zu einem gewissen Endzweck bringen kann.
. . Da auch alle gelehrte Wissenschaften ihren Grund in der
Weltweisheit finden, und also gemeinschaftlich an dem allge-
meinen Endzwecke derselben, namlich an der Glickseligkeit
der Menschen, arbeiten missen; . . . so folget, daI man in
der Musik bemfihet seyn miisse, . . . um sich auch dadurch dem
allgemeinen Endzwecke. . .
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Side by side with this, Scheibe seems also to have had a na-

tionalistic motive underlying his program of rules--the 
de-

sire to close the intellectual and cultural gap he perceived

between France and Germany; just as his teacher Gottsched

had banished Barbarey from poetry and rhetoric by employing

the rules of criticism adopted from such French rationalists

as Boileau, Dubos, and Batteaux, so too he strove to oust

Barbarey from music. This he hoped to accomplish by showing

"how happy are those who pursue reason and nature with a

well-schooled power of judgment."2 8 While the same general

goals were also Mattheson's, albeit perhaps less zealously

so, the distance between his concept of song and Scheibe's

may be accounted for both from the vantage point of philoso-

phy and aesthetics, or, to adopt the term then popular,

"taste," a realm inextricably wedded to the subjective and

thus guaranteed to cause tempers to ignite. (Voltaire, in

2..Scheibe, Critischer Musikus, Erstes Stuck, 5 March

1737, 3: "Endlich ist die in den Wissenschaften herrschende

Barbarey in einigen Theilen unsers werthen Deutschlandes bey

nahe ganzlich vertilget worden. Wir sehen die Dichtkunst

und die Redekunst durch die beaten critischen Regeln in

einer so grooen Vollkommenheit, dap wir den Franzosen, die

sonst darinn allein Meister waren, nichts mehr nachgeben

dirffen. Der gute Geschmack beginnt zu herschen, und wir

fangen einmahl an dadurch zu empfinden: wie glucklich die-

jenigen sind, welche der Vernunft und der Natur in einer

wohlgepriisten Beurtheilungskraft folgen" (emphasis mine).

A true product of the Enlightenment, Scheibe--Critischer

Musikus (2nd ed.), 201-2, fn. 3--rejects any aesthetic based

solely on feeling just as he rejects the idea that one might

distinguish the good and the beautiful in the fine arts or

sciences without the faculty of understanding (die "Fshig-

keit des Verstandes").



his article on the subject for the Encylop6die, described

the lack of a taste for things good and beautiful as "a kind
of illness. A depraved artistic taste takes pleasure in
subjects that revolt well-formed minds. It prefers the bur-
lesque to the noble, the precious and affected to the simple
and natural."29) While his line of reasoning abounds with
tautologies, Scheibe grounds his definition of good taste,
just as he had his definition of what makes a good melody,
on his concept of the natural: "He possesses good taste in
music who in listening .. . . can judge immediately . . .
whether it is regular, natural, and without intellectual er-
ror. "3 0 As to the philosophical differences separating

2 9 Voltaire,, "Gocit, " Encyclop6die, ou dictionnaireraisonn6 des sciences, des arts et des m6tiers, 7 (1757):761; trans. in Music and Aesthetics in the Eighteenth andEarly Nineteenth Centuries, ed. Peter le Huray and James Day(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1981), 67.

Before Alexander Gottlieb Baumgarten's two-volume Aes-thetica, published in 1750, discourse on the feelings andsensations arising from works of art came under the subjectheading variously of "buon gusto," taste, "le bon gofit," or"der gute Geschmack." The word "aesthetics" is in fact theinvention of Baumgarten; he based it on the Greek word,atoOqmg, which means "perception by the senses." In Germany,in the generation before Baumgarten, two works of importanceon the same general topic are: Johann Ulrich Konig, Unter-suchung von dem guten Geschmack in der Dicht- und Redekunst(1727) and the third Hauptstzck frompart I of Gottsched'sVersuch einer critischen Dichtkunst, "Vom guten Geschmackeeines Poeten." Gottsched (5th ed.). 123, declares: "DieRegeln namlich, die auch in freyen Kfinsten eingefjjhret wor-den, kommen nicht auf denblo en Eigensinn der Menschen an;sondern sie haben ihren Grund in der unveranderten Natur derDinge selbst; in der Uebereinstimmung des Mannigfaltigen, inder Ordnung und Harmonie."

3 0 Scheibe, Critischer Musikus, 2nd ed, 770-71: "Es be-sitzt aber derjenige den guten Geschmack in der Musik, wel-
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Scheibe and Mattheson's position, Scheibe, somewhat surpris-

ingly for a musician perhaps, appears to have held the opin-

ion that man's innate musicality derives in a general sense

from speech. "The inclination to music actually arises from

the soul," he writes, "and I would not be incorrect in say-

ing that the first ground for music is to be sought and

found in the soul."3 1  This is so by virtue of the emotion-

laden melody indigenous to verbal utterance:

Speech requires different tones which nature and the

body itself produce . . . without the aid of art. We

raise our voice without thinking about it; we let it

fall again without noticing it; and that always happens

spontaneously without our being concerned about doing

it.a 2
............................ .................... . ......... ... .... ~.... . ................ ..........cher bey Anhorung eines musikalischen Stickes . . . so fort

urtheilen kann . . . das ist, ob es regelmiJig, natiirlich,
und ohne Verstandsfehler ist.

3 1 Scheibe, Critischer Musikus (2nd. ed.) , 48: "Es
entsteht aber die Neigung zur Musik eigentlich aus der
Seele, und ich werde nicht unrecht haben, wenn ich sage, da
in der Seele der erste Grund der Musik zu suchen, und zu
finden ist."

32 Scheibe, Critischer Musikus (2nd ed.), 51: "Die Rede
erfordert verschiedene TOne, die die Natur . . . und der
Korper selbst und ohne Hilfe der Kunst hervor bringt. Wir
erheben unsere Stimme, ohne daran zu gedenken; wir lassen
sie wieder fallen, ohne darauf Achtung zu geben; und das ge-
schiehet allemal von uns selbst, ohne uns groom zu bekuimmern,
da wir es thun mu-ssen. Die Beschaffenheit des Gemuithes, in
der wir stehen, erwecket alles dieses." Scheibe later re-
versed this position in his Abhandlung von Ursprung und Al-
ter Musik (Altona and Flensburg: Korte, 1754); there, he
expressed the opinion that music was the "older sister of
poetry."
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With this last definition in mind, let me ask a previous

question yet again. In a song in which the same music runs

under each verse of text, does the music (no matter how nat-

ural or unaffected) nullify itself to the point of becoming

the patterned sonority of words made louder, or does the re-

curring pattern of music not win for itself an intensity

through simplification? Or are both questions wrong? That

is to say, does the particular type of union of word and mu-

sic advocated by Scheibe necessarily involve a tension be-

tween the two?

In circling almost obsessively round this last clutch

of questions as I have, my reason for doing so stems not

from any desire to mimic the repetitive nature of strophic

verse; rather I have returned to these questions in order to

underscore my conviction that they do not necessarily admit

to the sorts of automatic assumptions--usually negative--

many commentators would have us believe. But of course, to

ears accustomed to Tristan und Isolde, Mahler's "Symphony of

a Thousand," or any one of a host of other epoch-making or

heaven-storming compositions, such objectivity may prove to

be something of a challenge, especially if one is convinced

in advance that they contain nothing but blanched tunes or

"anemic chords and arpeggios."33 And yet, if Rousseau was
............. 

... ............ ....... . ......... ............ ~. ... ....

33I borrow the phrase from Lawrence Kramer, "The Schu-bert Lied: Romantic Form and Romantic Consciousness," inSchubert: Critical and Analytical Studies, ed. Walter
Frisch (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1986), 201.
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even partially correct in asserting that music is more in-

teresting than the other arts "precisely because it does

more to relate man to man," objectivity, no matter how sim-

ple the music, at least ought to be attempted. "Nature in-
spires songs, not harmonies (accords]," Rousseau movingly

insisted:

She inspires melody, not harmony. . . . As soon as vo-

cal signs strike your ear, they announce to you a being

like yourself. They are, so the speak, the voice of

the soul. If you hear them in the wilderness, they

tell you you are not there alone.3 4

In its context, the remark is used to encapsulate "tradi-tional descriptions of Schubert's songs" and they way theycontrast to the anemic chords and arpeggios of earlier Liedcomposers like Reichardt, Zumsteeg, and Zelter." Kramercontinues: "My purpose in this essay is not to declarethese explanations wrong, but to get beyond the limits im-posed by their static, merely descriptive rightness." Onemight posit that Schubert's Lieder do not need to effectsuch pejorative comparisons; that is to say, their strengthsdoes not require this mode of helping hand.
3 4 Rousseau, Essai sur l'origine des langues, 210; 208-209: "On voit part l& peinture est plus pres de la nature,et que la musique tient plus A l'art humain. On sent aussique l'une int6resse plus que l'autre, pr6cis6ment parcequ'elle rapproche plus L'homme de l'homme." "La nature . .inspire des chantes et non des accords, elle dicte de lam6lodie et non de l'harmonie. . . . Mais sitot que dessignes vocaux frappent votre oreille, ils vous announcent un6tre semblable A vous;- ils sont, pour ainsi dire, les or-ganes de l'Ame; et, s'ils vous preignent aussi la solitude,ils vous disent que vous n'y 6tre pas seul."
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1

In turning now to a brief analysis of two song settings

of Hagedorn's An die Freude, let us begin where Scheibe pro-

poses one start, with a consideration of a poem's form and

content. Divided into five stanzas, Hagedorn's text clings

to the following accent and rhyme scheme:

Rhyme

I. -- v -- v -- v -- v

-v -a

2. -- v -- v -- v -- v b

3. -- v -- v -- v -- v b

4. -- v -- v -- v -- a

Freude, GOttinn edler Herzen!

Hore mich.

Lao die Lieder, die hier schallen,

Dich vergrossern, dir gefallen:

Was hier tonet, tont durch dich.

Muntre Schwester sisser Liebe!

Himmels-Kind. [5]

Kraft der Seelen! Halbes Leben!

Ach! was kann das Glick uns geben,

Wenn man dich nicht auch gewinnt?
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Stumme HU-ter todter Schtze

Sind nur reich. [9]

Dem, der keinen Schatz bewachet,

Sinnreich scherzt und singt und lachet,

Ist kein karger K6nig gleich.

Gib den Kennern, die dich ehren,

Neuen Muth: (13]

Neuen Scherz den regen Zungen,

Neue Fertigkeit den Jungen,

Und den Alten neues Blut.

Du erheiterst, holde Freude!

Die Vernunft. (17]

Flieh, auf ewig, die Gesichter

Aller finstern Splitter-Richter

Und die ganze Heuchler-Zunfte

(Joy, goddess of noble hearts! hear me. Let the
songs that here resound, enhance and please you: What
sounds here comes from you.

Joy, cheerful sister of sweet love! child of
heaven! the strength of hearts! half of life! Oh!
what can (mere) happiness give to us, when one does not
also win you?
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Silent guardians of lifeless treasures are merely

wealthy. Yet those who watch over no treasure, (but

rather who) sagely jest, sing, and laugh--no miserly

king is the equal.

To the pundits who cherish you, give new courage!

New wit to the tongues that (would) sway, new dexterity

to the young, and to the old, new vitality.

Gracious joy you brighten reason! Forever evade

the face of ominous fault-finders and the guild of

hypocrisy and falseness!]

Although of dissimilar length, the first and last lines of

each strophe, containing eleven and seven syllables respec-

tively, are related to one another in that each ends with

the same rhyme and an accented syllable; the two enclosed

lines, that is the second and third lines of each strophe,

terminate in feminine endings and comprise eight syllables.

Modest to a fault, and likely for a great many readers

disappointing when compared to the admittedly more sophisti-

cated verse cultivated by poets in the latter eighteenth

century, by Hagedorn's own self-imposed standards the poem

succeeds remarkably well. It possesses an "easy and flow-

ing" mien and clearly stays within the bounds of "one uni-

form and simple Design." Moreover, it attains "Smoothness"

while probing but a "single Thought," namely the praises of

the poet's goddess of Joy. Unambiguously set forth, the
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tone of that praise is at once established in the opening

line in the revelation that the Freude Hagedorn has in mind

is one that is venerated by "noble hearts." In keeping with

the mandate of "one uniform and simple Design," to the ex-

tent there is any real progression it is largely cumulative

rather than syntactical. In fact, Hagedorn is so faithful

to his "single Thought" that he eschews physical imagery al-

together. What is more, given that he envisions his reader

as a person "capable of understanding and feeling the lan-

guage of the passions, of contentment, of Joy, [and] of ten-

derness," he takes the liberty of dispensing not only with

the physical presence of a protagonist but also of any sense

of time or place.3 5 Such abstract clarity of structure

serves the larger aim of clarity of thought. Thus one

learns that Hagedorn's goddess is at once "the strength of

hearts!," the "half of life!" (stanza 2),, as well as a

source of inner strength far surpassing the more transitory

joys of life or physical wealth (stanza 3). To those who

will cherish her Freude gives "new courage" (stanza 4); and

lastly, in keeping with the tenets of Enlightenment, tenets

Hagedorn himself is seeking to further, his goddess of Joy

35 Oden und Lieder, "Vorbericht," quoted here from
Sfiamtliche Poetische Werke, xviii: "Was diese kleinen Ge-
dichte anbetrifft; so wfirde es ihnen vortheilhaft seyn, wenn

sie nur der grossen Welt und, vor allen, denen gefielen,
welche die Sprache der Leidenschaften, der Zufriedenheit,
der Freude, der Zirtlichkeit . . .so zu verstehen und zu
empfinden wissen."
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is empowered to "brighten reason." And while the disparity

in line length between the first and fourth lines of each

stanza may at first seem unmotivated, one must remember

Hagedorn is aiming for "regularity." Outwardly superfluous

although the phrases "H-re mich" and "Himmels-Kind!" in

lines 1 and line 5 may at first appear, the strophic nature

of the entire poem demands something in both spots in order

to balance the antecedent and consequent phrases in the

first lines of stanzas 4 and 5 and the completion of thought

launched in the opening 'line of stanza 3. In the first

stanza Hagedorn even manages to turn this seeming pitfall

into an advantage given that the phrase "Hore mich" achieves

a kind of affective parallelism with the concluding line of

the strophe: "Was hier tonet, tbnt durch dich."

First published in 1742, Hagedorn's An die Freude ap-

pears to have been set to music for the first time two years

later by Johann Valentin Gorner,36 one of Hamburg's leading

composers and Director of Music at the city's Cathedral

(beginning in 1756); nine years later it was again set, this

time by Carl Heinrich Graun, Fredrick the Great's

3 6 GOrner's setting was published in the Sammiung NeuerOden und Lieder (Hamburg: Johann Carl Bohn, 1744) and wasgiven pride of place as the opening number of the secondvolume (volume I had appeared in 1742). Biographical infor-mation on Gorner may be found in Die Musik in Geschichte undGegenwart, ed. Friedrich Blume (Kassel and Basel: Birenrei-ter-Verlag, 1956), 5:cols 427-29; and The New Grove Dic-tionary of Music and Musicians, ed. Stanley Sadie (London:
Macmillan, 1980), 5:542.
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Kapellmeister in Berlin.3 7  On first inspection the two set-

tings give the impression of ably mirroring Scheibe's con-

viction that Lieder ought to aspire not to a "bombastic and

confused style" but rather to one "natural." Gorner's set-

ting (ex. 1) encompasses a scant twenty-two bars in duple

meter while Graun's (ex. 2) embraces even less, a mere

twenty measures of 3/8 time. But brevity is likely not the

most striking feature common to these songs. Far more note-

worthy, particularly to readers encountering such music for

the first time, are their uncomplicated, almost spartan tex

37 Graun's setting was first published in Oden mit Melo-
dien, ed. Christian Gottfried Krause and Karl Wilhelm Ram-
ler, Erster Theil (Berlin: Friedrich Wilhelm Birnstiel,
1753), 1. Although the collection was issued without attri-
butions to either poets or composers, Friedrich Wilhelm
Marpurg identified both in his Historische-Kritische Bey-
trage zur Aufnahme der Musik, 1 (Berlin: Johann Jacob
Schi1Pen, 1754): 55-57. He further noted that the collection
had "bereits in verschiednen Offenlichen Blattern mit so
vielem Ruhm angekfindiget, und von Kennern mit so vielem Bey-
falle aufgenommen worden. . . " (been greeted with much
praise in many different publications and taken up by con-
noisseurs with much applause). Biographical information onGraun may be in Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart,
5:cols 710-20; and New Grove, 5:644-46. The latter con-
tains exactly one sentence devoted to Graun's work as a
Lieder composer. For vague indeterminacy, the result obvi-
ously of knowing not a single one of Graun's songs, it
stands as something of a model: "A few of he songs and odesmade a good impression among similar works of the Berlin
school." It is perhaps worth noting that Graun, along withJ. S. Bach, Handel, and Telemann, was a member of Lorenz
Christoph Mizler's Korrespondierenden Sozietat der Musi-calischen Wissenschaften (Corresponding Society of the Musi-cal Sciences). Upon admittance, each member of the society
was required to present his portrait; although recently
called into question, it is thought that Bach presented thesociety with the well-known portrait of him by Elias Gottlob
Haussmann.
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tures. Less immediately apparent, at least when considered,

say, in relation to the Lieder of Schubert, is what is miss-

ing from both songs: the framing technique of mood-setting

introductions and postludes for piano alone. And notice the

piano accompaniments! Far from commenting or elaborating

upon--or even echoing--the poem, they provide the barest of

supports. Thus on first glance, Gbrner and Graun's settings

would seem to have but one purpose: to convey the words of

the poet. (The visual appearance notwithstanding, in the

case of Gorner's setting the bass line is figured thereby

insuring a somewhat fuller texture in actual performance.

While such indications are lacking in Graun's setting, in

all likelihood some form of realization would have been pro-

vided. Assuming it is not merely fanciful, yet another per-

formance possibility is suggested in the frontispiece of the

collection containing Graun's setting (see frontispiece--

Fig. 3--to this chapter]: a singer, variously a viola da

gamba, cello, or violone to perform the bass line, and a

flute, presumably weaving a line beneath the voice.3 8 )

38 What to do with the accompaniment in the great bulk
of German eighteenth-century Lieder is by no means an easy
question to answer. As it happens, one is forced to ask
whether accompaniment is even the right word in view of the
fact that singer and keyboard player frequently were one and
the same, a point surely reflected in such titles as Lieder
am Clavier (Songs at the Keyboard). Indeed, in the preface
of the Auserlesene Oden zum Singen beym Clavier, vom Herrn
Capellmeister Graun und einigen andern guten Meistern--
Choice Odes to Sing at the Keyboard...--(Berlin: A Wever,
1764) the editors pointedly ask: "Weil man in Deutschland
haben will, die nicht allein gesungen, sondern auch auf dem
Claviere gespeilt werden kbnnen: wurde es nicht da unge-
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Although the frugal textures and lack of piano intro-

ductions or postludes go a long way toward throwing emphasis

on the words of the poem, there nevertheless are elements in

both songs that cause one to wonder if the presiding person-

ality or "persona," to borrow Edward T. Cone's suggestive

phrase, is necessarily always the poet.3 9 In Grner's set-

ting this is to be seen in his apparent disregard for the

poem's strophic design; that is, to the extent that his set-

ting is strophic, one would have to call it "da capo-like

strophic design," or something to that effect, given that he

ignores the poet's indication as to where each strophe

reimt sein, den Geschmack der Franzosen in ihren faden
Trink- und Liebesliedern copieren zu wollen?" (Since in
Germany one must be able to sing not alone but rather per-
form from the keyboard, does it then not prove absurd to
copy the vacuous taste of the French in their drinking and
love songs?. The implication being that the French per-
formed such songs without accompaniment at all.) Given that
such songs were directed at the burgeoning class of amateur
performers, simple "accompaniments" were probably greatly
appreciated. In general, the keyboardist was expected to
fashion the accompaniment in such a way so that it would not
double the voice line. See, for example, the preface to Jo-
hann Wilhelm H&a"ler's Clavier- und Singstcicke verschiedener
Art, 2 parts (Erfurt and Leipzig: Author, 1782). C. P. E.
Bach, fearful that his songs might be clumsily realized, at-
tempted to circumvent the problem altogether by providing
the realization himself. In the preface to his Herrn Pro-
fessor Gellerts Geistliche Oden und Lieder (Berlin: Georg
Ludwig. Winter, 1758) he wrote: "Ich habe meinen Melodien die
nothige Harmonie und Manieren beygef~gt. Auf dies Art habe
ich sie der Willkiihr eines steifen General-Bao-Spielers
nicht iberlassen dfirfen" (I have added the necessary har-
monies and ornaments to my melodies. In this way I have not
had to relinquish them to the whimsy of bumbling figured
bass players) .

39 Edward T. Cone, The Composer's Voice (Berkeley: Uni-
versity of California Press, 1974), 20-40.
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should end by calling for a reprise of the opening eight

measures and thus the poetic first line of each strophe

(indicated by the sign "V. An." at the conclusion of measure

15, an abbreviation for Vom Anfang, i.e., from the begin-

ning). Assuming G-rner's performers were dedicated enough

to render all five of Hagedorn's strophes, the listener thus

would hear the first eight measures a total of ten times--

something Mattheson no doubt would have been all too happy

to pronounce "wearisome." In Graun's setting, although he

effects nothing quite so radical as this, the purely musical

nonetheless again intrudes for the simple reason that he

projects his song within the topical framework of the min-

uet, and a rather galant minuet at that.4 0 In sum, in both

Gorner and Graun's settings it would seem that the music is

not so self effacing after all.

The obvious question is of course whether this lack of

effacement ought to be seen as a fault. That is, do the

above-mentioned devices in Gorner and Graun's settings con-

flict with what we might term the textual persona? Do they
40I base this statement on the findings of Wye JamisonAllanbrook, who, in her Rhythmic Gesture in Mozart: LeNozze di Figaro and Don Giovanni (Chicago: University ofChicago Press, 1983), 22, observes that the time-signature

of 3/8, the meter of Graun's An die Freude, stands at the
outermost extreme of meters encountered within eigthteenth-century music--9/16 and 9/32, she says, are mentioned onlyas "theoretical possibilities." In a footnote, she goes onto quote from Johann Philipp Kirnberger, who in his DieKunst des reinen Satzes in der Musik (Berlin, 1771-79),
2:133, describes the affect of 3/8 as "a gaiety with a wan-
ton quality."
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succeed in deflecting attention from the rhetoric, rhythm,

and imagery of the text, thereby negating the Lied's primary

reason for being proposed above by Gottsched when he de-

clared that the musician ought to strive for "nothing but an

agreeable and clear reading of a verse"?

Measured against Scheibe's criteria, G8rner's setting,

while one hesitates to deploy his word "wretched," on the

surface at least, emerges as potentially problematic. Even

making allowances for the early date of the setting and the

reality that Lieder composers in the 1740s were venturing

into uncharted territory, one could plausibly argue that

Gorner displays a marginal awareness of the poem's overall

form and content.4 1 Yet in other ways the setting would

seem to satisfy almost all of Scheibe's other recommenda-

tions: unaccented syllables in the poem coincide with weak

beats in the music and the melodic line holds to "a moderate

range," and is "flowing." The repeat of the poem's opening

line in the music's second phrase (mm. 5-7), while superflu-

ous from the perspective of the poetry, is effective in mak-

ing possible the balanced antecedent-consequent phrase de-

sign of the first half of the setting and, even more cru-

4 1 1n fact, the only models were opera arias and the
type of Lieder composed by Johann Siegmund Scholze, alias
Sperontes. The latter, delightful although many are, show a
marked predilection for dance tunes and forms. What is
more, given that Sperontes's procedure was to add poetry to
a preexisting instrumental piece, any meaningful coordina-
tion of poetry and music thus would be fortuitous.
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cial, following the antecedent phrase's half cadence in m.

4, in preparing for the tonic cadence in m. 8. The repeat

of the first line of text also makes good melodic sense:

whereas the melody in the antecedent phrase rises from a' to

e2 the consequent phrase reverses the procedure, moving from

e2 back to al .42 (Note the zestful use of the descending

seventh in the melody in m. 6.) Intriguing enough, it is

only when one turns to the special requirements of coordi-

nating harmony and phrase structure that Gorner's unassuming

little song shows itself to be something more than the work

of an inexperienced dilettante. As it happens, in crafting

a symmetrical poem with varying line lengths and a rhyme

pattern a b b a, Hagedorn may be said to have presented the

composer with a somewhat knotty problem. If the composer is

to honor the poet's plan at all the question emerges where

to place the major musical caesuras and at the same time

compose a song with any kind of coherent phrase structure?43
42 In citing pitch names--when the specific register isimportant--I have adopted the system suggested by D. KernHoloman, Writing About Music: A Style Sheet from the Edi-tors of 19th-Century Music (Berkeley: University of Cali-fornia Press, 1988), 7. Thus middle C is c', the C an oc-tave above, c2 .

43 Christian Gottfried Krause, a writer we shall en-counter again in Chapter V of this study, in his Von derMusikalischen Poesie, expressed the opinion, 114-15: "Weilnun bey einer gesungenen Ode, Musik und Poesie mit einanderverbunden sind, so sollten auch die rhetorischen Einschnittein allen Strophen auf einerley Stellen gleich seyn, so dap,wenn zum Exempel am Ende der vierten Zeile in der erstenStrophe ein Semicolon stehet, dergleichen auf dieser Stelleebenfalls in allen folgenden Strophen vorkommen mfi0te.Allein man kann die Beobachtung dieser leztern Regel nicht
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The chief challenge is of course posed by the disparity in

line length between lines 1 and 2 and the two internal lines

ending with unaccented syllables. Ought one to stretch the

two enclosed middle lines over eight measures of music? If

so, what should be done with the last line of text--stretch

it too over eight bars of music? And how is one to accommo-

date the eleven syllables of line 1? In sum, odd and

monotonous although it may at first seem, Gorner's da capo-

like strophic design is perhaps not so muddled after all.

And at least in one sense the musical repeat of the first

line of text signalled by the Vom Anfang may be said to be

motivated by the language of the poem: a literal echo in

the first strophe of the imagery of resounding songs and

their specified source; in the second strophe of the Joy

that transcends ordinary happiness; in the third the Joy

greater than mere earthly riches; and in the last the Joy

that brightens reason and forever resists hypocrisy. In

fact, given the static harmony of the song's second half--

i.e., the reiterated low Es in the bass--Gorner is able to

mit Strenge fordern, weil man sonst auch verlangen mn1*te,
dap die Accente der Worte und der Nachdruk der Rede, allemal
auf gleichen Sylbenf5-Pen aller Strophen seyn solle. . . .
(Because in an Ode music and poetry are joined with each
other, the rhetorical caesuras should ensue in identical
places in all strophes, so that, for example, if a semicolon
occurs at the end of the fourth line in the first strophe,
the same also should appear at this place in all subsequent
strophes. However, strict attention of this last rule can-
not be demanded, because otherwise it also should be re-
quired that word accents and oratorical emphases should al-
ways be on the same poetic foot in all strophes. . . .).
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turn the reprise of the first eight measures into a kind of

virtue; grinding away on a nominal dominate pedal point as

he does, the listener is likely to welcome any sort of

change, even one involving wholesale reprise. Viewed in

this way, the ten-fold musical repetition of the Lied's

first eight measures emerges in a different light, for the

music mirrors not only the poem's structure, it also takes

language "at its word. "44

Although the means are vastly different, the end re-

sult, of music taking language "at its word," is in many

ways the same in Graun's setting.4 5 Graun responds to the
. .... ....-........ .....I. .......I.......... .. . .......

44I borrow this phrase from Thrasybulos Georgiades- seefurther his article "Lyric as Musical Structure: Schubert'sWandrers Nachtlied ("Ober allen Gipfeln, " D. 768),, trans.Marie Louise G6llner, in Schubert Critical and AnalyticalStudies, 93: "Musical structure is created when language iscaptured as something real, when it is taken 'at its
word. '".

45 For reasons not at all clear, either Ramler--the sameRamler who supplied Graun with the libretto for Der TodJesu--or Graun himself saw fit to make a number of changesin Hagedorn's poem for the publication Oden mit Melodien
(Krause presumably was responsible only for editing the mu-sic of this collection). This may be seen by comparing thetext as included in Ex. 2 with the text given above at thestart of the discussion of Hagedorn's An die Freude. Instanza 1 Ramler changes "edler Herzen" to "muntrer Jugend"(bright youths); "dich vergro8oen, dir" to "deinen Kindernwohl" (let the songs that here resound please] thy chil-dren). In stanza 2: "Muntrer Schwester" becomes "HoldeSchwester" (lovely sister); "Himmels-Kind" becomes "Gliickder Welt" (happiness of the world); and in place of thestanza's next three lines one finds "Denn was kan in unsermLeben / Uns des Glickes GOttinn geben, / Was man nicht durchdich erhalt?" (then what can the goddess of happiness bestowon us when one is not maintained by you?). Stanza 3 is pre-served intact. In stanza 4 "Neuen Mut" becomes "Neue Glut"(new zest), while the rest of the stanza is changed to "NeueSchonheit gib den Schonen, / Neuen Scherz den jungen Sohnen,
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potential snag posed by the dissimilarity in line length and

the two internal lines ending with unaccented syllables by

creating a Lied made up of five four-bar phrases: with the

exception of the first two phrases, which he devotes to the

first line of text, each phrase is matched by a single line

of poetry. Yet notice the way in which his setting resem-

bles Gbrner's, that is, observe how through harmony Graun

divides his Lied into two constituent halves. The first

part corresponds to the first eight measures and the second

part to the remainder of the song. Through these two sec-

tions the two main poles of the work's key--tonic and domi-

nant--are set forth in opposition. The first section of

course begins in the tonic and ends on the dominant, while

the second section, after an unexpected bit of harmonic pi-

quancy in the region of A minor beginning in m. 9, reaffirms

the tonic in mm. 15-16.

This cosmetic similarity aside, on the whole one is in-

clined to say that his solution is more successful than

Garner's. This would appear to be especially true when cor-

related with the criteria laid down by Gottsched, that is

that in setting a poem the composer ought to strive for

"nothing but an agreeable and clear reading of a verse,

....... ..... . ....... ~....... 
........ . .... ...

Und den Vitern junges Blut!" (new beauty yields new beau-
ties, new wit to young sons, and to [our] elders young
blood!). Stanza 5 is changed to "Aber fliehe der Bacchanten
Unvernunft; Fliehe, Gottinn, die Gesichter" (But flee from
drunken lack of reason, flee, goddess, [this] countenance).
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which consequently must match the nature and content of the

words." To begin, we may note that in the second half of

Gorner's setting the formal function of the verbs schallen

and gefallen are not matched by a corresponding formal func-

tion in the music. In Graun's setting the verbs are marked

by a momentary pause in the melody (in each case an eighth

rest) and, even more significantly, by the formal function

of a cadence, in m. 11-12 one on A Minor (preceded by vii of

A minor in mm. 9-10), and in m. 16 one on the tonic (pre-

faced by vii of I). Notice, too, the resourceful way in

which the opening eight measures flow into the second eight

bars as well as the way Graun achieves overall coherence

while simultaneously signalling the change in poetic rhyme

underlying mm. 9-16. Continuity is achieved by the echo of
the characteristic rhythm of the voice, first heard in mm.

1-2-- 8 -- in mm. 9-10 and again in mm.
13-14; the shift in rhyme is highlighted both by the har-

monic movement away from the tonic and, even more com-

pelling, the sequential repetition of mm. 9-12 (both melody

and harmony) in mm. 13-16. And finally, unlike Gorner, who

prosaically couples lines 2-4 of the poem, Graun turns the

poetic rhyme between lines 1 and 4 into the musical and dra-

matic high point of the entire song in that he dovetails the

arrival of line 4 of the poem with regaining of the tonic.

But this is not all. Following the cadential G in the voice

in m. 16, the melody is made to suddenly jump up an octave
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for the start of the last line of text. Moreover, for the

first time in the Lied the voice breaks out of the patterned

repetition of the distinctive opening rhythmic figure.

Although one might plausibly argue that Gorner's melody

is smoother and more flowing than Graun's, it will not do to

accuse the latter of failing to match unaccented syllables

in the text with weak beats or short note values. Thus,

while the accented syllable in G-ttinn (line 1 of the poem,

m. 2 of the song) is made to coincide with an eighth note

followed by a quarter, that is a shorter note valued fol-

lowed by a longer note value, notice that the ostensibly

shorter note is approached by a leap of a major sixth and

left by descending stepwise motion: modified versions of the

same figure are to be seen in mm. 4 (Jugend), 10, (Lieder),

and 14 (Kinder). The shorter note value in every instance

falls on the strong beat of the measure and, what is more,

assuming the performer possesses any sort of musical sensi-

tivity, an interpolated breathe surely ought to be taken af-

ter each eighth note in keeping with the rhythmic elan un-

derlying each two-bar subgrouping in the first, third, and

fourth musical phrases. And so, Graun has devised an eas-

ily-remembered tune, dressed it with "an elegant and unaf-

fected Turn of Wit", and at the same time has ingeniously

made it possible for a comparatively "shorter" note to seem

longer than the ensuing "longer" note. In just this way,

then, he has safely avoided the perils of "overweening orna-
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ment" and ably succeeded in creating a "little Image" in mu-

sic marked by "Purity of Stile," "Smoothness" and "nice

Touches."



CHAPTER V

GENRE?

In lingering over Gbrner and Graun's ostensibly unpre-

tentious Lieder, I have done so not in order to suggest they

are lost masterpieces from the past nor to imply they are

necessarily more noteworthy than the literally thousands of

equally simple strophic songs composers began writing around

this time, but rather to provide a frame of reference for

the musical counterpart of what in Chapter II I dubbed the

cult of joy.' And in launching Chapter IV I suggested that

the so-called Freude tune from the Finale of Beethoven's

Ninth Symphony shares certain broad features with the main-

stream of eighteenth-century Lieder. Not only that, in the

opening Chapter I audaciously asserted that the musical set-

'Volume 1 of Friedlaender's 1902 Das deutsche Lied im18. Jahrhundert is devoted to a check-list of almost 800songs published between 1736, when Sperontes issued hisSingende Muse an der Pleisse, and 1799. Each year broughtan even greater number of songs. In 1826, Gottfried WilhelmFink, from the pages of the Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung(January 25), 28. Jahrgang, No. 4, column 56, asked: "Istwohl je eine Zeit im Fache der Lieder reicher und mannig-facher gewesen, als unsere Zeit. . . ?" (Has there even beenan age more prolific in song than ours?) Later the sameyear, in response to the publication of more than a hundredLieder in a single month, the journal's editors declaredthey henceforth would be able to review only a small portionof the ever-growing number of songs. Needless to say, notall of these songs were strophic.

199
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tings of the An die Freude poems by Hagedorn and Schiller

might be viewed from the standpoint of genre. But how, ex-

cept in the vaguest of ways, is such a genre possible?

"Ungekfinstelte Gesange" although they surely are, to what

degree do Gorner and Graun's songs "Frohlichkeit vermehrt"

(augment joyfulness), or set in motion "die Zartlichkeit der

Unschuld und die ri-hrende Freude der einfiltigen Natur" (the

tenderness of virtue and the touching joy of unadorned na-

ture)? Suppose Gorner and Graun had used the same music to

set completely different poems--I might as well pick an ex-

treme example--say poems mourning the death of a pet bird?Z

How would this affect my purported genre?

Depending of course on whom you asked, the question

could be answered in a variety of ways. One could insist

that the relationship between text and music is necessarily

absolute, that music is somehow able to "translate" the po-

etic text into a different but still recognizable mode of

communication.3 Or one could argue that the connection is
2 Mock humorous although it may seem, German poets, be-ginning around the middle of the eighteenth century, devel-oped something of a mania for sentimental poems lamentingthe death of a cherished bird. For example, Ramler penned atribute to a quail, while Friedrich Matthisson bemoaned alost starling, and Johann Martin Miller a dove. In 1771Ludwig Heinrich Christian Holty, whose 1773 poem An den Mondthe young Beethoven would set in 1790, wrote an elegy "Aufden Tod einer Nachtigall." Not surprisingly, there wereverses for dearly-departed lapdogs, cats, and sundry otherfowl and creatures.

3 Thus Carl Friedrich Zelter, in a letter of January 10,1824, wrote to Goethe: "Above all I respect the form of thepoem and try to perceive my poet therein, since I imagine
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at best always one of generalized association. Then again,

it might be possible to build upon a mode of thinking re-

cently put forward by Lucien Dallenbach when he claims that

some artworks are "neither opaque nor transparent," but ex-

ist "in a form of double meaning."4 Dallenbach in fact pro-

ceeds to build on precisely this when he writes that this

double meaning "implies two different operations": "a re-

duction (or structuring by embedding), and an elaboration of

the referential paradigm (or structuring by projecting a

metaphorical 'equivalent' onto the syntagmatic axis)."5

Here, I propose to restrict the purview solely to the time

period of my professed genre.

--........-........ .......... ...................... ... ... ...... ............ -. . ........... ............. . ......... ...

that he, in his capacity as poet, conceived a melody hover-
ing before him. If I can enter into rapport with him, and
divine his melody so well that he himself feels at home with
it, then our melody will indeed be satisfying." Trans. by
Edward T. Cone, "Words into Music: The Composer's Approach
to the Text," in Music: A View from Delft. Selected Es-
says, ed. Robert P. Morgan (Chicago and London: The Univer-
sity of Chicago Press, 1989), 116. Cone's essay was first
published in Sound and Poetry, ed. Northrop Fry, English In-
stitute Essays (New York: Columbia University Press, 1956),
3-15. As a comparison of Zelter's reflection on the German
Lied and those expressed by Krause below would seem to high-
light, the individual members of the Berlin Lied School were
not always in accord as to how such matters ought to be ad-
dressed.

4 Lucien D allenbach. The Mirror and the Text, trans.
Jeremy Whiteley and Emma Hughes (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1989), 44.

5 DAIllenbach, The Mirror and the Text, 56. 1 shall re-
turn to this idea below.
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Preoccupied as writers in the eighteenth century were

with "die besten critischen Regeln," it can come as no sur-
prise that such rules extended to music and, even more spe-
cifically, to the development of guidelines for determining

how music might partake of "the same universal and fundamen-

tal purpose" of "all scholarly knowledge and philosophy":

happiness. Johann Adam Hiller, lampooning the era's pen-

chant for categorization in 1774, voiced his wariness--and

weariness--of this compulsion in no uncertain terms:

Anyone who desires more divisions of style...

can gain ample gleanings from Walther's musical Lexikon

in the article Stylus. . . . Our dear ancestors never

lacked for classifications, and if sometimes they

drifted into another branch (of learning], still there

was no end to the classifying. . . . Everything we

classify according to the expression and character of a

piece, they associate with Style. They had a . . . se-

vere, an expressive, an honorable, a tender, a moving,

even a base and cringing style.6

6 Johann Adam Hiller, Anweisung zum musikalisch-rich-tigen Gesange (Leipzig: Johann Friedrich Junius, 1774), An-hang, S 9, 212-13: "Wer noch mehr Eintheilungen des Stylsti. der kann in Wal thers musikalischem Lexico, unter dem Ar-tikel Stylus, noch eine reiche Nachlese halten. . . . Un-sere lieben Vorsahren lien es nie an Eintheilungen fehlen,und wenn sie sich manchmal in ei anderes Fach verirrten, soward des Eintheilens kein Ende. . . . Alles, was wir unterdem Ausdrucke und dem Character eines Sticks verstehen, zo-
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What is more, as Hiller himself was all too aware, they also

had a joyous style.

Hagedorn, likely the earliest chronicler of this style,

declared in his Abhandlungen von den Liedern der alten

Griechen (Essays on the Lieder of the Ancient Greeks) that

only "drey Sachen bewegen uns zum Singen: Der Schmerz, die

Freude, und die Begeisterung" (three things move us to sing:

sorrow, joy, and rapture). The second of these, Die Freude,

gives rise to fervent movements; persons of simple man-

ners are inspired to leap and dance; [while] at present

this does not extend to rational and serious persons,

it nonetheless certainly does bring forth singing.7

gen sie mit zum Style. Sie hatten einen lustigen, scharfen,
ausdrackenden, ehrbaren, zartlichen, bewegenden, sogar einen
niedertrichtigen und kriechenden Styl."

7 Hagedorn, Abhandlungen von den Liedern der alten
Griechen. At present I have been unable to determine pre-
cisely when Hagedorn's Essays were first published. Never-
theless, they certainly were by 1744, for they are mentioned
in the anonymously-authored Vorbericht, surely by Hagedorn
himself, to the Sammlung Neuer Oden und Lieder (Hamburg,
1744), the aforementioned collection of songs by Gorner; as
it happens, the collection is devoted exclusively to musical
settings of poems by Hagedorn (entire passages in the pref-
ace to.the song collection are derived from the preface to
Hagedorn's Oden und Lieder) . The quote here from the Ab-
handlungen von den Liedern der alten Griechen is taken from
Des Herrn Friedrichs von Hagedorn Smmtliche Poetische Werke
(1757), Dritter Teil, 186-87: "Die Freude verursacht heft-
ige Bewegungen; Leute von schlechter Lebensart treibet sie
zum Springen und Tanzen: so weit gehen nun zwar verninf-
tigere und gesetztere Personen nicht; aber sie bringt sie
doch gewip zum Singen." Note well that Hagedorn uses the
word Singen here and not Lieder.
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Mattheson in fact took the position that the most compelling

purpose of

Music is the science and art of sensibly ordering, sat-

isfactorily joining, and delightfully bringing forth

skillful and agreeable sounds, so that through their

euphony the glory of God and all (the] virtues are pro-

moted.

The literary critic and author Christoph Friedrich Nicolai

agreed. In listening to music, he revealed,

Ein edles Mitleid rahrt mich schon.

Die Freude starmt in iedem Strich,

Und ieder Ton schallt von Vergniigen,

Und ieder Ton begeistert mich.9

GMattheson, Der vollkommene Capellmeister, part 1,
chapter 2, 15: "Die Music sey eine Wissenschaft und
Kunst, geschickte und angenehme Klinge, kli*glich zu stellen,
richtig an einander zu figen, und lieblich heraus zu brin-
gen, damit durch ihren Wollaut Gottes Ehre und alle Tugenden
befordert werden." Elsewhere, e.g., part 2, chapter 4,66, Mattheson reflected that "Der Endzweck unsrer musickal-
ischen Arbeit ist, nichst Gottes Ehre, das Vergnu-gen und dieBewegnung der Zuhorer" (Next to the glory of God, the goalof our musical toil is the pleasing and moving of the lis-
tener).

gNicolai, Briefe Ober den itzigen Zustand der sch6nen
Wissenschaften in Deutschland (Berlin: J. C. Kleyb, 1755;facsimile reprint. Berlin: Gebriider Paetel, 1894), 22.
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(A noble sympathy plainly moves me. [. . . J Joy

rushes through every bow stroke, and every tone rever-

berates with pleasure, and every tone fills me with en-

thusiasm.)

Such is the case, Johann Georg Sulzer reasoned in the seven-

column article on Freude set down in his prodigious Allge-

meine Theorie der sch6nen Ku-nste, because

Joy is a noble faculty penetrating the soul with plea-

sures; it originates in an extraordinary or abrupt

feeling of happiness. It seems to be the most lofty

goal of humankind. . . . Since it stems from the imag-

ination . . . it yields itself up completely to present

enjoyment. Thus it happens that while a person is

nourished by Joy he will be a good-natured, pleasing

and thoroughly agreeable individual.10

Because "this feeling (i.e., the disposition toward Joy] has

considerable influence on the character of a people .

the affect of Joy is thus an excellent objective in lyric

poetry and music." In fact, "songs concerned with public

10 "Freude. (Sch-ne Kinste.)," Allgemeine Theorie der
Schonen Ku-nste, 2:267: "Die Freude ist ein hoher, die Seele
durchdringender Grad des Vergnfigens, das aus einem ungew~hn-
lichen, order plotzlichen Gefi-hl der Glikseligkeit [sic]
entsteht. Sie scheinet das hochste Ziel der Winsche des
Menschen zu seyn. . . . Da sie aus der Vorstellung ent-
steht, . . . iberl&-t sich ganz dem gegenwrtigen Genu3.
Daher kommt es, dap der Mensch, indem er die Freude genie3t,
ein gutmu-thiges, gefalliges und durchaus angenehmes GeschOpf
ist."



celebrations of Joy can lay claim to being artworks of the
first order."''

Christian Gottfried Krause, writing in his 1752 Von der
Musikalischen Poesie (On Musical Poetry), was even more em-
phatic. Music arose from the feeling of Joy, he insisted:

"Die Freude . . . ist der erste Quell der Musik" (Joy is the
primary source of music). Indeed, "Die Freude lehrte die

ersten Menschen singen," (Joy taught the first people to
sing).12 Not only this, but "as soon as the poverty of the
language at that time permitted," primeval mankind

strove to combine rational words [sinnreiche Worte]

with tunes in order to make the latter all the more un-

derstandable. And thus it happened that Lieder--the

"Al1gemeine Theorie der Sch6nen KCnste, 2:267-68:"Da3 ein ganzes Volk seine Glukseligkeit erkenne und sichderselben erfreue, ist in mehrern Absichten wichtig; weildieses Gefiihl sehr vortheilhaften Einfluo auf den Charakterdieses Volks und auf seine Handlungen hat. . . . Der Affektder Freude ist also vorzt-glich ein Gegenstand der lyrischenDichtkunst und der Musik; und die Gesange, die fur 8f f ent-liche Freudenfeste gemacht werden, k6nnen unter den Werkender Kunst auf den ersten Rang Anspruch machen."

I 2 Krause, Von der Musikalischen Poesie, 92, 2. MartinLuther had described music as a "Vorschmack himmlischerFreude" (foretaste of heavenly Joy): "sie allein nach derTheologie das kann, was sonst nur die Theologie vermag, nm-lich das Gemut ruhig und frohlich zu machen" (next to theol-ogy, it alone can do that which only theology otherwise cando, namely make the soul peaceful and joyous). Quoted re-spectively in Irmgard Otto, Deutsche Musikanschauung im 17.Jahrhundert (Inaugural Dissertation, University of Berlin,1937), 35; and Karl Anton, Luther und die Musik, 3rd ed.(Zwickau: J. Hermann, 1928) ,41.
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most noble offering man brought the Lord of nature--be-

came the most agreeable pastime.13

Yet as Krause is quick to point out, the delight of music is
not restricted to the ear alone. Its pleasure "is also

transmitted to the soul."14 Yet not all sounds are neces-
sarily musical. "True music," he asserts--in a statement

that makes it clear he endorses the "pragmatic" aesthetic
attitude that music, like all the arts, is "an instrument

for getting something done"--is "at once touching and pleas-

ing" because it is the creation of a "thinking being."15
1 3 Krause, Von der Musikalischen Poesie, 2: "sobald esnur die damalige Armuth der Sprache zuliep, bemhete mansich, sinnreiche Worte mit den Melodien zu verknuipfen, unddiese dadurch desto verstandelicher zu machen. Und so wur-den die Lieder; das vornehmste Opfer, so man dem Herrn derNatur brachte; der angenehmste Zeitvertreibe. a"similar vein Sulzer, Allgemeine Theorie der Sch6nen Kinste,3:424, wrote: "Ihr [music's] Zwek ist Erwekung der Empfin-dung. . . . Der Zweck ist keinen Zweifel unterworfen, da esgewi3 ist dap die Lust, sich in Empfindung zu unterhaltenund sie zu verstarken, den ersten Keim der Musik hervorge-bracht hat. Von allen Empfindungen aber scheinent die Frh-lichkeit den ersten Schritt zum Gesang gethan zu haben."(Music's aim is the rousing of the emotions. . " . There isno doubt about music's purpose, for its first seeds clearlysprang from the delight that was felt in maintaining and in-tensifyingtan emotional state. The expression of joyousnesswas evidently a first step towards music.)

14 Krause, Von der Musikalischen Poesie, 27: "JederTon, und jede Verbindung der Tone klingt unsern Ohren an-genehm, oder unangehehm. Wir empfinden dabey eine Lust derSinnen, weil wir sie ohne das Geh6r nicht haben wrden.Diese Lust bleibet aber nicht bloI in den Ohren, sie theiletsich auch der Seele . . .. 1

d5ibid., 25-26: "Nicht alle Laute, ja nicht alle T~ne,die ergtzen, sind Musik. . . . Mehrere finden am demSausen des Windes, an dem Geriusche eines Wasserfalles.. Weil solche Tone wohl den Ohren gefallen, keinesweges
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And while "we need music for pleasure" and in turn need

pleasure in order "to enliven the spirit, "16 when listening

to music we respond to it because Delectatio quasi pondus

est animae: delectation ordinat animam17 (Pleasure is a kind

of authority to the soul: pleasure sets the soul in order).

Paraphrasing the English philosopher and politician Shaftes-

bury, Krause notes that humankind requires order not only

because it aids in promoting virtue, but also because it

"captures the heart and draws our inclinations toward it.

In none of the fine arts is there so much order and good-

proportion as there is in music."1 8 In music "nearly all

aber der durchdringenden Beugungen, und abwechselnden Zusam-
menstimmungen fahig sind, wodurch das Hertz gerihret wird,
und welche eigentlicht nur Gemi.*thsbewegungen verursachen.
Zur Musik gehbret ein denkendes Wesen. Jeglicher Ton ist
ein Gedanke, und eine wahre Musik mu3 rihren und ergtzen
zugleich.

16 Ibid., 98: "Die Musik brauchen wir . . . zum
Vergniigen." 275: "Durch Singen . . . sucht man sich . . .
das Gemith zu erheitern."

17Ibid., 43: " . . . die Absicht aller Nachahmung,
entweder uns auf ihre Vorstellungen aufmerksam zu machen,
und zu unterrichten, oder uns gegen die vorgestellten Sachen
mit Gunst oder Abscheu einzunehmen und zu bewegen, so kan
die Musik uns zwar nicht so unterrichten, als wie wir in
einer Wissenschaft unterwiesen werden. Nichts destoweiniger
aber befriedigen ihre Vorstellungen doch unsern angebohrnen
Witz und unsere Lernbegierde, und die verschidene Unordnung
der Tone bringt dem Gemi*the eben so viel Vergniigen, als die
sch8ne Einrichtung eines Gedichtes. . . . Delectatio quasi
pondus est anamae: delectation ordinat animam." Krause does
not give a source for this quotation.

"Ibid., 43: "Und wie groom ist nicht dieses Ergotzen?
Shaftesbury behauptet, als etwas unlaugbares, dap die Bewun-
derung und Liebe der Ordnung und der Proportion, sie sey
worinn sie wolle, nat-rlicher weise die Sinnesart verbes-
sere, der geselligen Neigung zutraglich sey, und der Tugend
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connections of tones, harmonic as well as melodic, are mea-

sured and proportioned." This is the reason, Krause de-

clares in a remarkable passage that underscores his obvious

belief that music and Enlightenment share the same goals,

for music' s "extraordinarily pleasing, even touching" na-

ture, qualities we understand even though

repeatedly we do not perceive its meaning distinctly.

Yet because our intellect will always work side by side

with our emotions, and likewise because specific ideas

will join together with music, consequently we join

tones and words with one another. Instructive, pas-

sionate words elevated still more so by an attractive

melody are highly useful and have an unrivaled effect.

If the former enlighten the intellect and touch the

heart on their own, the latter assists with its plea-

surable power, and thereby truth becomes more agree-

able, more forceful, and love of virtue is strength-

ened. In a vocal piece the text contains the ideas

along with their order and arrangement. The music, as
..............- -.......... .. ...... .................- ...... ......... ...... ......... . ..............-..... .............. . . . . ...... II............. - -........... I.... I..... ... . . .

zu einer sehr gropen Hiilfe gereiche, als welche letztere
selbst nichts anders, als Liebe der Ordnung und Schbnheit in
der Gesellschaft sey; bey den geringsten Dingen in der Welt
nehme der Anblick einer Ordnung das Gemfith ein, und ziehe
unsere Neigung darauf. In keiner von den schonen Wissen-
schaften ist so wie Ordnung, und gutes Verhaltni3, als in
der Musik." The reference to Shaftesbury (Anthony Ashley
Cooper, Third Earl of Shaftesbury) is from the latter's 1711
Characteristics of Men, Manners, Opinions, Times; see fur-
ther, the ed. by John M. Robertson (Indianapolis: Bobbs-
Merrill, 1964), 1:227.
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well as the words, work together to elucidate the ideas

in order to convince and move the listener; and it con-

fers on some words to which many hearts are closed such

an agreeableness that those hearts are opened and an

entrance thereby is gained for truth.19

In short, it follows that if the arts of poetry and music

"each achieve their goal when separated, they will be able

to retain that goal when united." And if that is so, then

"an even greater liveliness will result from the combination

of their powers."2 0

19Ibid., 44: "Alle Zusammenfu-gungen der Tbne, so wohl
in der Harmonie, als in der Melodie, sind aus- und abge-
messen. Die Musik ergotzet also ganz ausnehmend, ja sie
ruhret, ob wir gleich ihren Gegenstand mehrmahls nicht deut-
lich erkennen. Weil aber unser Verstand bey den Bewegungen
der Seele immer mitarbeiten will, und also die deutlichen
Gedanken auch an der Musik Theil haben wollen, so verbindet
man Worte und Tone mit einander. Lehrreiche, feurige Worte,
durch eine einnehmende Melodie noch mehr erhoben, sind von
grossem Nutzen, und von unvergleichlicher Wirkung. Klren
jene den Verstand auf, und greifen sie das Herz schon fur
sich an, so kommt diese mit ihrer entzuckenden Kraft ihnen
zu Hulfe; und dadurch wird die Wahrheit angenehmer, eindrin-
gender, und die Liebe zur Tugend stairker gemacht. Der Text
enthalt bey einem Singestick die Gedanken, und deren Folge
und Anordnung Gberhaupt. Die Musik arbeitet, so wohl als
die Worte, zur Erlduterung der Gedanken und zur Uberzeugung
und Bewegung der Zuh6rer, und sie verleihet Worten, vor
denen viel Herzen verschlossen sind, solche Annehmlichkei-
ten, die die Herzen erofnen, und den Wahrheiten Eingang ver-
schaffen."

20 Ibid., 46: "Erlangen also diese beyden vortreflichen
Kunste jede insbesondere ihren Zweck, so werden sie ihn auch
mit einander vereinigt erhalten konnen. . . . Vielmehr wird
aus der Zusammensetzung ihrer Krafte eine desto grossere
Lebhaftigkeit entspringen."
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But even in singing, where one seeks above all "to en-

liven the spirit," there inevitably are rules, for "both mu-

sic and poetry are subject to universal rules of beauty."21

One of the most important of these, just as it is "in all

the arts," is the "imitation of nature,"2 2 for "when natural

feelings, intellect, and reason together are seized by words

and aided by tones, emotion is manifold."23 Thus song, too,

"has its special prerogatives and principles which we must

deduce from its nature and from reason."2 4 But it is not

only the imitation of the nature that concerns the composer.

Besides this, he also produces, by means of a skillful

stimulation of our aural nerves, such motions in the

soul that are not merely based on the perceived corre-

spondence with the physical object [of imitation], but

those by which our soul is swept away by powerful pas-

....................................... ..... ..... ...
2 1 Ibid., 275: "Durch Singen . . . man sich . . . dasGemu-th zu erheitern." 50: "Musik und Poesie beobachtenbeyde die allgemeinen Regeln des Schonen."
22 Ibid., 51: "Bey allen schonen Wissenschaf ten kommtes auf die Nachahmung der Natur an."
23 Ibid., 81: "Wenn . . . von den Worten die natr-lichen Empfindungen, der Verstand und die Vernunft zugleichangegriffen werden, und die T-ne ihnen darinnen zu Htlfekommen, so ist die Ri'hrung vielfach."
2 4 Ibid., 276: "Der Gesang hat daher seine besondernVorrechte und Gruinde, die wir aus seiner Natur und der Ver-nunft, nicht aus der Rede holen missen."
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sions. . . . This is the true and highest goal of mu-

sic.2

Much the same point is made by Hiller, writing in 1754 in

Marpurg' s His torisch-Kritische Beytrige. "Poetry depicts

the emotions according to characteristic proportions and

points of view," he observed.

To be sure, we come to recognize in its (i.e., po-

etry's] representation the desired emotion, yet we do

not feel them [characteristic proportions and points of

view] until sound itself engenders the emotion, dis-

patched according to the proper meaning and euphony in

the rise and fall of the word. Then we perceive the

emotion itself; we not only hear it and have a name for

it, we feel it.26

25 Ibid., 53: "ausser denselben wirkt er, vermittelst
geschickter Rn-hrung unserer Ohrennerven, auch annoch solche
Bewegungen in der Seele, die sich nicht blop auf die wahrge-
nommene Ubereinstimmung mit einen c-rperlichen Urbilde gru-n-
den, sondern wodurch unser Geist zu heftigen Leidenschaf ten
fortgerissen wird." Later on, Krause describes such feel-
ings as passions that "come from the inner movements of thesoul." 80: "die Leidenschaf ten manchmal von den innern Be-
wegungen der Seele herkommen. . . o'

2 6 Hiller, Abhandlung von der Nachahmung der Natur in
der Musik, in Marpurg Historisch-Kritische Beytrge zur Auf-nahme der Musik (Berlin: Johann Jacob Schfien, 1754),
1:525-26: "Die Poesie entwirft die Leidenschaf ten nach un-
terschiedenen Verhiltnissen und Gesichtspuncten. Wir werden
in ihret Zeichnung die verlangte Leidenschaft zwar erkennen,
aber sie noch nicht empfinden, bis der Ton, erzeuget von der
Leidenschaft selbst, iber die Worte geh8rig ausgebreitet
wird, und ihnen ein Anstindiges Maap des Steigens und
Fallens mittheilet. Als dann schon wir die Leidenschaft
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This being the case, and as Krause goes on to say, as lis-

teners we are ultimately not so much concerned with whether

or not a musical composition "imitates a movement in the

physical world, but rather only if it is beautiful, pleas-

ing, and touching. In that our whole and innermost soul

wants to participate. "27

While it seems plausible that Krause would endorse the

notion that music is "neither opaque nor transparent," it

appears even more likely that he would agree with Dallenbach

that the union of music 'and words yields an art form that

exists "in a form of double meaning." Like Wordsworth, who

rejects words that prove to be not "an incarnation of the

thought but only a clothing for it," the type of alliance of

word and music Krause envisions is one where the two are mu-

tually supportive and reciprocally reflexive.2 8 In language
-.-. .............I......I.....I......... .. ................... 1 .................. .. ........ ............- -...................~.... ............. . . ............... ...... .......... . . ....... . . . .selbst; wir horen sie nicht bloI nennen, sonder wir

empfinden sie."

2 7 Ibid., 54: "Bey Anho*rung eines musikalischen Sti.ckes
bekimmert man sich nicht, ob es eine Bewegung in der C6rper-
welt nachahme, sondern nur, ob es schon sey, gefalle und
ruhre. . . . Unser Inneres, unsere ganze Seele will daran
Theil haben."

2 8 William Wordsworth, "Essays upon Epitaphs, III," in
William Wordsworth: Selected Prose, ed., with an introduc-
tion and notes by John 0. Hayden (Harmondsworth, England:
Penguin Books, 1988), 361. In context Wordsworth's passage
reads: "Words are too awful an instrument for good and evil
to be trifled with: they hold above all other external pow-
ers a dominion over thoughts. If words be not (recurring toa metaphor before used) an incarnation of the thought but
only a clothing for it, then surely they prove an ill gift.
Language, if it do not uphold, and feed, and leave in quiet,
like the power of gravitation or the air we breathe, is a
counter-spirit. . . . From a deep conviction then that the
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in many ways recalling that of Hagedorn and Uz when they

speak of the Joy that ensues from the union of mind and

feeling, Krause notes that while "the poet has in words

such means whereby reason itself is set in motion," the

musician, for his part,

says to our hearts only, 'This is agreeable, this is

touching.' Since the soul is a wax responsive to all

impressions, it immediately participates in those im-

pressions and is moved by the accumulation of such im-

ages.29

The above said, what Krause likely would not agree with is

the statement that music is able to "translate" language

into a different but still recognizable mode of communica-

tion, for a mere translation would rule out the possibility

of mutual reciprocity. "When one of two travelers shows the

other the way," he posits, "the second quite willingly fol-

lows him, but in return the first shows him the best way to

proceed." Hence,
I.................... .. ... ...... .. . . ... . . .......... I.......... . . . . .............. ................................ .... . . ...................................... . . . . . ........excellence of writing, whether in prose or verse, consists

in a conjuction of Reason and Passion, a conjunction which
must be of necessity . . . inseparably linked in mutual de-
pendence, I have dwelt thus long upon this argument."

2 9 Krause, Von der Musikalischen Poesie, 55-56: "DerPoet hat an den Worten, . . . ein solches Mitel, wordurch
selbst die Vernunft in Bewegung gebracht wird. . . . Der
Musikus sagt unserm Gemiithe nur: dieP ist angenehm, di3 istruhrend. Da nun die Seele ein Wachs, und aller Eindricke
fahig ist, so nimmt sie gleich daran Theil, und last sich
durch Anhauffung solcher Bilder rfhren."
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the relationship between poetry and music is stronger

still. The two constitute one--a whole. . . . Both

bequeath their available best to its perfection, and

for that reason sometimes together accomplish things

they would not do outside this relationship.3 0

For Krause this greater whole is to be seen preeminently in

the fact that a listener is always moved more by sung words

rather than those that are merely spoken. Accordingly, he

defines a "musical poem . . . as one intended to be made

even more lively by tones."3' Nevertheless, he is well

aware that the partnership demands a certain give and take.

"One art must lend a helping hand to the other,"3 2 he con-

tends, for music and poetry possess characteristic strengths

not given the other arts: immediacy of effect and the abil-

ity to express the mutability of things. Thus while a pic-

30 Ibid., 48: "Wenn von zween Reisenden einer dem an-
dern den Weg weiset, so folget dieser jenem zwar willig;
jener zeiget ihm aber auch solche Wege, worauf am besten
fortzukommen ist. Die Verbindung der Dichtkunst und der
Musik ist noch st&rker. Sie machen . . . beyde eins, ein
Ganzes aus. Beyde tragen also zu desselben Vollkommenheit
ihr Moglichstes bey, und um deswillen thun sie zuweilen
selbst etwas, so sie ausser dieser Verbindung nicht thun
warden."

31 Ibid., 47: "ja dat sie [meine Leser] durch die ge-
sungenen Worten mehr beweget worden, als wenn man dieselben
nur hersagen sollte. Ich glaube daher nicht Unrecht zu ha-
ben, wenn ich ein musikalisches Gedicht dadurch erklare, daI
es ein Gedicht sey, welches durch Tone noch zu grbsserer
Lebhaftigkeit soll gebracht werden."

3 2 Ibid., 50: "Eine Kunst muj der andern hilfliche Hand
leisten."
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ture or a statue may move us, they do so only after we have

engaged in reflection. "Music, on the other hand, is di-

rectly touching."3 3  Even so, "poetry is happier and richer"

than music when it comes to the ability to convey a particu-

lar passion, Krause continues, for "almost the whole field

of human knowledge is open to the poet."3 4  By the same to-

ken, music is the master of certain abilities not given to

poetry. Therefore, so singing most emphatically is not, as

Gottsched claimed, "nothing but an agreeable and clear read-

ing of a verse." "Singing is not speaking," Krause con-

cludes. This we know because "many things can be spoken

well that cannot be sung well, and vice verse."3 5 For this

reason,

As beneficial and as natural as the pleasures of music

are, tones in no way are able to inspire in us all the

ideas that words can evoke. With the latter we connect

concepts in general as well as in particular and in de-

33 Ibid., 53-54. 54: Die Musik hingegen rihret unmit-
telbar. .

34 Ibid., 54-55: "Die Poesie iberhaupt betrachtet, ist
hierin gltcklicher und reicher. . . . Fast das ganze Feld
menschlicher Erkanntni stehet dem Dichter of fen."

3 5Ibid., In fact, Krause quotes Gottsched's very words.
274-75: "Man urtheile hieraus, ob einem gewissen Criticus
schlechterdings beyzufallen ist, wenn er verlangt, . . . das
Singen sey nichts, als ein angenehmes Lesen oder Aussprechen
eines Verses, welches der Natur und dem Inhalt desselben
gemip seyn mi*sse. . . . Singen ist also nicht Sprechen.
Manches la43t sich gut [276J sagen, aber nicht gut singen,
und umgekehrt. . .
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tail. Thus an orator can evoke not only contentment in

general, but also contentment . . . in particular. But

the musician calls forth only general ideas. . . . [He

does] not have the means of the orator whose listener

calls to mind a special concept with every word. . . .

In listening to a tone we naturally call to mind at

first nothing more than if it sounds pleasing or un-

pleasing, although it is also true that the more we

deal with tones, the more we learn to call to mind with

them. But this aside, they [i.e., tones] certainly do

contain a language, be it only the language of longings

and emotions; and yet for all this, even after consid-

erable exertion we still do not know what they want to

tell us as precisely as we do with the spoken word, be-

cause we cannot reduce them to individual things.3 6 ]

3 6Ibid., 40: "So nfitzlich und so natfirlich uns .

die musikalischen Ergotzungen sind, so vermogen die Tne bey
weiten doch nicht alle die Vorstellungen in uns zu erregen,
welche die Worte erwecken konnen. Mit diesen letztern
verknipffen wir so wohl allgemeine als besondere und einzele
Begriffe. Daher kan ein Redner nicht nur die Zufriedenheit
uberhaupt, sondern auch besonders meine Zufriedenheit L-ber
meine Umstande erregen. Der Musikus aber bringt nur allge-
meine Vorstellungen in mir hervor. . . . [42] Ihr habt
nicht die Mittel des Redners dazu, dessen Zuhorer bey jedem
Worte. . . . Bey Anhbrung eines Tones, gedenken wir nati-r-
licher weise und zum ersten nichts, als nur, ob er angenehm
oder unangenehm kinge? ob gleich auch an dem ist, dap je

mehr man mit Tonen umgehet, je mehr man auch dabey gedenken
lernt. Sonst aber enthalten sie zwar eine Sprache, aber nur
die Sprache der Begierden und Leidenschaften; und wir wissen
dennoch nach aller Mcihe nicht so gut und so deutlich, was
sie sagen wollen, als solches bey den Worten geschicht, weil
wir damit nicht bis auf die einzele Dinge herunter kommen
konnen."
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Like his contemporary compatriot and fellow music aes-

thetician Caspar Ruetz, who vigorously decried the view that

music is an "understandable speech," Krause, too, deems it a

waste of time to attempt to describe all the many things

that music inspires.3 7 Not only does the attempt obliterate

music's meaning, Ruetz warned, but those who insist in doing

so are

the worst kind of listeners, for instead of giving

themselves up to feelings they want to have everything

explained. Now what does this phrase mean? What does

this run [arpeggio?], this leap on the harp [Harfen-

sprung] mean? . . . It all means the same thing if a

person cannot experience good music, or is unwilling

to. Let someone first invent a language in which it is

possible to name each and every feeling.3 8

3 7 Caspar Ruetz, "Sendschreiben eines Freundes an den
andern Ober einige Ausdri*cke des Herrn Batteuz von der Mu-
sik," in Marpurg Historisch-Kritische Beytrige zur Aufnahme
der Musik (Berlin: Johann Jacob SchQ0en, 1755), 1:283.

38 Ibid., 1:283: "Sie (Die Musik] ist eine allgemeine
Sprache der Natur. . . ." 296: "Dies ist die schlechteste
Art der Zuhorer, die man nur immer haben kann, welche an
statt sich den Empfindungen zu tberlassen, alles erklaret
haben wollen. Was soll denn dieser Satz bedeuten? Was will
dieser Lauf, dieser Harfensprung vorstellen? Wer eine gute
Musik nicht fihlen kann, noch will, dem kann es gleich viel
seyn, was dieser oder jener Satz bedeute. Man erfinde zuvor
eine Sprache, dadurch man eine jedwede Empfindung benennen.
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In sum, for Krause, the point about vocal music is that

while it sets "the soul in motion through the senses, words

take a somewhat different path than tones."

The former bring understanding and also reason into ac-

tion, . . . they overwhelm them with so much imagery

that the soul is shaken. The latter must leave the

reason in peace, yet they act on understanding through

sensuous experience and appear to be chiefly intelligi-

ble and impressive to the heart because they primarily

evoke ideas that agree with, and are closely aligned

with, our natural feelings.3 9

And what are these feelings? In the preface to the

1753 Oden mit Melodien, a compilation of Lieder by "unserer

besten Lyrischen Dichter" (our best lyrical poets) put to-

gether by Krause in collaboration with the poet Ramler, we

are told that "Sounds are the language of the affections;

with sounds we can express clearly the nuances of Joy and

" Krause, Von der Musikalischen Poesie, 80: "Was . . .
die von rfhrenden Worten und rihrenden Tonen entstehende
Leidenschaften anbelanget, so setzen beyderseits zwar ver-
mittelst der Sinnen die Seele in Bewegung; die Worte
scheinen aber doch einen etwas andern Weg dahin zu nehmen,
als die Tone. Jene bringen den Verstand, und so gar die
Vernunft auf; iberhauffen selbige aber mit so viel Bildern,
dap dadurch die Seele erschi-ttert wird. Diese mu-ssen zwar
die Vernunft in Ruhe lassen; sie wirken aber durch die
Sinnlich-keit doch auf den Verstand, und scheinen hauptsch-
lich da-durch dem Gemiith verstindlich und eindringend zu
seyn, dap sie meist solche Vorstellungen erregen, die mit
unsern natnrlichen Empfindungen fberein kommen, und mit
ihnen nahe zusammen hangen."
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sadness, rage and ridicule, and astonishment."4 0 Answering

the same question in his Von der Musikalischen Poesie,

Krause notes that "for the most part," they are

the noble feelings that nature has given us: namely,

love, generosity, gratitude, pleasure in agreement,

etc. These affections have the goal to make us happy,

and these are the very affections implied and under-

stood in patterns of tones and their content. Thus

whoever knows the worth of these inclinations will also

respect the pleasure that music affords us.
4 1

4 0 Oden mit Melodien, ed. Christian Gottfried Krause and

Karl Wilhelm Ramler, Erster Theil (Berlin: Friedrich Wil-

helm Birnstiel, 1753), Vorbericht [p. 1]: "Viele dieser

Lieder sind bereits in den eigenen Sammmlungen unserer

besten Lyrischen Dichter erschienen. . . . TOne sind die

Sprache der Affecten; wir konnen mit Tonen die Grade der

Freude und der Traurigkeit, die Grade des Zorns und des

Spottes und der Verwunderung deutlich genug bezeichen." The

joint authorship by Krause and Ramler of the Introduction to

this collection is established by Bernhard Engelke, in his

article "Neues zur Geschichte der Berlin Liederschule," in

Riemann Festschrift. Gesammelte Studien (Leipzig: Hesse,

1909; reprint ed., Tutzing: H. Schneider, 1965), 456-72;

see especially, 467-69. The Introduction to the Oden mit

Melodien was originally to have been the responsibility of
the poet Gleim.

4 iKrause, Von der Musikalischen Poesie, 57-58 (emphasis

mine): " . . . hauptsachlich in den edlen Empfindungen ge-

gr~indet, welche die Natur in uns geleget hat, namlich in der

Liebe, Gi-te, Dankbarkeit, Wohlgefallen an Uebereinstimmung
u. d. g. Diese Neigungen haben zum Zweck, uns glficklich zu

machen, und eben dieselben sind auch gleichsam dasjenige,
was Tonfolgen und ihren Inhalt begreifet und verstehet. Wer

also dieselben zu schatzen weil, der wird auch das Vergnigen
hochhalten, so uns die Musik gewehret."
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And so, despite music's inability to express itself with the

same particularity given to poetry, "musical ideas satisfy

our innate wit and desire for learning, and the various ar-

rangements of tones bring just as much pleasure to the

heart as does the beautiful organization of a poem. "42

2

Although Krause clearly venerates music as a source of

Joy, the question that has to be asked is whether he or any-

one else in the eighteenth century actually thought of Joy

as something that could be musically packaged and accorded

the status of a genuine genre within vocal music. Is Joy

just one of the many "noble feelings" nature bestows on us,

an affect whose goal is "to make us happy"? Is it nothing

more than a watchword whereby eighteenth-century critics

signal their desire to relate music to the larger philosoph-

ical goal seen as underlying all the arts? Is Freude merely

a shibboleth for a critic's endorsement of the pragmatic

aesthetic stance, a kind of shorthand alerting the reader to

the fact that the author subscribes to the Aristotelian no-

tion that art is a form of imitation, with its materials se-

lected, altered, and arranged in order to achieve the prede-

42 Ibid., 43: "Nichts destoweniger aber befriedigen
ihre Vorstellungen doch unsern angebohrnen Witz und unsere
Lernbegierde, und die verschiedene Anordnung der TOne bringt
dem Gemuithe eben so viel Vergnn-gen, als die schone Einrich-
tung eines Gedichtes.1"
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termined aim of moving a reader or audience to pleasure?

Ought one to write off to happenstance the fact that Krause

--an enthusiastic admirer as we have seen of the tenets of

Enlightenment43 as well as a champion of the belief that

just as Freude is the culmination of Bildung so, too, is it

"the primary source of music"--dedicated the 1753 song col-

lection not to "wichtigern Wissenschaften" (weighty science)

but rather to "die Wissenschaft der Freude und des Vergni-

gens" (the science of joy and of pleasures)?4 4  Is it coin-

4 3 1n addition to discussing the role of vocal music as
a means of enlightening the intellect and touching the heart
(p. 44), Krause also notes that "everything that is touching
has to be understood, comprehended; and since there is noth-
ing more than ratios in music, many of the soul's powers are
activated by them. But if they are still to occupy or even
to advance the intellect, neither the distinct exposition of
concepts nor the increase of knowledge nor the improvement
of our moral circumstances can be understood in this way.
Strictly speaking, music cannot be instructive by itself,
rather only by means of making instructive words stronger
and more compelling. Von der Musikalischen Poesie, 57: "
. . mup alles was rihren soll, zwar konnen verstanden, be-
griffen werden: und da in der Musik nichts als Verhaltnisse
sind, so werden dabey gar viel Fahigkeit der Seele wirksam.
Wenn sie aber doch den Verstand beschaftigen oder gar
bessern soll, so kann hierunter weder die deutliche Ausein-
andersatung der Begriffe, noch die Vermehrung der Erkannt-
nit, noch die Verbeserung unsers moralischen Zustandes ver-
standen werden. Die Musik kann nicht eigentlich an sich,
sondern hauptsachlich nur dadurch lehrreich seyn, dap sie
lehrreich Worte stirke und eindringender macht."

4 4 Oden mit melodien, Dedication (dated 1 October 1753):
"Ew. Hochfu-rstliche Durchlauchten werden uns verzeyhen, dap
wir Dero Nahmen an die Spitze eines Werkes setzen, welches
keine wichtigern Wissenschaften in sich fajt, als die Wis-
senschaft der Freude und des Vergnigens." The collection is
dedicated to Prince Ferdinand Philip Lobkowitz (1724-84),
patron of Gluck and father of Joseph Francis (1772-1816),
the patron of Beethoven.
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cidence, too, that the work chosen to begin the volume is

Graun's setting of Hagedorn's An die Freude? The answer, or

so it would seem, is largely one of context.

This last remark calls for expansion. As a point of

departure we might begin by asking whether genre is relevant

to this study. Although I make use of the word "tradition"

in my title, is it really a tradition or a genre that we

have been tracking? Restricting the purview for the moment

to literature alone, the answer would seem to be yes. As

Fowler has noted, "in literature, the basis of resemblance

lies in literary tradition. What produces generic resem-

blances, reflection soon shows, is tradition."45 Indeed, it

is possible to say that without genre we would be incapable

of making sense of a great deal of literature, be it a de-

tective story, comic book, Gothic romance, or the most high-

flown Greek tragedy. Genre guides us by certain conventions

that help us to organize our responses. Thus many commenta-

tors have noted the existence of a kind of "generic con-

tract" between work and audience.4 6 An author or playwright

45 Fowler, Kinds of Literature, 42.

4 6 This phenomenon is discussed in greater detail in
Philippe Lejeune, Le pacte autobiographique (Paris, 1975);
trans. by Katherine Leary as On Autobiography, ed. by Paul
John Eakin, vol. 52, Theory and History of Literature
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1989). See,for example, 125-27. Lejeune observes, 126-27: "we must
admit that different readings of the same text, different
interpretations of the same proposed 'contract' can coexist.
The public is not homogeneous."
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makes use of certain conventions which the reader or auditor

in turn uses in order to measure any number of expectations

ranging from authorial originality to meaning and value.

The recognition of genre does not, however, lead to inter-

pretive certainty. To repeat Fowler's motto paraphrased

above in Chapter I, "genre is much less of a pigeonhole than

a pigeon." 4 7 Therefore I am not so much concerned with enu-

merating the constituent elements of my proposed genre as I

am in endeavoring to understand why it was cultivated and

what its likely function and meaning might be.

But does my genre extend to music? If, as Krause sug-

gested, we look to the union of "instructive, passionate

words elevated still more so by an attractive melody," a

union furthermore where music and "words work together to

elucidate . . . ideas in order to convince and move the lis-

tener," the answer would appear to be yes. Contingent in

this way upon a text, what we have then is a subgenre of the

eighteenth-century German strophic Lied, a subgenre possess-

ing the formal properties described above by Scheibe yet

4"'Thus Carolyn Abbate, Unsung Voices: Opera and Musi-
cal Narrative in the Nineteenth Century (Princeton: Prince-
ton University, 1991), xiv, rightly warns against "adopting
a 'poietic' or 'emic' strategy (reconstruction of the cul-
tural or historical context that determined the work's pro-
duction)" in the hope of deriving absolute historical and
interpretive certainty. As Abbate goes on to say, her use
of the word "poietic" is borrowed from Jean-Jacques Nattiez,
Musicologie g6n6rale et s6miologie (Paris: Christian Bour-
gois, 1987), 15-17. I would like to repeat that I claim no
such critical certainty.
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differing from the parent or metagenre by virtue of its

text:: a lyric poem in praise of Joy marked by "great Regu-

larity, and the utmost Nicety; an exact Purity of Stile,

with the most easie and flowing Numbers; an elegant and un-

affected Turn of Wit, with one uniform and simple Design."48

Thus, while the same overall style of music might readily be

appropriate for a setting of a text lamenting the death of a

pet bird, etc., it will be taken as a given that only the

combination of a particular sort of solo song and a highly

specific type of text will allow a work entry into the sub-

genre.4 9 Elastic although this understanding of genre is,

it nonetheless relates closely to the way in which many in

the eighteenth century reacted to genres and the rules that

regulated them. Such elasticity is in fact signalled again

and again in the way many eighteenth-century writers on mu-

sic insist on moving from large-scale considerations to

smaller ones. In the second part of his Der vollkommene

Capellmeister, for example, Mattheson begins by treating the

broad subject "The True Shaping of a Melody, or a Single

Line, Together with its Circumstances and Characteristics,"

4 8 According to Fowler, Kinds of Literature, 112,
"division of kinds into subgenres normally goes by subject
matter of motifs."

4 9 This suggested relationship ignores of course the
possibility of contrafacta, that is the likelihood that ex-
isting music could be fitted to a different text of perhaps
radically different subject matter. Happily enough, none of
the Lieder that will concern us here were fashioned in this
way.



whereupon in the thirteenth chapter of this part he moves on
to consider "Genres of Melodies and Their Particular Marks

of Distinction."5o (A similar large-to-small approach to
genre is reflected in the subtitle Gottsched chose for the
1730 first and 1737 second editions of his Versuch einer
critischen Dichtkunst: . . . darinnen erstl.ich die allge-
meinen Regeln der Poesie, hernach alle besondere Gattungen

der Gedichte, abgehandelt und mit Exempeln erlsutert werden

. . . [wherein first the general rules of poetry, then all
the specific genres of poems, are set forth and illustrated

with examples . ."1.51)

In sum, to the extent that it offers a helping hand in
the larger aim of enriching my interpretation of the poems
of Hagedorn, Uz, Klopstock, and Schiller and the musical

settings of those poems, I will look to genre in order to
gain what I hope will be a greater understanding of the con-
text and meaning of Freude in the eighteenth century. In
this way genre will be of use not because it allows one to
assemble the historical context as an end in itself, but be-
cause it makes it possible for one to frame what Hans Robert

5 0 Der volil kommene Capellmeister, part 2: "Darin diewirckliche Verfertigung einer Melodie, older des einstimmigenGesanges, saint dessen Umsta*nden und Eigenschafften, gelehretwarden." Chapter 13: "Von den Gattungen der Melodien undihren besondern Abzeichen." Translation adapted from Bond,Wordless Rhetoric, 118.
51 The 1742 3rd and 1751 4th editions do not carry thissubtitle.
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Jauss, in a phrase stemming from Edmund Husserl's concept of

"horizon" (the phenomenology of perception), has called the

"horizon of expectation." "A literary work, even when it

appears to be new," Jauss writes, "does not present itself

as something absolutely new in an informational vacuum, but

predisposes its audience to a very specific kind of recep-

tion by implicit allusions."

It awakens memories of that which was already read,

brings the reader to a specific emotional attitude, and

with its beginning arouses expectations for the 'middle

and end,' which can then be maintained intact or al-

tered, reoriented, or even fulfilled ironically in the

course of the reading according to specific rules of

the genre or type of text.52

Looked at in this way, genre may prove to be of assistance

in allowing one to move beyond the common denominator of a

genre--something Ludwig Wittgenstein and John M. Ellis have

argued is only of limited use in any event in defining a

particular thing--to the more rewarding and critically-en-

riching domain of meaning.5 3 Hence the definition itself

52 Hans Robert Jauss, Toward an Aesthetic of Reception,
trans. by Timothy Bahti (Minneapolis: University of Min-
nesota Press, 1982), 23 (emphasis mine).

53 See further Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosophical Inves-
tigations, trans. G. E. M. Anscombe (New York: Macmillan,
1953). Wittgenstein's concept of meaning is taken up and
specifically related to literature by Ellis, The Theory of
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together with the implications of meaning offer a more com-

plete and fitting definition, making it possible to specu-

late more intelligently about such things as a work's aes-

thetic value as it relates to the genre at large or the ap-

propriateness of response on the part of both author and

reader as determined by conventions related to the genre.

"Genres are functional," Fowler persuasively argues, "they

actively form the experience of each work."

When we try to decide the genre of a work . . . our aim

is to discover its meaning. Generic statements are in-

strumentally critical. . . . When we investigate pre-

vious states of the type, it is to clarify meaningful

departures that the work itself makes. It follows that

genre theory, too, is properly concerned, in the main,

with interpretation. It deals with principles of re-

construction and interpretation and . . . evaluation of

meaning. It does not deal much with classification.5 4

Literary Criticism: A Logical Analysis (Berkeley: Univer-
sity of California Press, 1974).

54 Fowler, Kinds of Literature, 39.
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3

For the project here genre offers yet another "horizon

of expectation." Let us assume that a genre or subgenre in-

volving music and words is changed in some way and that the

change is initiated from the poetic side of the union. How

would this effect a listener's response? In what way would

this influence the "generic contract"? Is the change bind-

ing on the composer who opts to add to the musico-poetic

subgenre? As we shall see, given that genre, as Karl Vistor

has reflected, "has no goal at all" save for presenting it-

self "in a continually renewed realization," the question is

of some interest in turning now to the song settings of

Schiller's An die Freude, a poem where Joy is sought primar-

ily in "spaces the gazer's glass knows not."3

We begin with Schiller's poem, reproduced here from an

issue of the publication in which it was first printed in

1787, the poet's own journal, Thalia.

........ .......... ................. ... ... ..... ..... . ........5 Karl Vistor, "Probleme der literarischen Gattungs-
geschichte," Deutsche Vierteljahrsschrift fzr Literaturwis-
senschaft und Geistegeschichte 9 (1931): 304.
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[I. Joy, beauteous spark of the gods, daughter of

Elysium, drunk with fire we enter, heavenly one, your

holy place. Your charm joins again, that which the

sword of custom has divided; beggars shall become

brothers of princes, where your gentle wing abides.

Chorus: Be embraced, ye millions! This kiss to

the entire world! Brothers--above the starry vault

must dwell a loving father.

II. Whoever has won the great brood, to be a

friend to a friend;' whoever has a fair woman, should

join in jubilation! Yes--even he who calls only one

soul his on this earth! And he who has never known

this [jubilation) should steal weeping from our league!

Chorus: That which inhabits the great ring, pays

homage to sympathy! It leads to the stars, where the

unknown one is enthroned.

III. All creatures drink joy at the breast of na-

ture, all the goods ones, all the evils ones follow her

rosy trail. She gave us kisses and grapes, a friend,

proven in death. Delight was given to the worm, and

the cherub stands before God.

Chorus: Do you fall down, millions? Do you sense

the creator, world? Seek him above the starry vault,

he must live above the stars.
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IV. Joy is the name of the powerful spring in

eternal nature. Joy, joy drives the wheels in the

great world-clock. She coaxes flowers from the buds,

suns from the heavens, she rolls spheres in spaces the

gazer's glass knows not.

Chorus: Glad, as his suns fly, through the mag-

nificent plan of heaven, run brothers on your course,

joyfully, like a hero to victory!

V. From the flaming mirror of truth she smiles at

the searcher. To the steep hill of virtue she leads

the patient on the path. On the sunny mountain of

faith one sees her banners waving, through the rift of

shattered coffins one sees her standing among the choir

of angels.

Chorus: Endure courageously millions! Endure for

a better world! Over beyond the starry vault a great

god will reward.

VI One cannot repay the gods, it is beautiful to

be their equal. Grief and poverty shall come forward,

and rejoice with the joyful, anger and vengeance be

forgotten, our deadly enemy be forgiven. No tear shall

oppress him, no remorse shall vex him.

Chorus: Our book of debts be destroyed! The

whole world reconciled! Brothers, above the starry

vault god judges as we have judged.



VII. Joy bubbles in goblets, in the golden blood

of the grape, cannibals drink gentleness, desperation

(drinks) heroic courage--Brothers, fly from your seats,
when the full beaker circles, let the foam spray unto
heaven: (toast) this glass to the good spirit.

Chorus: Whom the vortex of stars praise, whom the
seraphs' hymn lauds, this glass to the good spirit, up
above, beyond the starry vault!

VIII. Steadfast courage in [the face of] heavy
sorrows, help where innocence weeps, eternal duration

for sworn oaths, truth toward friend and foe, manly
pride before the thrones of kings, --brothers, and if it
means possessions and blood--to merit its reward, down

with the lying brood!

Chorus: Draw the holy circle tighter, swear by
this golden wine, to be true to the vow, swear it by

the starry judge!

IX. Deliverance from the chains of tyrants, mag-
nanimity to the villain, too, hope on deathbeds, mercy
at the high court! The dead shall also live! Brothers
drink and join in singing, all sinners shall be for-

given, and hell shall no longer be.

Chorus: A glad hour of parting! Sweet slumber in
the shroud! Brothers--a gentle decree from the mouth

of the judge of the dead!]

235
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108 lines longs in all, Schiller divides those lines into

nine large-scale units consisting of an eight-line stanza

with the rhyme scheme a b a b c d c d--the strophe--and a

shorter section exactly half again as long--the antistrophe

--with the rhyme pattern a b b a and explicitly labelled

"Chor. "56 (The 1803 version of the poem, as transmitted in

Schillers Werke Nationalausgabe, lacks the designation

"Chor." At present I have been unable to determine if this

omission stems from Schiller or is an editorial over-

sight.5 7 ) Notice, too, the way in which the careful system

of line indentions employed in the poem's original publica-

tion highlight the rhyme scheme of both the eight-line stro-

phes and ensuing four-line Chorus: in the strophes the

first, third, fifth, and seventh lines contain eight sylla-

bles while the second, fourth, sixth, and eighth lines (the

5 6 While I am not prepared to comment in any precise

sense on the number of eighteenth-century German poems that

include a Chorus, my impression is that the number is rather

small. As it happens, I have come across only one other

poem from the period that includes one, Hagedorn's "Das Hei-
delberger Faa," in Des Herrn Friedrichs von Hagedorn simmt-

liche Poetische Werke, Dritter Teil, 101-02. The poem com-

prises three sections divided into a nine-line strophe and a
four-line chorus. The poem was set to music by Gorner and
included in his Sammlung Neuer Oden und Lieder (1744), 2:59.

5 7 Schillers Werke Nationalausgabe, Zweiter Band, Teil
1, Gedichte, in der Reihenfolge ihres Erscheinens 1799-1805
--der geplanten Ausgabe letzter Hand (Prachtausgabe)--aus
dem Nachla3, ed. by Norbert Oellers (Weimar: Herman Bbhlaus
Nachfolger, 1983), 185-187. The critical edition of the

1786 initial publication of the poem in vol. 1, part 1 of
the Nationalausgabe, does include the designation "Chor" for
the choral responses.
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indented lines) contain seven syllables; in the antistrophes

lines one and four contain eight syllables while the second

and third (again the indented lines) each contain seven syl-

lables.

Rhyme

I. -- v -- v -- v -- v a

2. -- v -- v -- v -- b

3. -- v -- v -- v -- v a

4. -- v -- v -- v -- b

5. -- v -- v -- v -- v c

6. -- v -- v -- v -- d

7. -- v -- v -- v -- v c

8. -- v -- v -- v -- d

Chor

1. -- v -- v -- v -- v a

2. -- v -- v -- v -- b

3. -- v -- v -- v -- b

4. -- v -- v -- v -- v a

Like Hagedorn's An die Freude, discussed in detail in Chap-

ter IV, Schiller's is similarly characterized by "Smooth-

ness" and an "easie and flowing" contour, one that adheres

to "one uniform and simple Design." And again like Hage-

dorn's poem, Schiller's is concerned with a single topic,

the praise of the goddess of Joy. We shall return to



whether or not Schiller pursues that solitary topic from the
standpoint of "a single Thought . . . driven to a Point,

without . . . Interruptions and Deviations. "

What of the generic contract or "horizon of expecta-

tion" exerted by my subgenre, does it assist us in inter-

preting Schiller's poem? It would seem so. We have noted

already some of the shared characteristics of Hagedorn and

Schiller's poems: subject, "easie and flowing" contour, etc.

Other points include the lack of a protagonist and the ab-

sence of any definite sense of time or place; even though

Schiller does in fact name a number of locales, for example

Joy's "holy place," the "starry vault," the "steep hill of

virtue," they are in every instance abstract universals.

Even more interesting, however, is the way Schiller enlarges

the horizon of expectation by the process of magnification,

what Fowler calls Macrologia.58 This is accomplished in at

least three interrelated ways. First, the numerous symbolic

references to the sublime (in Hagedorn's poem the frame of

reference is solely restricted to the realm of nature).

Secondly, the fact that Schiller augments the number of

physical beings Freude is empowered to nurture--whereas

Hagedorn limits himself to humankind, Schiller declares that
"All creatures drink Joy" (even the worm). And finally, the

5 8 Fowler, Kinds of Literature, 172-73, the subheading"Change of Scale."
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most conspicuous of the three, the physical size of the poem

itself.5 9

Having noted that Schiller enlarges the scale, the ob-

vious question is how the poem should be rendered musically.

Is the poem suitable for music? Has Schiller said all there

is to say, leaving the musician room to add nothing more?

Should the musician follow the poet's lead and set the work

as a strophic solo song? And what of the question left in

abeyance above? Does Schiller sing the praises of Joy from

the standpoint of "a single Thought . . . driven to a Point,

without . . . Interruptions and Deviations"?

Taking up the last two questions first, the answer

would seem to be no. Joy is the single subject to be sure,

yet Schiller chooses to extol it from a wide variety of van-

tage points, a move that works well to reinforce the feeling

of the sublime. The poetic gain is not always a gain for

the composer, however, particularly the composer who notes

the strophic arrangement of the poem and thus decides to set

it strophically. Consider the opening strophe, where Joy is

lauded as the spark of the gods, the daughter of Elysium,

"The sheer size of Schiller's An die Freude becomes

clearer when compared to other well-known contemporaneous
poems. Goethe's Erkonig contains eight four-line strophes,
totalling thirty-two lines and 225 words. Similarly,
Goethe's Gretchen am Spinnrade comprises eight four-lines
strophes, again totalling thirty-two lines and 107 words.
The 108 lines of Schiller's An die Freude as first published
yield 490 words, more than half again as many words as Erl-
k6nig.
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the heavenly one whose province one enters "drunk with

fire," and whose enchantment reunites that which time and

tradition have parted. In the ensuing antistrophe that

union is seen to stretch to infinity: wherever Joy's "gen-

tle wing abides," millions will be embraced. What is more,

Schiller's Freude embodies not only "the entire world" but

also inspires thoughts of the starry vault up above where

"ein lieber Vater" surely dwells. Rejoining that which cus-

tom has divided, Joy, as we learn in the next strophe, like-

wise rouses one "to be a friend to a friend," to mix to-

gether in "jubilation," for "that which inhabits the great

ring, pays homage to sympathy." Stanzas III and IV continue

in a similar vein. Just as the person touched by goodness

imbibes in Joy, so too does the evil one; this is so because

"Joy is the name of the powerful spring in eternal nature."

Yet in the fourth antistrophe and continuing in to the fifth

strophe the poem appears to gather momentum. Should the mu-

sician attempt to depict this; that is, should the music as-

pire to the rhythmic diminution implied by the lines "Run,

brothers your course, joyfully like a hero to victory"?

This same sense of motion is carried over into the next

strophe. Here Freude "smiles at the seeker" from "the flam-

ing mirror of truth" and leads the diligent on the path to

"the steep hill of virtue." And how is the composer to in-

corporate the sentiments of the sixth strophe? Ought one to

keep the music consistently joyful in keeping with the



thoughts expressed so far or allow for greater specificity

when the poem tells that "anger and vengeance be forgotten,,"

that "no tear" nor remorse shall befall us? And what of the
fact that in the seventh strophe the poetic tone takes on

the characteristic of the drinking song? Here, one could

even imagine a composer changing the meter.

Krause, in the brief discussion he expends on the mat-

ter of musical settings of poetic odes in his Von der Musi-

kalischen Poesie, observes that such "poems should be short,

with only a few strophes, so that the too frequent repeti-

tion of the same melody will not become wearisome."6o Yet

in making this point he is quick to add that strophic songs

in and of themselves are not, as Mattheson would have it,
"wretched." Rather poetic brevity makes it possible for the
composer to more faithfully match and in turn convey the

sentiments of the text. "The fewer strophes the poem has,"

Krause writes, "the more it is possible for the composer to
make the externals of the melody conform to the externals of
the poem."6 1 But what of the fact that Schiller opts to
transcend the Arcadian view of Joy envisioned by Hagedorn

........ ... .. . ....... ............................. . . ...... .. 6 0Krause, Von der MusikalZischen Poesie, 115: "Manmache diese Lieder kurz und von wenig Strophen, damit die zuofte Wiederhohlung einerley Melodie nicht Ueberdrup er-wecke."

6 IIbid. , 116: "Je weniger nun das Lied Strophen hat,je eher ist es dem Componisten mglich, auch das Aeusser-lichender Melodie, dem Aeusserlichen der Poesie gema zumachen."
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and Uz? Is the sublime compatible with strophic song and

all that the genre such of songs connote? In other words,

is the sublime compatible with the cozy and convivial atmo-

sphere and the memorable and easygoing tunes of Lieder am

Clavier? For Sulzer, writing in his Allgemeine Theorie der

sch6nen Kunste, the sublime "arouses our astonishment and

admiration." Whereas "we enjoy those things which are sim-

ply good and beautiful in nature," the sublime "works on us

with vigorous jolts; it grips us and irresistibly overwhelms

us. . . . The longer the close contemplation of the sub-

lime, the more forceful its effect." The sublime

is thus the highest thing there is in art. It should

be resorted to only when the psyche is to be attacked

with forceful jolts, when admiration, awe, powerful

longing, lofty courage, or even fear or terror are to

be aroused, whenever the aim is to intensify the powers

of the soul or violently curb them. . . . The sublime

invariably arouses astonishment by its size&2

6 2 Allgemeine Theorie der Sch6nen Krnste, 3:97-98. My

emphasis. Sulzer continues: "since a sense of size origi-
nates only when we realize how big something is, the size of
the sublime object should not be totally beyond our concep-
tion; for admiration of size arises only from the ability to
compare. . . . We must have a yardstick by which we seek to
measure the extent of the sublime, even if unsuccessfully.
Where this yardstick is lacking, its grandeur evaporates or
degenerates into mere bombast." Trans. freely adapted from
Music and Aesthetics, ed. le Huray and Day, 138-39.
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Addressing the same issue in the question in the preface to

the 1753 Oden mit Melodien, Krause comments that the odes of

a fiery poet who breaks the rule of regularity and who makes

bold digressions are not appropriate for strophic setting.

Yet he pauses to ask the rhetorical question: "What poets

are more beautiful than Horace and Pindar--and what odes are

less suited for singing than theirs?"6 3 The year before, in

his Von der Musikalischen Poesie, he had suggested that the

size, or rather length, of a poem is the best indication of

whether or not the medium of strophic song is suitable.

"The musician's fire and invention will scarcely prove sat-

isfactory for a long ode," he notes6 4 In fact, the length

of a poem exposes as nothing else the inherent limitation of

strophic song, or, as Krause imperturbably phrases it, the

fact "that odes are not the most perfect type of musical po-

etry."6 5 For texts that aim at something more than "only

light ode-like melodies," Krause recommends discarding the

63 Oden mit Melodien, fol. )(2 (recto]:* "Der Musikus
winscht gewisse Symmetrien in die Strophen, damit sich die
wiederkehrende Melodie zu jeder Strophe schicke. Man weif
aber, dap diese gar nicht die Oden eines feurigen Dichters
sind, der sich ein Verdienst daraus macht,, die Gesetze der
Einformigkeit zu brechen, . . . der seine Materie verld3t
und sich in kihne Ausschweifungen verliert. Welche Dichter
sind schoner als Horatz und Pindar? und welche Oden sind
weniger zum Singen gemacht, als die ihrigen?"

6 4 Krause, Von der Musikalischen Poesie, 120: "Das
Feuer des Tonkfinstlers und seine Erfindung wird schwerlich
zu einer langen Ode."

6 5Ibid., 118: " . . . die Oden nicht die vollkommenste
Art musikalischer Gedichte sind."



genre altogether, for then composers will be able "to orga-

nize their melodies much more easily in accordance with the
variety of the poet's ideas. Pindar imitated this kind of

division," Krause assures his reader, "and if one type of
ode could still be composed well today, it would be the Pin-
daric ode if one were to compose every section of it sepa-

rately and otherwise arrange it musically in an ode-like

way. "66

Unpromising as the case may be, Schiller's close friend
Christian Gottfried KOrner, whose setting was included as a
fold-out item immediately preceding the poem in the journal

Thalia, responded to the poet's stirring evocations of

Freude with a setting aimed not in following "the variety of
the poet's ideas," but instead with a rather breathless and
generalized strophic concoction (Ex. 3) imperiously de-

scribed by no less an authority than Max Friedlaender as

6 6 Ibid., 118: "Sie verdienet dahero, dap man sie (dieMusik] bey ihrer Vereinigung mit der Poesie, nicht bloIleichte odenm&pige. 119: " ' 
. wodurch die Ton-

kuinstler ihre Melodien viel leichter, nach der Verschieden-heit der Gedanken des Dichters einrichten konnten. Pindarthat solches nach, und wenn sich jetzo noch eine Art derOden gut componieren lieje, so wren es die Pindarischen,wenn man namlich jeden Absatz derselben besonders in Notenbrachte, und doch das 5brige in der Musik odenma-ig ein-richtete." Krause's exact meaning here is not entirelyclear; by Pindaric one assumes he means irregular rhymedodes in which length of line and stanza are likewise irregu-lar. Although strophic songs are clearly the norm, they areby no means the rule. According to Friedlaender, vol. 1,Pt. 1, 180, the 1767 and 1768 Lieder der Deutschen mit Melo-dien features a single through-composed Lied of 420 mea-sures.
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"plainly pitiful."67 The remark is not so much erroneous as

it is intemperate; self-consciously naive is perhaps a more

accurate appraisal. The chromatic passing notes (C) on

G6tterfunken and Tochter (the latter in the accompanimental

voice), while seemingly superfluous from the standpoint of
the text, nevertheless contribute to overall musical inter-

est, a necessity given the reiterated C-naturals in m. 2

that come perilously close to overwhelming the music with

tedium. Without the chromatic adjustment at the end of the

measure it would be hard to imagine where the line would go

next. Problematic, too, is the repeat of the opening eight

bars; while the repeat economically underscores the poetic

rhyme (a b a b) of the first four lines, the music itself

lacks the requisite wherewithal to sustain the repeat; a

performance realizing all nine strophes of the poem without

doubt would only highlight this fact. And one could criti-

cize the melodic line Korner opts for in the strophe (i.e.,

mm. 1-18) as lacking "naturalness." Not only does the de-

scending chain of sixteenth notes in m. 5 call for greater
6 7 Friedlaender, Das deutsche Lied im 18. Jahrhundert,

2:393.

Schiller had been asked by the composer Johann Chris-tian MUller for the honor of having his setting of the poemincluded in Die Thalia, an honor he refused given his strongdevotion to Korner. See further, Berresheim, Schiller alsHerausgeber, 27. Muller's setting was eventually publishedin Breitkopf: Friedrich Schillers Ode an die Freude in Mu-sik gesetzt und der gerechten und vollkommnen Loge zu dendrei Flammen (Leipzig: Johann Gottlob Immanuel Breitkopf,1786.
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breath support than most songs of the Lieder am Clavier va-

riety, the successive leaps of an ascending sixth in m. 7

and a descending sixth in m. 8 as well as the overall awk-

wardness of mm. 9-11, not to mention the wide range, clearly

would have taxed the resources of most amateur singers.68

Yet to the extent the setting falls short, it does so be-

cause KOrner is not completely successful in reconciling the

opposing demands of outer form (the strophic design) and in-

ner content (the internal specifics of the poem itself.

This last problem would 'seem to be particularly acute in the

6 8 In addition to Scheibe's use of the term "Natjrlich"(natural), it was also employed by Krause. Barr, in hisdissertation, "Carl Friedrich Zelter: A Study of the Liedin Berlin During the Late Eighteenth and Early NineteenthCenturies" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University ofWisconsin, 1969), 21, and later in the article "Lieder. III,c1750-1800," The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musi-cians, ed. Stanley Sadie (London: Macmillan, 1980), 10:836,erroneously states that Krause specifies that Lieder shouldbe characterized by the "volkstimlich" (folklike). Neveronce in his Von der Musikalischen Poesie does Krause usethis term; he used either NatOrlich or Einfailtig (simple orartless). In the preface to the 1753 Oden mit Melodien,fol. ) (2 (verso], Krause stipulates that strophic songsshould be artig (pleasing or agreeable), ffein (cultivated,refined, elegant), and naiv (naive or artless). As I havesuggested above, the use of such words as Volkweise seem tohave followed in the wake of Herder's Volkslieder (1777-78).Before this date the word Volksweise and other similar wordsshould. be used with extreme care. The true moving force be-hind "folk-like" songs would seem to be J. A. P. Schulz,Lieder im Volkston, vol. 1, 1782, vol. 2, 1785. See fur-ther, Heinrich W. Schwab, Sangbarkeit, Popularitit undKunstlied: Studien zu Lied und Liedjsthetik der mittlerenGoethezeit, 1770-1814 (Regensburg: Gustav Bosse Verlag,1965), chapter 2, section two: "'Volkslied' und 'Lied imVolkston'," 98-105. See also Jack M. Stein, Poem and Musicin the German Lied from Gluck to Hugo Wolf (Cambridge: Har-vard University Press, 1971), 28-29.
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(presumably) unison Chor, commencing as it does in the rela-

tive minor--i.e., A Minor. The change of mode would match

the mood of the first three antistrophes well enough--under-

scoring the awe-inspiring nature of the "starry vault"

above--but what about the fourth antistrophe? The words

"Glad, as his suns fly, through the magnificent plan of

heaven" are hardly appropriate to the minor. (See also the

fifth and seventh antistrophes.) These shortcomings aside,

the Lied as a whole possesses a certain undeniable charm.

Given the right performer, one in charge of vocal agility

and a ready supply of breath support, one could imagine the

song being reasonably effective.

Equally unjustifiable is Friedlaender's assertion that

Schubert's setting of 1815 is "weak" (Ex. 4).69 Although

one obviously would not want to term the song a masterpiece,

it needs to be said that the concept of "masterpiece" is al-

together foreign to most composers of strophic songs. For

them, as Reichardt reflected in 1786

6 9 Friedlaender, Das deutsche Lied im 18. Jahrhundert,
11:393. Friedlaender specifically refers to the songs as a
"schwaches Jugendwerk."
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Singstimme

Pianoforte.

A , g.Lebhaft.

Freu .e, sch.ner Git . ter fun . ken, Toch . ter aus E . ly. si um,
Wem der gro. see Wurf ge . lun - gen, ei . nes Freundes Freundzu..sein,
Freu . de trin-ken a1.-We - sen an den Bril-sten der Na-tur;

som

vir e.tre.ton Efu . or.trunken,Himmli.sc e,dein Heiligthum. Dei . ne Zauber binden wie.der,
wer ein hoLdes Weib. er.rungen, mi.sche sei. nen Ju.belein Ja, wer auchnur ei . ne.See.le
al.Ile Gu en, a . le B5sen fol. gen ih. rer Rosenspur. Kls . so gab sie uns und Re.ben,

- - -1 fp

was di. Mo . do streng ge .theilt; al . Ic Menschen wer -denBriider, wu dein sanftcrFiigeIweilt.
scmn nonnt viE dorn Er . denrundi undwor'snie go . konnt,der titebic weiucndsichaus dieseinBund.
ci . nen Freund,ge . prilft ixa Tod; Wollustward dern Wurm ge.geben, und der CherubsthtvorGott.

Ex. 4. Schubert, An die Freude. Reproduced from Schubert
Gesarnmtausgabe. Setting based on 1803 version of poem;
i.e., strophes 1-8 of 1786 version and the line "Bettler
warden FMrstenbr-den" is replaced by "Alle Menschen warden

Brider." (Only three strophes are specified in the music
here)
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the Lied should be the simple and comprehensible musi-

cal expression of a precise feeling so that it can

thereby encourage every voice capable of natural sing-

ing. As as small artwork, easily grasped at a glance,

it must necessarily be a correct, complete whole, whose

particular effect consists of the individuality [Ein-

heit] of the vocal part and whose instrumental accompa-

niment, if not dispensable, should nevertheless serve

only to support the voice.70

As Walter Wiora has observed, such songs were in essence Ge-

brauchsmusik, that is "utility music," music for use at so-

cial functions and for the immediate enjoyment of the per-

former(s) and listener, not high art.7 1 Or, as Koch stipu-

lated in his 1802 Musikalisches Lexikon, the composer of the

Lied must renounce everything that might leave his composi-

.......... .......... I.............. .......7 0 Quoted in Ernst Bi*cken, Das deutsche Lied: Probleme
und Gestalten (Hamburg: Hanseatische Verlagsanstalt, 1939),44: "Das Lied soll der einfache und falliche musikalische
Ausdruck einer bestimmten Empfindung sein, damit es auch dieTeilnahme einer jeden zum natirlichen Gesange fahigen Stimmegestatte. Als ein kleines, leicht i-bersehbares Kunstwerkmup es um so notwendiger ein korrektes, vollstandiges Ganzessein, dessen eigentlicher Wert in der Einheit des Gesangesbesteht, und dessen Instrumentalbegleitung wo nicht ent-behrlich, doch nur zur Unterstiitzung des Gesanges da seinsoll." Translation adapted from Walter Frisch, "Schubert'sNahe des Geliebten (D. 162): Transformation of the Volks-ton," Schubert: Critical and Analytical Studies, 175.

7 1 Walter Wiora, Das Deutsche Lied: Zur Geschichte undAsthetik einer musikalischen Gattung (Wolfenbuittel andZurich: Moseler Verlag, 1971), 35-37..
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tion open to the charge of artificiality; in this way it is

distinguished from "the cultivated song of the aria."7 2

Within the bounds of this aesthetic Schubert succeeds

remarkably well in matching the ardor of Schiller's poem

while at the same time avoiding the trappings of "overween-

ing ornament." And he is successful, too, in capturing what

Hiller terms the natural accent latent in "the rise and fall

of the word."73  Notice, for example, the way he sets the

words Freude and Tochter in mm. 1 and 3 respectively. Em-

braced as they are in each instance by the descending fourth

(e2 to b'), the drop in pitch not only approximates the os-

tensibly natural inflection of speech but also in giving the

strophe what might be called a regularized "individuality,"

one that goes far in satisfying Koch's injunction that the

72 Heinrich Christoph Koch, Musikalisches Lexikon
(Frankfurt am Main: August Hermann, 1802; facsimile edi-
tion. Hildesheim: Georg Olms Verlags, 1964), col.902:
"Hieraus folgt, da3 die Melodie eines Liedes w. der einen so
weiten Umfang der Tone, noch solche Singmanieren und Sylben-
dehnungen enthalten dar, wodurch sich blo5 der kfinstliche
und ausgebildete Gesang der Arie auszeichnet. . . ." Koch
begins his definition of the "Lied," col. 901, by describing
it in general as " . . . jedes lyrische Gedicht von mehrern
Strophen, welches zum Gesange bestimmt, und mit einer solch-
en Melodie verbunden ist, die bey jeder Strophe wiederholt
wird, und die zugleich die Eigenschaft hat, daf sie von je-
dem Menschen, der gesunde und nicht ganz unbtegsame (sic?]
Gesangorgane besitzt, ohne Ri-cksicht auf kinstliche Ausbil-
dung derselben, vorgetragen werden kann" (any lyrical poem
intended for singing and joined with a melody such that ev-
ery strophe might be repeated and yet at the same time pos-
sess a characteristic profile, so that everyone, regardless
of vocal ability and training, might perform it).

73 Hiller, "Abhandlung von der Nachahmung der Natur in
der Musik," 525-26.
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composer must fashion a melody in such a way "that every

strophe might be repeated and yet at the same time possess a

characteristic profile."7 4 In fact the gesture of the fall-

ing fourth combined with the figure of the dotted quarter-

eighth note is replicated in one guise or another for the

start of every two-bar phrase. In the third phrase (m. 5),

it is modified to become a third; in m. 7 a sixth, etc. In

one instance (mm. 5 and 6) the gesture--executed with the

greatest of economy by means of the chromatic bi-sharp

within the otherwise diatonic context--adds both spice to

the musical line and, more significantly, is a vigorous re-

sponse to the imagery "drunk with fire." And notice the

more long-range implications of this piquant chromatic in

the second half of the strophe in mm. 13 and 14. There, al-

lowing the music time to respond to the text "Your charms

join again, that which harsh custom has divided," Schubert

dispenses with the chromatic--appropriate for the line

"drunk with fire" and the submediant region of mm. 5-6--yet

uses the same melodic line now on the tonic to emphasize the

resolution of that which had formerly been divided. In just

this way Schubert may be said to have convincingly satisfied

the requirements of strophic song while also satisfying the

proper task of all vocal music. What Edward T. Cone has

7 4 See fn. 69.
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eloquently called the composer's responsibility "to compose

the words":

to surround them and envelop them in such a way that

both their sound and their meaning become part of the

musical texture itself. The music assumes a form and

mode of expression analogous to those of the poem it-

self, but to the poem as modified in turn by the music

--the poem as sung, rather than as read or recited. . .

. The text not only shapes the music but in turn is

shaped by it, in every feature susceptible of such con-

trol. . .. 75

Yet the steadfast reiteration of Schubert's music in

the end proves less suitable for the ensuing strophes; in

effect, the music's repetition runs the risk of countering

the meaning of the words--of speaking "across the progres-

sive action" of the poem.7 6 That is the musical character-

7"Cone, "Music: A View from Delft," in Music: A View
from Delft. Selected Essays, 19. Cone's essay was origi-
nally published in The Musical Quarterly, 47 (1961): 439-53.
In light of Cone's remark and Schubert's apparent success in
rising to its challenge, it is worth recalling the final ob-
servation made by Georgiades in his essay "Lyric as Musical
Structure," 103. The sort of attention to detail as mani-
fest here by Schubert is proof, he tells us that "even those
Lieder with markedly songlike, usually strophic texts are
only apparently artless-natural."

7 6 The quote is made by Carolyn Abbate, Unsung Voices,
72, in the course of her discussion of the question of nar-
rativity in strophic song. She writes that one might call
this "the paradox of narration in song--that the repeated
music seems to speak across the progressive action nar-
rated."
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istics that come together to make the opening strophe com-

pelling may or may not prove effective for the strophes that

follow. In the case of Schiller this risk was widely per-

ceived as an occupational hazard for the composer. Indeed,

an anonymous correspondent reviewing Reichardt's Schiller's

lyrische Gedichte, in Musik gesetzt (Schiller's Lyrical Po-

ems set to music) in the January 1811 Allgemeine musikalis-

che Zeitung, made the point that "Schiller has been a dan-

gerous poet for composers from the beginning."77 Why?

Ironically enough, the danger was located in precisely those

aspects that most agreed made him a great poet. "What

reader of his poetry would not feel seized, enlivened,

lifted by the depth and power of his thoughts, by the rich-

ness and splendor of his images, by the magnificence and

fullness of his language" our correspondent asks? And yet

gripped although we very well may be, for the composer

these merits are not only not beneficial, they are gen-

erally even bothersome and deleterious. So, too, are

Schiller's other merits: simplicity and tenderness of

feeling, limiting himself to that which is necessary, a

light, self-contained posture, with an aim to form and

. . ..........................................

7 7 Two years before Beethoven had said to Czerny:
"Schiller's poems are very difficult to set to music. Thecomposer must be able- to lift himself far above the poet;who can do that in the case of Schiller? In this respectGoethe is much easier." Quoted in Thayer's Life of
Beethoven, 472.
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presentation. In other words, those things that are

most advantageous to the musician and finally put him

in his element are the things most notably only sporad-

ically encountered in this exalted poet.7 9

And what of the through-composed settings of Schiller's

An die Freude? Although numbering only two (see the Ap-

pendix B for a listing as well as the music of all the set-

tings I have located), the poem's length once more poses a

problem. Turning again to a contemporaneous appraisal of

Peter von Winter's 327-measure setting of 1818 for "vier
7 1Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung, 13. Jahrgang (2 Jan-

uary 1811), No. 1, col. 24: "Schiller ist von jeher ein fur
die Componisten gefahrlicher Dichter gewesen. Welcher Leser
seiner Poesien fihlte sich nicht durch die Tiefe und Kraft
seiner Gedanken, durch den Reichthum und Glanz seiner
Bilder, durch die Pracht und Fille seiner Sprache ergriffen,
belebt, erhoben: aber eben diese Vorziige sind dem Tonkfinst-
ler nicht nur nicht vortheilhaft, sondern meistens sogar
hinderlich und nachtheilig; und die andern Vorziige
Schillers, Einfalt und Zartheit der Empfindung, schone Be-
schrankung auf das Nothwendige, leichte, in sich vollendete
Haltung in Absicht auf Form und Darstellung--also eben die,
welche dem Musiker die vortheilhaftesten sind und ihn ei-
gentlich erst recht in sein Element versetzen, sind bekannt-
lich bey diesem grossen Dichter die seltnern." The passage
introduces a review of Reichardt's Schillers lyrische Ge-
dichte, in Musik gesetzt. Singling out Reichardt's setting
of the poet's An die Freude, col. 27, the correspondent
testily states that while "almost every bandsman has made an
attempt" at setting the poem, it nevertheless "is difficult
to render musically. Just here the song has received some
amazingly insipid music, worn out in all its ideas and
turns, and which would have been far better left out." "S.
35, das beriihmte Lied an die Freude, das so leicht zu com-
ponieren scheint--weshalb sich auch fast jeder Spielmann
daran gemacht hat--und das doch so sehr schwer musikalisch
wiederzugeben ist. Dies Lied hat hier erst eine zum Verwun-
dern matte, in allen ihren Ideen und Wendungen verbrauchte
Musik erhalten, die weit besser ganz weggeblieben wire."
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Singstimmen mit Begleitung des Piano-Forte" (four vocal

soloists with piano accompaniment; see further Appendix B),

the reviewer for the Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung pointed

out that "since its first appearance Schiller's wonderful

Lied an die Freude has occasioned innumerable composers (in-

deed, entire collections have been gathered, even of pub-

lished ones!), and yet not one has satisfied."

And none will; that lies in the poem, in its substance

and form. . . . If the composer keeps to that which is

common to all the strophes, he generalizes so that he

does not approach the inspired and yet sharply-drawn

flights of the poet. If he then holds to particulars,

with the great variety of material among the stanzas,

his music suits some well, while for others it is want-

ing and does not suit the others at all--even contra-

dicting them. Mr. v. W[inter] has tried to wend his

way between the two paths: he considers the whole as a

song, but he sets all the strophes, and, at least in

some essentials, deviates from unchanging the music

when it seemed necessary to him--and that was often--

and adheres to particulars. Thus the knots are not re-

ally untied [i.e., solved], but made only looser; nev-

ertheless, in this way it at least becomes possible to
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sing the poem decently and fittingly as a social

song.7 9

7 9Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung, 20. Jahrgang (22
April 1818), No. 16, col. 299, "Kurze Anzeigen" (Short No-
tices): "Schillers herrliches Lied an die Freude hat seit
seiner ersten Erscheinung unzahliche Compositionen veran-
last, (hat man doch, selbst von gedruckten, ganze Sammlungen
zusammengestellt!) und auch nicht Eine hat befriediget. Es
wird's auch keine; das liegt am Gedichte, seinem Stoff und
seiner Form nach. . . . Hilt sich nun da der Componist an
das Gemeinsame aller Strophen, so wird er so allgemein, dass
er hinter dem begeisterten und doch scharf herzeichneten
Fluge des Dichters weit zurfickbleibt; schliesst er sich an
Einzelnes, so passt seine Musik, bey der grossen Verschie-
denheit des Stoffs der Strophen unter einander, kaum fu-r
einige gut, fuir noch einige nothdirftig, fur die andern gar
nicht, und widerspricht ihnen wol gar. Hr. v. W. hat ver-
sucht, sich zwischen beyden Wegen durchzuwinden: er fasst
das Ganze als Lied auf, setzt aber alle Strophen aus, und
lasst die, wenigsten in einigen Hauptsachen, sich gleich-
bleibende Musik, wo es ihm nothig schien, und das war oft-
mals, abweichen, und an Einzelnes sich niher anschliessen.
So wird freylich der Knoten nicht eigentlich geloset, son-
dern nur lockerer gemacht: doch wird es damit moglich, das
Gedicht als Gesellschaftslied anstindig und passend zu sin-
gen." The "short notice" concludes: "Ist man mit der Idee
des Componisten einverstanden, so wird man wahrscheinlich
auch mit der Ausfiihrung zufrieden seyn, doch kaum den Wunsch
unterdriicken konnen, dass die Hauptmelodien der Soli mehr
durch Neuheit und Schwung hervortreten mochten. Dahingegen
macht die Schlusszeile des Chors, zu welcher Hr. v. W. mehr
oder weniger in jeder Strophe zurfickkehrt, einen schonen
Eindruck.--Auszufijhren ist alles so leicht, wie es bey einem
Gesellschaftsliede seyn soll." (If one is in agreement with
the composer's ideas, he will probably also be satisfied
with its execution, but could hardly suppress the wish that
the principal melodies of the solos would stand out more by
their novelty and energy. On the other hand, the last line
of the chorus, to which Mr. v. W. returns more or less in
every strophe, makes a fine impression.--Everything is easy
to perform, as it should be in a social song.) Although
Winter's setting was published without a date, the Intelli-
genz-Blatt zur allgemeinen musikalischen Zeitung, March
1818, No. 3, col. 12, under the category Neue Musikalien,
bey Unterzeichneten seit Neujahr herausgekommen" lists:
"Winter, P. v. . . . Ode an die Freude v. Schiller f. 4
Singt. m. Pf. 16 Gr."
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The question that remains, of course, is whether or not

Beethoven unties the seemingly Gordian knot and thereby ap-

proaches "the inspired and yet sharply-drawn flights of the

poet" by reordering and setting only portions of the poem.

That is the question, among many others, that will concern

us in the final chapter of this study.



CHAPTER VI

CULMINATION: BEETHOVEN

"The characteristic of the great tone works of Beetho-

ven," Wagner asserted in 1852, "is that they are genuine po-

ems in which it is sought to bring an actual subject to rep-

resentation. The problem of their comprehension," he con-

tinued,

lies in the difficulty of finding with certainty the

subject that is represented. Beethoven was completely

possessed by a subject; his most noteworthy tone pic-

tures are indebted almost exclusively to the individu-

ality of the subject that occupied him. . . . Yet the

absolute musician, that is to say, the manipulator of

absolute music, no longer understands Beethoven because

he searches only for the 'how' and not for the 'what."

'Letter to Theodor Uhlig, written 13-15 February 1852.
In Richard Wagner Simtliche Briefe, ed. Gertrude Strobel and
Werner Wolf (Leipzig: Verlag fiar Musik, 1979), 4:285. "Das
Charakteristische der gropen Tonwerke Beethoven's ist es,
dap sie wirkliche Dichtungen sind, dap in ihnen einen wirk-
lichen Gegenstand zur Darstellung zu bringen versucht wird.
Das Schwierige fur das Verstandnip liegt nun in der Schwie-
rigkeit des sicheren Auffindens des dargestellten Gegen-
standes. Beethoven war ganz von einem Gegenstande erfullt,
seine bedeutendsten Tongebilde verdanken sich fast einzig
der Individualitat dieses ihn erfullenden Gegenstandes . .
. Schon der eigentliche absolute Musiker, d. h. der Varia-
tor der absoluten Musik, konnte Beethoven 'nicht mehr verste-
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Save for the potentially troublesome notion of "cer-

tainty," the importance Wagner ascribes here to "what" sets

in high relief the dominant concerns of this study. What,

if anything, did Freude mean during the greater part of the

eighteenth century? What did it signify for Schiller? What

did Beethoven make of it? In what sense does an histori-

cally-informed reading of Schiller's An die Freude enhance

an exegesis of Beethoven's music? In what sense does the

music of the Choral Finale correspond to the words Beethoven

derived from Schiller's poem? Do the words and music com-

plement one another?

In endeavoring in the preceding chapters to provide a

frame within which critically-responsible answers to such

questions might be presented, I have attempted first of all

to recapture something of the richness of meaning conveyed

by the word Freude in the eighteenth century.2 Necessarily

selective although our recapitulation of that history has

been, there can be little doubt that the cultural and liter-

ary tradition we have been tracking is indeed one "fraught

with background." As we have seen, what Addison described

in 1712 as "a kind of Day-light in the Mind," and what Pope

hen, weil dieser sich nur an das 'Wie?' nicht aber an das
'Was?' hilt."

2 As Abbate and Parker have written: "If we are insen-
sitive to the literary text, we are not in a position to
know when music corresponds . . . or responds to words, and
when it does not." "Introduction: On Analyzing Opera," in
Analyzing Opera, 22.
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welcomed no matter what its name, be it "Good, Pleasure,

Ease, Content!," is in fact one and the same thing lauded by

Wollaston when he spoke of the ethical system wherein "the

pursuit of happiness" is nothing less than the ultimate as-

piration of "the practice of reason and truth." Seeking a

connection between this presumably English point of view and

Schiller's poem, we found that Pope's "steady and perpetual

Serenity," the product of what Wollaston spoke of when he

wrote of dedicating one's life to Reason and Truth, was

taken up in German literature in general and, more specifi-

cally, in the generation before Schiller, in similarly-named

poems by Hagedorn and Uz. Thus Chapter III may be said to

provide the "corroborative detail" for many of the more gen-

eral statements made in Chapter II.

"Corroborative detail," as Barbara Tuchman has written,

"is the great corrective" and "disciplinarian. It forces

the historian who uses and respects it to cleave to. . . as

much as he can find out of the truth." What is more, it in-

duces one "to assemble the facts first and, in the process

of arranging them in narrative form, to discover a theory or

a historical generalization emerging of its own accord."3

Utilizing such a procedure here we have learned that Addi-

son's "Chearfulness" was taken up in Germany.

3 "History by the Ounce," in Barbara W. Tuchman, Se-
lected Essays: Practicing History (New York: Ballantine
Books, 1982), 34.
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"Cheerfulness is a Joy," Spinoza announced: "and cannot be

excessive. . . . To use things . . . and take pleasure in

them . . . is the part of the wise man."4  And as Leibniz

argued, "it is reason," one of the central tenets of En-

lightenment, that "lead[s] us towards happiness." And we

saw, too, that Kant expressed the same point of view in 1787

when he wrote: "the entire pursuit of reason is to bring

about a union of all the ends that are aimed at by our in-

clinations, into one ultimate end--that of happiness."

In Chapter III we traced the reception of such ideas in

German poetry, first in the work of Hagedorn and Uz, and

then in the writings of Klopstock and Schiller. Praised by

Hagedorn as the "Gottinn edler Herzen! " (goddess of noble

hearts), who enlivens Reason, Uz, for his part, extols

Freude as the "K-niginn der Weisen," the "Kind der Weisheit"

(queen of the wise, child of wisdom). And yet unlike

Schiller, who treats Joy as a subject of cosmic celebration,

Hagedorn and Uz cling to a decidedly neoclassical outlook,

one in which "Gluck und Genu3 sind in dem Mittelstande"

(happiness and enjoyment lie in the middle ground). It is

in this Mittelstande that one encounters the disposition

4Although of course Dutch, Spinoza was widely read inGermany and exerted a profound influence on German thoughtand philosophy, above all in the realm of metaphysics.
5 On The Aesthetic Education of Man, Letter 25, 183. In3 of Letter 25 (p. 185) Schiller writes: "From being aslave of nature which he remains as long as he merely feelsit, man becomes its lawgiver . . . the moment he begins tothink. . . . Once he begins to assert his independence in
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that promotes Bildung, what Hagedorn calls the harmony of

mind and spirit, nature's "most beautiful happiness, the

fruit of (inner) freedom, set in motion by the wise alone."

Within the enclosure of this neoclassical Golden Mean Uz ex-

periences "gentle feelings," propelled by "the noble sim-

plicity" of nature, feelings moreover that lead him to re-

ject "overweening ornament" in favor of "ungekfinstelten

Gesang"--unadorned song. And yet as the century progressed,

German poets became increasingly convinced that the locus of

this "most beautiful happiness" was to be found not only in

nature. Thus in his Der Zr-rchersee, Klopstock moves beyond

the purely Arcadian domain of Joy envisioned by Hagedorn and

Uz and constructs a poem that brilliantly mediates between

nature and infinity. And yet, according to criteria

Schiller himself later would advance in his Brief Ober die

asthetische Erziehung des Menschen and Ober das Erhabene--

both works written after his An die Freude--his own contri-

bution to the poetic tradition of Freude is not entirely

successful because it lacks that moment of objective reflec-

tion in which the beauty of nature and the sublime are har-

monized; only then is it possible to bring about the com-

plete process of Bildung, the union of the passions of the

heart and of reason. That is, the poem lacks the reconcili-

the face of nature as a phenomenon, then he also asserts his
dignity vis-h-vis nature as force, and with noble freedom
rises in revolt against his ancient gods."
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ation of those forces that motivates humanity as physical

beings on the one hand and moral beings on the other--the

Spieltrieb that resolves the inherent tension between ratio-

nal thought and feeling. "As long as man, in that first

physical state," Schiller writes in Letter 25 of his Aes-

thetic Letters, "does no more than feel, he is still com-

pletely One with that world; and just because he is himself

nothing but world, there exists for him as yet no world."

It is only "at the aesthetic stage," he continues, when man

contemplates his position in the world, only then "does his

personality differentiate itself from it, and a world be-

comes manifest to him because he has ceased to be One with

it."6 By placing, and then leaving there, Joy's "holy es-

tate" up "above the starry vault," Schiller, in his An die

Freude, thus treats only one half of the larger whole that

is Bildung. Returning to these concerns in his Ober das Er-

habene, he concluded:

the sublime must complement the beautiful [i.e., the

beautiful in nature] in order to make aesthetic educa-

tion into a complete whole and to enlarge the percep-

tive capacity of the human heart to the full extent of

our vocation. . . . Only if the sublime is wedded to

the beautiful and our sensitivity for both has been
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cultivated in equal measure are we perfect citizens of

nature without thereby becoming her slaves.6

An important counterpart to Schiller's concept of Bil-

dung is the role of art and the artist. Oftentimes incon-

sistently and ambiguously expressed in his Aesthetic Let-

ters, he provides a far more coherent synopsis of many of

the same points in his poem Die Kidnstler (The Artists),

written some six years before in 1789. Briefly, he states

that it is the artist who possesses the power to liberate

his fellow man from "der Tierheit dumpfe Schranke" (the

mindless bonds of brutishness), the "Wurmes Triebe" (the in-

stincts of the worm). In place of this the artist leads hu-

mankind to "der Freude SchoI3" (lap of Joy) and "der Erkennt-

nis Land" (land of knowledge), where "der erhabnen Tugend"

(sublime virtue) inspires "der Starken Kraft, der Edeln

Grazie" (the power of the strong and the grace of nobles).

It is art, Schiller postulates, the product of mankind

alone, that enables humanity to rise "Zum Strahlensitz der

hochsten Schone (to the radiant seat of the most lofty

beauty ).7 "Wer sichert den Olymp? vereinet Gotter?" (Who

secures Olympus, who unites the gods?), Goethe demands in

6 Uber das Erhabene, in Schillers Werke, 99:147-48. See
above, Chapter III, fn. 42.

7 Schiller, "Die Ki-nstler, " in Schillers Werke, 1:87-
103. I quote respective from lines 183, 197, 182, 35, 24,
211, and 460. My emphasis.
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the Vorspiel auf dem Theater to Faust. His answer: "Des

Menschen Kraft, im Dichter offenbart!" (the power of man re-

vealed in the poet).8 Schiller shares the conviction. It

is the artist who beckons the soul of mankind to ascend "Dem

Gppigeren Harmonieenspiele, / Dem reichern Strom der Schn-

heit aufgetan-- / Je schonre Glieder aus dem Weltenplan"

("To loftier Harmonies, and heavenlier things, / And track

the stream of Beauty to its springs"),9 to a realm where

"Des Waldes Melodie flo3 aus dem Haberrohr, / Und Siegesta-

ten lebten in der Liebe" (the sylvan melody flowed from the

oaken reed and victorious deeds dwell within love).LO That

which appears bewildering and chaotic to most of us, the

artist sees clearly: "Sieht er die hohen Formen dann

vollenden, / Je schonre Ritsel treten aus der Nacht"

("distinct and glorious grow upon his sight, / The fair

enigmas brighten from the Night").11 Herald and mediator,

it is the artist who points the way for the rest of mankind

to where "Der Freude G~tter lustig scherzen" (the gods of

Joy cheerfully jest), to where "selbstgefill'ger, jugend-

8 Goethe, Gedenkausgabe, 5:146.

9 "Die Kfinstler," in Schillers Werke, 1:87-103. Lines414-16. The translation here is by Edward Bulwer Lytton,
The Poems and Ballads of Schiller (New York: Thomas Y.
Crowell, n.d.), 324.

'0 Ibid., lines 149-50.

"'Ibid., lines 414-16 and 418-19. Trans., Lytton, The
Poems and Ballads of Schiller, 324.
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lichter Freude / Leiht . . . (die] Harmonie" (self-de-

lighted, youthful Joy imparts harmony).1z It is the artist

who inspires Bildung in others:

Der Dichtung heilige Magie

Dient einem weisen Weltenplane,

Still lenke sie zum Ozean

Der grooen Harmonie!

Erhebet euch mit kihnem Flu-gel

Hoch Ober euren Zeitenlauf;

Fern dammre schon in eurem Spiegel

Das kommende Jahrhundert auf!

Auf tausendfach verschlungnen Wegen

Der reichen Mannigfaltigkeit

Kommt dann umarmend euch entgegen

Am Thron der hohen Einigkeit!

Wie sich in sieben milden Strahlen

Der weile Schimmer lieblich bricht,

Wie sieben Regenbogenstrahlen

Zerrinnen in das weise Licht,

So spielt in tausendfacher Klarheit

Bezaubernd um den trunknen Blick,

So fliept in einen Bund der Wahrheit,

In einen Strom des Lichts zuri-ck!

I2 Schillers Werke, 1:98, line 326; 96, lines 284-85.
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["The hallowed spell of Magic Song / Attunes the worlds

that roll along-- / Blent now and ever let it be / With

the one universal sea of all creation--Harmony! . . .

Above your age aspiring go / On daring wings sublime; /

And glimmering on your mirror, show / The shades of af-

ter-Time. / The thousand various winding ways / Of rich

Humanity explore; / But at the Throne which ends the

maze / Meet, and embrace once more. / As into tints of

sevenfold ray / Breaks soft the silvery, shimmering

white; / As fade the sevenfold tints away, / And all

the rainbow melts in light,-- / Thus sport within a

thousand crests of clarity, / Each magic tint the eye

to chain; / And now let Truth unite them all, / And

Light its single stream regain."]13

I shall shortly come back to this line of thought.

But to return now to Beethoven, it will be remembered

that at the end of Chapter III I advanced the claim that the

composer, however intuitively, sensed the spiritual one-sid-

edness of Schiller's An die Freude and that he provided a

solution to that problem in the Finale of his Ninth Sym-

phony. In attempting now to unpack this last statement I

13 Ibid., lines 446-49 and 466-481. Trans., Poems and
Ballads of Schiller, 325-27. 1 have amended Lytton's trans-
lation in line 478, "So spielt in tausendfacher Klarheit,"
from "So from Iris, sportive, call" to "Thus sport within a
thousand crests of clarity." Regrettably, my emendation
spoils the rhyme of Lytton's translation.
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will argue that in locating the solution we also will be led

to a possible answer to one of the more crucial questions

raised at the start of this chapter, namely what Schiller's

poem may have meant to Beethoven.

But is this last question worth asking? Could it be

that in asking it one is chasing after nothing more than the

sort of chimera scornfully dismissed by Adorno as "complete-

ly irrelevant"? That is, is my question just another exam-

ple of the tiresome sophism embodied by "that absurd though

utterly inextinguishable question: 'Yes, everything you say

is all very well and good, but did the composer himself know

all this--was the composer conscious of all these things?'"

In other words, is my question really nothing more than a

kind of rationalization where "childish hankerings] after

irrelevant biographical legends"1 4 are favored over what

Adorno (and others) have seen as the more profitable goal of

coming to grips with "the inner relations . . . contained

within the composition"?' 5 No; what this particular ques-

tion addresses is Adorno's "das Mehr" of meaning, what M. H.

Abrams (among others) has termed the quest "to understand

what . . . the writer undertook to say."16  What Roland

'4 The quotation is voiced by Abbate and Parker in re-
sponse to the very same passage by Adorno. "Introduction:
On Analyzing Opera," in Analyzing Opera, 2.

15 Adorno, "On the Problem of Musical Analysis," 171.

"6 Abrams, "A Colloquy on Recent Critical Theories," in
Doing Things With Texts, 349.
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Barthes, speaking specifically about music, has called the

"grain of the voice," a thing to be located "not only [in]

its timbre" but also in "the friction between music and

something else."1 7 This quest, to come back to Goethe's no-

tion of "productive criticism," seeks to ask "what did the

author set out to do? Is this plan reasonable and sensible?

How far did he succeed in carrying it out?"'8 In sum, it

asks not "how" but rather "what."

1

The link that connects the Choral Finale and the philo-

sophical preoccupations summarized above--above all with the

notion that it is the artist who can point the way toward

Bildung--was indirectly alluded to by Beethoven himself in

1824 when he described the concluding movement of his then

new symphony as "a setting of the words of Schiller's immor-

tal 'Lied an die Freude' in the same way as my pianoforte

fantasia with chorus, but on a far grander scale."'9 The

17 Roland Barthes, "The Grain of the Voice," in Barthes,
The Responsibility of Forms: Critical Essays on Music, Art,
and Representation, trans. Richard Howard (New York: Hill
and Wang, 1985) 273.

'8 See Chapter I, fn. 52.

I'Anderson ed., The Letters of Beethoven, 3:1113, let-
ter 1269. The letter is dated March 10, 1824. In letter
1270 Beethoven makes the almost identical description and
comparison; both letters were written to music publishers,
the first to Heinrich Albert Probst in Leipzig, the second
to the firm of Bernhard Schotts SOhne in Mainz. To Probst
again, in a letter dated August 28, 1824, he described the
symphony as "the grandest I have written so far." Anderson,
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earlier composition, completed some fifteen years before, is

of course the op. 80 Choral Fantasy. The often-remarked-

upon similarities between the two works are not restricted

to the use of voices with orchestra; the most prominent

bonds are to be heard in the thematic resemblances and the

reliance on variation principle.

Related, too, is the way in which the Choral Finale and

Choral Fantasy each forecast by instrumental means alone the

appearance of the human voice. As the sketches for the Sym-

phony reveal, Beethoven saw the introduction of the voices

as a kind of discovery, a spiritual journey, one he origi-

nally sought to highlight by the inclusion of words for the

opening series of recitatives preceding the recall of music

from the first three movements. Thus the recollection of

music from the first movement was to have been renounced be-

cause "it reminds of us our despair." Similarly, the

reprise of the second movement was seen as "not better, but

only somewhat more cheerful," while the third was "too ten-

der; one must seek something more animated." It is only

with the appearance of the Freude theme, the tune eventually

to be associated with Schiller's poetic homage to Freude

(and thus with the human voice), that satisfaction is ex-

pressed. "This is it," Beethoven triumphantly writes on the
._................ 

.......

letter 1305, 3:1137. In 1345 (p. 1168), to Schotts, January
22, 1825, Beethoven named the firm as "the sole rightful
publishers of my grand solemn Mass and also of my grand sym-
phony in D Minor."
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sketch leaf: "Ha! It is now discovered. I will myself in-

tone it."20 A similar albeit less elaborate scheme was to

have introduced the sung text of the Choral Fantasy. Be-

neath what is now the repeated horn call (echoed by the

oboe) immediately preceding the entry of the principal

theme--precisely the same theme later to be intoned by

voices--the composer originally wrote the words "hbrt ihr

wohl" (hear ye well) set to the same musical motive. As in

the Choral Finale, these initial prefatory words were re-

moved in favor of a purely instrumental rendering.2 '

Yet an even more direct and engaging nexus is to be

seen in each work's use of a strikingly similar sonority as-

sociated with the sublime. Just how the sublime might be

musically depicted was a topic late eighteenth- and early

nineteenth-century writers on music eagerly and repeatedly

discussed.2 2 One commentator in particular, the Leipzig-

20 Nottebohm, "Skizzen zur neunten Symphonie," in Zweite
Beethoveniana, 189-91. Thayer also provides a diplomatic
transcription of these sketches along with the words Beetho-
ven at first thought of including; see further Thayer's Life
of Beethoven, ed. Forbes, 892-94. The above translation is
freely adapted from Thayer (emphasis mine.) The sketch for
the first recitative is to be found in Landsberg 8/I
(Deutsche Staatsbibliothek, East Berlin), p. 69; the second
and third are to be found in Artaria 201. See also Chapter
IV, fn. 6.

2 1 See further Ein Skizzenbuch zur Chorfantasie Op. 80
und anderen Werken, ed. and transcribed by Dagmar Weise
(Bonn: Beethovenhaus, 1957), fol. 191 (p. 97) and fol. 29
(p. 118).

22 See, for example, Sulzer's definition from his Allge-
meine Theorie der schcnen KzInste, 3:97-98, noted above in
Chapter V.
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based Kant disciple Christian Friedrich Michaelis spelled

out his thoughts on the subject in a number of articles

brought out in both the Berlinische musikalische Zeitung and

the Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung. An essay in the former

publication, in 1805, makes for especially illuminating

reading, specifically so since Michaelis is attentive to the

differences between the merely beautiful and the sublime.

The chief distinction, he observes, is that "the beautiful

relates to form, outline, limitation, . . . the easily ap-

prehended melody, the gentle harmonic and rhythmic play of

emotions in time."

Sublimity, on the other hand, must . . . be based on

the idea of infinity or immeasurability. The beautiful

depends . . . on quality, the sublime on quantity. If

the emotions are easily integrated in audible expres-

sion and fuse into a whole; if the sounds relate flu-

ently to one another, constituting by their rhythmic

symmetry a melody that the imagination can grasp with-

out difficulty, then true beauty manifests in music.

But when the sounds impinge on the ear at great length,

. . . or with frequent interruptions, or with shatter-

ing intensity, or where the part-writing is very com-

plex, so that the listener's imagination is severely

taxed in an effort to grasp the whole, so that it feels
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in fact as if it is poised over a bottomless chasm, the

sublime manifests itself. The feeling of sublimity in

music is aroused when the imagination is elevated to

the plane of the limitless, the immeasurable, the un-

conquerable. This happens when such emotions are

aroused as either completely prevent the integration of

one's impressions into a coherent whole, or when at any

rate they make it very difficult. . . . In music, the

sublime can only be that which seems too vast and sig-

nificant, too strange and wonderful, to be easily as-

similated by it. Sublime notes, figuration and har-

monies stimulate the imagination, which must exert it-

self and expand beyond its normal bounds to grasp, in-

tegrate and recall them.2 3

As anyone who has ever heard the Finale of Beethoven's

Choral Symphony is of course well aware, there are any num-

ber of moments when "the imagination is elevated to the

plane of the limitless," "as if it is poised over a bottom-

less chasm." Nevertheless, one passage in particular, the

succession of chords "set to shimmering" at the conclusion

2 3 Berlinische musikalische Zeitung 1 (1805):179.
Trans. in Music and Aesthetics, ed. le Huray and Day, 290.
Michaelis's views on the sublime in music are also discussed
by Mary Sue Morrow in her essay "Of Unity and Passion: The
Aesthetics of Concert Criticism in Early Nineteenth-Century
Vienna," in 19th Century Music 13 (1990): 193-206; especial-
ly 203-04.
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of the section marked Adagio ma non troppo, ma divoto at the

words,

Ihr stiirzt nieder, Millionen?

Ahnest du den Schopfer, Welt?

Such' ihn Uber'm Sternenzelt,

Ober Sternen mu3 er wohnen

[Do you fall down, millions? Do you sense the creator,

world? Seek him above the starry vault, he must live

above the stars]

arguably more than any other, vividly denote the sublime.

Leo Treitler, in commenting on this passage, has reflected:

"This, I believe, is the denouement of the whole sympho-

ny."2 4  Indeed in all music it would be difficult to imagine

a more graphic musical representation of that which is at

once "too strange and wonderful."2 5  Beethoven himself con-

2 4 Treitler, "To Worship That Celestial Sound": Motives
for Analysis," in Music and the Historical Imagination, 64.
The quote "set to shimmering" is also Treitler's, ibid.

25 Unless, of course, the work is another by Beethoven.
Maynard Solomon, "The Ninth Symphony: A Search for Order,"
Beethoven Essays, 25, has noted: "In Calm Sea and Prosper-
ous Voyage, op. 112, the words 'Tiefe Stille [deep calm]'
are represented by a long, sustained pianissimo chord, and
the words 'der ungeheuren Weite [immense distance]" are de-
scribed by an upward leap of an octave and a fourth in the
soprano and a downward plunge of an octave in the bass.
Other representations of the boundless are the astonishing
consecutive repetition of a single high A twenty-seven times
in the Arioso dolente of op. 110 and the use of patently
circular shapes--symbols of infinity--in the Allegretto of
the Seventh Symphony and the song cycle An die ferne Gelieb-
te." Solomon sees the musical vocabulary devised by Beetho-
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firmed the symbolic nature of the music for "Ober Sternen

mul er wohnen" when he wrote on a sketch leaf: "The height

of the stars [can be pictured] more by way of the instru-

ments."2 6 In each instance (Ex. 5) the chords are repeated

eight times to a allow for a two-fold repetition of the

words "Ober Sternen mup er wohnen." At once "with shatter-

ing intensity" and with richly complex part-writing, the

initial statement of the line (mm. 644-47) is set to a major

triad on El (OVI of G Minor), while the second (mm. 651-55)

involves a diminished ninth chord spelled A-C#-E(-natural)-

G-Bb (V9 of D Major2 7 ). But the apogee itself is antici-

ven to express "extremes of despair and bliss" (p. 24) as an
undertaking of paramount importance in many of works of the
composer's final decade. While this statement is of course
correct, the attempt to express such extremes is by no means
restricted to works from the composer's last decade. Death,
certainly an extreme and perhaps boundless state, is graphi-
cally at the heart of the composer's 1790 Cantate auf den
Tod Kaiser Joseph des Zweiten, WoO 87. Both the opening and
concluding choruses in C Minor, for example, contain a
striking fully diminished seventh chord (spelled E-natural-
G-Bb-Db) sustained for five beats in Largo tempo on the word
Todt! before resolving to a iv' chord on F. In a letter to
Hanslick published in the Neue Freie Presse (Vienna) in
1897, Brahms wrote of the Joseph Cantata: "Even if there
were no name on the title page none other could be conjec-
tured--it is Beethoven through and through! The beautiful
and noble pathos, sublime in its feeling and imagination,
the intensity, perhaps violent in its expression, moreover
the voice leading and declamation, and in the two outside
sections all the characteristics which we may observe and
associate with his later works" Cited in Thayer's Life of
Beethoven, ed. Forbes, 120.

26Nottebohm, "Skizzen zur neunten Symphonie, " in Zweite
Beethoveniana, 186. Trans., Solomon, "The Ninth Symphony,,"
Beethoven Essays, 25.

27The two chords are bridged by a fully diminished sev-
enth chord built on CO, spelled C-E-natural-G-B". Treit-
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pated, and set up, some 325 measures before in the series of

similarly climatic chords (Ex. 6) employed for the line "und

der Cherub steht vor Gott" (and the cherub stands before

God). The final chord on the word Gott--accentuated by the

fermata and marked molto tenuto--in its orchestration, spac-

ing, and use of register, is conspicuously similar to the

later progression.

Twice repeated, Beethoven employs a similarly-inflected

and dramatically-climatic chord--on Eb--in the Choral Fan-

tasy (Ex. 7), each time on the word Kraft (strength, i.e.,

vitality, life). As with many of the thematic and gestural

resemblances between the Choral Finale and the Choral Fan-

tasy, I am not the first to have noted the connection. As

it happens, William Kinderman, in a recent article, calls

attention to the similarity of these sonorities, yet in the

end he contends: "there is no analogous musical symbol-

ism. "z2 Discounting the analogy--that is, between the

Choral Fantasy and Choral Finale--and aware that Beethoven

makes use of a strikingly "similar . . . network of referen-

tial sonorities" in his Missa Solemnis, Kinderman compel-

lingly argues that the composer "absorbed this network of

referential sonorities from the Mass into his next great
2 8 William Kinderman, "Beethoven's Compositional Models

for the Choral Finale of the Ninth Symphony," in Beethoven 's
Compositional Process, 174. The article is a considerably
revised version of Kinderman's earlier article "Beethoven's
Symbol for the Deity in the Missa solemnis and the Ninth
Symphony," in 19th Century Music, 9 (1985) : 102-118.
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choral-orchestral composition," the Choral Finale of the

Ninth Symphony.2 9 I should like to suggest that Kinderman's

findings are as yet incomplete. That is, I will endeavor to

establish that the musical symbolism between the Choral Fan-

tasy and Choral Finale is indeed analogous, and that the

complex of referential sonorities employed in both the Missa

Solemnis and Ninth Symphony have their origin in the Choral

Fantasy.

We begin with the text of the Choral Fantasy.

Schmeichelnd hold und lieblich klingen

Unsers Lebens Harmonien,

Und dem Sch6nheitsinn entschwingen

Blumen sich, die ewig bliihn.

Fried' und Freude gleiten freundlich

Wie der Wellen Wechselspiel;

Was sich dringte rauh und feindlich,

Ordnet sich zu Hochgefiihl.

Wenn der T6ne Zauber wallen

Und des Wortes Weihe spricht,

Muss sich Herrliches gestalten,

Nacht und Stirme werden Licht,

Auss're Ruhe, inn're Wonne

211 quote respectively from Kinderman, "Beethoven's
Compositional Models," 172, and "Beethoven's Symbol for the
Deity," 103.
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Herrschen fi-r den Glfkklichen.

Doch der Ki-nste Frihlingssonne

Lisst aus beiden Licht entstehn.

Grosses, das in's Herz gedrungen,

Bli-ht dann neu und schon empor,

Hat ein Geist sich aufgeschwungen,

Hall't ihm stets ein Geisterchor.

Nehmt denn hin, ihr schbnen Seelen,

Froh die Gaben schoner Kunst.

Wenn sich Lieb' und Kraft vermihlen,

Lohnt dem Menschen G-tter-Gunst.3 0

[I. Caressingly kind and lovely, our life's harmony

resounds, and the disposition towards-beauty brings

forth flowers that bloom forever. Equanimity and Joy

cheerfully flow as the ripples of a tide that temper

rude and hostile desires into lofty feeling.

II. When magic tones resound and sacred words pro-

nounce, glorious things then must take shape; night and

3 0 Text derived from Ludwig van Beethovens Werke: Voll-
stindige kritisch durchgesehene Oberall berechigte Ausgabe
(Leipzig: Breitkopf & HIrtel, n.d.), Serie 9, No. 71. The
arrangement here into three strophes of eight lines each is
my own. I base this ordering on the fact that my second and
third strophes, as in Schiller's An die Freude (i.e., the
eight-line strophes ), would appear to alternate eight and
seven syllables lines with the rhyme scheme a b a b c d c d.
The first strophe, assuming I am correct in this ordering,
appears not to conform to this rhyme scheme.
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tempests brighten into light, peace without and joy

(Wonne) within reign on behalf of the happy. Truly the

springtime sun of the arts begets light from both.

III. The grandeur that penetrates the heart thereupon

flourishes anew and splendidly on high--when the spirit

soars upwards a choir of spirits always resounds.

Therefore joyously seize, ye lovely spirits, the bene-

fits of the fine arts . When love (human passion) and

strength (vitality, life) are united, godlike grace is

mankind' s' reward.]

Primed as we now are to the likely implications of such

a text, it becomes apparent that the musical symbolism be-

tween the Choral Fantasy and Choral Finale not only is com-

parable, but, even more importantly given the many musical

similarities between the two works, that the text of the

former and chronologically earlier work opens a number of

interpretive windows for an enriched understanding of the

latter. And we need not concern ourselves, as does Edward

J. Dent, with the sort of recondite longing for "biographi-

cal legends" whereby the words of the Choral Fantasy are re-

lated to "the mystical spirit of eighteenth-century Freema-

sonry, the new religion of liberty, equality and fraterni-

ty."3 1 Noble-minded although these last three quests clear-
3 1 Edward J. Dent, "The Choral Fantasia," in Music andLetters, 8 (1927): 117. 1 will return to the question ofFreemasonry and its purported relation to the concept ofFreude in Appendix C, "An Inventory of Freude-Related Poems
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ly are, the poem set by Beethoven in his Choral Fantasy fo-

cuses on a rather different theme.

What is addressed parallels rather intimately one of

the cardinal concerns of Schiller's Aesthetic Letters, his

essay Ober das Erhabene, and the principal theme of his Die

Kanstler: an abiding faith in art as the highest form of

human expression and the conviction that it is the artist's

duty to safeguard and nurture mankind's humanity. To be

sure, the conspicuous number of similarities between

Schiller's Die Kz-nstler and the Choral Fantasy's poem lead

to the tempting supposition that Schiller's poem served as a

model for the former. Each makes a point of emphasizing the

union of the beauty of nature and of the sublime; each

stresses that the outcome of that union instills Freude;

each stresses the role of the artist as an arbiter on hu-

mankind's part in the attainment of this Freude, or GOtter-

Gunst; and each underscores a singular concept of Kraft in

league with Liebe as one of two essential elements that must

be joined in the quest for Bildung; love and strength here

being yet another way of signifying a thing disjoined in

need of being made whole: variously the divided self, mind

and Lieder in Eighteenth- and Early Nineteenth-Century Ma-
sonic Publications." Although the issue is complex and one
about which students of the latter eighteenth century are
inclined to disagree, to my way of thinking the aims of
Freemasonry, at least in the age of Goethe, Mozart, and
Beethoven, were largely identical with those of the Enlight-
enment at large.
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and spirit, nature and infinity, human passion and human

reason. Thus Kraft is not merely "strength," it is also the

"vitality" given to a life that has "joyously" seized "the

benefits of the fine arts." One that has discovered the

harmony in which "the sublime is wedded to the beautiful."

Note well the way in which the Choral Fantasy's text

specifies this formulation. As in Die KOnstler, it is the

artist who leads the way to "der Freude Schot" (lap of Joy),

"der Erkenntnis Land" (land of knowledge) where "der erhab-

nen Tugend" (sublime virtue) inspires "der Starken Kraft,

der Edeln Grazie" (the power of the strong and the grace of

nobles). In the text for the Choral Fantasy we discover in

the realm of beauty (that is, the province of nature) that

such harmony yields "flowers that bloom forever"; transcend-

ing that sphere with the assistance of the artist--in this

case the welder of music--the union of "magic tones" and

"sacred words" engender "glorious things." That harmony is

nothing less than Bildung, the process by which the sublime

makes "aesthetic education into a complete whole"--where the

human heart is enlarged to the full extent of its vocation.

Again, the Choral Fantasy's text tells us exactly this. Not

only do "night and tempests subside and yield a "peace with-

out and joy within," the grandeur that "penetrates the

heart," once more, in accordance with Schiller's notion of

Bildung, it is art that leads the human spirit to soar up-

wards. And the reward of art is godlike grace, the union of
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"Lieb' und Kraft" set in motion by the artist. As expressed

here, Kraft, together with human Liebe, is an indispensable

component of the "harmony" of nature and the sublime. In

sum, Beethoven's setting of the word Kraft in his Choral

Fantasy within the context of the denotative sonorities rem-

iniscent of the Choral Finale would seem to be no accident.

The word and the concept behind it even had theoretical en-

dorsement, having been commended by Sulzer in his Allgemeine

Theorie. Noting three uses for "der aesthetischen Kraft"--

"Vollkommenheit" (perfection or completeness), "das Schone"

(the beautiful), and "das Gute" (virtue or morality)--he re-

marked that "Die Musik . . . dienet hauptsachlich ihnen (der

aesthetischen Kraft] einen hohen Grad der Lebhaftigkeit zu

geben" (music serves primarily to give it [aesthetic

strength] a high degree of liveliness)."32 Indeed, the use

of the referential sonority Kinderman has rightly pinpointed

as Beethoven's musical depiction of the sublime in the fi-

nale of the Ninth Symphony takes on added significance when

one knows that in its initial environment in the Choral Fan-

tasy it relates to the metaphor of "harmony." At once a

symbol for music--the harmony of "der Tone Zauber . . . und

des Wortes Weihe"--and the union of nature and the sublime,

the multifaceted alliance extolled in the Choral Fantasy's

poem, together with its insistence that it is the artist as
3 2 "Kraft," Allgemeine Theorie der Sch6nen Kinste, 3:65.



intermediary and prophet who makes this possible, would seem
to have proven irresistible for a composer of Beethoven's
ideological bent. Such in fact appears to have been re-
vealed in 1810 in the composer's negotiations with the firm
of Breitkopf & Hirtel at the time of the Fantasy's publica-
tion. Perennially-vexed by doubts as to whether or not a
work ought to be altered or revised,33 he wrote:

Perhaps you would like to have a different text, since
both the text and the music were composed at top speed,
so much so that I could not even copy out a score. But
if a different text were used, the word 'Kraft' would
have to be retained or replaced by some other exactly
similar expression.a3
3 3 See further the intriguing and important recent studyby Maynard Solomon, "Beethoven's Ninth Symphony: The Senseof an Ending," in Critical Inquiry, 17 (1991): 289-305 wherehe examines a number of instances in which Beethoven sanc-tioned or contemplated revising a composition in substan-tially different format. In the case of the HammerklavierPiano Sonata, op. 106, for example, the composer himself,noting the "distressful circumstances" in which it was writ-ten, suggested that the sonata be published in three move-ments and without the closing Largo and fugue. As Solomongoes on to say, 2 8 9,"the piece actually appeared in Londonas two separate works: a 'Grand Sonata' consisting of thefirst three movement in the order 1, 3, and 2; and an'Introduction and Fugue,' made up of the largo and allegrorisoluto."

3 4 Anderson ed., The Letters of Beethoven, 1:288, letterno. 272. As it happens, the original text was preserved."Wollen Sie vielleicht einen anderen Text unterlegen, da derText wie die Musik das Werk einer sehr kurzen Zeit war, sodat ich nicht einmal eine Partitur schreiben konnte? Dochmete bei einer anderen Unterlegung das Wort Kraft beibehal-ten werden oder em anderes auoerst &hnliches dafir an dieStelle kommen. " Ludwig van Beethovens siatliche Briefe,

291
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"Kraft ist die Moral der Menschen, die sich vor anderen

auszeichnen, und sie ist auch die meinige," Beethoven de-

clared to a friend in 1798--"Kraft is the moral philosophy

of those who distinguish themselves above others, and it is

also mine."3 5 Some twenty-two years later his conviction

was much the same: "'das Moralische Gese(t]z in uns, u. der

gestirnte Himmel fiber un3' Kant!!!" (the moral law within

us, and the starry heavens above us).36

2

In the end, the deconstructionalist, contextless game

advocated by Adorno--in analysis, the strict separation of

the work from its creator--begets an uneasy impasse, one

strangely at odds with the pursuit suggested by his phrase

das mehr. Uneasy, because it ignores one of the cardinal

strengths of music: its propensity for communication. That

is, it slights what Rousseau spoke of when he compared music

to painting and concluded that while "painting is closer to

nature . . . music is dependent on human art." It is mu-

sic's contact with the human, its predilection for relating

ed., Emerich Kastner (Leipzig, 1923; reprint ed., Tutzing:
Hans Schneider, 1975), letter no. 255, 178.

35 Beethovens saimtliche Briefe, letter no. 24, 28; my
emphasis. The letter is addressed to Nikolaus Zmeskall von
Domanovecz and dated 1798. Translated in Anderson ed., The
Letters of Beethoven, 1:32, letter no. 30. The translation
here is adapted from Anderson.

3 6 See above, Chapter 2, fn. 57.
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"man to man," Rousseau claimed, that makes it the "more in-

teresting. . . . Voice augurs a living entity. Only ani-

mate bodies sing." Music "can convey you to the depths of

the desert," he contended, "but as soon as vocal signs

strike your ear, they announce to you a being like your-

self." 3 7  Put differently,

the dogged concentration on internal relationships

within the single work of art is ultimately subversive

as far as any reasonably complete view of music is con-

cerned." Music's autonomous structure is only one of

many elements that contribute to its import. Along

with the preoccupation with structure goes the neglect

of other vital matters-- . . . everything else that

makes music affective, moving, emotional, expressive.

3 7 Rousseau, Essai sur l'origine des langues, 210; 208-

209: "On voit part 1A peinture est plus pr~s de la nature,

et que la musique tient plus & l'art humain. On sent aussi

que l'une int6resse plus que l'autre, pr6cis6ment parcequ'

elle rapproche plus l'homme de l'homme." 208: "La voix an-

nonce un ftre sensible; il n'y a que des corps animbs qui

chantent." 210: "[La musique] elle vous peut transporter
au fond d'un desert: mais sitot que des signes vocaux frap-

pent votre oreille, ils vous announcent un ftre semblable A

vous." See also Chapter IV, fn. 35. Adorno's separation
would also seem to ignore a subtle balance suggested by

Aristotle when he says that art has its "origin... in the

maker, not in the thing made"; see further Nicomachean

Ethics, vi. 4. 1140a 10-16, trans. David Ross (London: Ox-

ford University Press, 1925). For a stimulating commentary

on the views on music Rousseau set forth in his Essai, in

turn a critique of Paul de Man's commentary on the same--

"The Rhetoric of Blindness: Jacques Derrida's Reading of

Rousseau," in Blindness and Insight (Minneapolis: Univer-
sity of Minnesota Press, 1983), 102-41--see Abbate, Unsung
Voices, 16-19.
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By removing the bare score from its context in order to

examine it as an autonomous organism, the analyst re-

moves that organism from the ecology that sustains

it.3a

And particularly in a musical work that sets a text, the

fissure advocated by Adorno would seem to be yet another way

of saying that the words do not count.

While the identity of the poet for the Choral Fantasy

has never been conclusively established, Czerny recalled

that when his erstwhile teacher decided on the work "he

chose a song which he had composed many years before [as the

basis of the principal theme], planned the variations, the

chorus, etc., and the poet . . . was called upon to write

the words in a hurry according to Beethoven's hints."39

(More about the song in a moment.) The reference "to

Beethoven's hints" merely confirms what may be gleaned more
3 8 Joseph Kerman, Contemplating Music: Challenges to

Musicology (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1985), 73.
39 Cited in Thayer's Life of Beethoven, ed. Forbes, 448.Czerny believed the poet to have been Christoph Kuffner, asometime member of Beethoven's circle. According to Ander-

son, The Letters of Beethoven, 1: 288, fn. 4, Beethoven com-
posed a triumphal march, WoO 2a, and an introduction to ActII, WoO 2b, for the poets 1813 tragedy Tarpeja. Douglas
Johnson, compiler of the worklist for The New Grove
Beethoven, 176, notes that there is "no direct evidence" tosupport that the second of these numbers was associated withKuffner's play. Nottebohm, Zweite Beethoveniana, 495-500,
discounts Kuffner as poet for the Choral Fantasy and sug-gested Georg Friedrich Treitschke, who in 1814 undertook toalter the libretto for the final version of Fidelio. Seealso Thayer's Life of Beethoven, ed. Forbes, 451.



directly from the composer himself. As early perhaps as
1794, he committed to his private log: "Courage! In spite
of all bodily weaknesses my spirit shall rule-. . . . This
year must determine the complete man. Nothing must remain
undone. "4o And in 1797, as we have noted already, he wrote
to Christine Gerhardi of his longing "to strive toward the
inaccessible goal which art and nature have set us. "41 In
the document from 1802 now known as the Heiligenstadt Testa-

ment, we learn:

What humiliation for me when someone standing next to
me heard a flute in the distance and I heard nothing,
or someone heard a shepherd singing and again I heard
nothing. Such incidents drove me almost to despair, a
little more of that and I would have ended my life--it
was only my art that held me back. Ah it seemed to me
impossible to leave the world until I have brought
forth all that I felt was within me. . . . Oh Provi-
dence--grant me at last but one day of pure joy. . . .
Oh when--Oh when, Oh Divine One--shall I feel it again
in the temple of nature and of mankind--Never?42

40 Ibid, 182.
4  Anderson, ed. -The Letters of Beethoven, 1: 29 (no.23)T.

4 Thayer's Life off Beethoven, ed. Forbes, 305-06.
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Writing to a young admirer and pianist in 1812, he dis-

closed:

Persevere, do not only practice your art, but endeavor

also to fathom its inner meaning; it deserves this ef-

fort. For only art and science can raise men to the

level of gods. . . . The true artist . . . sees unfor-

tunately that art has no limits; he has a vague aware-

ness of how far he is from reaching his goal.
4 3

The Tagebuch Beethoven kept from 1812 to 1818 is especially

rich in reflections of this kind. In the initial item he

recorded: "You must not be a human being, not for yourself,

but only for others: for you there is no longer any happi-

ness except within yourself, in your art. 0 God! give me

strength to conquer myself, nothing at all must fetter me to

life." In 1814: "There is much to be done on earth, do it

soon! . . . Art demands this sacrifice." An entry from

1815: "Everything that is called life should be sacrificed

to the sublime and be a sanctuary of art. Let me live, even

if by artificial means, if only they can be found!" And

4 3 Anderson, ed. The Letters of Beethoven, 1: 381 (no.

376. The recipient of this letter, identified only as

"Emilie M.," is thought to have been a young pianist from
Hamburg.
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lastly, in 1818: "Sacrifice once and for all the triviali-

ties of social life to your art, 0 God above all!44

3

But of course the network of "referential sonorities"

devised by Beethoven for "the plane of the limitless," both

in the Choral Fantasy and Choral Finale, also point toward a

number of other interpretative issues. Most significantly,

the emphasis on the sublime in both works and the composi-

tional priority of the Choral Fantasy prompts us to ask why

in the finale of the Ninth Beethoven chose to set only 36

lines from a poem that ran to 108 lines in its initial pub-

lication and to 96 lines in its 1803 revision; too, the em-

phasis on the sublime leads us to reflect on why he reor-

dered those 36 lines.4 From here, supported in turn by the

4 4 Cited in "Beethoven's Tagebuch," Solomon, Beethoven
Essays. Item no. 1, 246; no. 25, 254; no. 40, 258; no. 169,
294.

4 5 According to Hans Boettcher, Beethoven als Liederkom-
ponist (Augsburg: Benno Filser Verlag, 1928), 50, Beethoven
altered other literary texts as well. See also, Joseph
Kerman, "An die ferne Geliebte," Beethoven Studies, 126, fora discussion of changes made there. As it happens, Beetho-
ven is not the only composer to have altered a poet's text.
Initially unaware of the complete poetic cycle by Wilhelm
MUller, Schubert does not follow the poet's ordering of Die
Winterreise in his Winterreise. Additionally, Schubert alsointroduces a number of smaller changes to the poem as well.See further the introduction by Susan Youens to Franz
Schubert Winterreise: The Autograph Score, The Pierpont
Morgan Library Music Manuscript Reprint Series (New York:
The Pierpont Morgan Library in association with Dover Publi-
cations, 1989), vii-xvii.
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close scrutiny that has attended the concept of Freude in

the preceding five chapters, and the relationship between

Freude and the sublime, we may be led to ask questions that

relate more immediately to the music of the Ninth's Finale.

Perilous though it always is to speculate about a com-

poser's motivations, one of the more prominent motives we

have singled out in the poem to the Choral Fantasy concerns

the recurring imagery of harmony, the desire to join or join

again that which is in need of being made or remade whole:

the divided psyche, nature and the sublime, etc. The 36

lines Beethoven selected from Schiller's An die Freude for

the Choral Finale, in order of appearance, are: stanzas

one, two, and three followed by its choral response, the

choral response to stanza four, and finally the choral re-

sponse to stanza one. To a one, each of these sections deal

with some kind of merger, be it emotional, spiritual, or

within the circle of humankind. And Freude, least we need

reminding, "Fix'd to no spot" as Pope had noted more than a

half century before, is at once the "peace within and joy

within," the "godlike grace" given to those who make good

the harmony of mind and spirit, of the moral and the physi-

cal, as well as of the sublime and the beautiful. In the

opening strophe it is the ability given to Freude to "join

again that which harsh custom has divided."46 In the second
4 6 BUt only in the 1803 revision; the initial versionreads here: "Was der Mode Schwerd getheilt" (what the sword

of custom has divided).
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strophe it is the fellowship of one human being with an-

other, be it friend to friend or he who is joined with "ein

holdes Weib" (a fair woman). In stanza three we learn that

"All creatures drink joy at the breast of nature, all the

goods ones, all the evils ones." The chorus to stanza three

treats of the Millionen who fall prostrate before the cre-

ator of the world who "must live above the stars." The cho-

rus of the fourth strophe depicts the community of mankind

running "joyfully, like a hero to victory!" Fittingly

enough, the return finally to the opening strophe's chorus

intones: "Be embraced, ye millions! This kiss to the en-

tire world! Brothers--above the starry vault must dwell a

loving father." The strophes and choruses not set by

Beethoven either do not treat the subject of unity or else

simply restate it. In this last category, see, for example,

the choral response to stanza five, the strophe and chorus

to stanza six, and the strophe and chorus to stanza eight,

where the strophe tells of "Wahrheit gegen Freund und Feind"

(truth toward friend and foe). As for the former category,

those strophes and choruses simply not set, stanzas four and

five are encomia to yet additional attributes Schiller as-

cribes to Freude. I shall return to the imagery of harmony

in Section 5.
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4

In an entry in his Tagebuch for 1815, Beethoven record-

ed: "If only one wanted to separate oneself from the past,

still the past has created the present."4 7

In the recollection mentioned above by Czerny on the

genesis of the Choral Fantasy, it will be remembered he ex-

pressed the opinion that in writing that work Beethoven

"chose a song he had composed many years before"; that is,

for the work's main theme he chose a tune of diatonic and

predominantly stepwise simplicity which markedly resembles

the opening phrase of the Freude tune from the Ninth Sym-

phony. As is well known, the song in question is the con-

cluding number from Seufzer eines Ungeliebten und Gegen-

liebe, WoO 118, Gegenliebe, written in 1794 or 1795 to a

poem by Gottfried August Burger (Ex. 8). Burger's Gegen-

liebe, as its name makes clear, tells of the "mutual love"

in which a kiss would cause the protagonist's heart to com-

pletely consume itself in rapturous ardor.

Liebe nahret Gegenliebe, und entflammt zur Feuers-

brunst, was ein Aschenfiinkchen bliebe. . . . Wisst'

ich, dass du mich lieb und werth ein bischen hieltest,

. . . ; dass dein Dank hubsch meinem Gruss halben Wegs

entgegen Wegs entgegen kame, und dein Mund den Wech-

4 7 "Beethoven's Tagebuch," cited in Solomon, Beethoven
Essays. Item no. 44, 258.
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selkuss gerne gab' und wieder nihme: dann, o Himmel,

ausser sich, wirde ganz mein Herz zerlodern!

[Love is nourished by mutual love, and that which would

have remained a tiny spark amid the ashes flares up

into a raging fire. If I knew you cared for me and es-

teemed me just a little, and felt only a hundredth part

of what I feel for you, that your thanks would meet my

greeting halfway and your lips would gladly give and

take again an exchanged kiss: then, oh heaven, my

heart, beside itself, would completely go up in flame!]
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Two years later the same melody is heard from again in the

Lied Kleine Blwnen, kleine Blitter, op. 83, no. 3, a setting

of a poem by Goethe. Once again, love is the apparent topic

in Goethe's verse. The poet enjoins his beloved (Ex. 9):

Fihle, fihle, was diess Herz empfindet, reiche frei mir

deine Hand, und das Band, das uns verbindet, sei kein

schwaches Rosenband!4 8

[Feel, feel, what my heart feels, freely extend your

hand to me, and let the bond that unites us not be a

frail ribbon of roses!]

To make the point explicitly, to music that anticipates

the Freude tune, both texts concern themselves with the

other half of the larger whole taken up in the Choral Fan-

tasy: Liebe. That is to say, of the union of "Lieb' und

Kraft" treated in the Choral Fantasy, it is the longing for

love--the wish that the beloved will "meet my greeting half-

way," that "the bond that unites us [will] not be a frail

ribbon of roses"--which is addressed in the songs from the

1790s. Quite literally, then, "the past has created the

present," for in the principal tunes of the Choral Fantasy

and the finale of the Ninth Symphony, that "which would have

remained a tiny spark amid the ashes" indeed does flare "up

O8 The texts for both songs are derived from Beethoven,Songs for Solo Voice, 169-71 and 65-66.
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Ex. 9. Beethoven, Klne Blumen, kielne Bntter, mm. 27-35.

into a raging fire. " In both works, the "uneiis-~ e
sang" rises forth "softly articulated" by the "dull deep
basses, " as Marx noted in his discussion of the ninth, as if
from "some long buried memories of youth. "49e (More accu-
rately, in the Choral Fantasy, at the Allegro marked Finale,
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liebe tune; the tune itself is announced in its entirety,

and there in the major mode, only by the piano 32 bars

later.) In the Choral Fantasy the simple song eventually

ascends to where "a choir of spirits always resounds" and

where the all-embracing power of human and divine "Lieb' und

Kraft" are united. In the Choral Finale, unaccompanied song

rises up from the merely beautiful--"the easily apprehended

melody" of the Freude tune--through increasingly ornamented

variations of that tune to double fugue and the sublime:

the "shattering intensity" of the denouement at the Adagio

ma non troppo, ma divoto to the words "Do you fall down,

millions? Do you sense the creator, world? Seek him above

the starry vault, he must live above the stars."

5

The foregoing may be expanded by considering more

closely the passages Beethoven apportioned from Schiller's

An die Freude, their ongoing emphasis on spiritual and cor-

poral oneness, and the ways in which the imagery of the sec-

tions of the poem he selected may have led to certain compo-

sitional procedures in the Ninth's Finale.

To begin with what is perhaps most obvious, we may note

the movement's unprecedentedly large assortment of idioms.

And we may be sure the concentration of musical rhetoric set

forth in the Choral Finale goes far beyond that endorsed by

theoretical accounts of Abwechselung, diversity, or variety.
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What Quantz advocated way back in 1752 when he spoke of

"einer angenehmen Abwechselung" (an agreeable variety), or

the "desirable admixture of agreeable and brilliant ideas"

that make for an excellent composition.5 0 In a word, the

finale of the Ninth is a veritable arsenal of musical styles

and procedures ranging from "the touching joy of unadorned

nature" embedded in the Freude tune; the hip-swaying earthi-

ness and overt orientalism of the Alla Marcia with its

"Janizary" or alla turca music introduced by the "heathen"

instruments of cymbals, triangle, and side drum;5 ' the "un-

adorned expressions of long ago antiquity" and "solemn rap-

ture" embodied by the "Seid umschlungen Millionen" with its

modal inflections and trombones suggesting at once the stile

antico and stile ecclesiastico.5 2 Then, too, there is the

5OQuantz, Versuch, Chapter 18, paragraph 2 and para-
graph 50: "[so muss auch ein] jeder Satz, in sich selbst,
eine gute Vermischung von gefalligen und brillanten Gedanken
haben" (each movement must have a good admixture of agree-
able and brilliant ideas).

51 "Heathen" by virtue of the fact that Christian west-
ern Europe viewed Turks as infidels. "Heathen," too by as-
sociation; thus when Prussian musicians learned to play the
specifically Janizary and "heathen" instruments of shawm
(zdrnA), fife (nai or ddduk), cymbals (zil) and triangles
(timbel), the Turkish ambassador was decidedly unimpressed.
See further, Henry George Farmer, "Janissary Music," Grove's
Dictionary of Music and Musicians, fifth ed. (New York:
Macmillan, 1954), 4:585.

52 The "church style" is suggested most forcefully by
the use of alto, tenor, and bass trombones doubling the
voice parts of the chorus; when the sopranos enter they are
doubled by oboes. This is the "scoring by clefs" recom-
mended by Praetorius in his Syntagma Musicum of 1619 in
which soprano, alto, tenor, and bass are doubled by instru-
ments of corresponding range. See Ratner, Classic Music,
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intermingling of concerto design with double exposition,

sonata-allegro form, fugue, double fugato with diminution,

double fugue, instrumental and vocal recitative, and the

crowning, almost bacchanalian, triumphant prestissimo

stretta reminiscent of the lieto fine (happy ending) so fa-

miliar in operatic finales.5 3 And, arguably most signifi-

cant of all, there is the union of words and music--voices

and instruments--in the heretofore instrumentally-sacrosanct

domain of the Classical symphony, a dynamic affirmation of

the line of text from the Choral Fantasy proclaiming the

union of "magic tones" and "sacred words," and also of the

line from Schiller's poem wherein Freude is lauded for join-

ing again that which "die Mode streng getheilt" (harsh cus-

tom has divided).
.. .. ............ ......... .. ......

172. The "antique style" is suggested by the use of heavily
accented, long-note, Fuxian species or note-against-note
counterpoint in "white notes." Beethoven modifies the tra-
ditional procedure by casting this section not in alla breve
but rather in 3/2. See further, Ratner, Classic Music, 159-
61, and Allanbrook, Rhythmic Gesture in Mozart, 17.

5 3 Thus Lorenzo Da Ponte noted in the well-known passage
from his Memoires: The "finale . . . is the great occasion
for showing off the genius of the composer, the ability of
the singers, and the most effective 'situation' of the
drama. Recitative is excluded from it; everything is sung,
and every style of singing must find a place in it--adagio,
allegro, andante, amabile, armonioso, strepitoso, arcistre-
pitoso, strepitosissimo, and with this the said finale gen-
erally ends. This in the musician's slang is called the
chiusa or stretta." Quoted from Edward J. Dent, Mozart's
Operas. A Critical Study, 2nd ed. (London: Oxford Univer-
sity Press), 104-05. But see Daniel Heartz's comments on an
earlier version of this passage included in Da Ponte's An
Extract from the Life of Lorenzo Da Ponte, in his "Con-
structing Le Nozze di Figaro," in Mozart's Operas, 133-34.
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Yet the most intriguing point of all bearing on the or-

dering of the poem and the influence that ordering in turn

exerted on the musical design of the movement is surely a

feature introduced by Beethoven himself: the separation of

the strophe and choral response of the opening stanza. As

the sketches for the finale would seem to show, this move

was decided upon from the earliest stages of work on the

Freude tune once work on the movement was begun in ear-

nest.5 4 And make no mistake, the musical implications of

this decision effect a great deal of the movement. As we

have already mentioned, from the eight stanzas of the 1803

version of Schiller's poem Beethoven proceeded first to set

the first three strophes, the chorus to stanza three, and

the chorus to stanza four. What has gone unnoticed is the

way in which this decision allows Beethoven yet another

means of reuniting something in need of being put whole. In

fact, one way of viewing the progress of the movement once

the voices enter is as the quest to rejoin the severed first

stanza's strophe and choral response. Following the solo

baritone's recitative in mm. 215-36 (to words of Beethoven's

own invention), the Freude tune is declaimed by solo bari-

tone in mm. 243-56 to all eight lines of stanza one. In mm.

257-64, the chorus enters and repeats the second half of

stanza one. Following a four-measure bridge passage for or-

~4 This according to Robert Winter, "Sketches for the
'Ode to Joy,'" 191.
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chestra alone, in m. 268 the alto, tenor, and baritone solo-

ists launch stanza two; significantly enough, the soprano

soloist enters only with the third line of the stanza, at

the line "Wer ein holdes Weib errungen" (whoever has a fair

woman). The chorus, from mm. 285-92, intones only the sec-

ond half of stanza two. In m. 296, after another four-bar

bridge for orchestra alone, the solo quartet (baritone and

tenor at first) embarks on stanza three. Conforming to what

is by now the expected procedure, the chorus enters in m.

313, singing again only the second half of the strophe, the

last line of which is repeated and then fragmented in mm.

321-330: "Und der Cherub steht vor Gott."

Moving from the tonic of D to Bb for the Alla Marcia,

the tenor soloist enters in m. 375 and sings the whole of

the four-line choral response to stanza four. Again in ac-

cordance to the strategy set out during the first three

strophes, the chorus, in mm. 411-431, is entrusted with only

the second half of that particular text. Note well the way

in which the ensuing instrumental fugato yields an appropri-

ate yet surely predictable response to the meaning of the

words fliegen (to fly) and laufet, from laufen (to run)--fu-

gato of course being a diminutive of fugue, a word that re-

lates not only to a contrapuntal process but also to fugere

--to run. Not only this, but the entire section from the

standpoint of musical process is developmental in nature

given its texture, frequent syncopations, and rapidly-paced
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and wide range of modulations, yet another implication of

the words fliegen and laufen.

And how does Beethoven observe the moment of recapitu-

lation beginning in m. 543? Not only does the chorus sing

an entire strophe (stanza one), but at the Andante maestoso,

beginning in m. 595, there follows the first appearance of

stanza one 's choral response, and this just before the move-

ment's "denouement" beginning in m. 632 at "Ihr stirzt nie-

der, Millionen?," the choral response to stanza four. Not

content with merely one demonstration of how "magic tones"

and "sacred words" might be united, Beethoven proceeds yet

once more to musically and symbolically "join again that

which harsh custom has divided." For beginning in m. 656

with the double choral fugue, he quite literally joins the

music of "Seid umschlungen, Millionen" with a version of the

Freude tune. Thus stanza one's strophe and choral response

are heard simultaneously. Yet Beethoven goes one step fur-

ther, a process that bestows textual unity, as it were, to

all the lines he apportions from Schiller's poem. At the

conclusion of the double choral fugue there is one last ap-

pearance of the text "Ihr stn-rzt nieder, Millionen? / Ahn-

dest du den Schopfer, Welt? / Such ihn Gberm Sternenzelt, /

Ober Sternen mup er wohnen" (Do you fall down, millions? Do

you sense the creator-, world? Seek him above the starry

vault, he must live above the stars). Appropriately enough,

what follows is "Bri-der--fiber'm Sternenzelt / Mup ein lieber
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Vater wohnen" (Brother's--above the stary vault must dwell a

loving father), the last two lines of the choral response to

stanza one, a segue that effectively brings together all of

the poetic loose ends of the text selected by Beethoven.

Moreover, the musical gesture conveyed by the declamation in

half notes here (mm. 750-763), together with the widely-

spaced chords, underscores the affective parallelism of this

section with the music heard before in mm. 628-655 for the

setting of the fourth choral response.5 5 The rest of the

movement, from m. 764 to the end, is devoted to one final

setting of the opening strophe and choral response. Mm. 768

to 796, for vocal soloists only, sets the first four lines

of the first strophe. Tellingly, the vocal quartet overlaps

the entry of the chorus, in m. 797, with the words "Was die

streng getheilt" just as the chorus begins to sing "Deine

Zauber binden wieder was die streng getheilt, " a final de-

piction through music of the textual and musical alliance

Beethoven has been pursuing in this movement with near ob-

sessive zeal. Thereafter, following a repeat of the stro-

phe's last four lines, beginning m. 820, in which the duties

are shared by chorus and the vocal soloists, the movement

5 5 Kinderman is mistaken when he says, p. 179, "Composi-tional Models for the Choral Finale," that the text begin-ning on beat three of m. 747 to m. 763 is a "significantlyrearrange [d version of] the sequence of lines" from the cho-ral response to stanza four. These lines here are most em-phatically the third and fourth lines from stanza one's cho-ral response.
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concludes with the Prestissimo. First is the choral re-

sponse to the first stanza. And what is it from Schiller's

poem that is heard last? The paean to Joy, of course:

"Freude, schoner G-tterfunken, Tochter aus Elysium! Freude,

schoner G-tterfunken!"

6

We may conclude by considering the remaining poetic and

non-poetic loose ends stretching back to the beginning of

this chapter. Fortuitous although it very well may be, it

is enticing to think of the graphicly mundane music employed

for the Alla Marcia, following as it does the first clear

reference to the sublime, as Beethoven's solution to the

problem we have noted that is inherent in Schiller's poem:

the lack of harmony whereby beauty (i.e., the physical realm

of nature) and the sublime bring one "back to . . . the

world of the senses." That in the juxtaposition of the sub-

lime and the worldly following the great climax at the words

"vor Gott" with the start of the "Turkish" march, Beethoven

affords us that moment of reflection wherein "the sublime is

wedded.to the beautiful."

And what of Beethoven's professed enthusiasm for the

idea that it is the artist who intercedes on behalf of hu-

manity for the benefits of Bildung: the Freude that is

given to those who attain the harmony of mind and heart? On

the one hand the melody is one associated with the com-
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poser's own past given its adumbration in two songs from the

1790s and the Choral Fantasy. And, given its affinity to

"ungeki-nstelten Gesang," it is related as well to the genre

of the German Lied at large. Viewed from this dual perspec-

tive, Beethoven may be said to have responded to the "hori-

zon of expectation" of genre discussed above in Chapter V.

The character of simple song at the heart of the Choral Fi-

nale allies the movement to the simple song settings of

Hagedorn's poem and the previous settings of Schiller's An

die Freude, while the infusion of idioms associated with

other musical mediums points out the way in which the move-

ment mediates between the polar extremes of the merely beau-

tiful and the sublime. Yet on the other hand there is the

forward-hurtling, strongly goal-oriented Freude tune and its

association with Beethoven himself, an association made ex-

plicit when he wrote on the sketch leaf for the melody, "Ha!

It is now discovered. I will myself intone it." To be

sure, the tune and its affiliation with the texts we have

remarked upon (that is, the poems to Gegenliebe and Kleine

Blumen), makes a fine symbol for the composer's life-long

preoccupation with ever striving "toward the inaccessible

goal which art and nature have set us." And if this should

prove too fanciful an interpretation, there is the sense

that the Freude tune, beginning as it does as an "easily ap-

prehended melody," a representation of the domain of the

beautiful and thus the physical world--"a melody that the
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imagination can grasp without difficulty"--leads the move-

ment via variation technique to the sphere of the sublime,

to where "sounds impinge on the ear at great length . . .

with shattering intensity." In this sense, then, the Freude

tune in many ways is emblematic of music. Symbolically and

also literally, given its use within the concerto-like dou-

ble exposition, first in an instrumental version and then

sung by voices, the melody is integrally related to both

"magic tones" and "sacred words." And as we know, the part-

nership of those two domains yield up "glorious things."

7

In a poem first published some two years after the

Ninth's premiere and which embraces the same sentiment as

the line from Schiller's An die Freude that inspired Beetho-

ven to write what Treitler has described as the denouementt

of the whole symphony," Heinrich Heine reflected in his Fra-

gen (Questions):

Am Meer, am wi-sten, nachtlichen Meer

Steht ein Jangling-Mann,

Die Brust voll Wehmut, das Haupt voll Zweifel,

Und mit distern Lippen fragt er die Wogen:

"0 l8st mir das Ritsel des Lebens,

Das qualvoll uralte Ritsel,

Woriiber schon manche Haupter gegriibelt,
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Haupter in Hieroglyphenmjtzen,

Haupter in Turban und schwarzem Barett,

Perfickenhaupter und tausend andre

Arme, schwitzende Menschenhaupter --

Sagt mir, was bedeutet der Mensch?

Woher ist er kommen? Wo geht er hin?

Wer wohnt dort oben auf goldenen Sternen?"

Es murmeln die Wogen ihr ewges Gemurmel,

Es wehet der Wind, es fliehen die Wolken,

Es blinken die Sterne, gleichgfiltig und kalt,

Und ein Narr wartet auf Antwort.

[By the sea, by the desolate nocturnal sea,

Stands a young man,

His breast full of sadness, his head full of doubt.

And with plaintive lips he questions the waves:

"Oh solve me the riddle of 'life,

The tortuous, primordial riddle

That already many heads before me have pondered,

Heads in hieroglyphic miters,

Heads in turbans and black birettas,

Peruked heads and thousands of others,

Poor, sweating human heads.

Tell me, what is the meaning of man?
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Where has he come from? Where is he going?

Who dwells up there above the golden stars?"

The waves murmur their eternal murmur,

The winds blow, the clouds flow past.

Indifferently and cold the stars shimmer,

And a fool waits for an answer.
56 ]

"Indifferent and cold" although the shimmering stars

oftentimes seem, until such time as the "primordial riddle"

is resolved, the celebration of Elysium's Freude extolled by

Schiller in his poem and charted by Beethoven in the music

of his Choral Symphony will remain an alluring vision of

that better world longed for by us all. Far from defying

analysis, as Nietzsche claimed, the "magic" of the Ninth's

Finale is to be found where it has always resided: within

Beethoven's music and the words derived from Schiller's An

die Freude.

56 Heinrich Heine Werke, ed. Martin Greiner (Cologne and

Berlin: Kiepenheuer & Witsch, 1962), 1:182 The German

text, together with an English translation on the facing

page, may also be found in Heinrich Heine Poetry and Prose,

ed. Jost Hermand and Robert C. Holub (New York: Continuum,

1982), 20-21; my translation is very freely adapted from the

one there by Emma Lazarus. The indention scheme employed in

the German is based on that used in the first source.

Heine's Fragen was first published in his Buch der Lieder,

1825-26, as No. 7 of Die Nordsee, Zweiter Zyklus.
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APPENDIX A

AN INVENTORY OF MUSICAL SETTINGS OF HAGEDORN'S

AN DIE FREUDE

The following inventories--those of Appendix A, musical

settings of Hagedorn's An die Freude, Appendix B, musical

settings of Schiller's An die Freude, Appendix C, poems and

Lieder treating the topic of Freude published in Masonic

publications, and Appendix D, the dissemination of

Schiller's poem (either the poem alone or together with a

musical setting--are arranged chronologically. In the case

of the settings of Hagedorn and Schiller's poems, if known,

subsequent publications of the same Lied are also given.

Unless already given in the main text above, the music will

appear at the conclusion of the particularly inventory and,

in order to avoid duplication of information, will be cited

only by its inventory number (e.g., [H1] = the setting of

Hagedorn's An die Freude by Gorner; [S11 = the setting of

Schiller's An die Freude by Korner) together with the name

of the composer.

Given the large number of musical settings of

Schiller's poem and the space required to include them here,

other eighteenth-century German poems treating the topic of

Freude have had to be excluded. In many ways this is re
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grettable, especially so since their existence goes far in

underscoring the importance attached to Freude in eigh-

teenth-century philosophy, literature and society. Thus I

have had to omit the publication histories as well as the

musical settings themselves of a rather large number of po-

ems ranging from Hagedorn's Der Tag der Freude, set by

Garner in his Sammiung Neuen Oden und Lieder, to Johann

Heinrich Vop's Naturfreude, set to music by Reichardt and

published in Neue Lieder geselliger Freude, ed. Johann

Friedrich Reichardt, Erstes Heft (Leipzig: Gerhard Fleis-

cher dem Juhngern, 1799), pp. 3-6. I have, however, included

citations (and song settings) for a rather large number of

poems included in specifically Masonic publications; see be-

low, Appendix C. Also, given that Uz's An die Freude evi-

dently was set only once--by the twelve-year old Mozart in

1768--this setting, too, has been excluded since it is read-

ily accessible in both of the collected works devoted to

Mozart; see further, Stanley Sadie, The New Grove Mozart

(New York and London: W. W. Norton, 1983), 189.

[H1] Gbrner, Johann Valentin. In: Sammiung Neuer Oden

und Lieder. Hamburg: Johann Carl Bohn, 1744 (for music,

see above Chapter IV). No. 1, p. 1.

[H2J MU-ler, Gottlieb Friedrich. In: Angenehme und

zartliche Lieder, in die Musik gesetzt. Dessau: Crne-

rische Buchhandlung, 1760. P. 2.
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[H3] Graun, Carl Heinrich. In: (a) Oden mit Melo-

dien. Edited by Christian Gottfried Krause and Karl Wilhelm

Ramler. Erster Theil. Berlin: Friedrich Wilhelm Birns-

tiel, 1753. P. 1. Text altered; see above, Chapter IV, fn.

45. For the music see above Chapter IV. (b) Auserlesene

Oden zum Singen beym Clavier, vom Herrn Capellmeister Graun

und einigen andern guten Meistern. Berlin: Arnold Wever,

1764. No. XXII, p. 22. (c). Lieder der Deutschen mit

Melodien. Erste Buch. Berlin: G. L. Winter, 1767. (d).

Notenbuch zu des akademischen Liederbuch Meinem unver-

gesslichen Freunde Christian Gotthilf Heusler in Kopenhagen

gewidmet. Erster Theil. Altona: J. D. A. Eckhardt, 1783.

No. 26, p. 17.

[H4] Boeklin, Friedrich Siegmund August von. In: XXIV

Lieder fzr Junggesellen, in Musick gesetzt von dem Rs. Fhr.

von B* zu B*. Freyburg im Breissgau: Johann Andreas

Satron, 1775. Pp. 4-5.

[H5] Andr6, Johann. In: Lieder und Gesnge beym

Klavier. Edited by Johann Andr6. Erstes Heft. Berlin:

Christian Friedrich Himburg, 1779. P. 1. A setting of yet

another variant of the text. First strophe reads: "Freude,

Gottinn meiner Jugend, HOre mich / Lao die Lieder, die hier

schallen, / Meiner Freunden wohl gefallen; / Was hier tnet,

tont durch dich."
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APPENDIX B

AN INVENTORY OF MUSICAL SETTINGS OF

SCHILLER'S AN DIE FREUDE
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APPENDIX B

AN INVENTORY OF MUSICAL SETTINGS OF

SCHILLER'S AN DIE FREUDE

The inventory is divided into two sections: 1 1,

settings for which I have the music; I 2, anonymous set-
tings for which I have music; and, II, settings mentioned in

Brandstaeter, Ueber Schiller's Lyrik im Verhltnisse zu ihr-

er musikalischen Behandlung and Friedlaender, for which I

have not been able to locate music.

[S1] Strophic Lied by Christian Gottfried Korner. In:

(a) Thalia. Herausgegeben von Schiller. Erster Band.

Zweytes Heft. Leipzig: Georg Joachim Goschen, 1786. Fold-

out preceding the poem (pp. 1-5). (b) An die Freude. Ein

Rundgesang ffr Freye Manner von Schiller. Mit Musik. 1786.
Published without attribution to Korner. (c) Ode an die

Freude von Friedrich Schiller mit Musik von Iohann Abraham

Peter Schulz. Berlin: Rellstabschen Musikdruckerey [1791].

Falsely attributed to Schulz. Indeed, Schulz denied having

composed the setting in the Musikalische Korrespondenz der

teutschen Filharmonischen Gesellschaft zu Spier, April 13,
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1791.1 (d) Schillers Ode an die Freude. In Musik gesetzt

von 9 verschiedenen Componisten. Berlin: Rellstab [1799];

falsely attributed to one "C. F. Schulze," as it also is in

(e) Vierzehn Compositionen zu Schillers Ode an die Freude.

Hamburg: Johann August Bbhme [1800]. Pp. 18-19.2

(Although the title of the 1800 collection states that it

contains Vierzehn--fourteen--settings, it actually contains

fifteen works, albeit the two anonymous settings on pp. 3

and 15 respectively, save for some differences in the bass

accompaniment and other details, are arrangements of the

same song; the first is in D Major, the second is in B Ma-

jor.) (f) Melodien zum Taschenbuch fir Freunde des

Gesanges. Zweytes BIndchen. Stutgart [sic]: Johann

Friedrich Steinkopf, 1796. No. 40b, pp. 109-112; lacks com-

poser attribution; No. 40[a], pp. 102-08, is a setting by

Johann Rudolf Zumsteeg (see below, [S16]). (g) Melodien zu

dem Mildheimischen Liederbuch fi-r das Clavier oder Piano-

'Musikalische Korrespondenz der teutschen Filharmonis-
chen Gesellschaft zu Spier, No. 15, April 13, 1791: cols.
119-20. The statement itself bears the date "Copenhagen den
15ten Mirz 1791."

2 According to the Intelligenz-Blatt zur allgemeinen
musikalischen Zeitung for November 1799, the collection
Schillers Ode an die Freude. In Musik gesetz von 9 ver-
schiedenen Componisten was issued in 1799. Friedlaender,
Das deutsche Lied, 2:393, appears to have been unaware that
Korner was the composer of the song attributed in the 1800
collection to C. F. Schulze. Brandstaeter, Ueber Schiller's
Lyrik, 32, confuses the matter even further, stating that
the setting by J. A. P. Schulz is "angebl., richtiger v. C.
F. Schulz."
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forte. Neue vollstdndige Ausgabe. Gotha: Beckerschen

Buchhandlung (1815]. No. 414, p. 225. Listed as having

been written by "Dr. Chr. C. Korner." See also, [S-M3], Ap-

pendix D.

(S2] Strophic' Lied by Johann Christian Miller. In: (a)

Friedrich Schillers Ode an die Freude in Musik gesesst und

der gerechten und volikommen zu den drei Flammen in Gorliz

mit unterthfnigkeit gewidmet von Johann Christian Miller.

Leipzig: Johann Gottlob Immanuel Breitkopf, 1786. (b)

Taschenbuch fzr Freunde der Freude und des gesellschaft-

lichen Gesanges. Mit Melodien der besten Tonkfnstler.

Leipzig: Sommerschen Buchhandlung, 1798. No. 57, pp. 97-

100. (c) Schillers Ode an die Freude. In Musik gesetzt von

9 verschiedenen Componis ten. (d) Vierzehn Compositionen zu

Schillers Ode an die Freude, pp. 8-9. See also [S-M1], Ap-

pendix D.

[S3] Strophic Lied by Johann Gottlieb Naumann. Setting

is credited to Naumann by Joseph Mller-Blattau in his gen-

eral-interest article "Freude, Schoner Gtterfunken . . .

Ein Kapitel Deutscher Liedgeschichte."3 This setting is

listed merely as an anonymous composition by both Friedlaen-

der and Brandstaeter. From 1786 until his death in 1801,

Naumann served as Oberkapellmeister in Dresden; Schiller

3 Joseph MiUler-Blattau, "Freude, Schoner G8tterfunken
Ein Kapitel Deutscher Liedgeschichte," Die Musik, 27(1934): 16-31; the attribution to Naumann is made on p. 21.
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himself mentions this setting in a letter to K-rner from

Dresen, January 8, 1787. He notes that a certain Madame

Wagner had played Naumann's setting and that save for "the

last verse" it "pleased me exceedingly."4 Published anony-

mously in: (a) Vierzehn Compositionen zu Schillers Ode An

die Freude, p. 3. Headed: "Rundgesang." In D Major; al-

tered version of the same Lied, in B Major, p. 15. (b) Ver-

sion in D Major also published in: Twelve Favourite Songs.

Berlin: G. C. Nauk, 1800. Pp. 4-5 (pp. 5-7 are devoted to

an early English translation of the poem); and (c) An die

Freude. Volksweise. Arranged by Ferdinand Hummel.

Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d. [plate 3010]. Pp. 2-3.

[S4] Strophic Lied by Friedrich Franz Hurka. In Scherz

und Ernst in zwc-lf Liedern. Dresden: Hilscher, 1789. P.

20. This collection, together with Vierzehn Compositionen

zu Schillers Ode an die Freude, pp. 18-19, are the only non-

Masonic publications to transmit Hurka's setting. See below

[S-M21, Appendix D, for the inclusion of this song in five

Masonic publications.

[S5] Strophic Lied by Christoph Rheineck. In: Fz-nfte

Lieder-Sammlung mit Kiavier-Melodien. In die Musik gesezt

von Christoph Rheineck, Gastgeber zum weissen Ochsen in Mem-

mingen. Memmingen: Verlag des Componisten, 1790. Pp. 12-

13.

4 Correspondence of Schiller with Kcrner, 1:64-65.
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[S6] Strophic Lied by Johann Rudolf Zumsteeg. In

Musikalischer Potpourri. Stuttgart: n. p., 1791. P. 25

[S7] Strophic setting for four-part men's chorus by

Carl Friedrich Zelter. In: (a) Journal ffr Gemeinde

(December) 1792. P. 613.6 (b)Vierzehn Compositionen zu

Schillers Ode an die Freude, p. (12a]. See also (S-M2], Ap-

pendix D, i.e., "Zweite Melodie," for four-part men's cho-

rus, pp. 196-202 in Auswahl von Maurer-Gesingen mit Melodien

der vorziglichsten Componisten in zweite; see further [S-

M5], Appendix D. (c) Undated manuscript entitled "Ode an

die Freude. / von/ Schiller und Zelter" [4 pages]. This

source contains a number of performing indications not found

in the printed versions, i.e., fermatas, directions for uni-

son and tutti, etc. Additionally, unlike the printed

5 This according to Friedlaender, Das deutsche Lied,

2:391, who notes this is the first of two settings Zumsteeg
made of the poem. I have been unable to obtain a copy of

the Lied as published in this source. To add to the confu-

sion, Brandstaeter, Ueber Schiller's Lyrik, 32, lists only

one setting by Zumsteeg, and this from the year 1785. Given

that the poem was written in late 1785, this would mean the

setting was composed almost simultaneously with creation of
the poem. I have not come across any setting by Zumsteeg

from this year. Interestingly enough, Brandstaeter lists no
second setting--as does Friedlaender--as having been first

published in 1796. I suspect that the two settings Fried-
laender cites are in fact one and the same. Nevertheless,

in that I have been unable to verify this I will list the
1796 setting as a separate work.

6 Citation for this source appears in Vierzehn Composi-
tionen zu Schillers Ode an die Freude, p. [12a]. Friedlaen-
der, Das deutsche Lied, 2:393, notes that this setting was

performed for Schiller when he visited Berlin in 1804 and
heard the Berlin Singakademie on June 15.
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sources, all of which transmit the 1786 version of the poem,

the manuscript reflects the changes Schiller made to the

poem in 1803. The manuscript is from the collection of the

Schiller Nationalmuseum Deutsches Literaturarchiv of the

Deutsche Schillergesellschaft, Marbach am Neckar.

(S8] Strophic Lied by Wilhelm Friedrich Schulz. In:

(a) Lieder am Clavier. In Musik gesetzt und Ihro Kdnig-

lichen Hoheit der PrinzePin Augusta von Preussen unter-

thAnigst zugeeignet von W. F. Schulz Hofmusikus bei Ihro Ma-

jestft der regierenden Kcnigin von Preu3en. Berlin: Rell-

stabschen Musikhandlung und Musikdruckerey, 1794. P. 16.

(b) Schillers Ode an die Freude. In Musik gesetzt von 9

verscheidenen Componisten. (c) Vierzehn Compositionen zu

Schillers Ode an die Freude, p. 10.

[S9] Strophic Lied by Peter Gronland. In: (a) Noten-

buch zu den akademischen Liederbuch herausgegeben von Gron-

land. Leipzig und Altona: J. H. Kaven, 1796. Zweyter

Theil. No. 70, p. 44.7 (b) Melodien zu der Sammlung der

besten Trinklieder und andrer Gesinge far frohe Gesell-

schaften. Leipzig: Sommerschen Buchhandlung, 1803. No.

70, p. 44.

T Brandstaeter, Ueber Schiller's Lyrik, 32, lists this
Lied as an anonymous work appearing in Gronland's publica-
tion. Friedlaender, Das deutsche Lied, 2:391, credits the
work to Gronland. In [S7b] the work is attributed to Grn-
land. Friedlaender, unaware of the publication of the song
in this second source, gives no reason for his attribution.
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[S10] Strophic Lied by Carl Gottlob Hausius. In:
Frohe und gesellige Lieder fur das Clavier. Leipzig:

Breitkopfische Musikhandlung, 1796. P. 6.

[S11 Strophic Lied by Johann Friedrich Christmann.

In: (a) Oden und Lieder fOr das Klavier. Leipzig: Breit-
kopf & Hirtel, 1796. P. 6. (b) Schillers Ode an die
Freude. In Musik gesetzt von 9 verschiedenen Componisten.

(c) Vierzehn Compositionen zu Schiller's Ode an die Freude,

p. 6.

[S12] Strophic Lied by Johann Friedrich Reichardt. In:
(a) Lieder geselliger Freude. Herausgegeben von Johann
Freidrich Reichardt. Leipzig: G. Fleischer, 1796. No. 34,
p. 7 6--music on foldout following second strophe of poem.
(b) Schillers Ode an die Freude. In Musik gesetzt von 9
verschiedenen Componis ten. (c) Vierzehn Compositionen zu
Schillers Ode An die Freude, p. 7. (d) Musikalischer Jugen-

freund oder instructive Sammlung von Gesangen fur die Jugend
gebildeter Stinde . . . gec-rdnet von M. Friedrich Wilhelm
Lindner. Erstes Heft. Vierte verbesserte Auflage. Leip-
zig: Friedrich Christmann Wilhelm Vogel, 1817. Pp. 70-71.

[S131 Strophic Lied Johann Friedrich Reichardt. "Neue
Melodie," in: (a) Musikalischer Almanach herausgegeben von
Johann Friedrich Reichardt. Berlin: Johann Friedrich

Unger, 1796. No page number--setting appears in section la-
belled "November." The poem appears on the seven following
pages. (b) Schillers lyrische Gedichte in Musik gesetzt und
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Ihro Koniglichen Hoheit der Prinzeen Wilhelmine von Preu/3en

. . .von Joh. Friedrich Reichardt. Leipzig: Breitkopf &

HaIrtel, 1810. P. 36. Note: [S121 and [S131 are different

Lieder.

[S14] Strophic Lied by Friedrich Wilhelm Rust. In:

Oden und Lieder aus den besten deutschen Dichtern mit Be-

gleitung des Claviers in Musik gesetz von Freidrich Wilhelm

Rust. Zweite Sammlung. Leipzig: Georg August Grieshammer,

1796. P. 45.

[S15J Strophic Lied by Friedrich Wilhelm Rust. In:

Oden und Lieder aus den besten deutschen Dichtern mit Be-

gleitung des Claviers in Musik gesetz von Freidrich Wilhelm

Rust. Zweite Sammlung. Leipzig: Georg August Grieshammer,

1796. P. 46. Note: [S14] and [S15, although by the same

composer, are different settings. The first is in E major,

the second in A major. Moreover, the setting on p. 46 is

headed "Eine veranderte Melodie"--a changed melody. I have

been unable to determine the meaning of this heading. Does

it signify a previous version of the setting found on p. 46

or does it point to the fact that the second setting, that

is the one on p. 46, is an adaptation of the one on p.45?

The latter possibility would seem to be unlikely; save for

some melodic similarities in the Chor, the two settings have

little in common. In both settings the strophe carries the

instruction "Einer," the choral antistrophe "Chor."



[S16] Strophic Lied by Johann Rudolf Zumsteeg. In (a)
Melodien zum Taschenbuch fr-r Freunde des Gesanges. Zweytes

Bindchen. Stuttgart: Johann Friedrich Steinkopf, 1796.

No. 40(a], pp. 102-08. (b) Kleinen Balladen und Liedern.

Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hirtel, 1804. Sechsters Heft. 22-24.

[S17] Through-composed setting by Tepper von Ferguson.

(a) Schillers Ode an die Freude, in Musik gesezt von Tepper

von Ferguson. Hamburg: G nther und B*hme [1797]. 36

pages. For soprano, alto, tenor, and bass vocal soloists,

four-part chorus, and "cembalo. " (b) Manuscript copy, with
vocal parts, Library of Congress, Washington, D. C. Early

title wrapper reads: "Cantate v: Joseph Haydn. / Freude

schoner G-tterfunke. [sic] / Clavierauspi[???] / 1821. A
wrapper for "Canto primo," the cover of which is affixed

with a printed form reading "M-nchen im Verlag bey M. Fal-
ter," also bears the attribution "v(on]: F. Haydn." It is
not clear how the Library of Congress came to own this
manuscript, nor is there any documentation for its prove-
nance. It is clear, however, that the manuscript was copied
from the printed source. Title wrapper also has written
within brackets at top left corner: "[Tepper de Ferguson,

G. J .$"

3Brandstaeter, Ueber Schiller's Lyrik, 32, gives thedateof this work as 1794. Friedlaender, Das deutschetLied,2:579, supplement cites the work as a "Cantata fUr mehrereStimmen mit Begleitung des Orchesters oder Claviers. Ham-burg 1797." Ihave found no substantiation for the claimthe work was ever performed with orchestra.
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[S18] Strophic Lied by Johann Friedrich Hugo Freiherr

von Dalberg. In: (a) Ode an die Freude von Schiller.

Musik von F. H. von Dalberg. Bonn: N[ikolaus]. Simrock

[1799J. For reasons by no means clear, the setting is la-

belled "No. 4" and is found on pp. 8-11. Title page con-

tains annotation in pencil: 1799.9 (b) Vierzehn Composi-

tionen zu Schillers Ode An die Freude, pp. 4-5.

(S19] Strophic Lied by Johann Carl Friedrich Rellstab.

In: Vierzehn Compositionen zu Schillers Ode An die Freude,

p. 13.

[S20] Strophic Lied by A. B. Schulz. In: Vierzehn

Compositionen zu Schillers Ode An die Freude, p. 12.

[S21] Strophic Lied by Friedrich Ludwig Seidel. In:

(a) Schillers Ode an die Freude. In Musik gesetzt von 9

verschiedenen Componisten. (b) Vierzehn Compositionen zu

Schillers Ode An die Freude, p. 14.

[S22] Strophic Lied by Carl Friedrich Zelter. In: (a)

Schillers Ode an die Freude. In Musik gesetzt von 9 ver-

schiedenen Componisten. (b) Vierzehn Compositionen zu

Schillers Ode An die Freude, p. 17.

(S23] Strophic Lied by Johann Ludwig Willing. In:

Vierzehn Compositionen zu Schillers Ode An die Freude, p.

16.

9 Friedlaender, Das deutsche Lied, 2:391, states that
Dalberg's setting was published in 1800. Brandstaeter, Ue-
ber Schiller's Lyrik, does not list Dalberg's setting.
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[S241 Strophic Lied by Franz Schubert. Composed in

1815, first published in 1829. For music, see Chapter V.

[S25] Through-composed setting by Peter von Winter.

In: Freude, sch6ner Gotterfunken von F. Schiller, fcir vier

Sings timmen mit Begleitunge des Piano-Forte in Musik gesetzt

von Peter von Winter. Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hartel [1818].

Although the title page lacks a date, the Intelligenz-Blatt

zur allgemeinen musikalischen Zeitung, March 1818, No. 3,

col. 12, under the section "Neue Musikalien, bey Unterzeich-

neten seit Neujahr herausgekommen" lists: "Winter, P. v.

. . Ode an die Freude v. Schiller f. 4 Singt. m. Pf. 16s

Gr. "10

[S26] Modified strophic setting for four-part chorus

(Si, S2, T, B) by Franz Ignaz Danzi. In: Ode An die Freude

von Schiller und Danzi. Berlin: Gunther, n.d. One may

safely conclude the work was composed before 1826, the year

of Danzi's death. Strophes and choruses 1-7 strophically

set, Allegretto; strophe 8, Andante and new music; strophe 9

new music also. A setting of the first version of the poem.

01In 1799 Beethoven composed Seven Variations for piano
solo, WoO 75, on the Quartet Kind, willst du ruhig schlafen
from Winter's 1796 opera Das unterbrochene Opferfest. See
further, Joseph Kerman and Alan Tyson, The New Grove
Beethoven (New York: W. W. Norton, 1983), 170.
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[S27] Strophic setting for solo voice and chorus by the

Viennese composer Nikolaus Freiherr von Krufft." In: An

die Freude von Friedrich Schiller ffzr Stimme mit Chor und

Clavier-Begleitung gesetzt und dem Herrn Grafen Moritz von

Dietrichstein gewidmet von dem Freyherrn Niklas von Krufft.

Vienna and Pesth: n. p., n. d. A setting of the 1803 ver-

sion of the poem. Given that Krufft died in 1818, one may

thus date the work sometime from 1803 until the year of his

death.

[S28] Strophic Lied by Ignaz Walter. Music supplied to

me by Schiller Nationalmuseum. At present, no further bib-

liographic information available. Friedlaender notes that

Ignaz Walter composed an unpublished opera on Goethe's Faust

in 1797.12

I 2

(S29] An anonymous strophic Lied in: Johann Konrad

Pfenninger. Die Familie von Eden oder gemeinnE-zige Biblio-

thek des Christianism fr-r dessen Freunde und Gegner. Melo-

dien zu den Ausgewdhlten Gesingen gesammelt von Johann Kon-

rad Pfenninger. Zurich: n. p., 1792. No. 27, pp. 45-46

"See further, Editha Alberti-Radanowicz, "Das Wiener
Lied in der Zeit von 1789-1815," Studien zur Musikwissen-
schaft. Beihefte zu Denkmaler der Tonkunst in Deutschland
10 (1923): 37-76; especially 70-72.

'2Friedlaender, Das deutsche Lied, 2:167. Neither
Friedlaender nor Brandstaeter refer to this setting.
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[S30] An anonymous strophic Lied in: Taschenbuch fcr

Freunde des Gesanges. Zweytes Bainchen. Stutgart [sic]:

Johann Friedrich Steinkopf, 1796. No. 45, pp. 122-25.

II

(S31] Setting by Georg Wilhelm Gruber. In: An die
Freude. Ein Rundgesang von Schiller. In die Musik gesept

von Gruber, Kapellmeister. Nirnberg: n. p., n. d.13

[S32] Setting by Ludwig Berger. An die Freude f2r 4
stimmigen Minnerchor. In: Gesingen der jzlngeren Lieder-

tafel. Berlin: n. p., 1820.14

Brandstaeter lists settings by [S33] Bergt, [S34]

Ziegler, [S35] Polt, [S36J Schlozer, (S37] Schlier, [S38]
Schroder, (S39] Overweg, and [S40] August Ferdinand Hser.15

.....~.....
13 According to Friedlaender, Das deutsche Lied, 2:391,the setting was mentioned as having been published recentlyin the Musikalische Real Zeitung 17 (December, 1788).
14 According to Friedlaender, Das deutsche Lied, 2:392.

1 5 Brandstaeter, Ueber Schiller's Lyrik, 32. He alsomentions a small number of others. I have not listed theseas they all were published after the first performance ofBeethoven's Ninth Symphony. Friedlander, 2:581, notes thatCarl Maria von Weber "also occupied himself with the hyme"An die Freude, writing in June 1811 to his publisher Sim-rock, in Bonn, to say he had set the poem as a work for vo-cal soloists, chorus, and orchestra. John Warrack, in thecareful worklist of compositions by Weber included in hisCarl Maria von Weber (New York: Macmillan, 1968), 348-359,lists no such composition. one can only conclude the workwas never composed.
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Writing to Korner from Weimar on December 10 of thesame year, Schiller revealed that Christian Friedrich Daniel
Schubart also had made a setting of An die Freude (S41];
thus far I have been unable to locate this setting.16 Andfinally, Korner, writing to Schiller from Dresden on April23, 1790, in response to Schiller's previous request that he
send him a copy of his setting of An die Freude--presumably
the setting published in Thalia--states that he has "made anew composition .. as that which has been printed is not
well suited for a single voice at the piano" [S42].17
Again, I have been unable to locate this setting.

. -----I.~ ............I.......

16 Correspondence of Schiller with K6rner, 1:181.
1 7 Correspondence of Schiller with K6rner, 2:90-91.
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APPENDIX C

AN INVENTORY OF FREUDE-RELATED POEMS AND LIEDER

IN EIGHTEENTH- AND EARLY NINETEENTH-CENTURY

MASONIC PUBLICATIONS

In including the following poems and Lieder, I should
like to say that I do so only in order to document the per-
vasiveness of the concept of Freude within eighteenth-cen-

tury German society. I also would like to say that I do not
view the Freude-Masonic connection as an indication that
eighteenth-century Freemasons understood Freude in any radi-
cally different way than did their non-Masonic contempo-

raries. I submit that both viewed Joy as the ultimate aspi-
ration of Enlightenment And as I see it, eighteenth- -n.

tury Masons saw themselves as guardians of Enlightenment.

Thus I see no compelling reason to appeal to secret cere-
monies, contorted handshakes, or curiously-costu d initia-

tion rites in an effort to come to terms with what Freude
may have meant to eighteenth-century Masons. To demonstrate
this, we need only briefly pause to note the way in which
Enlightenment tenets are treated in Mozart's Die Zauber-
flote. Although the opera clearly is concerned with Ma-
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sonry, that is not the only thing with which it is con-

cerned.'

Observe, for example, the stage designs for Act I,

scene 3 of the original 1791 production as preserved in the

sketch by Josef and Peter Schaffer, published in 1794 in the

Allgemein-Europjisches Journal and the inscriptions on the

three temples in the background: Vernunft, Weisheit, Natur

(Reason, Wisdom, Nature), some of the very same concepts

discussed above in relation to mainstream eighteenth-century

philosophy and society.2 Similarly, notice what the Three

Youths sing in scene 7: "Bald prangt, den Morgen zu verkin-

den, / die Sonn' auf gold'ner Bahn, / bald soll der Aber-

glaube schwinden, / bald siegt der weise Mann. . ." (Soon,

to proclaim the morning, the sun will rise on her golden

path. Soon superstition will disappear, soon the wise man

will triumph). In short, any reading either of Schiller's

An die Freude or Mozart and Schikaneder's Die Zauberflote

'The above notwithstanding, I nevertheless would be re-miss in not drawing the reader's attention to one of themore interesting writers who has argued otherwise as it per-tains to Schiller's poem, Gotthold Deile, Freimaurerliederals Quellen zu Schillers Lied "An die Freude." VortgetreueNeudrucke bisher noch unbekannter Quellen mit einer Ein-lei tung Ueber das Verhil tnis der Freimaurer zu Schiller.Emn Beitrag zur ErklArung des Liedes An die Freude, No. 6Bibliothek litterarischer und culturhistorischer Selben-heiten (Leipzig: Verlag von Adolf Weigel, 1907).
2 The illustration is included in any number of publica-tions. I cite the following given its ease of accessibilityand the fact the illustration is enlarged: Hugh Ottaway,Mozart (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1980), 178.
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that seeks to restrict to Freemasonry alone the ideals of

Reason, Wisdom, and Nature, does so at the risk of obscuring

the contextual ties of each work. Not only this, such a

reading would certainly cloud, and needlessly so, what En-

lightenment may have meant for many in the eighteenth cen-

tury. Suffice it say that Schiller emphatically asserts in

the third strophe of his poem: "All creatures drink joy, at

the breasts of nature" (my emphasis). By the same token,

the trials in Act II of Die Zauberflote are nothing more

than an allegorical rendering of the same quest for self-

mastery that we have encountered elsewhere in eighteenth-

century thought; what Goethe expressed in his 1800 poem

Natur und Kunst: "In vain will the unbridled mind aspire to

reach the height of pure perfection. He who desires great-

ness must first command himself." And note well what Pamina

and Tamino sing upon emerging from the trial of water: "Ihr

Gutter, welch ein Augenblick! / Gewahret ist uns Isis

Gluck!" (Ye gods, what a moment! The happiness of Isis is

granted us).3

3 As it concern Die Zauberflote, I have argued the above
points at greater length in "Why a Flute . . . and Why Magi-
cal," Performing Arts [program booklet, San Diego Opera], 3
(1990):13-14. A revised and expanded version of the same
essay, with the title "Why a Flute and Why Magical:
Mozart's Magic Flute," was read at the session "Mozart" at
the 26th Annual Meeting of the South Central Society for
Eighteenth-Century Studies, Texas A&M University, February
15, 1991. My views on Mozart and Freemasonry are not shared
by everyone. For two rather different interpretations, see
Paul Nettl, Mozart and Masonry (New York: Philosophical Li-
brary, 1957) and Katherine Thomson, The Masonic Thread in
Mozart (London: Lawrence and Wishart, 1977).
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Indeed, a great many of the poems included in Masonic

collections support this contention. In the Freuden des

Maurers ([M6] p. 104; see below for full citation), one

reads:

Auf, die im Kries erwhlter Freunde

Die stille Weisheit sich geweiht,

Die ihr in Freidlicher Gemeinde

Euch fihlen lernt, warum ihr seyd.

....................................

Geliebte Bruder, Bundsgenossen,

Die ihres Biederbunds sich freun.

..................................

Nur das ist Freude, die den Weisen,

Und Wollust, die den Maurer rhrt.

[Up in the sphere calm wisdom blesses you. She teaches

you in peaceful brotherhood . . . to discover for your-

selves why you exists. . . . Beloved brothers--arise--

rejoice in your league of loyalty. This alone is the

joy and bliss of the wise, set in motion by Masons.]

Moreover, as one discovers in the poem Die Freude [M7],

Freude "senkst dich auf Bruder / und frohlicher Lieder / Er-

schallen dir wieder" (descends upon brothers [i.e., Masons]

and joyous songs will once again extol her), for:
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Ein reines Gewissen,

Erheitertes Wissen

Erhellet den Blick

Bringt bleibends Gluck.

[A pure conscience enlivens knowledge (it) illuminates

the horizon (and) yields enduring happiness.--lines 5-

8; 17-20]

And finally, as Wilhelm Friedrich Goetz noted in the forward

to the Auswahl von Liedern fur Freimaurer-Loge Balduin zur
Linde in Leipzig. Zum Gebrauch in der Loge und als Manu-

script fur die Brider gedruckt (Leipzig: n. p., 1824), vii,

such collections of poems and songs were expressly prepared

"mit dem herlichen Wunsche, dap sie daruas Erhebung des Ge-

miths schopfen mbgen, . . . wie in den Stunden stiller Be-

trachtung, . . . und sie mit heiliger Freude . . . ihr Leben

geweiht haben" (with the grand wish that it consequently

will make it possible for you [i.e., fellow Freemasons, Bri-

dern] to derive an exultation of spirits, . . . in order to

enshrine your life with lofty Joy. . ."

I. include as many musical settings of the various poems
as I have been able to locate. However, many are single-

line melodies possessing little musical interest; although

listed, the music for these types of settings has not been
included. As it happens, most contemporaneous commentators

were agreed that the majority of poems and songs included in
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Masonic collections possessed negligible artistic merit.

Thus one reads in the Berlinische Musikalische Zeitung,

September 7, 1793, 123: "Die edle Freimaurergesellschaft

hat lieder . . . dass die grossentheils mit massigen Reden,

prosaischen Gedichten und unmelodischen und noch mehr unhar-

monischen Gesangen vorleib nehmen muss." (For the most

part, the noble society of Freemasonry has been obliged to

put up with songs in middling poetic style, prosaic poets

and unmelodious and still more discordant singing.).

The inventory is by no means complete; sources pub-

lished without a date have been placed at the end.

(M1] The poem Die Freude, beginning "Freude folget der

Tugend", in Neue Freymaurer Lieder mit beguemen Melodien.

Verfertiget und herausgegeben von einen Mitgleide der Loge

Zorobabel. Kopenhagen: Franz Christian Mumme, 1749. Also

in Freymiurerlieder mit Melodien. Berlin: G. L. Winter,

1771. Pp. 32-33.

[M2] The poem Die Freude by Heinrich Christian Schnoor,

in Freymaurerlieder mit Melodien. Berlin: G. L. Winter,

1771. Pp. 1i-11--transmits four strophes only of a five-

strophe poem. Also in: Auswahl von Freymjurerlieder.

Frankfurt an der Oder: In Commission bey Strauss, 1781.
Viertes Buch, p. 82; Freymaurer-Lieder mit Melodien. Erste
Sammlung Dritte Auflage. Hamburg, 1782. P. 38. Lieder mit
Melodien zum Gebrauch der Loge zu den drey Degen in Halle.
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Halle: Christian Gottlob Taubel; in Freimaurerlieder in

musik gesetz zum Gebrauch einiger Logen in Riga und Livland.

Leipzig: J. G. J. Breitkopf, 1785. Pp. 100-01. Allge-

meines Gesangbuch fur Freymaurer. Danzig: Heinrich Carl

Brchner, 1784, p. 124, under the heading "Aufmunterung zur

Freude" (incitement to joy); Neue Freymurer Lieder Mit

Melodien von J. T. S. N.p. Pp. 4-5. Only source to trans-

mit all five strophes.

[M3] The poem Einladung in Freymaurer-Lieder. N.p.,

1775. No. 2. Second strophe begins: "Geniept im Mau-

rerschmuck auch heute, / Vor ungeweihten Blick versteckt, /

Die weis' und Unschuld-volle Freude."

[M4] Poem beginning "Er kommt, umkranzt mit Freude."

In: Auswahl von Freymaurerlieder. Frankfurt an der Oder:

In Commission bey Strauss, 1781. Zweytes Buch, pp. 27-29.

[M5] The poem An meine Geschwister in: Lieder, zu sin-

gen fur FreimAurerlogen. Herausgegeben von Balthasar Ockel,

substit. Redner der Loge Joseph zu den drei Helmen. Erstes

Theilchen. Wetzlar: In Kommission bei dem altern Krieger

in Giessen, 1782. P. 56. Third strophe begins: "So wallen

wir auf sanfter Bahn / Der Freude stets entgegen!"

[M6] The poem with opening lines "Mit Freuden, ihr

Brider, betretet die Gleise zum Wege des Lebens," in Gesnge

fur Maurer mit neuen Melodien. Dresden: N.p., 1782. Pp.

38-39.



[M7] The poems Freuden des Maurers (opening lines:
"Auf, die im Kries erwahlter Freude die stille Weisheit sich
geweicht"), pp. 102-105,

[M8] Die Freude--opening lines: "Willkommen, o Freude
im rosigten Kleide!---pp. 106-09, and

[M9] and the poem with opening lines reading "Die
Freude slieh von unsren Mauren," pp. 114-115, in Freimau-
rerlieder in musik gesetz zum Gebrauch einiger Logen in Riga
und Liviand. Leipzig: J. G. J. Breitkopf, 1785.

[M10] Although not a Lied, Mozart's, Die Maurerfreude
K. 471, a "Cantata fur Solo-Tenor, Mannerchor und Orchester"
(2 oboes, clarinet, horns, strings and basso continuo) first
performed at the Lodge Zur gekronten Hoffnung, April 24,
1785 to a text by Franz Petran, is included here not only
because of its title but also for the subject of its text;
see further Sadie, Mozart, 180. The original title page to
the published score (Vienna: Artaria, 1785) makes it clear
that the cantata was composed for the in honor of Baron
Ignaz von Born, Grand Secretary of the Vienna Loge zu wahren
Eintracht (True Unity), well-known mineralogist, Councillor
in the Imperial Chamber of Coinage and Mining, and director
of the Imperial Museum: Die Maurerfreude / Eine Kantata /
gesungen am 24 April [1]785 zu Ehren des / H.w. Br: B. n /
von den B. B. der Loge zur G. H. im 0. . . .t/ von Wien."4.

4 The original title page is reproduced in Otto ErichDeutsch, Mozart und die Wiener Logen: Zur Geschichte seiner
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On the same day as the first performance of the cantata, the
Emperor Joseph II conferred on Born the degree of Reichs-
ritter for having discovered a new method of amalgamation
for separating metals. The opening bravura tenor aria was
written for Mozart's fellow Mason, Johann Valetin Adamberg-
er, who, three years earlier, had served as his first Bel-
monte in Die Entfhrung aus dem Serai.Z.5

Tenor solo (Allegro]:

See how, step by step, nature reveals its countenance
to the observing searcher's gaze, as it nature] fills
him with lofty wisdom full of understanding and a heart
full of virtue. This is a pleasing sight to the Mason:
the true ardent Mason's joy.

Recitative:

See how wisdom and virtue genially turn to the Mason's
disciple and say: Beloved one, take this crown from

.Fr e i ... . ...... __. ~ ................... _._..FremarerKpose tionen (Vienna: Verlag der WienerFreimaurer-Zeitung, 1932).

5See further Daniel Heartz, "La Clemenza di Sarastro:Masonic Beneficence in the Last Operas," in Mozart's operas,ed., with contributing essays, by Thomas Bauman (Berkeley:University of California Press, 199 257.Asm Berkzlur-
ther notes (257), Born "has often been suggsAs Heartz fur-
totype of the wise Sarastro in Den uggested as the pro-on 24 July 1791, by which time most of The Magic Flute hadbeen written; to those Masonic brothers witnessing the firstperformance in the fall of 1791, it could well have servedas his epitaph."
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the hands of our eldest son Joseph. This is the Ma-
son's jubilations, this is the Mason's triumph.

Tenor solo and men's chorus:

Therefore sing and rejoice ye brothers! Let the exul-
tation of songs ring into the innermost halls of the
temple; let them ring to the skies; let them ring!
Sing! Joseph the Wise has gathered together honor; he
has enveloped the Mason's temple with honor.

[M11] Mozart's Masonic Cantata, K. 623, Laut verf-nde
unsre Freude, text by Emanuel Schikaneder (?), for 2 tenors
and bass soloists, men's chorus, flute, 2 oboes, 2 horns,
strings, and basso continuo.6 Included for the same reasons
as given for [M10]. The composer's last completed work and
also the last composition entered in his own "Verzeichnjss
aller meiner Werke vom Monath Febrario 1784 bis Monath
1 . - . o"as "Eine kleine Freymaurer-Kantata. "7 First per-
formed on November 18, 1791 for the dedication of the Ma-
sonic temple "Newly-crowned Hope" Lodge. Although there is
obviously no question here that the work was used for a very
specific Masonic purpose, its text nonetheless supports the

6Thomson, The Masonic Thread in Mozart, 173, suggeststhat the text is by Karl Ludwig Giesecke.

iMozart's catalogue has been reproduced several timesin facsimile, most recently as Mozart's Thematic Catalogue:AFacsimile. British Library Stefan Zweig MS 63, introducedand transcribed by Albi Rosenthal and Alan Tyson (Ithaca:Cornell University Press, 1990), f.27v-f.28, item no. 145.
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contention that the Masonic idea of Freude closely paral-

leled that of the rest of eighteenth-century society. In

view of the length of the text, I will quote (in transla-

tion) excerpts only. The opening and concluding chorus

read: "Loudly proclaim our joy, glad sound of instruments;

let every brother's heart feel the reverberation of these

walls." In the ensuing tenor recitative the text tells:

"For the first time, noble brothers, this new abode of wis-

dom and virtue encloses us. . . ." Following an aria for

tenor, yet another recitative (again for tenor) reveals:

"Come, ye brothers, give yourselves up completely to your

feelings of happiness (Seligkeit eurer Empfindungen)." And

later (baritone recitative now): "Let this feast today be a

memorial to the renewed and steadfast covenant." Tenor

recitative: "Let envy, avarice and deception forever be

banished from our Mason's breast. Tenor and baritone in

duet: " . . . Let us share every burden with the full

weight of love. . ."

To attain this benefit begin the work joyfully, and he,

too, who has begun already, let him begin afresh today.

If we have completely attuned our hearts and words to

virtue in this place, oh, then envy is silenced, and

the wish that crowns our hope completely fulfilled.

[M12J "Free-Mason's Song," in The German songster, or a

collection of favourite airs, with their original music,
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done into English, by the translator of the German Erato,

2nd ed. Berlin: G. C. Nauk, 1800, pp. 10-11. The song is

of course a simplified paraphrase of the first two phrases

of "Ein Madchen oder Weibchen," from Mozart's Die Zauber-

fl6te.

[M13] Uz ' s An die Freude in: Volls t ndiges Gesangbuch

fur Freimaurer. Zum Gebrauch der grossen-National-Mutter-

Loge zu den drei Weltkugeln in Berlin in aller mit ihr ver-

einigten Logen in Deutschland. Berlin: Friedrich Maurer,

1813. P. 104.

(M14] The poem Freude! Schwester edler Seelen, by Au-

gust Mahlmann in: Neue Auswahl von Maurer Gesingen. 1814.

Music and poem on pp. 203-05.

(M15] The poem Freude, holdes G6tterkind, by August

Mahlmann in: Liederbuch der Freimaurer-Loge Minerva zu den

drei Palmen in Leipzig. Nur fur Brcder zum Bes ten der Ar-

menkass kiuflich. Leipzig: Fur die ,Loge gedruckt vom Br.

Vogel, 1822. No. 68, pp. 95-96.

[M16] Hagedorn's Unschuld und Freude, no. 48, pp. 107-

08, and

[M17] An unattributed poem entitled An die Freude, no.

25, pp. 55-56, in Liederkreis fur Freimaurer. Dresden: Br.

Gartner, 1823.

[M18] Hagedorn's An die Freude in Lieder zum Gebrauch
der hunter der Constitution der Grossen Provinzial-Loge von
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Hamburg und Nieder-Sachsen arbeitenden Logen. Als Manu-
script fur Brfder. Hamburg: n.d. No. 50, pp. 92-92.

[M19] An unattributed poem beginning "Lass't uns ihm zu
Ehren trinken," in Liederbuch der ger. und vollk. Loge Carl
zu den drey Schzsseln. Regensburg: n.d. P. 41. Last
stanza reads: "Freude, die im Himmel thronet / Kehrt auch
oft auf Erden ein. / Wahrlich! Brader, es verlohnet / Doch
der mihe, Mensch zu sein!"
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FREE-MASON'S SONG.
Andandino mOderato. '. Mozart.

Let truth and spot.lefs faith be thine, till

*El-

"p

Chor.

life's vain pa "geants close; and still at Vir. tue's sa - cred shrine, be

ifn]'.
Z--- E4

'T -00

breath'd ATy ar - dent ewsI

Ima

[M12) Free-Mason's Song
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I.

LET Truth and spotlefs Faith be thine4
Till life's vain pageants close;

And still'a't Virtue's sacred shrine .
Be breath'd thy ardent vows.

IL

Thy pilgrim path with flow'rs shall bloom,

And stin. shine glad the day;

While undismayed we eye the tomb,

And smile at life's decay.

III

Content serene thy steps shall 'bide;

Fair maid of mien divinel

And sweet shall taste the crystal tide,

As cups of rosy wine.

Iv.

The slave to guilt still quakes wiil fear,

Tho' syreu charms invite; .

No joy, his languid day shall cheer,

No soft repos, the nihtt.

31

In Vain shallSpring rerive the plain

And glad the vocal grove;'

The breast, where aser passions rei ;
NO vernal raptures move.

VI.

He i dders at tIle whisp'rin; breeze, _

Appall'd with guilt.d fear, -
In vain the dream of life shall cease;

Nor end his terrors there 
-

'VII.

0 then, let Truth and Faith be thine
Till life's vain prospects fade;

And still at Virtue's sacred shie

Thy ardent vows be paid.

So shall the friends we leave below,

Bedew with tears 'our tomb;

And round, the freshest sod shall grow,
And choicest Row'rs shall bloom!

I3 .

[M12) Free-Mason's Song (Cont.)

V.
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APPENDIX D

AN INVENTORY OF SCHILLER'S AN DIE FREUDE AND SONG SETTINGS

THEREOF IN EIGHTEENTH- AND EARLY NINETEENTH-CENTURY

MASONIC PUBLICATIONS

As the following inventory makes clear, Schiller's An
die Freude became extremely popular with Freemasons in Ger-
many, and, in one instance at least, also in Holland. In

this regard the conclusion of Chretien Urhan's review of

Beethoven's Ninth Symphony, published in the January 25,

1838 issue of Le Temps, makes for intriguing reading. "The
other day," Urhan wrote,

after the performance of this symphony, we heard some-

one exclaim: It's clear! it's clear! Beethoven

wanted to portray free-masonry in this symphony! The
first three movements portray the tests of every kind,
and the last one, the ode to joy, portrays the ecstasy
of the convert who enters the temple of Salomon! And
what reason did he give for that? Schiller's ode con-

tains the word brothers! Perhaps we are as mad as that
man! But if our explanation is only a dream, it is a
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dream of good faith, and a pure dream. . . Forgive

us for it!'

If a song setting appears only in a Masonic publica-
tion, the music--if available to me--will appear here. If
the song setting also appears in non-Masonic publications,
it will be found in Appendix B. Settings by known composers
come first, followed by settings by anonymous composers or
else publications including only the poem. In a great num-
ber of instances, Masonic publications included poetry in
one volume and the musical setting in another, a cross ref-
erence appearing in the former to the latter. Ironically
enough, in every case where this is so I have been able to
locate only the volume containing the poetry.

[S-Mi] Lied by Johann Christian Muller. In: Friedrich
Schillers Ode an die Freude in Musik gesetzt und der ge-
rechten und vollkommen zu den drei Flammen. Leipzig:
Johann Gottlob Immanuel Breitkopf, 1786. See Appendix B for

music, [S2].

(S-M2] Lied by Friedrich Franz Hurka. For music, see
Appendix B, [S3]. In: (a) Auswahl von Maurer-Gesingen mit
Melodien der vorzzglichsten Componisten in zwei te. Gesamm-
let und herausgegeben von Franz] M. Boheim. Berlin, 1799.

BCite ttra . iyLevy, "Early Performances of.....Cte....ad...rn.inLvBeethoven's Ninth Symphony," 334-35.
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Vol. 2. No. 75, pp. 191-95, "Erste Melodie" ("Zweite

Melodie," for four-part men's chorus, pp. 196-202 is by Carl

Friedrich Zelter; see above--for music, see Appendix B,

[S6]). (b) Sammlung von Maurer-Gessngen. Berlin: F. M.

B6heim, 1799. (c) Vierzehn Compositionen zu Schillers Ode

an die Freude. Hamburg: Johann August Bohme [1800]. Pp.

18-19 (see Appendix B, [S6]). Although No. 18 is headed

"Von einen Ungenannten," it is, in fact, by Hurka. See Ap-

pendix B for a more detailed description of this collection.

(d) Auswahl von Maurer-Ges ngen mit MelZodi en der vorzr2-

glichsten Componisten. Zweite Abtheilung. Berlin: F. M.

Boheim, 1817-19. Vol. 2, pp. 191-95. (e) Melodien zu den

Liedern des neuen Freimaurer Gesangbuches ffr die Grosse

National Mutter-Loge der Preussischen Staa ten gewannt zu den

drei Weltkugeln und deren Tcchterlogen. Drittes Heft.

Berlin, n. p., 1837. No. 231, pp. 53-57. (f) Auswahl mau-

rerische Gesange von verscheidener Componisten. N. p., n.

d. Pp. 56-59.

[S-M3] Lied by Christian Gottfried Kerner. For music

see, Chapter V; see also, [Si], Appendix B. In: Mild-

heimisches Lieder-Buch von acht hundert lustigen und ernst-

haften Gesingen Ober alle Dinge in der Welt und alle Um-

stinde des menschlichen Lebens, die man besingen kann. Neue

vermehrte und verbesserte Ausgabe. Gotha: Beckerschen

Buchhandlung, 1815. Appears in Anhang (supplement), p. 166.



[S-M4] Lied by C. G. Telonius. In: (a) Freymaurer-
Lieder mit Melodien. Herausgegeben von F. M. Baheim.
Berlin, 1795. (b) Freymaurer-Lieder mit Melodien zum Ge-
brauch der, von der Grossen Landes-Logen. Hamburg: Michael
Christian Bock, n. d. Lied is included in Anhang (supple-
ment), p. XII, poem appears on pp. XIII-IV. Together with
[S-M7], these are the only settings to appear exclusively
in Masonic collections.

[S-M5] Setting for four-part men's chorus by Carl
Friedrich Zelter, in: (a) Auswahl von Maurer-Gesangen mit
Melodien der vorzglichsten Componisten in zweite. Gesamm-
let und herausgegeben von Franz] M. Boheim. Berlin, 1799.
Vol. 2. "Zweite Melodie," pp. 196-202. (b) Auswahl von
Maurer-Gesangen mi t Mel odi en der vorzuglichsten Componis ten.
Zweite Abtheilung. Berlin: F. M. Boheim, 1817-19. Vol. 2.
"Zweite Melodie," pp. 196-202. See also, [S6] Appendix B.

[S-M6] Lied by Johann Friedrich Reichardt, in Zwey und
sechzig Freymaurer-Lieder mi t MelZodien zum Gebrauch der Loge
zu den drey Degen in Halle. Halle: Beym Bruder Schim-

melpfennig, 1812. For music, see also, Appendix B [S11].
[S-M7] Setting by Joseph Karl Ambrosch in: Melodien

zur neuen Sammlung al terer und neuerer Lieder zum Gebrauch
der Brcder Freimaurer der Grossen National Mutter-Loge in
den Preussischen Staaten, genaant zu den drei Weltkugeln und
deren Tochterlogen. [Berlin], n. p. 1847. Pp. 142-44. Al-
though I have excluded other settings or citations of the
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poem published after 1830, Ambrosch's setting must have been

composed much earlier than 1847 as in that year he had been

dead for twenty-five years. The setting most likely ap-

peared in an earlier Masonic publication.

[S-M8] In: Gesangboek voor Vrijmetselaaren. Amster-

dam: J. S. Van Esveldt-Holtrop, 1806. Poem translated as:

Aaan die Vreugde. Pp. 211-15.

[S-M9] In: Lieder fur Freymaurer . . . der Loge zur

Ceder. Hannover: Tafel-Logen, 1809. No. 72, pp. 129-33.

Listed in table of contents under heading: "Ermunterung-

Lieder zum weissen Freude" (Exhortation songs for refined

joy).

(S-M10] In: Vollstindiges Gesangbuch fOr Freimaurer.

Zum Gebrauch der gro/Ben-National-Mutter-Loge zu den drei

Weltkugeln in Berlin, und aller mit ihr vereinigten Logen in

Deutschland. Finfte verbesserte und mit drei Anhngen ver-

mehrte Auflage. Berlin: Friedrich Maurer, 1813. No. 160,

pp. 105-06.

[S-M11] In: Mildheimisches Lieder-Buch von acht hun-

dert lustigen und ernsthaften Gesangen Ober alle Dinge in

der Welt und alle Ums tAnde des menschlichen Lebens, die man

besingen kann. Neue vermehrte und verbesserte Ausgabe.

Gotha: Beckerschen Buchhandlung, 1815. No. 414, pp. 259-

60.

[S-M12] In: Vollstandiges Gesangbuch fur Freimaurer.

Zum Gebrauch der grossen-National-Mutter-Loge zu den drei



Weltkugeln in Berlin und aller mit ihr vereinigten Logen in
Deutschland. Berlin: Friedrich Maurer, 1819. No. 160, pp.

105-06.

(S-M13J In: Liederbuch der Freimaurer-Loge Minerva zu
den drei Palmen in Leipzig. Nur fOr Bruder zum Besten der

Armenkass kauflich. Leipzig: Fur die Loge gedruckt vom Br.

Vogel, 1822. No. 64, pp. 86-91

[S-M14] In: Mildheimisches Lieder-Buch von acht hun-

dert lustigen und ernsthaf ten Gesingen Ober alle Dinge in
der Welt und alle Umstjnde des menschlichen Lebens, die man
besingen kann. Gesammelt fur Freunde erlaubten Frohlichkeit

und echter Tugend, die den Kopf nicht hingt. Neue vermehrte

und verbesserte Ausgabe. Zweyte Auflage. Gotha: Becker-

schen Buchhandlung, 1822. No. 414, pp. 259-60. Strophes

and choruses headed "Einer" and "Chor. "

(S-M15 In: Sammlung Maurerischer Lieder zum Gebrauch
der zum Sprengel der Provinzial-Loge von Niedersachsen ge-
hcrigen Logen. Hamburg: J. C. W. Hanaan, 1823. No. 105,

pp. 191-95.

(S-M16] In: Auswahl von Liedern fur Freimaurer-Loge

Balduin zur Linde in Leipzig. Zum Gebrauch in der Loge und
als Manuscript fur die Bruder gedruckt. Leipzig: n. p.,

1824. No. 111, pp. 135-38. Omits strophes-choruses 3, 7,

and 9.
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(S-M17] Lieder-Buch fur die Grosse Landes-Loge von
Deutschland zu Berlin und ihre T6 chter-Logen Zweite Aus-
gabe. Berlin: E. S. Mittler, 1832. No. 147, pp. 164-68.

[S-M18] In: Gesangbuch fur Freymaurer und alle
Verehrer der Religion, Tugend und Wahrhej t. Elne Sammlung

von 700 Maurer-Gesingen. Gesammlet und herausgegeben von
Georg Heinrich Mahncke. Hamburg: Georg Heinrich Mahncke,

n. d. No. 222, pp. 152-54.

(S-M19] In: Lieder zum Gebrauch der unter Constitution
der Grossen Loge zu Hamburg vereinigten Logen. Als Manu-

script fur Bruder. Hamburg: In Commission bei dem Br.
Julius Melle, Nestler & Melle, n.d. No. 75, pp. 131-134.

(S-M20J In: Lieder zum Gebrauch der vier vereinigten
Logen in Hamburg. Hamburg: n. p., n. d. No. 17, pp. 28-
31. First six strophes only.

(S-M21] In: Lieder zum Gebrauch der unter der Consti-
tution der Grossen Provinzial-Loge von Hamburg und Nieder-
Sachsen arbeitenden Logen. Als Manuscript fur Bruder. Ham-
burg, n. p., n. d. No. 44, PP. 78-81.
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